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Preface
The present collection contains papers to be presented at the 2nd International 
Conference on Computational Lexicography (COMPLEX ’92) to be held in Budapest, 
October 4 through 8, 1992, and organized jointly by the Research Institute for 
Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Laboratoire Automatique 
Documentaire et Linguistique - Université Paris 7. The aim of the conference is to 
bring together researchers who are experts in both computational linguistics and 
lexicography. One of the central issues addressed in this collection concerns the 
machine-aided compilation of dictionaries on the basis of text corpora. The 
computer-aided process of producing lexical descriptions in most often based on 
domain-specific corpora. Most lexicographic work reported on in the papers is directed 
toward the compilation of monolingual dictionaries, though the preoccupation with the 
problems of bilingual dictionaries seem gaining ground. Thus, in computational 
lexicography one of the most intriguing questions is the use of bilingual reference 
corpora for translation. From among the more recent topics of research mention should 
also be made of the analysis of compounds and idioms, of the recognition of complex 
patterns (verb with their complements) and of the acquisition of semantic information. 
On the other hand, quite a few of the more traditional topics of computational 
lexicography are still not exhausted as testified by a number of papers. To these belong 
automatic lemmatization, automatic lexical search in various types of text corpora, 
morphological analysis and parsing techniques.
By and large, the papers in this collection provide an adequate picture of 
present-day work in computational lexicography and represent work of high standard.
Ferenc Kiefer

Tools for computer-aided corpus lexicogrphy: 
the Hector Project
B.T. Su e  ATKINS
Abstract
This paper describes the lexicographical work being done, and the computer tools being 
designed and used, in a 2-year collaborative project undertaken by a large computer systems 
research centre and a major dictionary publisher. The lexicographical objective is to compile 
dictionary-database entries and at the same time manually sense-tag part of the electronic 
corpus used as evidence for the lexicography. The computational objective is to build 
customized tools to facilitate the lexicography. The focus in this account is on the 
lexicographical work. The steps in the process of compilation and manual sense-tagging are 
enumerated, and the computer tools that make this process easier and faster are described and 
illustrated.
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30 Introduction
In this paper1, I shall record the computational tools designed and built by members of the 
staff Digital Equipment Corporation in order to facilitate lexicography carried out by 
members of the staff of Oxford University Press [OUP]. After introducing this joint project 
(Section 1), I shall give a brief account of the resources available to the lexicographers 
(Section 2); next I shall describe the tools themselves (Section 3); and then I shall go through 
in some detail the whole process of compiling a lexical entry (Section 4), showing at every 
stage how the computer tools function, and illustrating each step with a screen dump taken 
in the course of the lexicographical work.
1. THE HECTOR PROJECT
The Hector project is the name given to a collaborative venture into computer-aided 
lexicography undertaken by the US computer company Digital Equipment Corporation and 
the British publishing house Oxford University Press. It is located at Digital’s Systems 
Research Center in Palo Alto, CA, and administered by Digital. Its purpose is twofold: to 
compile traditional dictionary-type lexical entries using corpus evidence, and to sense-tag the 
corpus lines that are being scanned in the process. It was begun in January 1991 and will end 
in March 1993; four members of Digital’s staff work full time on this project; several OUP 
lexicographers contributed to the design phase, and four are working in Palo Alto for a year; 
a number of others from both companies make contributions as required. I shall describe the 
project entirely from a lexicographer’s point of view (for a computational view, see Glassman 
et al (forthcoming)), and to try to show how the computer tools make the work faster, more 
thorough, more consistent, and infinitely more fun.
The lexical entries constitute at present a source database rather than a dictionary text proper. 
Our purpose during this phase of compilation is to analyse the way words are used, and to 
record as much information as possible, which in effect means as much information as we 
can manage within our own time constraints.
The manual sense-tagging of the corpus occurrences of each compiled word is not a task that 
has (as far as I know) been undertaken on this scale before, although lexical research has 
skirted round this topic for some years (see Lesk (1986), Atkins (1987), Black (1988)). In
1 This is an account of a team project, managed by Mary-Claire van Leunen (for Digital Equipment Corporation) 
and Patrick Hanks (for Oxford University Press). The Digital team consisted of Lucille Glassman, Cynthia 
Hibbard, James R. Meehan, and Loretta Guarino Reid (DEC Systems Research Center, Palo Alto, CA). The 
principal Oxford lexicographers were Rosamund Moon and William R. Trumble, assisted at different stages by 
Helen Liebeck, Peter Gilliver, and Katherine Barber. My role was that of lexicographical adviser to the project, 
concentrating on the software specifications and including some practical lexicography. My thanks go to 
Mary-Claire van Leunen and Patrick Hanks for their comments on the first version of this paper.
$the initial stages of compiling an entry it is easy to set conditions that will produce groups 
of occurrences to be given the same sense tag in a macro command, but as the manual 
tagging wears on this becomes less and less possible, and it has to be said that in the case of 
the words being tagged during this project (on average, those which occur between 500 and
1,000 times in the corpus) the last 50% or more of the manual sense-tagging is tedious and 
slow.
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2. LEXICOGRAPHICAL RESOURCES
The resources available to the lexicographers are of various types: evidence of the language 
in use (see 2.1), bibliographical details of the corpus texts from which the evidence is drawn 
(see 2.2), reference works about the language (see 2.3), and the result of linguistic analysis 
of the English verb system (see2.4).
2 .1  LINGUISTIC DA ТА
The main body of evidence is to be found in the electronic corpus; this is supplemented by 
a file of citations collected as part of OUP’s continuing reading programme.
2 .1 .1  THE ELECTRONIC TEXT CORPUS
The bulk of the evidence to be analysed takes the form of an electronic corpus of current 
British English, containing approximately 17.3 million words principally of written texts but 
also some transcribed spoken language2. The corpus contents were preprocessed for the 
lexicographers: cleaned up (punctuation checked and tagged, duplicate texts and typographical 
errors removed, etc.); wordclass-tagged, using a tagset of 623 tags devised for the 
Lund-Oslo-Bergen corpus (Johansson & Hofland 1989), grouped into 14 clusters; parsed, 
using the Houghton-Mifflin parser, which includes a second tagging process; and wordform 
occurrences and collocational frequencies computed.
2 .1 .2  THE CITA TIONS FILE
OUP maintains a reading programme in Oxford and (for American andfanadian texts) in New 
Jersey; the citations collected in the course of this programme are keyed and used by Oxford 
exicographers recording new words and new usages of existing Words; this continuously 
growing body of text is available on line to the lexicographers of the Hector Project.
2 This corpus was drawn from the Oxford Corpus, built along the lines described 
grateful to Jeremy Clear, Corpus Manager, OUP, for his help in building it.
in Clear (in press); we are
52 .2 CORPUS CATALOGUE
Bibliographical details of every text in the corpus may be called up by the lexicographers. 
A typical entry (with end tags removed) reads:
<code> NiceWk
< title > Nice Work
< comment > novel. Booker shortlist
< date> 1988
<authper> David Lodge
< age> 40-50
<authm ode> single (= only one author)
< sex>  ' male
< nationality > UK
< domicile > UK
< compos > single (= only one typesetter)
<publisher> Seeker and Warburg
< place > London, UK
< genre > written; published; books; fiction
<samplen> 109,109 (= number of words in sample)
2 .3 OXFORD REFERENCE WORKS3
The following works are available on line for consultation by the lexicographers:
The Concise Oxford Dictionary [COD8], 8th edition, Oxford University Press, 1990.
The Pocket Oxford Dictionary, 8th edition, Oxford University Press, 1992.
The Oxford Dictionary o f Quotations [ODQ], 3rd edition, Oxford University Press, 1980.
The Oxford Thesaurus, compiled by L. Urdang, Oxford University Press, 1992.
The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary [SOED2], (text of forthcoming new edition), Oxford 
University Press.
The attributed citations in the SOED2 and ODQ, together with those in the Citations File (see 
2.1.2), usefully complement the electronic corpus.
3 We are grateful to James Howes, Head of Reference Computing, Oxford University Press, for help with the 
transfer to Palo Alto of dictionary data and for the OUP "Sid" dictionary browsing software which contributes 
to the Argus Reference Tools and the Ajax Dictionary Editor.
62 .4  VERB CHECKLIST
This is adapted from Levin (forthcoming), and consists of a listing of verb patterns and 
alternations; it is available on line, and serves as an aide-mémoire for lexicographers who 
wish to check that the corpus and citations sources offer adequate information about the 
constructions associated with the principal English verbs. When a lexicographer asks about 
a verb, the program offers one or more of the verb lists (see 4.1.4 for an example) where 
patterns of usage, including transitivity alternations, are stated; each pattem is exemplified, 
using one of the verbs to which that pattem applies, in such a way that the lexicographer can 
see the potential of the verb that is the subject of the query.
3. THE COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS*
In this paper, I wish to concentrate on the specifically lexicographical functions of the Hector 
tools. There are a number of more general functions which I shall not describe idiot-proofing 
(for instance, they don’t allow lexicographers to destroy data without being aware of it); 
periodic automatic saving; monitoring and recording every command that is input, together 
with its consequences; flexible windowing for almost all of the menu and dialogue boxes, and 
so on.
The lexicographers’ machines are Digital 5100 workstations. The lexicographical process, 
including corpus searching and sense-tagging, is too complex to be carried out on a single 
monitor, even one with many windows (the windows are organized by the Motif Window 
Manager). The prototype configuration had six monitors, and these were all used and useful, 
but the hardware eventually decided on meant that we finished up with three (see Figure 1). 
This was a relief to those whose eyesight could not cope with six screens all in different 
focus.
The computational tools designed to assist the lexicography fall into three main groups:
(1) those which access reference material, used in the left-hand monitor ("Atlas");
(2) those which display structured corpus texts, and perform operations on these, in the 
centre monitor ("Argus”);
(3) those which receive, structure, record and display lexical entries and amendments to 
these, in the right-hand monitor ("Ajax").
4 This account owes much to the excellent documentation provided by our Digital colleagues.
\
7Figure 1: Atlas, Argus and Ajax monitors
This triple screen configuration allows the lexicographers to scan, sort and sense-tag the 
corpus data, and consult other reference sources, without losing track of the "shape" of the 
growing lexical entry. The cursor travels freely from one screen to another. Material may 
be cut from the corpus data in Argus and pasted in (as examples) into the appropriate field 
in Ajax.
3 .1  THE A T L A S  REFERENCE TOOLS
The left-hand monitor ("Atlas") is the reference screen. These are the tools which present 
the lexicographer with processed linguistic data, offering dictionary browsing facilities, 
statistics on wordform occurrences and collocational frequences, and a checklist of verb 
patterns. In addition, the lexicographers use the Atlas monitor for requesting information 
about texts in the corpus, or a progress report on the project, and for checking the 
consistency of their compiled entries; this is also the screen used for routine tasks such as 
document writing and handling electronic mail.
83 .1 .1  Commands in Adas
The Atlas screen is entirely flexible and is configured by the lexicographers to suit their own 
tastes; unlike Argus and Ajax, which each have customized screens, there are no fixed access 
points to any of these commands, which are simply keyed into a Unix shell window. They 
fall roughly into three groups, according to the type of information accessed: (a) reference 
work entries; (b) mainly preprocessed information such as corpus statistics; and (c) the 
lexicographical policy documents. The type of argument for each command is given in 
square brackets after it.
3.1 .1 .1  A ccessing  reference works
These display in quasi-print format the selected entry from the specified work (see 2.3, and 
Figure 10), and are as follows:
cod8 [headword]
shorter [headword]
pocket [headword]
oxthes [headword]
odq [headword]
3 .1 .1 .2  Mainly accessing preprocessed  information 
beth [verb-lemma]
This command produces information about the complementation patterns and transitivity 
alternations in which the lemma participates (see 2.4).
checkentry [headword]
This command checks the contents of three fields (semantic domain, register and style labels, 
and grammar) in a compiled entry. These may each legitimately contain only a specific set 
of character strings, and those which do not conform are easily identified. Later, other fields 
will be added to the list of those that fall within the scope of checkentry.
coll [wordform]
This command produces two sets of figures derived from statistical analysis of the corpus (see 
Church et al 1990a, 1990b and forthcoming): mutual information and t-score. These are 
obtained by analysing all the words that occur in a window of five words to the right of each 
target word, and (separately) in a window of five words to the left, and computing for both 
right and left environments those that co-occur with the keyword significantly more often than 
chance. The output of this command is shown on the right side of the screen in Figure 5.
I
9Both MI and t-score draw the lexicographer’s attention to words that tend to occur together, 
but they have slightly different emphases. The t-test takes account of the absolute frequencies 
of the each of the words in the corpus, so that the highest scoring items are not only strongly 
associated with the target word, they also tend to be very common words in their own right. 
MI, on the other hand, tends to pick out the more unusual items, which a lexicographer might 
have missed. The t-test often does better at drawing attention to the function words which 
co-occur with the target word; this can be particularly useful in studying syntactic points, for 
example verb complementation patterns. MI gives greater emphasis to content words, which 
is especially helpful as a tool for organizing semantic studies of the target words.
corpusdoc [text-title-abbreviation]
An abbreviation of the source document title appears alongside each corpus line. This 
command expands it to give fuller information from the corpus catalogue about the text it 
refers to (see 2.2).
incs [lemma]
This command opens a window into the citations file (see 2.1.2), known informally as the 
"incomings"; every occurrence of any form of the lemma in the citations database is offered 
to the lexicographer.
printentry [lemma]
This command outputs a printed version of the compiled entry in the format shown in Figure 
35.
stats [lemma]
This command calls up a summary of the number of occurrences of the word in its various 
forms; as well as giving the frequencies of occurrence of each lexical form, stats shows how 
many occurrences of the word, and of each wordform, are tagged as a noun, verb, adjective, 
adverb etc. The output of this command is shown on the left side of the screen in Figure 5.
tally
This command computes the compilation to date and reports the situation, noting what entries 
have been compiled by which lexicographer, on what date; their length and complexity; the 
percentage of the wordlist compiled and of the corpus sense-tagged at the moment of enquiry, 
etc.
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3 .1 . 1 . 3  A ccessing  lexicographical po licy  docum ents
The policy documents are an on-line style guide, setting out for the team of lexicographers 
the exact way in which various types of linguistic data must be handled during the 
compilation. These commands open a text window on to the policy documents file at specific 
points; some examples are:
comps (compounds)
gram (grammar)
ids (multiword items)
punct (punctuation)
reg (register) etc. etc.
3 .2  THE CORPUS SEARCHING AND TAGGING TOOLS Г  ARGUS")
The centre monitor ("Argus") offers corpus data to the lexicographers, with a dialogue 
facility that allows them to specify conditions on the corpus searches.
These tools operate on raw linguistic data. At the heart of Argus is the 17.3 million-word 
corpus, tagged at present with text structuring features (e.g. those marking paragraphs, 
sentences and other text units, also typographical details, etc.) and grammatical features 
(wordclasses and some clause roles); the team is at present tagging the nouns in the corpus 
with fairly broad semantic features such as PERSON, PLANT, VEHICLE, GARMENT, FOOD etc. 
These are being drawn semi-automatically from an on-line thesaurus, but similar tags could 
of course be assigned from an on-line dictionary, using semantic taxonomies constructed from 
the parsed definitions, as described in Chodorow et al (1985), Byrd et al (1987) and Calzolari 
& Picchi (1988).
Argus uses these existing tags in the selection of concordance lines conforming to conditions 
set by the lexicographers, and displays these for sense-tagging; Argus also records the 
sense-tag assigned to each occurrence.
3 .2 .1  Commands in Argus
The command system in Argus and Ajax is very flexible. Some of the command buttons 
execute the command directly; others open up into a menu of further commands and options, 
possibly cascading to several levels; and others open a dialogue box into which the 
lexicographer must key some information.
The basic Argus layout is shown in Figure 2. On the screen there are two windows, upper 
("Query”) and lower ("Argus"), of equal size in this illustration, but the lexicographers can 
change this if they want to. Each has its own command line, which I shall describe in turn. 
Suspension points following some of the commands indicate the presence of a menu of 
options.
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Inflect U t| Inflection»..-I Cl— r|
Query 3.36 
W ordcl— e»...| e T eg » - Add C ollocate I OpHon»|
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch'* I Punch'* I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I 
[punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES
Inflection»: I Nonei I A lll ■ N oun ■ Verb Adjective
Argus 3.36
Search C ount Sort... S are...| C o m im t | Corpus A nalysis ftwjn I Option»
________________________________________________________ Current tag:___________________________________________________ ______
Guardn day financial information giant, and if trading punches with the Stock Exchange over a press rel 
Guardn -tat-tat of straight lefts, plus the odd kidney punch in the clinches, belied by the innocent la 
Guardn she is reaffirming her Mitchell lellip. kidney punches intention not to stand for president in 
Guardn о violent Incidents. An hour earlier. Boxer had punched a man for calling him a 'fascist bastard 
Guardn up Grand Guignol in favour of a petit bourgeois Punch and Judy show? This feeling was brought on 
Guardn binet, it really was a bit more than a Thatcher Punch and Judy show. Grand Guignol indeed. </st 
Guardn developed methods of measuring growth including punching marker holes in the blades of seaweeds 
Guardn began in June and every night someone is either punched, kicked or threatened." A 14-year-old S 
Guardn omen on buses. A friend, a girl from Spain, was punched in the face after accidentally bumping i 
Guardn ke him into action. Even when he was kicked and punched by loyalist councillors outside Belfast 
Guardn remarked in print. Then, only a few weeks ago. Punch had rung me up to ask me what I thought of 
Guardn rlbution with the bat sdash. though never quite punching his weight bdash. and maintaining his г 
Guardn ker, Tom Lawton, who retaliated in a barrage of punches. The Australians declined. Bob Ueighill 
Guardn orl was in Jubilant mood at Beverley yesterday, punching the air as he won the Comet Handicap by 
Guardn formality. Wright stayed for a time and Lloyds punched some off-drives in his defiant Innings о 
Guardn t consumption has been wrecking rainforests and punching holes in the atmosphere. The god of tec 
Indept n in Mozambique. In the early Fifties he edited Punch and became an all-purpose television perso 
Indept refereeing of Brian Kinsey, which was not. More punches were thrown and kicks aimed in this mate 
Indept parrlng, Eric Vanderaerden unleashed his Sunday punch to knock out the fading hopes of Sean Kell 
Indept у made the best possible use of the loose ball, punching holes through the Durham defence so tha 
Indept his nose broken. Richmond allege that it was a punch that shattered Gutteridge's nose and have
M I N ot show n: 0 | E xcluded: 0 10 I О Buffers: 0 0  0  0
Figure 2: Argus screen
3. 2 .1 .1  The "Query" w indow
The first three buttons in the command line (Expand 1st, Inflections..." and Clear, at the 
top of the screen in Figure 2, starting from the left) all operate on the same data: the word 
keyed by the lexicographer into the space below. This "target" word forms the focus of 
corpus searches.
The word may be "expanded" into all its possible forms, covering all the typographical 
alternatives for all the selected morphological inflections: in the screen shown, the noun and 
verb forms of punch have been expanded. The vertical bar separating the wordforms stands 
for "or”.
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If a target word is entered without hitting "Return”, the target is exactly the word form as 
keyed in, with no expansion. If "Return" is hit, the word is expanded typographically only 
(e.g. punch I Punch j PUNCH).
It is possible to key in more than one word, and hitting "Return" expands them both (or all). 
Expand 1st
This command expands the first target word only, according to options selected by using the 
Inflections... button.
Inflections...
This command opens a menu of options, shown in Figure 2 lying along the bottom of the 
upper "Query" window. As with all these menus, a mouse click on a button selects that 
option (here, "Noun" and "Verb"). The default is "All". These options are not mutually 
exclusive. Selecting "None" produces variant spellings, and upper and lower case 
alternatives, for the target word. Selecting "Adverb" for punch would have produced punchly, 
punchlier and punchliest, for which corpus matches are unlikely. (In the matter of corpus 
contents, I’ve come to share Napoleon’s attitude to the word "impossible".)
Clear
This command clears the contents of the target word box, allowing the lexicographer to key 
in a new target.
Wordclass...
This command opens a dialogue box that allows the lexicographers to add further constraints 
to the search for target word occurrences, using the wordclass tags in the corpus. The default 
is "All". The options at present are "Noun", "Verb", "Adjective", "Adverb" and "Other". 
Soon, "Other" will be replaced by "Preposition", "Pronoun", "Article" etc. However, the 
primary constraint is the output of the expansion process: the search will be performed only 
for wordforms appearing in the target box.
Sense Tags...
This command constrains the search still further, by offering the lexicographer the chance to 
search only for those occurrences already tagged with specific sense-tags. It opens up into 
a list of the active sense-tags for the target word (see 3.4) and the lexicographer may choose 
them all, or some, or none. This is useful when you are looking for all the occurrences of 
one particular sense, or when you want to exclude, during the sense-tagging process, all the 
lines you have already sense-tagged. Here again, the default is "All".
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Add Collocate
This command opens a new search condition area, allowing the lexicographer to key a target 
collocate word into the target box. This restricts the search to occurrences of the target word 
in the context of a specific collocate, or specific collocates.
All the options on the target word (punch in Figure 2) - Expand 1st, Inflections..., Clear, 
Wordclasses... and Sense Tags... - are repeated here for the collocate, and in addition the 
dialogue box Position allows us to specify either a position or a range of positions for the 
collocate location vis-ä-vis the target word. In selecting these, the default is "-5,+5" (within 
a range of positions from five words to the left of the target word to five words to the right). 
The options here are fully flexible: " +  1" would restrict the collocate search to the word 
occurring directly after the target word, "-20,+20" would greatly extend the search window, 
and so on.
The Add Collocate command functions, if required, on the wordclass tags alone; that is, it 
is possible to search for all occurrences of the target word with a preposition, or noun, or any 
other part of speech in a certain relative position. The words which match this condition are 
colour-highlighted in the resultant concordances, making it easy to see patterns, find phrasal 
verbs etc.
There is no limit to the number of collocate boxes the lexicographer may add. The 
relationship between the collocates is one of conjunction ("and"); that is, if I add the two 
collocates rum and fru it, each in its own collocate box, to the target word punch, Argus will 
find only concordance lines where both rum and fru it co-occur with punch. If I want to find 
all the lines where either rum or fru it co-occurs with punch I must enter both collocates into 
the same collocate box, with a vertical bar between them.
The collocate box can itself generate another collocate box (a collocate of the collocate). 
Positions in that box are relative to the parent collocate, not to the target word.
The facility to add collocates to both the target word and to collocates, together with the 
relationships of conjunction and disjunction that may be stipulated, make this search 
procedure extremely flexible (if rather complex and time-consuming).
Options
This command allows the lexicographer to reposition the Query window, and opens the 
following menu:
Move to Screen 0 
Move to Screen 1 
Move to Screen 2.
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3 .2 .1 .2  The "Argus" w indow
This window displays the result of a search and most of the commands relate to the 
concordance lines in the window. The command line with buttons Search, Count etc. lies 
at the top of the window (horizontally, centre screen, in Figure 2); the six boxes (Shown, 
Not shown etc.) at the foot of the window report on the search. I shall first describe the 
command buttons, starting from the left, and after them the search results boxes.
This button starts a search, using input from the Query window. The resultant concordance 
lines start to scroll in the display window. The context of the target word is approximiately 
50 characters to the right and 50 to the left; an abbreviation identifying the source text lies 
on the left of the line (in Figure 2, these indicate the British newspapers The Guardian and 
The Independent), while words matching the collocate specifications are colour-highlighted. 
The blank area to the left of the lines is where the lexicographers insert sense tags.
The lines appear in the order that the texts are accessed in the corpus. After a few weeks of 
experimentation, we decided that initially it would be most useful for the lexicographers to 
have the written texts sorted first on genre (with newspapers first, and fiction last), and within 
this primary sort, resorted on title, alphabetically; the transcribed spoken texts come last.
This command simply counts the occurrences that match the search conditions, without 
displaying the concordances, and displays the total in the Not Shown box below the 
concordance window. It is much faster than Search.
This command takes the output of the Search command and sorts it according to several 
options. There are two sorts, a primary and a secondary (see Figure 7). Each offers the 
same options, viz:
Search
Count
Sort
Words At Right 
Words At Left 
Wordform 
Corpus 
Sense
alphabetically sorted on right context 
alphabetically sorted on left context 
sorted on the wordform of the target word 
sorted in order of genre in the corpus 
sorted on the sense tags that have been input
The default here is "Corpus" in both cases. Sorting on right and left context does not operate 
beyond the sentence boundary.
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Save
This command puts the occurrences that result from a Search into a file according to further 
specification from the lexicographer. The options here are either to make a file of KWIC 
concordances as displayed on the screen, or to make a file of the full sentences in which these 
occurrences figure.
Commit
This command (often invisible in the screen dumps because of the colours on the monitor) 
saves the sense tags that the lexicographer has assigned to the corpus occurrences.
Mail
This command opens an instant hot line to the lexicographers’ "minders", the Digital 
computer scientists who keep the software running and continue to add enrich it as the 
lexicography develops. Mail is a streamlined bug-reporting system.
Corpus
This command, called when the cursor is on a concordance line in the Argus display window, 
opens a window into the corpus. The options here are "Partial" (a window of 1,000 
characters to the left and right of the target word) or "Entire” (the whole corpus).
Analysis
This command, called when the cursor is on a concordance line, opens a scrollable window 
where are displayed the wordclass tags and clause analysis data, including subject and 
predicate marking, that the sentence carries.
Assign
Here again, the label on the command button does not come out well in the screen dumps. 
This command assigns a designated sense tag (the one appearing at Current tag just below 
it) to a previously selected line or batch of lines in the display window, 
thus allowing for batch tagging.
Options
This command opens up a menu of options. In addition to those for moving the Argus 
window to another screen, it includes several of direct interest in debugging operations, and 
the option to Quit, i.e. close down Argus in an orderly way.
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Shown
is the first of the search results boxes lying along the base of the Argus window. In it is 
displayed the count of occurrences that match the search conditions, and for which KWIC 
concordances are being displayed.
Not shown
This command also gives the total of matches, this time for the output of the Count 
command, when the matches are displayed on the screen.
The other boxes are concerned with the running of the software, and normally used only by 
the computer scientists in the team.
3 .3  THE DICHONARY ENTRY EDITOR Г  AJAX")
The right-hand monitor ("Ajax") houses the entry-building software; it is there that the 
lexicographers call up skeleton template entries and flesh them out into full entries.
These tools provide a structured environment in which the lexicographers compile lexical 
entries. This can be done from scratch, starting from a blank template, or a COD8 entry can 
be called up in Ajax for adaptation for the new dictionary-database in preparation.
The structure of the entries in Ajax is based on deconstructions (or parses) of the COD8 
entries. Ten types of entry structure were identified, and the parses drawn up5.
The types of entries for which parses were made are:
abbreviationentry
affixentry
biographicalentry
contractionentry
crossref entry hidden = FALSE
geographical_entry
given_name_entry
institutionentry
lexicalentry
nonassimilatedentry
5 This is the work of Rosamund Moon.
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The least complicated of these (that for a foreign loan word) is given here, as an example:
nonassimilated_entry uid =
hidden = FALSE 
ord = numlet(0) 
sort = ()
free tex t
pronunciation
variantspelling*
decoration*
s e e a lso x r*
source
natypology
wordclasssequence +
derivativesequence*
etymology
note*
where:
X +  =  one or more X 
X* =  zero or more X
The parse (like all such) formalizes the structure of the entry-type it describes and defines. 
Here is one "nonassimilated" entry in print:
bonhom ie  /.bDnD'mi:/ n. geniality; good-natured 
friendliness. IF f. bonhomme good fellow)
Figure 3: COD8 "non-assimilated" entry
The relationship between the lines of the parse and the elements of the entry is transparent 
enough.
This work informed the whole design of Ajax, and of course also allows Ajax to validate 
input data in certain fields, check that no essential part of an entry has been omitted, and 
order the entry components.
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punch* (Tue May ZS 095539 1932)
punch Coeeands... Sort senses Add Sense I E l
q |E x , l  M ighty M a r t  couldn’t  punch his way out of «paper bag today. 1 Clues
tag : b l o w v a i r  O rd : 1 S -n o i 1.2 g ra m : ex field kind note re f reg nld Delete
q  Id io m : to punch (into) the air
D eft to m ake a  rigorous gesture with clenched fist 1
tag : d r i n k  O rd : 2 S -n o i gram : ex field kind note re f reg uid P hr Delete
D eft drink, usu hot, m ixture of wine, spirits, fru it Juices, spices 1
tag : j u d y  O rd: 3 S -n o t 1 g ra m : n-prop l | e x | field kind note re f reg uid P hr Delete
D eft a  grotesque hum pbacked figure in a traditional puppet show 
i П] [Ex :[ h u rd y-gurdy  music chum s o u t ... as Punch and Judy ... batter a t  each other
1
1 C lue:
I tag i s h o w  O rd : 3 S -n o i 1.1 gram s
I  - 1 Id iom : P unch and Judy (show)
0 " held kind note re f reg uid
■Deft a traditional puppet show for children, often held in fairgrounds, consisting of a series of slapstick 
I comedy routines in which P unch beats his wife Judy with a stick.
I  — 11 Exil children will enjoy the weekly P unch  and Judy shows.
| - 1 |E xi] Sideshows will include a coconut shy, and Punch and Judy.
I C lue: 
I C lue:
I t a g i  p i  O rd : 3 S -n o t 1.2
1 Id io m : (as) pleased as P unch (or punch) 
|D e f :  delighted, very pleased about something
field kind note ref reg uid
I Ex:) * 0411 see him  now ,... pleased as punch and grinning like he always did when he was going to do 
I something for you.
r r a m i r n m p g n r g g g
3 .3 .1
Figure 4: Ajax screen 
Commands in Ajax
The Ajax screen shown in Figure 4 is known informally as "proto-Ajax". It is not a template 
for a full lexical entry, simply an outline format to be used for the basic structuring and 
compiling stages. We started off with a full dictionary entry template ("Ajax" proper), but 
this was so complex that, for all but the very short entries, no amount of manipulation would 
allow enough material on the screen at any given moment. We then reduced the number of 
fields and options, for the working draft template ("proto-Ajax"), and devised the "icon 
button" method of accessing other fields (see 3.3.1.2).
The design of "proto-Ajax", and indeed of full Ajax, is not yet complete. As the 
lexicography continues, and the computer scientists respond to requests from the 
lexicographers, the design is modified, and the operations get slicker and the screen more 
adapted to dictionary compiling. Proto-Ajax gives the lexicographers the ability to write a 
considerable amount of detail about each dictionary sense, and at the click of a mouse either
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to increase the scope of the entry by adding another data field, or to close up the data fields 
and summarize on the screen a lot of senses at the same time, while even more of the entry 
is visible in quasi-dictionary format through the Show command (see 3.3.1.1). Throughout 
this paper, "Ajax" refers to the "proto-Ajax" that was used to construct the demonstration 
entry.
3.3 .1 .1  The Ajax com m and line
In Figure 4 the headword (punch) is entered in the extreme left comer of the command line 
at the top of the screen, where the headword normally appears in print dictionaries. Keying 
in a different word here automatically closes the current entry (with safeguards) and calls the 
entry for the new word, or if there is none, a blank template.
Most of the commands are accessed from a menu under the Commands..." box; the four 
most frequently used (Sort senses, Add Sense, Tags and Save) are buttons in their own 
right.
The command line contains the following options:
Commands...
This opens up a menu of commands:
Another Ajax 
Odel Entry 
Cod8 Entry 
Full Ajax 
Copy 
Show
Alphabetically
Quit
Move to Screen 0 
Move to Screen 1 
Move to Screen 2
Another Ajax
This command brings up another blank template and holds both templates in the active mode, 
so that mnemonic tags from both entries are "official" at the same time in Argus (useful if 
you are writing entries for, say, punch and punch up at the same time, since Argus will not 
distinguish these occurrences in the corpus search).
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Odel Entry
This command ("Odel" is the temporary name of the dictionary-database being compiled) 
calls up a compiled entry and displays it in Ajax format.
COD8 Entry
This command does the same for a COD8 entry (useful if it only needs tweaking to fit the 
new dictionary).
Copy
This command copies the current Ajax entry to a file.
Show
This command displays the current entry in something like print dictionary format. This is 
an excellent tool and one that is in constant use. It is very difficult to compile on-line without 
being able to take an overview of the entry very frequently. Show gives us the facility to do 
this.
Alphabetically
This command opens a dialogue box and invites the insertion of a keyword that will serve to 
alphabetize the entry within the headword list, if  the form of the headword makes it 
impossible to do this automatically (e.g. to put ”42nd Street" amongst the Fs).
Quit
This command exits Ajax, with appropriate precautions.
Move to Screen 0 / 1 / 2
The last three commands in the menu allow repositioning of the Ajax material (few 
lexicographers use this facility).
There are three other top-level commands in Ajax:
Sort Senses
This command (the next button in the Ajax command line, see Figure 4) sorts the senses 
according to the numbers entered at Ord (=  ordinal number) and S-no: (=  sense number) 
in each sense frame, and displays the newly sorted version on the screen. It is not always 
necessary to be able to see the very latest ordering displayed in the Ajax screen, and the 
lexicographers, unwilling to add even a few seconds to the time spent waiting, rejected 
automatic re-sorting of the entry each time a sense number was changed.
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Add Sense
This command adds another sense frame at the bottom of the Ajax template. Each frame 
holds the contents of a dictionary sense. It is possible to add an empty frame at a particular 
point within the entry by positioning the cursor and striking an initialized function key.
Tags
This command transmits the mnemonic tags to Argus (the corpus search tool), at which point 
the tags become official, each with a unique identity in the database. Argus responds by 
expanding the Sense Tags button in the top line of the Query window (this may be seen in 
Figure 12) and listing the officially recognized mnemonics that will be accepted as sense-tags
against corpus lines. Any mnemonic tag in Ajax can of course be eliminated, or changed. 
This is done by making the changes in Ajax, and toggling Tags off, and on again; Argus 
responds by listing the new set of tags. Block de-assignment and reassignment of tags to 
corpus lines is also possible.
Save
The Save button saves all the Ajax data inserted since the last save.
3 .3 .1 .2  Buttons in the Ajax sen se  frames
I shall explain here the options represented by these buttons; their use will become apparent 
as their role is described in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
tag
Beside this label is a text field into which the lexicographer keys the mnemonic chosen for 
that particular sense (in Figure 4, for instance, ‘blowvair’, ‘drink’, ‘judy’ etc.).
Ord and S-no
These also label text fields, which hold numbers assigned to homograph headwords (Ord) and 
sense divisions within the entry (S-no).
gram
This text field receives the abbreviations for parts of speech and other grammatical 
information to appear in the dictionary.
The other (icon) buttons all operate in the same way: one mouse click repositions the button 
against the left margin of the frame at the correct point in the entry vis-ä-vis the other data
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in the entry (for instance, the various ex and Idiom buttons in Figure 4), and opens a text 
field for lexicographers to key data into, together with a "minus" button which will kill the 
field, if they change their mind later. If a second text field of the same type (for instance, ex 
or field or note or ref) is needed within one sense frame, this can be called up by clicking 
on the first. Another mouse click on the ex or field (etc.) icon at the top of the frame closes 
any active fields of that type; if there are more than one, it iconifies them together in one 
button.
The data types, which correspond to items in traditional dictionary entries, or to information 
to be held in a database although perhaps not to appear in a print dictionary, are as follows:
ex.
dictionary example 
Field
semantic field or domain marker 
kind
a shorthand name for a field that holds listings of compounds of which this headword is an 
element (e.g. in the Ajax entry for punch, in the frame for the "blow" sense, the kind field 
might hold kidney punch and rabbit punch)-, the contents of this field will not necessarily 
appear in the dictionary
note
from lexicographer to lexicographer, not for publication 
ref
cross-reference to another entry 
reg
register, style etc. marker 
uid
displays the unique identity number of that sense in the database
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Phr
allows the insertion of a multiword lexical item of which the headword is one element (idioms 
and phrasal verbs are identified separately within this area)
Delete
deletes the whole sense frame instantly
3 .4  AJAX - ARGUS INTERCOMMUNICA TION: SENSE TA GGING
The link between Ajax and Argus is the system of sense-tagging. During the compiling 
process, the lexicographer assigns to each occurrence of the headword in the corpus a tag 
relating it to one of the senses of the lexical entry. The words for which entries are being 
compiled during this phase of the project have on average between 500 and 1,000 occurrences 
in the corpus. A method had to be found of tagging each occurrence on its first (and possibly 
only) appearance on the Argus screen - there was no question of sense-tagging the corpus 
after the entry was fully compiled, as that would have doubled the lexicographical work. At 
the same time, the lexicographers had to be free to change their minds as often as they 
needed to, at any point in the compiling, over the number and order of the dictionary senses 
of the target headword. And they had to be able to do that without needing to re-tag the 
corpus occurrences that had already been sense-tagged.
This is the system that was devised: when lexicographers begin to draft an entry on the Ajax 
screen, they give each sense a mnemonic tag; for instance, one sense of punch might be 
tagged ‘drink’, one ‘judy’ and one ‘show’, as in Figure 4. To each tag Ajax assigns a unique 
identity number (incorporating the headword in it), and will therefore not accept two identical 
mnemonics within the same headword entry. The compiler hits a key to transmit these tags 
to Argus. Beside each KWIC concordance line on the Argus screen is a “sense-tag box" (in 
Figure 2, this lies in the empty column to the left of the KWIC concordance lines); Argus 
will accept in that box only "official" tags,- i.e. mnemonics which have been duly transmitted 
from Ajax (such tags are visible in Figure 23). When two senses are merged in the lexical 
entry (in Ajax), the concordance lines may be retagged in a block in Argus. When senses 
are moved around in the Ajax lexical entry, this has no effect on the corpus sense-tags in 
Argus, as the unique identity numbers remain the same. When a tag in the entry is renamed 
with a different mnemonic, this is transmitted to Argus, and the corpus mnemonics are duly 
changed. I
I shall now describe how, with these tools at my disposal, I drafted an entry for the word 
punch, tagging its senses into the corpus, and I shall try to show how the various Hector tools 
function at each point in the compilation.
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4 . ENTRY COMPILING AND SENSE TAGGING
The work of a lexicographer is essentially one of analysis (discovering, understanding, 
structuring and recording the facts about the word to be described) and synthesis (from this 
ordered set of facts, selecting those appropriate to the dictionary-database being compiled, 
and setting them out in the way most helpful to the typical user of the eventual dictionary). 
The lexicographical work goes into a database recording the grammar, meaning, and use of 
words in current English, which will in due course constitute the core of a major new Oxford 
dictionary.
There is no canonical method of compiling dictionary entries from corpus data. All of us do 
it differently. But although techniques vary, the essential operations are the same for 
everyone. This diversity has proved an enriching and challenging factor in the Hector 
project, since each lexicographer has had something new to contribute to the demands made 
on the software. Perhaps the greatest challenge of course is the requirement that every 
operation should be carried out with maximum speed.
4.1. GETTING A FIX ON THE WORD
The first step is to get acquainted with the word: to see how it behaves, to begin to 
distinguish large chunks of meaning in its semantics, to see what wordclasses is belongs to, 
to start to notice what are its commonest forms, to learn its collocation patterns. In the 
Hector project, getting a fix on the word before starting to compile an entry involves studying 
the corpus statistics (on the Atlas screen), scanning the corpus (in Argus), 
and consulting other dictionaries (in Atlas).
4 .1.1 Corpus statistics
The two commands available are described in 3.1.1.2. The command "stats punch" calls up 
a summary of the occurrences of punch in its various lexical and morphological forms (on 
the left half of the screen in Figure 5). It could be useful to note that the word occurs so 
often with a capital P (no doubt as the name of the British humorous magazine, now alas 
defunct, and in the expression "Punch and Judy"), because when it comes to searching for 
blocks of same-sense citations in the concordances, this form should prove easy to find, and 
pull out a rich haul of occurrences to be sense-tagged in a block.
The command "coll punch" (on the right half of the screen) produces an extract from the 
collocational frequencies file. This command operates on wordforms only (hence the disparity 
in the frequency of occurrence between the output of coll and that of stats). Coll looks at 
collocational frequencies of the wordform ‘punch’ not the lemma punch.
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ghuemacs: emacs &  natastMLpa.dec.com
gnuemacs: вшаCJ 9  ral8stta4KLdec.com natasha 2> coll
'punch'
PUNCH (wordform only>0
punch 198 punch noun Ad 239 Window ; 5 words to the right of target word:Punch 60
Punch's 1 a*b a b HIpunched 112
punching 47 112 140 11.94 5.56 punch JudyPunching 1 5.27 1.90punches 58 punches noun Ad 58 HM 232 9280 3.26 1.82 punch partyPunches 2 3.93 1.76
=== 232 4980 3.84 1.74__ punching adj Ad 0 HM 2 232 379 7.14 1.71 punch kick
1.70DISTRIBUTION PEAKS 232 484 6.78 1.70(none) 5 232 18352 2.28 1.49__ 232 8707 2.62 1.26
27483 1.69 1.21232 20302 1.81 1.144 232 21946 1.70 1.09 punch himair-punching 1
Bible-punching 1 punch-up 14 Window:: 5 words to the left of target word:boxer-versus-puncher 1
computer-punched 1 a»b b HI tcounter-puncher 2 punchbags 1countei— punchers 1 237 1.83 5.20
counter-punching 3 Punchbowl 1 4761 237 5.04 2.82one-punch 1 punchbowl 1 237 10.13 2.82 packs punchout-punch 1 237 5.57 2.14
pulling-no-punches 1 punchdrunkness 1 42 237 10.70 2.00 rum punchpunch-bags 1 puncher 6 647 237 6.75 1.96
punch-bowl 3 punchers 3 1423 237 5.61 1.92
punch-cards 1 punchless 1 124 237 8.72 1.72
punch-drunk 6 Punchline 1 237 6.87 1.70
punch-line 3 687 237 6.25 1.69punch-lines 1 punchlines 2 790 237 6.05 1.68
punch-type 1 punchy 15 926 237 5.82 1.67 rising punch
Punchy 2 237 2.67 1.47 take punch
shoulder-punching 1 6 1.93 1.46 can punch1.84 1.29
9491 237 2.46 1.21
Loading "/.epoch...done 10006 237 2.38 1.19 see punch
Uti] 401 
ИплЬиНл
S r "
2> du«p0
3> diypO -P roister
Wrote /tmp_mnt/bamboozl e/r/dlusersl/atkins/punch.coll
csh 1 xmh: Inbo Logout of
Figure 5: Response to "stats punch" (left) and "coll punch" (right)
In Figure 5, the collocates of ‘punch’ are listed in t-score order. In this case the t-test picks 
out as most significant among the left collocates the cooccurrence of a and punch (a point 
with some syntactic significance). By contrast, the highest scoring items by the MI test are 
rum with punch and packs with punch, both drawing the lexicographer’s attention to 
important multiword items: the compound "rum punch" and the idiom "to pack a (powerful 
etc.) punch”. Given the difference between the two tests, it is all the more remarkable that 
both of them agree that ‘judy’ is far and away the most significant right collocate of the 
wordform ‘punch’. Clearly, the Punch and Judy show continues to play a major role in 
English culture.
4 .1 .2  Scanning the corpus
The first step is to tell Argus the target word - in this case, punch. 7his word is keyed in to 
the target box in the Query screen (see Figure 6), and the Inflections key is hit to bring up 
the Inflections options (central on the screen). Since I want to scan through the range of 
corpus lines, I hit the "Noun” and "Verb" buttons, identifying these wordclasses as active for
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Inflect l i t |  Inflection»—I
Query 3 JS
W ordcl»—»»...I Senae Tags... Add C ollocet» | Option»|
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I 
[punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES I
Inflections: i Nonei I A ll I ■ Noun ■ V eib  Adjective 
Argus 3J6
Search Count Sort... S»ve...| Cowwitj I Corpus A nalysis f is u V il
Shown: 478
U/Polsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
UPolsn
Centrl
Centrl
FoxRep
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
Current tag:
finish!" Sem Baker QC (almost! was rolling the 
ry began. But now everyone wanted to get at the 
. The only person who did not accept any of the 
popular. People said they had never had such a 
unambiguous honesty bdash. but had decanted the 
ry» and though he kept close to the side of the 
etic. Most of the guests were shouting for more 
everyone said, 'something not right" about the 
From the Practice that someone had 'got to" the 
. All those people at Donald's funeral. And the 
funeral. And the punch lellip." 'Uhat about the 
Zappiton and whatever else he had put into the 
a fairly low-grade affair. 'I put bleach In the 
Henry, 'I put a whole load of Finish 'Em In the 
as going to eat the bloody chicken or that that 
I And I put Finish 'Em, got it? Finish 'Em in a 
said Rush, 'that day I put the atropine in the 
d that 24 year old Michael Jones headbutted and 
a sergeant was said to have been headbutted and 
orty-two. Forman, now a priest and known as the 
the right side. Goalkeeper Bolder off his line, 
ards, was dismissed from the field for aiming a 
Íred a testing cross into the area. Mickey Orme 
keeper, Andy Tucker was the first Into action.
punch around his glass and wincing at it. He int 
punch. Even Elinor consented to have half a glas 
punch was Detective Inspector Rush who, whenever 
punch. It took a couple of glasses to get you go 
punch into a small vase and was tipping it back 
punch, Henry never saw him drink any. 'I remembe 
punch and Henry, who was dispatched by Elinor to 
punch. People had, of course, drunk too much of 
punch but Roger From the Practice, true to his 1 
punch lellip." 'What about the punch?" said Henr 
punch?" said Henry. She didn't answer this quest 
punch. The trouble was. Henry didn't know whethe 
punch!" he shouted again. 'I get black-outs! I f 
punch at Donald's funeral." This still failed to 
punch at the funeral would be quite so bloody le 
punch that my wife was supposed to drink. I'm a 
punch. It would have been easy." 'I'm sure." sai 
punched PC Kevin Frost as he tried to arrest him 
punched. They also face charges of criminal dam 
punching preacher says he's better now than he e 
punched away only to Andy Melville on the edge о 
punch at Tony Penge; this made Thame's task even 
punched clear under pressure from Clark, but onl 
punching away a dangerous looking free kick by A
I N ot shown: 0 Report buffei'-sixe» Frequency: 1 10 I О Buffers: 0 0 0  0
Figure 6: (Argus) punch  expanded, with KWIC concordances, unsorted
the expansion process. When I hit the Inflect 1st button, Argus expands the target word as 
a noun and as a verb, and the various lexical forms appear (as in Figure 6), separated by "or" 
bars. These forms are the target for the Argus searches, and will remain so until I change 
them.
There is now the option of simply counting the occurrences that match the Search condition, 
by hitting the Count button in the command line of the lower Argus screen; the result of the 
count is given in the Not Shown box, but no matches are displayed. This is much quicker 
than pulling up concordance lines from the corpus, but in this instance I know what the count 
would be (the stats command has already reported 479 occurrences of the lemma), so I hit 
the Search button and the KWIC concordances for punch start to scroll.
At this point, unconstrained by any Search conditions, the occurrences appear in the order 
that the texts are accessed in the corpus. As the corpus lines scroll past, I start to notice
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points about the context of punch in its various uses. I can stop the Search scrolling when 
I am ready to move to the next operation, or I can leave it until all instances of punch are 
collected. In either case, I can scroll up and down through the concordance lines that the 
Search has produced.
Normally, at this point I wish to start structuring the data a little. I hit the Sort key on the 
Argus command line, and the options are displayed.
I choose to have the lines sorted first on the basis of right context ("Words At Right"), and 
within that primary sort on wordform (see Figure 7). Experience suggests that for a word 
like punch, this is the most useful first sort.
Query 3.36 
W o«IcU m w ...| Add Collocatcl Option.|
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I 
punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES
Inflections: I None! I All I ■ Noon ■ V e A  Adjective
Argus 3.36
i Count Sort... Savc...| Corpus Analysis Options
Current tag:
UPoisn
UlPolsn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
UPoisn
Centrl
Centrl
FoxRep
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
TlkSpo
Finish!" Sam Baker QC (almost) was rolling the punch around his glass and wincing at it. He int
гц began. But now everyone wanted to get at the punch. Even Elinor consented to have half a glas
. The only person who did not accept any of the punch was Detective Inspector Rush who, whenever
popular. People said, theu had never had such я pnnrh. It took a couple of glasses to get you go
unambiguous honesty s 
ry, and though he kep c 
etic. Most of the gue‘ 
everyone said, 'some 
From the Practice the Primary 
. All those people at 
funeral. And the punc.
Zappiton and whateve !♦  Words At Right
• low-ir.d, .F|^ Wold. At Ы ЛHenry, I put a wholej-------------
as going to eat the bf 
I And I put Finish '0 
said Rush, 'that day! 
d that 24 year old Mip
a sergeant was said t|_____
orty-two. Forman, now a priest and Km
nto a small vase and was tipping it back 
Henry never saw him drink any. 'I remembe 
ind Henry, who was dispatched by Elinor to 
People had, of course, drunk too much of 
>ut Roger From the Practice, true to his 1 
Lellip." 'Uhat about the punch?" said Henr 
' said Henry. She didn't answer this quest 
The trouble was, Henry didn't know whethe 
he shouted again. 4  get black-outs! I f 
. Donald's funeral." This still failed to 
it the funeral would be quite so bloody le 
hat my wife was supposed to drink. I'm a 
It would have been easy." 'I'm sure," sai 
1 PC Kevin Frost as he tried to arrest him 
They also face charges of criminal dam
the right side. Goalkeeper Bolder off his line, punched away only to Andy Melville on the edge о 
ards, was dismissed from the field for aiming a punch at Tony Penge; this made Thene's task even 
Íred a testing cross into the area. Mickey Orme punched clear under pressure from Clark, but onl 
keeper, Andy Tucker was the first into action, punching away a dangerous looking free kick by A
Excluded: io I о : 0  0 0 0
Figure 7: (Argus) showing Sort options
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The sorted lines appear almost instantaneously (see Figure 8) , and - still trying to get the 
"feel" of the word - 1 scroll through them. The right context sort brings out very clearly some 
of the patterning highlighted by the statistics output from the coll command (see 4.1.1). 
"Punch and Judy" is clearly a common collocation.
Inflect b t| Inflection*...|
Query 3J8
W ordcle—ss...| Sen»* Tags ...| A dd C ollocetel Option«!
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' 
punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES
I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I I
Search Count Sort...
I All) fl Noun ■  Verb Adjective 
Argus 3JS
Save...I CcfWrtvt. I Coipus A nalysis
Current tag;
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
OxNews 
HighPl 
Guardn 
Guardn 
OxNews 
Travel 
Travel 
Indept 
Indept 
OxNews 
Indept 
EngHis 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
OxNews 
■I OxNews 
OxNews
a starting point »dash. Alice in Wonderland and Punch and 
se's Red King Rising and the Snarling Beasties' Punch and 
down into the labyrinthine mind of her creator; Punch and 
nei Agate's comparison of actors with puppets: 'Punch and 
у music churns out with sickening cheeriness as Punch and 
lence's face. What is impressively their own in Punch and 
t work on the Edinburgh Fringe. Debbie Isitt's Punch and 
yre. Jugglers and gynnasts, country dancers and Punch and 
<who thought commercial television 'a tuppenny Punch and 
up Grand Guignol in favour of a petit bourgeois Punch and 
binet, it really was a bit more than a Thatcher Punch and 
ell-known writer of children's books and put on Punch and 
son offering something to do every day, such as Punch and 
or citizens, and children will enjoy the weekly Punch and 
punchy scenes to keep the kids" attention." In Punch and 
e Times. At the Half Moon, Red King Rising and Punch and 
Boodle with his 'galaxy" of entertainment from Punch and 
t. 'The movement came from the fact that they (Punch and 
ally of Charlie Chaplin, instead of a conjuror. Punch and 
t the intelligence of its attitudes that gives (Punch and 
hting the competition with their own weapons in Punch and 
r Red King Rising and the Snarling Beasties for Punch and 
also be side-shows including a coconut shy and Punch and 
talnment from Bletchingdon Band, quad bikes and Punch and 
garb. Sideshows will Include a coconut shy, and Punch and 
) I Report b u ffsr -s ix ss  I Frequency:
Judy »dash, and then develop from ther 
Judy are very different pieces of thea 
Judy become a 20th-century couple lock 
Judy have no understanding of their eh 
Judy, in slow motion, batter at each о 
Judy is the working of all this into a 
Judy lifts the two pummelling puppets 
Judy set the pace for the fayre which 
Judy show"). Lord Salisbury, Sir Antho 
Judy show? This feeling was brought on 
Judy show. Grand Guignol indeed. </at 
Judy shows for children. She had been 
Judy shows, guided walks through 'Fair 
Judy shows. The Mayrhofen Brass Band g 
Judy the Beasties use short, scenes an 
Judy, the Joint winners of this year's 
Judy to nose-balancing. Two Letcombe R 
Judy) were puppets »dash, it had to be 
Judy wilted before the cinemas for chi 
Judy) winning quality, but the dynamis 
Judy. 'Ue often play youth clubs where 
Judy. Oxygen House, based in Edinburg 
Judy. To make the day authentic. High 
Judy. </story> <etory> <hdl>Magic of 
Judy. </story> <story> <hdl>Flve year
~  10 I О Buffers: 0 0  0 0
Figure 8: (Argus) concordances sorted on right context
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Query 3 je
Ig flsc t U t I Inflection«... I Cl— r | W ordcl— ...| Sen— Т Щ ...1 A dd Collocet») Option«!
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch'« I Punch'* I PUNCH'S I punche«' I Punches' I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I 
punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punche» I Punches I PUNCHES
Inflections: I Noncl I A ll I ■ N oun ■ Verb Adjective Adverb Other
Argus 3.36
Search Count Sort... S— ...| ЩГШЯ Corpus A nalysis A s i ^ l  Options
_________________ _________________________________  Current tag:
Prince look at her. He wanted to shake her, slap her, punch her and the impulse shocked him. 'No I don 
LylngT apartment building opposite, she had an urge to punch her fist through the glass. 'I'm having tw 
Indept nswers airily. 'You lying bitch,“ he yells, and punches her full in the stomach. She crawls away 
NlceWk se it was and of course she wouldl Stupldal She punchéd her head with her fist in self-reproach. 
OxNews t knocking her back on to the pavement and then punched her In the face. He was eventually handc
OxNews d Miss Smith rowed on April 15 last year and he punched her in the mouth. The next evening, Uest
Indept in the face, and raped her on the back seat. He punched her in the stomach afterwards, pulled he
Indept and he had stopped with the kettle flex and was punching her in the stomach. I said: 'Stop David 
Indept aved her, but for the fact that her killer then punched her three or four times in the face, bre 
Maggie ur brother and sister?" It was as if a fist had punched her very hard in the stomach. She felt a 
ColdHb eys, knuckles extended. Edge screamed and Craig punched him again in exactly the same way, grabb 
ColdHb dge. on his feet, turned with a cry of rage and punched him high on the right cheek. Hare tried
OxNews kicked his friend Adam Carreras in the leg and punched him in the face after the two had a row.
OxNews d him. Jones then pushed Mr Foster over a wall, punched him in the face end kicked him. The cour
OxNews nightclub bouncer broke a student's Jaw when he punched him in the face, city magistrates were t
OxNews , kneed him on the inside of the left thigh and punched him in the right eye. Sgt Stanley said h
OxNews did apologise," said Ms Olliver, 'and the youth punched him on the nose." Now aged 17, the youth
OxNews d his cigarette to the other boy and butted and punched him towards Uoolworths window, she said. 
ColdHb that he dropped the weapon and at the same time punched him very hard on the side of the Jaw. Th 
Daddie tant, Benjamin looked as though he was going to punch him. 'Don't argue with me." Their voices w 
Indept sldered to be the world's top referee, pulls no punches himself and touch-judges Les Peard and D 
OxNews ally persuaded Moore to go to the door. He then punched his fist through the glass in the door, 
Indept When officials tried to eject him, he tried to punch his neighbours. Mr Le Pen launched his ow 
Indept DC Sargent had held his legs and threatened to punch his testicles during an assault by another 
_________________OxHHor r, TAURUS (Apr 21-May 21); Mighty Mars couldn't punch his way out of a paper bag today, as strlc
Show n: 479 |  N ot shown: 0 | Excluded: 0 | Report b uffor-slm s j P n q a o n c y  *= 10 |  О  Buffers: 0 0 0  0
Figure 9: (Argus) typical complements of verb punch
Further down the lines alphabetically sorted on right context we come to the pronoun objects 
(him and her) of the verb punch (see Figure 9). People are punched on the nose, in the face, 
in the stomach, in the mouth - indeed, in most body parts. This common patterning must 
show up in the finished entry.
Other patterns are noted, as the scrolling continues, and gradually the word starts to become 
familiar, its profile begins to emerge from the mists of the language, distinctive features are 
discerned, and I am nearly ready to make a start on the first draft of the entry.
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4 .1.3 Other dictionaries
Before I do that, however, I want to look at other lexicographers’ views of this word. The 
dictionary closest to the one I am writing is COD8, so I move to the Atlas screen and call 
up the entry for punch in that dictionary (much faster, of course, than leafing through the 
book). Figure 10 shows the response in the Atlas screen to the commands cod8 and shorter.
COD Be Std Version 2.0
find 11 format» -7~][ column -> || realign |
pasch Mon 2S May 11:55
p u n c h * 1 /рлпи/ V. & n . —  v .& tr . 1 strike bluntly, 
esp. with a closed list 2 prod or poke with a  blunt 
object 3 a  pierce a hole In (metal, paper, a ticket 
etc.) a s  or with a punch, b pierce (a hole) by 
punching. A U S drive (cattle) by prodding with a stick 
etc. -  n . 1 a blow with a fist 2 the ability to deliver 
this. 3 coPoq. vigour, momentum; effective force. 0 
punch (or punched) card (or tape) a card or paper 
tape perforated according to a code, for conveying 
instructions or data to a  data processor etc. 
punch-drunk stupefied from or a s  though from a 
series of heavy blows, punchlng-bag US a 
suspended stuffed bag used as  a punchball. 
punch-line words giving the point of a joke or story, 
punch-up B rit, colloq. a  fist-fight; a brawl. QQ 
puncher n . [ME, var. of pouNCEUpunch* /рлпи/ n .
1 any of various devices or machines for punching 
holes in materials (e.g. paper, leather, metal, plaster).
2 a tool or machine for impressing a design or 
stamping a die on a  material, [perh. an abbr. of 
puncheon1, or f. PUNCH'jpunch5 /рлпи/ n. a  drink of 
wine or spirits mixed with water, fruit juices, spices, 
etc., and usu. served hot Q punch-bowl 1 a  bowl 
In which punch Is mixed. 2 a deep round hollow In a 
hill. [17th c.: orig. u n k n .jp u n c h ' /рлп№ n . t  ( 
Punch) a  grotesque humpbacked figure in a 
puppet-show called Punch an d  Judy. 2 (In full 
Suffolk punch) a short-legged thickset draught 
horse. Q a s  pleased as Punch showing great 
pleasure, [abbr. of Punchinello]
IrviteshaJr*
3 3
30> dopO -P roister
SOED SU version 2 JO 
format» -> N columns -> I re a l ig n  ]
Kan 2S Kay 11:54
punch /p/sn(t)// /?.' lME. [Abbrev. of puncheon n .\ or 
f. punch V.; partly synon. w. pounce n S \ fl ■ A dagger;
-  puncheon n .x 3. obs. rare. lME-l 15.2 . A post or 
beam supporting a roof. rare. 3. a. A tool or machine 
for maWng or enlarging holes, cutting out pieces, 
driving in nails, etc. e16. fb . D entistry. A former 
Instrument for extracting the stumps of teeth. Ml 8- 
m19. c. M ed. An instrument for removing small 
pieces of skin tissue. l19. A. A tool or machine for 
Impressing a design or stamping a  die on plate or 
other material. E17.
За. b e » -, h a n d ~ n a il -  ticK et— . etc. 4 . E. Rhew A -  
was put on a copper-plate and . traces were created
Com b . -  biopsy M ed. a biopsy In which a punch Is used 
to remove tissue; -  card, tape card or tape punched with 
holes In a certain pattern to represent specific Information, 
esp. as used formerly in computing, -  forceps Surg. a punch 
consisting of two hinged parts like a pair of forceps; -  graft 
M ed a graft of tissue removed by means of a surgical 
punch; —martc punched on metal, a coin, e tc ; — marked 
a . (of a coin etc.) bearing a  punch-mark; — press: designed 
to drive a punch for shaping metal; -  ta p e , see p u n ch  card  
above.
punch /p/\n(t)J/ n.z L16. [f. punch V.] 1. An act of 
punching; a  thrusting blow, now esp . one delivered 
with the fist Formerly also, a  kick. 2 . transf. & fig. 
Forceful or effective quality in something said or 
done; vigour, weight, effectiveness. Őrig. U S. E20.
1. P. Cabev Grief came on her. It was like a - In the 
stomach, b e ta  to  th e - ', see beat v. '5  . p u tt o n e 's  pu n ch es. 
see п и  V. ro t/w ith  th e  pu n ch es, tee roll v. Z. 3LMkyThe 
rowdy backing . gives . -  to a good old barroom song. 
B oards A moderate camber produces the -  of acceleration.
Comb:, — bag a stuffed bag suspended at a  height for 
boxers to practise punching; —bal (a) a  stuffed or inflated 
ball suspended or mounted on a stand for boxers to practise 
punching; (b ) U S a ball game In which a  rubber ball is 
punched with the list or head; - board N . Am er. (a ) a board 
with holes containing slips of paper which are punched out 
as a  form of gambling, with the object of locating a winning 
slip; (b ) вд . a  promiscuous woman; — drank a . A  n . (orig. U S
natasha xmh: Inbo Logout of natasha csh 1 xeyes
I
Figure 10: Response to "cod8 punch" (left) and "shorter punch” (right)
4 .1.4 Verb patterns
Lastly, to remind myself of the potential of the verb, I key the command "beth punch”, in 
the Atlas monitor. I am offered excerpts from sections 8.2 and 9.1 of the verb listings, 
showing the various pattemings that apply to verbs of similar semantic content to punch. In 
the extract below, the verbs cut, swat and punch itself are used to exemplify these patterns:
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*** (+ hole)
to VERB 
to cut
*** (+ resultative)
to VERB 
to cut
*** (+ bodypart)
to VERB 
to punch
a hole in <B> 
a hole in sth
<B > resultative
sth open
< C > 's  bodypart 
sb 's nose
*** (bodypart possessor ascension)
to VERB <C > on bodypart
to punch sb on the nose
(conative alternation)
to VERB at <B>
to swat at St
(zero
to
nominal) 
give <B> a VERB-NOUN
to give sb a punch
to get a VERB-NOUN on bodypart
to get a punch on the nose
4 .2  THE F IR ST  OUTLINE E N T R Y  A N D  SENSE-TAG G ING  THE CORPUS
A first sketch is made in Ajax, where a few broad senses are identified and the mnemonics 
assigned. It is clear, both from the first scan of the corpus, and from the entries in other 
dictionaries, that there are certain distinct senses to be identified for the noun and the verb 
punch.
I start by setting up mnemonic tags for these senses, both as noun and as verb, in the Ajax 
template on the right-hand screen (see Figure 11 where the mnemonics appear in large bold 
type against tag on the left of the screen). Among these initial senses are: striking a blow 
with clenched fist (verb and noun, with mnemonics ‘blowv’ and ‘blown’ respectively); 
making a hole in something (‘pierce’); the tool that does this (‘tool’); vigour and effectiveness 
(‘vigr’); the fruit drink (‘drink’); and the puppet (‘judy’).
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The design of this database calls for a separation of noun and verb senses; wordclass tags in 
the corpus allow a search for noun occurrences and verb occurrences separately. It is 
therefore practical to group the verb senses together and the nouns together from the start of 
the lexicography. I try to do this when establishing my first sense mnemonics.
Figure 11: (Ajax) start-up template with the first few punch mnemonics
Figure 11 shows the first few senses sketched out. It is not necessary to enter Ajax tags in 
any particular order, since it is always possible to insert a new sense frame at any point in 
the outline entry, or to kill one by hitting the Delete key within the sense frame. Once the 
sense numbers (S-no: in Figure 11) are entered, Ajax knows the ordering of the draft entry, 
and will reorder the sense frames on the screen when the Sort senses command button is hit.
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When Tags is hit in Ajax, the mnemonics become official in Argus. On the centre screen (see 
Figure 12), Argus displays the sense tags available for use, and I start working through the 
occurrences of punch in the corpus, gradually building the draft dictionary entry, and 
sense-tagging the 479 corpus lines. The objective, of course, is to tag them as far as possible 
in batches, and the tools are designed to facilitate this.
Inflect lst| Inflection»...! Clenrl J  Sen—  Tag»...! Add Collocate! Option«!
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punches I Punches I PUNCHES I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES
C Sans« Tag* G
BLOWN St 2171
BLOWY 512173
DRINK 512168
JUDY 512167
PIERCE 512172
PL 512187
PRN 512186
SHOW 512178
TOOL 512170
VICR 512169
other tagged words -1
✓  untagged words -2
Inflections: 
Wordclut Choices:
Count Sort...
V e A  Adjective
V e A  Adjective
Argus 3.38 
Coipus Analysis
Other
Other
Current tag: JUDY
Indept shire. Karen Bartley, 23, had her lips spilt by punches and her husband Philip, 24, had a suspec 
Indept htful place in many ways, one long round of rum punch and calypso it is not. The England A team 
Indept sidered to be the world's top referee, pulls no punches himself and touch-judges Les Peard and D 
Indept d, it was evident that the conurbation took the punch, on the whole, pretty well. One devastatin 
Indept er" drawn by three glossy cart-horses, 'Suffolk Punches", the colour of conkers. Uhile I was wa 
Indept nine months. However,' Collins has a big enough punch, as Callighan Insists, to make a mockery о
Indept the full 12 rounds, could be caught by one big punch. 'I've waited for a long time to get this
Indept e that and get on with the Job, always throwing punches." Douglas, who had an outstanding amate 
Indept ding had shocked Collins with an early salvo of punches, one of which put the challenger on his 
Indept ppeared chuckling into the lift. I'd expected a punch in the mouth. The press launch of BBC2's 
Indept only way of suffering brain damage. The violent punch produces an effect similar to a blancmange 
Indept traight through" him in the ring. 'I can take a punch but can he? You'll find out on the night b
Indept han the standard 'sea, sand, palm trees and rum punch" of the brochures. Hr Cherman cites natura
Indept of) which goes into the famous nutmeg-flavoured punches. Yet to describe the island as another 
Indept al country may well beat Mrs Thatcher to the ID punch. But then Dutch football is riddled with c 
Indept e did not deserve to be verbally abused, have a punch aimed at him and be kicked to the ground b 
Indept comes required reading." But a seriously aimed punch is never far behind Elton's lines. He warm 
Indept sation than of late but with a familiar lack of punch in the forwards, failed to stretch a weake
Indept sation than of late but with a familiar lack of punch In the forwards, failed to stretch a weake
Indept г Boyle's transgressions were as serious as the punch Gary Mercer threw at John Sharp, but on th
Indept Boat. But usually the songs have more beat than punch, ftnid the swings of tone that oscillate t
Indept intense pressure, and you never see him throw a punch in anger or do anything reprehensible. Rob 
Indept no consequence when Nelson delivered a terrible punch, part left hook, part uppercut, the effect 
Indept warmed up and beaten McDonnell, and refers to a punch that wobbled the Londoner in the first rou 
Indept as the champion tried to finish it with one big punch. The Londoner lay prone in the ring for fu 
I Excluded: 0 | Report buffer-si*«« j Frequency: ■=■ 10 | <> Buffers: 0 0 0 0Not
csh 4 I csh 3 g xeyes
Figure 12: (Argus) showing "official" sense tags received from Ajax
First, I decide to look only at noun occurrences. This involves resetting the target of Argus’s 
search procedure, by hitting the Clear button in the top command line of the Query window 
(see Figure 9), which empties the text area. After keying in ‘punch’ again, and altering the 
Inflections options to read "Noun” only, a mouse click on Inflect 1st expands the wordform 
‘punch’ as a noun (see Figure 13). I also put a condition on the search by hitting the
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Wordclasses button, which opens a further band of options Wordclasses at the foot of the 
Query window, and opting for "Noun". This tells Argus to read the wordclass tags in the 
corpus and select only occurrences of punch tagged as a noun (two taggers have pre-tagged 
the corpus, neither wholly reliably, and at this point Argus offers any word that either of the 
taggers has identified as a noun; some verbs creep in under the net). I hit Search in the 
Argus window and the corpus lines start to scroll (see Figure 13).
I sort them on the right context, and on wordform.
Query 3JS
fleet Ist| Inflection«...| Cl—r|_______________ WordcU«oe«...| Senee Tags-I_______________ Add Collocetoj Option«|
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punches I Punches I PUNCHES I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES'
Inflections: I Nonöl I Alii ■ Noun Verb Adjective Adverb Other
Wordclass Choices: I  Nonei I All! ■ Noun Verb Adjective Adverb Other
Argus З Л
Search Count SoTt... Save...| ДДДД Corpus Analysis______________Mvftl______________°PHop*
___________________________________ Current tag: _______________________________
Indept asked in the poem. Death and his Brother Sleep (Punch, 4 October 1890). It concerned a railway c 
CLlvng s. Eddie wrote light verse and became editor of Punch!; Dilli deciphered the Mimiambi of Herodas 
Indept r Boyle's transgressions were as serious as the punch Gary Mercer threw at John Sharp, but on th 
JPoisn ry, and though he kept close to the side of the punch, Henry never saw him drink any. 'I remembe 
Indept go out and bash him up," he said later. 'Every punch I threw was a powerful punch but he was to 
Indept hdl> <sig> By SIOBHflN DOLfiN </slg> <story> The Punch Library and archive opens its doors for on 
Indept and by withstanding the best of the American's punches Mason at least emphasised that he has a 
Indept en-year-old son of satirical scriptwriter John (Punch Newsrevue. and Rory Bremner gag writer) wh 
Indept wn, was flattened by a blow from behind, 'ft big punch," Porta said with a shrug, 'but we take so 
2Uomen tie had been drinking before taking some of the punch, Robina said. She was stone-cold sober Ida 
Indept ed, and looked as if he were making, instead of punch, a fortune for his family." Most hot alco 
CLewis se in Green's mind because the poem appeared in Punch, a supposedly comic paper (then under the 
Indept rther words were exchanged when Collins threw a punch after the bell which ended the first round 
Indept e did not deserve to be verbally abused, have a punch aimed at him and be kicked to the ground b 
Autocr Polos is the supercharged G40 packing a 113bhp punch aimed squarely at the Peugeot 205GTi's Jaw 
ftnTemp wners had left an anthology. Best Cartoons from Punch, along with a hot-water bottle, in a cabin 
OxNews f The Jam. Song titles like I Can See, Big Soft Punch and Bye Bye show the simplicity of their s 
JPoisn etlc. Most of the guests were shouting for more punch and Henry, who was dispatched by Elinor to 
Indept an impressive, if misleading provenance Sdash. Punch and Judy, Gothic horror, nineteenth-centur 
OxNews trlcal Services. Among the attractions were the Punch and Judy, Hagbourne Handbell Ringers, A1 t 
OxNews a fancy dress competition, a children's disco. Punch and Judy.and a Judo display besides lots о 
Indept a starting point adash. filice in Wonderland and Punch and Judy tdash. and then develop from ther 
Indept se's Red King Rising and the Snarling Beasties' Punch and Judy are very different pieces of thea 
Indept down into the labyrinthine mind of her creator; Punch and Judy become a 20th-century couple lock
___________ Indept mes ftgate's comparison of actors with puppets: 'Punch and Judy have no understanding of their sh
i 239 I Not shown: 0 | Excluded: Ö [ Report boftei-slsee | Frequency: “ Ю | О Bolters: 0 0 00
F igure  1 3 :  (A rg u s ) noun punch  lines sorted  on  rig h t c o n te x t and w o rd fo rm
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It immediately becomes apparent - from phrases such as "editor of Punch" - that I need a 
mnemonic for Punch as the name of the magazine, and I add that (‘mag’) to the Ajax 
template. When I toggle the Ajax Tags button, Argus accepts the mnemonic and adds it to 
the displayed list.
On scrolling through the nouns, I realize that a search for "Punch and Judy" will bring up 
a batch to be sense-tagged at a stroke. This is done by adding a collocate to the search 
constraints.
A mouse click on the Add Collocate button in the top command line of the Argus window 
opens a new search condition area; this may be seen below in Figure 14. I key in ‘Judy’ 
(which needs no expanding) and change the Position default setting to +2. Argus should 
display all concordances where the word ‘Judy’ appears as the second word after the target 
word. A mouse click on Search produces 28 lines that match the search conditions (Punch 
tagged as a noun, with Judy in position +2). At this point, the lines being correctly 
sense-tagged, I want to save these tags into the corpus text. To do this, I hit the Commit 
button in the command line of the lower half of the Argus screen. Tags which have been 
committed can be changed later, if need be.
I note the phrase "Punch and Judy show", which occurs six times, and want to hold it as a 
phrase within the draft entry. I adapt the Ajax draft entry accordingly, by inserting at the 
appropriate point of the entry another sense frame to hold it; by giving it the mnemonic 
"show" and clicking on Tags to make that official; and by clicking on a Phr button and 
keying in "Punch and Judy show” in the text field that appears. I also add a working 
definition, and an ex (example) field. To complete this tiny part of the entry, I return to the 
corpus lines in Argus to find a good example. Reading these more carefully, I realize that 
"Punch and Judy show" is often abbreviated to "Punch and Judy" (e.g. "Sideshows will 
include a coconut shy, and Punch and Judy"), and I adapt the entry accordingly. These 
sections are partly visible in Ajax format in Figure 4, and a later version of them appears as 
3:1.1 and 3:1.2 in Figure 17.
I then return to the Argus window, to sense-tag the "Punch and Judy” lines. Those in which 
‘Punch’ and ‘Judy’ refer to individual characters or puppets will receive the ‘judy’ tag, while 
those referring to the puppet show will get tagged as ‘show’. To do this as economically as 
possible, I make ‘show’ the current tag, by keying it into the C urrent tag: field above the 
corpus lines. After that, the tag may be assigned to designated lines by simply blocking them 
out and hitting the Assign button. In this way, all the "Punch and Judy show” lines are 
tagged with the mnemonic ‘show’. When I am sure that the tagging is correct, I hit the 
Commit button in the Argus command line and these sense tags are written into the corpus.
Now it is time to adapt the dictionary draft in Ajax by bracketing the word "show", since it 
is an optional element in the phrase, and I decide to hold an example of each form’ for the 
time being. To gather corpus examples, I scroll down through the Argus lines until I find
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a likely-looking citation - "children will enjoy the weekly Punch and Judy shows”; I block 
this out in the Argus screen, move the cursor to the correct spot in Ajax, and paste it in to 
the dictionary entry as an example. I do the same again with an example of "Punch and 
Judy" in the sense of "Punch and Judy show”, noting for future reference the curious syntax 
of die line selected: "Sideshows will include a coconut shy, and Punch and Judy".
Back in Argus, I block out all the corpus lines visible on the screen, change the C urrent tag 
to ‘judy’ and assign the tag with one mouse click to all the remaining "Punch and Judy" lines 
(those already tagged with ‘show’ are not changed). I "commit" these tags to the corpus, and 
look for an example of Punch used to designate the puppet, or the character. The line "as 
Punch and Judy, in slow motion, batter at each ..." catches my eye, but is incomplete. In 
order to find a coherent citation I need to go back to the corpus for a fuller context. This is 
quickly done,by hitting the Corpus button in the Argus command line, and the corpus context 
is displayed (see Figure 14). From the displayed corpus text, I block out the example I want,
F igure  1 4 : (A rg us) co llo c a te  Ju d y , and  e x te n d e d  corpu s  c o n te x t s h o w n
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transfer the cursor to the Ajax screen and paste it into the ex field in the correct section. At 
this point, I number the senses in that section, which will be the third homograph headword, 
as its "Ord 3" numbering shows.
There will still be some corpus occurrences of ‘Punch’ which refer to the puppet, and others 
referring to the magazine. I decide to clear up that section of my draft dictionary entry, and 
return to the Argus screen. I reset the search conditions, this time looking for capitalized 
‘Punch’ as a noun, with no specified context. (I kill the Add Collocate box containing 
‘judy’, shown in Figure 14 by hitting the Delete button.) I also change the "on/off toggles 
on the Argus Sense Tags list (Figure 15) so that Argus will display only occurrences that 
have not yet been sense-tagged. This facility to select according to the committed sense tags, 
as well as the other tagged features, greatly accelerates the lexicography. The output of this 
search is shown in Figure 15.
Inflect l«t| Inflection«...I Cl—r| Add Collo—te| Option»|
Punch I PUNCH I Punche« I PUNCHES I Punch'* I PUNCH'S I Punche.' I PUNCHES'
C Son—  Tags G
BLOWN 512171
BIOWV 512173
OBINK 512188!
JUDY 512167
MAG 5121BB
PIERCE 512172
PL 5121871
PRN 512186]
SHOW 512178
TOOL 512170
VIGR 512169
other tagged vor* -1
1 ч/ imtaooed vorde -2l
Inflection«: 
Worddass Choice
Search Count Sort...
All I ■ Noon 
Noon
Verb Adjective
Verb Adjective
Argus 3JG 
Coipo« Analyst«
Adverb
Adveib
Other
Other
Current tag: JUDY
Indept n in Mozambique. In the early Fifties he edited Punch and became an all-purpose television perso 
Indept malist, writing radio scripts, contributing to Punch and to various Jazz magazines. He moved ba 
CLewls t of it. In 1947, far example, he published in Punch, anoni^nously, a poem called “The Late Pass 
OxfTod archaeology. Twenty years ago, in the pages of Punch, archaeologists were depicted with long eh 
Indept ad Family ties: Ann McMullen is a cousin of the Punch cartoonist ’Pont”, Oliver Robinson's fathe 
Indept ul puns are pattered out. Scenes resemble 1920s Punch cartoons brought to life: 'The traffic alw 
CLewis One would have assumed that as two classicists. Punch contributors and men of letters of an old- 
Railwy became a generic term for a railway timetable. Punch declared adnirlngly in 1865: CdeadGuys).” 
Darkns saying the books were trash or unappealing, and Punch had intended a compliment by claiming a cu 
Guardn remarked in print. Then, only a few weeks ago. Punch had rung me up to ask me what I thought of 
Indept els of male aggression and female suffering. Mr Punch is the archetypal wife-beater; Judy, the b 
OxNews that this city of dreaming spires of ours, like Punch magazine, has never been what it once was. 
Darkns more carefree life would have been! ft line in a Punch review niggled at him. 'John Gower's novel 
Indept “ ft cartoon in the contemporary magazine Japan Punch shows Dyer riding grandly in a chariot, fo 
Indept ding letters from Dickens and Thackeray and the Punch table which carries the carved initials of 
OxfTod e to show that there's a little more to it than Punch, the cinema and the popular press might ha 
Indept er“ drawn by three glossy cart-horses, ’Suffolk Punches", the colour of conkers. Uhile I was wa 
OxNHor CANCER (June 22/July 23>: You'll be pleased as Punch to get a positive and constructive respons 
CLewis t his wife, and also that he published poems in Punch under the pseudon^ous initials N.U. for N 
Indept and that it was that most British of Journals, Punch, which pioneered and developed what we now 
RmTcmp ed Don Martin's noses in Mad, and Sprod's, from Punch, whose cartoon of a cocktail party full of 
Indept underscoring the lazy groove of ’Roll Uith The Punches" with a delightful Motown snap of rhythm 
Indept print run, roughly 200 times as many copies as Punch. In 1985 Brown was head of Virgin's Book
Shown: 46
CSh 4 I csh3
I Not shown:
JL ü rü Ji
Report boffar-siras I Frequency: < 10 I О Buffers: 0 0  0 0
F igure  1 5 : (A rg u s ) cap ita lized  Punch, n o u n , n o n -s e n s e -ta g g e d  lines o n ly
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The corpus reminds me of the existence of the phrase "as pleased as Punch”. I add a sense 
frame to the Ajax entry, initialize the mnemonic ‘pi’, and tag the single relevant corpus line 
on display. However I suspect that in this phrase, ‘Punch’ may appear without its capital 
letter. I therefore set up an Argus search for the word ‘pleased’ in the left context of ‘punch’ 
(see Figure 16, where the monitor colours identifying the "active” corpus line unfortunately 
show black in the screen dump) once again asking for untagged lines only, and finding only 
two, which I tag. I expand one to the corpus context and cut and paste an example for the 
draft entry.
F igure  1 6 : (A rg u s ) s earch  fo r p leased  in ran ge  -5 ,-1
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With this little section of the entry nearing completion, I hit Show in the Ajax Commands 
menu, and bring it up in pseudo-dictionary format, moving it to the Atlas screen (see Figure
17).
COD Be Sid Venion 2JJ
f in d  11 format» -> || colon -> || realiy | 
punch Mon 2S Key 11:55
p u n c h 1 /рлпЦУ V. & n . — v.&tr. 1 strike bluntly, 
esp . with a  c lo sed  fist 2  prod or poke with a  blunt 
o b jec t 3  a pierce a hole in (metal, paper, a  ticket 
etc.) a s  or with a  punch, b  pierce (a  hole) by 
punching. 4  U S  drive (cattle) by prodding with a  stick 
etc. — n . 1 a  blow with a  fist 2  the ability to deliver 
this. 3  co/loq. vigour, momentum; effective force. Q 
punch (or punched) c a rd  (or tape) a  card  or paper 
tap e  perforated accord ing  to a  code, for conveying 
Instructions or d a ta  to a  da ta  p ro c e sso r  etc. 
punch-drunk stupefied from or a s  though from a 
se r ie s  of heavy blows, punching-bag U S  a 
su sp en d e d  stuffed bag  u se d  a s  a  punchbail. 
punch-line w ords giving the point of a  joke or story, 
punch-up B rit cofíoq. a  fist-fight; a  brawl. QQ 
puncher n. [ME, var. of POUNCEpUnch* /рлпЦУ n.
1 any  of various d ev ic es  or m achines for punching 
holes in m aterials (e.g. paper, leather, metaJ, plaster).
2  a  tool or m achine for im pressing a  design or 
stam ping a die on a  material, [perh. an  abbr. of 
pu n ch eo n1, or f. pu n c h  p u n c h * 123 /рлпЦ / n. a  drink of 
wine or spirits mixed with water, fruit ju ices, sp ices , 
etc., and usu. s e rv e d  h o t Q punch-bowl 1 a  bowl In 
which punch is mixed. 2  a  deep  round hollow In a  hill. 
[17th c.: orig. unkn.jpunch4 /рлпЦУ n . 1 (Punch) 
a  g ro tesque hum pbacked figure In a  p uppet-show  
called Punch a n d  Ju d y. 2  (in full Suffolk punch) a  
sh ort-legged  th ickset draught horse . Q as pleased 
as Punch showing g reat p leasure, [abbr. of 
P unchinello]
natasha xmh: Into Logout of natasha esti 1
f in d  11 fo n ta t»  11 P lace ~|
p u n c h
1
hit sb /sth  hard usu  with clenched  fist
make hole in sth
a  blow usu  with clenched  fist
device for making holes in e.g. paper, leather etc.
vigour, cogency, momentum ("lacks -")
2
drink, u su  h o t mixture of wine, spirits, fruit juices,
sp ices
3
1 n -p ro p  a  g ro tesque hum pbacked figure in a  
traditional puppet show, hurdy-gurdy m usic ch u m s o u t 
... a s  Punch a n d  J u d y ... b a tte r a t each o th er  1.1 
Punch and Judy (show) a  traditional puppet show  for 
children, often held In fairgrounds, consisting of a  
se r ie s  of slapstick  com edy routines in which Punch  
b ea ts  his wife Judy  with a  stick.: children w ill en jo y th e  
w eekly Punch a n d  Ju d y sh o w s. /S id esh o w s w ill inducte  
a co co n u t sh y, a n d  Punch a n d  Judy. 12  (as) pleased 
as Punch (or punch) delighted, very p lea se d  about 
something: /  can s e e  h im  n o w ,... p lea sed  a s  p u n ch  a nd  
grinn ing  like  h e  a lw ays d id  w hen he w as g o in g  to  do  
so m eth ing  fo r you.
2  n -p ro p  a  British hum orous weekly magazine, with 
m any cartoons, published betw een 1850 (?) and 1992.: 
i t  w as th a t m o st B ritish  o f  jo u rn a ls, Punch, w hich 
p io n ee re d  a n d  d ev elo p ed  w ha t we now  can  cartoons.
M j
natasha 48> дгам
Ш  12556
natasha 49> duxpl -P roister 
tatasha 50> duepO -P roister
Figure 17: (Atlas) COD8 entry (left) and em bryonic new  entry (right)
The bulk of the entry for punch (on the right of the screen) is as yet unformed, but a small 
part of it is gradually emerging. I leave the COD8 entry there, as the comparison is always 
useful.
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Before moving on to compiling another part of the entry, I ask Argus to count the number 
of untagged noun-tagged occurrences remaining: 23 8 .1 sort these on right context and scroll 
through them, looking for inspiration for a new search, to no immediate avail; I re-sort them 
first on wordform and second on right context, and notice that there seem to be a lot of 
adjectives modifying punch. I sort again, this time on left context, and realize that the phrase 
"a punch" very often indicates the sense of "blow" (see Figure 18). I set up the current tag 
as ‘blown’ and start assigning it to considerable blocks of concordances.
Argus 3J6
Search C ount Sort... Д Д Д Д  C oipns A m ly iU  Option«
._____ Currant tag: сг |
Sounds
Indept
Indept
WPoisn
Indept
OxNews
Prince
UPoisn
Indept
Indept
Sounds
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Indept
Prince
Cuardn
NiceWk
Indept
Travel
ish, but. in spite of this. Walk On Fire lack a 
> <story> AT THE time it must have felt like a 
ifference”. His experience on court was 'like a 
'Em. 'Punch,“ he said, throatily, 'I'll make a 
thoven Quartet, Ho 16 Opus 135, packs less of a 
tallack and Stephen Powell's production packs a 
her brother, announced, immediately receiving a 
popular. People said they had never had such a 
ally spat in his eye. McKim said: 'I can take a 
traight through" him in the ring. 'I can take a 
"} dykes wanna be treated as men you can take a 
г that his legs had gone and he couldn't take a 
office in full military uniform and threaten *a 
rther words were exchanged when Collins threw a 
intense pressure, and you never see him throw a 
d then the captain gets sent off for throwing a 
elr UBC international crowns without throwing a 
warmed up and beaten McDonnell, and refers to a 
his nose broken. Richmond allege that it was a 
comes required reading.” But a seriously aimed 
eep quiet.” Richard gave his rescuer an amiable 
dropped. City Notebook, page 14; Packaging and 
c goes to the console beside the front door and 
not now clear. Today, hot alcoholic drinka and 
you wish. They Include a barbecue, a pizza and 
• I RqmfhdbrdaM |
punch. They have some strong tunes but these are 
punch to his solar plexus, but Labour's new empl 
punch in the face". A straight-sets victory fol 
punch.” <hdl> CHAPTER SEVENTEEN </hdl> Henry s 
punch. But then it is a more equivocal piece: со 
punch worthy of Iron Man. Uhile in taterica Brech 
punch in the ribs from Richard. Uhen they return 
punch. It took a couple of glasses to get you go 
punch or a kick but to be spat at for no reason 
punch but can he? You'll find out on the night b 
punch in the mouth as well,” before 'walloping” 
punch any more." The thought prospered in Leona 
punch on the Jaw for the Journalist who wrote it 
punch after the bell which ended the first round 
punch in anger or do anything reprehensible. Rob 
punch not even redeemed by the infliction of inj 
punch. Boyle, 27, the British lightweight champ 
punch that wobbled the Londoner in the first rou 
punch that shattered Gutteridge's nose and have 
punch is never far behind Elton's lines. He warm 
punch on the arm and hopped into his dormitory, 
punches, page 23</story> <date>il-JUL-89</date> 
punches in the numerical code that disarms the a 
punches came in many guises. There are bullshots 
punch party, a rendezvous at a local restaurant.
10 I О : 0 0  0 0
F igure  1 8 : (A rg us) th e  p atte rn  "a p u n ch "; "A d d  C o llo c a te "  box  is c losed
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While doing this, I notice the phrases "to pack a punch" and "to throw a punch", and set 
these up as idioms in Ajax with the mnemonics ‘pack’ and ‘throw’; the idiom "not to pull any 
(or one’s) punches" is also recorded in Ajax with a mnemonic of ‘puli’. Since 238 lines are 
too many to sense-tag individually, or even in blocks, I decide to set up more specific 
searches. In this way, I pull up 10 lines which I can block-assign as ‘puli’. A similar 
technique accounts for 14 instances of "throwing punches" (all manifestly from commentaries 
on Boxing Matches, and I note ‘Boxing’ in the domain field of that section of the draft entry 
in Ajax). A third pass through the untagged corpus lines looking for wordforms of the verb 
pack in the immediate environment of punch produces 11 lines to tag with the ‘pack’ 
mnemonic (see Figure 19, where the monitor’s colour-highlighting of the specified collocate 
is blacking out the occurrences of pack).
Query 3.38
l»n.c<W-| C1..r[________________________ WorJcl.,«. . | S«n»» T .p— I_________________________ Add C U ^ l . 1  Optt«n.l
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punches I Punches I PUNCHES I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES'
Inflections: None All ■ Noun Verb Adjective Adverb Other
w<rdclass Choices: None All ■ Noun Verb Adjective Adverb Other
Inflect 1st Inflections... Clea. Wotdclasses... Sense Tags... Position: 1 -5, *5 J Add Collocate НП1ГЗП
pack I Pack I PACK I packed I Packed I PACKED I packing I Packing I PACKING I packs I Packs I PACKS
Count Sort...
I Nonei I AUl 
Sava...I I lAgHWf
Noun ■ Verb 
Argus 3.38 
Corpus Analysis
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
PACK
II Guardn 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
OxNews 
OxNews 
OxNews 
Autocr
Current tag: РЯСХ
access programmes.’ Whethei^hese will ■ ■  the punch of Open Space or C4's late-lamented People 
, is dark and serious and ■ ■ ■  a more powerful punch. Itallan-style cold drinks, such as iced c 
s forwards especially would give the Kiwis some punch; the present ■ ■  is simply unable to doml 
es much of the play. But this rum idea И И  no punch in Pip Broughton's production, which makes 
The Independent. The productiо г ^ ^ И И  a moral punch seldom to be found on the English stage te 
thoven Quartet, No 16 Opus 135, H^^^less of a punch. But then it is a more equivocal piece: со 
the A flat Polonaise, although it a mean punch, might have done so with more flenboyance. 
tiful (SDEG by Ichiban, SDE 4023) ■ ■  a solid punch. Ruth sometimes sounds like a grizzled Mil 
kinny appearance and the power he ■ ■ l l n h i s  punches, knocking out opponents much heavier tha 
tallack and Stephen Powell's production a punch worthy of Iron Man. While in America Brech 
uare-cut and staid to behold, it a potent punch quite at odds with its looks. Today's 940
Excluded: 0 10 I Ф Buffers: 0 0 0 0
F ig ure  1 9 : (A rg us) search  fo r pack  in range -5 ,  +  5
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Remembering a number of instances of hot collocating with the ‘drink’ sense of punch, I call 
them up, and tag six lines together. Checking back to the output of the coll command (see 
Figure 5), I set up a search for collocates pizza, bowl, party, rum and fruit, and glean another 
score or so of tagged lines (see Figure 20).
Query З.Э6
S«*rch Count Sort... Corpus A nalysis Options
Current tag: DRINK
DRINK Indept htf ul place In many ways, one long round of rum
DRINK Indept han the standard 'sea, sand, palm trees and rum
PACK Indept es much of the play. But this rum idea packs no
DRINK Indept early eighteenth-century salt cellar ( «35), a
DRINK OxNews d quayside restaurant was preceded by a riotous
THROU Marxsm is not likely to succumb to some Saddam sucker
DRINK Travel old men sipping ouzo. End up at Spatahori for a
DRINK Travel rd night Sdash. a welcome meal out, a pizza and
DRINK Travel . These include welcome cocktails, a pizza and
DRINK Travel you wish. They include a barbecue, a pizza and
DRINK Maggie " 'I'm not. Just stating a fact." Uho s for the
DRINK Maggie and smiled. 'Rare!" Maggie glanced over at the
DRINK Maggie hat right. Bob?" Bob nodded. 'So it's two fruit
DRINK_________  Prince epping on the other's feet, and drank the fruit
B H B H H H H N  UPoisn around the places where he had left the ■ ■  of 
DRINK UPoisn enry under his breath as he carried the bowl of
punch and calypso it is not. The England A team 
punch" of the brochures. Mr Cherman cites natura 
punch in Pip Broughton's production, which makes 
punch bowl ( «45), and a collection of 180 delft 
punch party, organised by the lead crew who seem 
punch thrown by the third party from the corner 
punch party adash. and a briefing on the regatta 
punch party, a trip to a distant restaurant, a b 
punch party, a beachside barbecue and farewell m 
punch party, a rendezvous at a local restaurant, 
punch bowl?" Bunty Abercrombie asked They all we 
punch bowl thinking she wouldn't mind some. The 
punches for the girls, and one for myself?" Nell" 
punch dispensed in silver cups with caution, sin 
punch unattended. He intended leaving the bowl i 
punch into Donald's house. 'Finish 'Em! This sho
~I N ot show n: 0 | Excluded: 0 | Report buffer-sizes | F r e q u e n c y : ^ 10 \ О Buffers: 0 0  0 0
Figure 20: (Argus) search for pizza or bowl (etc.) in range -5, + 5
Beachcombing through the corpus offers at least the thrill of the chase. It occurs to me that 
one of the corpus works is all about someone trying to poison the punch that his wife is to 
drink; I resort the lines in corpus text order and manage to tag 24 occurrences in one block 
that way. Another of the texts in the corpus contains a discussion about the drink punch - 
another block to tag together.
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As a bonus, sorting the corpus according to source text points up the fact that the four 
citations from The Angler magazine show the compound bread punch. I raise a new Ajax 
template by hitting Another Ajax in the Commands menu (see 3.3.1.1), and keying a new 
(compound) headword ‘bread punch’ as a response to the "Which word?” query. A blank 
template appears. I insert a tag there (see Figure 21), together with a brief definition and a 
note about the single source text where this usage appears, then hit the Tags toggle, 
transmitting it to Argus. Argus now has as live and valid sense tags all the punch mnemonics 
and the new bread punch mnemonic. I tag the four concordance lines in Argus with ‘brp’.
t*8i b r p  Ő r á ' 8 -n o i  g r u n .  r t f  reg uid P h r D * »
F ie ld) Angling
D efi looks like some kind of fishing balt |
T1 N ote) all cits from  'A ngler' mag
tag: O rd i S -n o i g ra m i ex field kind note re f reg uid P hr
Daft
tag : O rd i S -n o i g ra m i „  fa.ld kind note ref reg uid P hr
Defi
tag : O rd i S -n o i g ra m i ex fleld kind note ref reg uid P hr D e^te
Daft
tag i O rd i S -n o i g ra m i „  kind note ref reg uid P hr
Defi
tag i O rd i S -n o i g ra m i e x f i a l d k i n d n o t e r e f r e g u i d P h r  V & ta
D ef.
j j |U g i  O rd i S -n o i g ra m i kind note re f reg uid P h r Palate
F igure  2 1 :  (A jax ) n e w  e n try  fo r c o m p o u n d  h ea d w o rd  bread  punch
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I decide to look for occurrences of p u n c h  followed immediately by a preposition (in a hunt 
for "punch on the nose / jaw" etc.). The search conditions in Argus allow for search on 
wordclass tag alone, without any lexical item specified. This proves to be more fruitful, and 
107 concordance lines (see Figure 22) are found. Not all are correctly wordclass-tagged, but 
most are - the Other selection in the Wordclass Choices box pulls out everything that is not 
tagged Noun, Verb, Adjective or Adverb. Later Argus will be able to search on the tags for 
other individual wordclasses such as preposition, pronoun, etc.
Query 3J6
W orddas— ...| Sen— T t r . | Add C ollocate I Options!
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punches I Punches I PUNCHES I punch's I Punch's I PUNCH'S I punches' I Punches' I PUNCHES'
W ordclass C hoices:
A ll ■ Noun  
A ll ■  N oun
Verb
Verb
Other
Other
Inflect 1st In flections... Clear W ordclass—... Son— Tags... Position: 1 *1 ~ j  A dd C ollocate Г»ЯПЯ
W ordclass Choices: | N one| | A ll| Noun Verb Adjective Adverb ■ Other
Search
Argus 3.38
C ount Sort... S are ...| £oMltot£| Coipus A nalysis Options
Current tag:
UPoisn
Indept
Indept
Indept
Guardn
OxNews
OxNews
Indept
Indept
NiceUk
Indept
Manage
UPoisn
Indept
UPoisn
Indept
Guardn
Indept
NatLib
Indept
Indept
Indept
fingier
Indept
Indept
I N ot 
...Л ,^—L
a Fairly low-grade affair.’ 'I put bleach in the punch!” he shouted again. 'I get black-outs! I f 
nswers airily. 'You lying bitch,” he yells, and punches her full in the stomach. She crawls away 
computer simulations instead, where they get to punch in all the assumptions.” </story> <hdl> 
t boring forward and when he got inside, taking punches in order to do so, he landed some solid 
-tat-tat of straight lefts, plus the odd kidney punch in the clinches, belied by the innocent la
yesterday. He gave Mr Uaterfield a 'tremendous" punch in the face leaving him with fractures. Ha
Cassidy was on the receiving end of a powerful punch in the face, said Mrs Jane-Marie Harrison, 
sation than of late but with a familiar lack of punch in the forwards, failed to stretch a weake
sation than of late but with a familiar lack of punch in the forwards, failed to stretch a weake
c goes to the console beside the front door and punches in the numerical code that disarms the a 
to attempt to soften up his opponent with body punches in the second. But with his own Jab esta 
ellng is too easily brushed off as a short-term punch in the stomach from the economy. Yes, shar 
unambiguous honesty Sdash. but had decanted the punch into a small vase and was tipping it back 
an punch faster than any opponent and block any punch it can see coming tdash. in fact, one blow 
nother planet. Only Elinor, when he had put the punch next to the glasses in the hall, barked, s 
ut with his own Jab established as the dominant punch of the opening two sessions. Mason was abl 
. 'mayhem as drug and booze-crazed toffs traded punches" sdash. on the same page as its field Hou 
d, it was evident that the conurbation took the punch, on the whole, pretty well. One devastatin 
atlons so enraged him that he went so far as to punch one of the Georgian leaders. Rykov, one of 
ding had shocked Collins with an early salvo of punches, one of which put the challenger on his 
and of course he was full of tricks, shaping to punch or catch the ball on the edge of the penal 
ausages. New Orleans favours a mid-morning milk punch, or its own variation on the gin fizz. If 
few small fish taken in clearer water to bread punch or pinkie. Tone. Only snail fish showing 
harder than I've been hit before, and with more punches than I've been hit before," he adnitted, 
on other occasions carried a noticeably heavier punch than his side's lightweight attack. Thoug 
i I Excluded: Ö | Report buffer-six*» | Pnquency: D  10 | О Buffers: 0 0 0 0
Figure 22: (Argus) search for "Other" wordclasses at position + 1
I realize that there are still many untagged noun lines like "a punch in the face” or "a punch 
on the jaw". I therefore set up a search condition in Argus to pull out untagged concordances 
where in  or o n  occurs within four words after p u n c h , and Argus finds 30 matching lines, 
most of which I can sense-tag ‘blown’ (=  "blow: noun") quickly, in blocks.
------------r _------------------------------*w
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Wishing to tag the corresponding verb lines, I set up a search condition in Argus to pull out 
untagged concordances where in or on occurs within four words after punch verb 
occurrences, and Argus finds 55 matching lines (see Figure 23). It is clear that some 
semantic feature tagging on corpus nouns (e.g. BODYPART) would allow me to pull out large 
numbers of "assault” and "boxing" occurrences of punch, both noun and verb.
In flect m J Inflection«.-I Clear | Senee T g f c J ОрЦ«п«1
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches t Punch** I PUNCHES
Wordclaa* Choice«:
Noun ■ Verb 
Noun ■ Verb
Adjective Other
Other
C Sea*« Taf«
BLOWN 5121
BLOWV 5121
BRP 51221
CAM) 5122
OfUNK 51211
HOLE 5122
JUDY 5121'
KEY 5122
Ш ^ 51211Я PACK 5121'
f i  PIERCE 5121
sL íl . . - .. 5121'
Ш  PRN S12U
Inflect let Inflection«... Clear Poet tton: 1 *1,*5
Search Count Sort... Save...|
Argus 3JG
_ j  Corpus Anatyvi* Option«
Current ta g :  BLOW __________________________________1
BLOWV
PIERCE
BLOWV
Indept
Indept
■ I I  indept
BLOWV Indept
BLOWV Indept
BLOWV Indept
BLOWV Indept
HOLE Indept
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
BLOWV OxNews
OxNews
newer* airily. 'You lying bitch," he yells, and 
rille buying a ticket, and see the ticketseller 
left hook by Ho*e*e Taga, the prop sent off for 
an punch faster than any opponent and block any 
and he had stopped with the kettle flex and was 
al, perplexing Cloughie, the only Man who could 
banned for eight weeks after being sent off for 
head, has not been the same player since he was 
n Wall, began to teach us to be brave enough to 
kicked his friend Adam Carreras in the leg and 
о leave the premises. Mulcock's response was to 
t knocking her back on to the pavement and then 
nightclub bouncer broke a student's Jaw when he 
said when the woman tried to stop them she was 
tepped between them. Mrs Garrett said: 'She was 
sault in a local licenced premises, when he was 
n Oxford court heard. Paint sprayer Samson Babu 
n over a box of matches. One of Moore's friends 
d him. Jones then pushed Mr Foster over a wall,
, kneed him on the inside of the left thigh and 
army. Many in the crowd wept openly and others 
leaned forward to pick up the receiver, he was 
d Miss Smith rowed on April 15 last year and he 
did apologise," said Ms Olliver, 'and the youth
d they went to the manager's office. There H a l l ________
~| Report buffer-slasa J PrequencjrT
punches her full in the stomach. She crawls away 
punch the ticket in a nice old punch. Do I there 
punching against England in Suva last year. Any 
punch it can see coming tdash. in fact, one blow 
punching her in the stomach. I said: 'Stop Devid 
punch a fan in the face, get him to apologise, a 
punching in the Schweppes Cup game with South G1 
punched in the face in an extraordinary outbreak 
punch holes in other barriers too, to allow ligh 
punched him in the face after the two had a row. 
punch Mr Carreras in the face, causing two small 
punched her in the face. He was eventually handc 
punched him in the face, city magistrates were t 
punched in the stomach and knocked to the ground 
punched in the face with a clenched fist." Miss 
punched in the face. Mrs Costar said: 'We feel v 
punched the other driver in the face, giving him 
punched Mr Bárdi in the face. Mr Bardi then rece 
punched him in the face and kicked him. The cour 
punched him in the right eye. Sgt Stanley said h 
punched their fists in the air. Sam Nujoma, lead 
punched in the face and his nose was broken", sh 
punched her in the mouth. The next evening, blest 
punched him on the nose." Now aged 17, the youth 
punched Mr Uaterfleld in the face. Mr Arkhurst s
Excluded: 10 I O Buffers: 0 0 0 0
Figure 23: (Argus) punch  verb with in or on in Range +1, + 5 showing 
assigned sense tag "blowv"
Meanwhile, I notice other senses of punch for which I have not yet got tags established, e.g. 
"can be punched into the numeric keypad", for which I set up a new mnemonic. The 
compound punch(ed) card requires a separate headword entry in the database; this is made, 
and this compound is given a mnemonic.
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At this point Argus is working on 26 active sense-tags, belonging to three headwords all 
concurrently active in Ajax (punch, punch(ed) card and bread punch). The tags are as 
follows:
MNEMONIC SENSE TAGS
for senses in entry shown in Fig. 35
tag sense no.
AIR punch the air 1.2
BLOWN blow  - noun 4
BLOWV blow  - verb 1
BRP bread punch headword
DATA punch (in) data 2
DRINK fruit punch punch2
FIST punch one 's  fist through sth 1.1
HOLE punch a hole in sth 3
JUDY Punch the puppet punch3 1
KEY punch a key  on keyboard 2.1
LINE punch tine headword
MAG Punch the magazine punch3 2
PACK pack a (powerful) punch 4.4
PAPER punch ... a paper bag 1.3
PIERCE punch a ticket 3.1
PL pleased  as Punch punch3 1.2
PULL d oesn 't pull any punches 4.5
SHAPE punch out a hexagon 3.2
SHOW Punch & Ju d y  show punch3 1.1
SUFF Suffolk punch (horse) headword
SWAP sw ap punches 4.2
TAPE punch (ed) tape headword
THROW throw  a punch 4.1
TOOL tool for making holes in sth 6
TRADE trade punches 4.3
VIGR lacks punch 5
Figure 24: List of "active" mnemonic sense tags for punch, punch(ed) card 
and bread punch
I set up the condition "Untagged lines" only, and hit Count in Argus, to learn that 223 lines 
remain to be tagged (see Figure 25).
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Query 3J6
In flect U t I In flection»...I Clear | W ord«leeeee...| Senee Tag»... | A dd  C ollocetel Option» |
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punch'» I Punch'« I PUNCH'S I punche»' I Punche»' I PUNCHES' I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I |
[punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punche* I Punche» I PUNCHES I puncher I Puncher I PUNCHER I puncheet I Punche»t I PUNCHEST
C Sen»* Tag»
Я  KEY 5122
Я  MAG 51211
Ц  PACK 51211
Ü  PIERCE 5121
«• 51211
PAN 51211
PULL 5121
SHOW 5121
THROW 51211
TOOl 5121
VIGR 51211
other tagged forth
•S  intagged word*
♦ Alii ■ Noun ■ Verb ■ Adjective ■ Adverb ■ Other
♦  Állj ■ Noun ■ Verb ■ Adjective ■ Adverb ■ Other
Argus Э.Э6
Inflection»: 
WordclaM Choice»:
Halfway through the tagging process the lexicographer’s job satisfaction is at its nadir. (And 
punch is not a highly frequent word.) I scroll through these lines, looking for inspiration. 
How can I pull up large blocks of the same sense? I wish Argus could already find 
possessives and pronouns, since this would bring up all the lines like "punched her on the 
nose" and "punched him". I note with vague interest how often someone’s name occurs as 
the object of the "assault" sense (mainly from newspaper texts, of course), and wish Argus 
could search on proper nouns, which, although tagged as a class, are at this moment still 
subsumed under O ther wordclasses. I think that if we already had the semantic features 
tagged on nouns I could pull up all the 4-HUMAN nouns after punch and collect a whole 
senseful of citations that way.
I call up all the lines with hole as a collocate, and tag these, and similarly all the punch(ed) 
card concordances. Moving back and forth between Argus and Ajax, I finally complete the 
tagging procedure, adding en route headword entries for punched tape, punch-up and 
punch(-)drunk, bringing the sense-tag count up to 29.
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4 . 3  FRO M  D R A F T  E N T R Y  TO FINAL VERSION
Once all the relevant corpus lines are tagged in Argus, the dictionary entry in Ajax must be 
completed. At present the draft entry is extremely rough and ready (see the extract in Figure 
26).
g*!M  ГТТТ1 I'T-CT ГТТТП fV I J'.IT'l Г Т Ч  РГГГТЛ
Figure 26: (Ajax) extract from punch  early draft entry
All the senses are there, with their mnemonic tags, but there is no coherent ordering, and few 
if any completed definitions. Almost all the dictionary senses require exemplification, and 
most of the other information (register and domain labels, cross-references etc.) is missing. 
Entries for the currently active related compounds with headword status have been iconified 
and lie along the base of the screen.
The first task is to order the senses in Ajáx, to get them as near as possible to what will be 
the final dictionary-database order. This is where the Show function in the Commands menu
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comes into its own: an entry like punch, which (with related compound headword entries) has 
29 active tags, will overflow the Ajax screen many times over. It is vital to be able to see 
the whole entry during the next part of the process. This is achieved by means of the Show 
command.
First, however, I make an initial attempt at numbering the senses and ordering them within 
the entry - or, rather, entries, for the "Ord" numbers in Ajax are used to distinguish 
homograph headwords. The provisional policy for this database is to treat as separate 
headwords homographs which are cognitively discrete, those for which an act of scholarhip 
is needed to link them etymologically or in any other way. Thus, the punch group will have 
three homographs (the main noun/verb, the drink and the Punch and Judy character).
Before I start on systematic sense numbering, I have to have some idea of what the contents 
of the entry are. I hit Show in the Commands menu of Ajax, and a pseudo-dictionary entry 
appears (see Figure 27).
□
punch
1
1 vt,vl hit (sb/sth) hard usu with clenched fist 1.1 
cou ldn 't punch  o n e’s way ou t of a  pap e r bag 
Informal: be quite lacking In strength, be or feel 
weak; M ighty M ars couldn't punch h /s way o u t o f a 
paper bag today, 12  to  punch (Into) th e  air to 
make a  vigorous gesture with clenched (1st
8 a blow usu with clenched fist«klnd>rabblt 
punch, kidney punch  kidney, rabbit 8.1 to 
throw  a punch  (B oxing) 8 2  to  pack a (ADJ) 
punch 8.3 no t to  pull any (o r o n e ’s) punches 
vigour, cogency, momentum (‘lacks «•*) 
device for making holes in sth such as  paper, 
leather etc.
make hole in sth such as  paper or leather 
to strike (a key on a keyboard, etc) or to insert 
(data) Into a computer system etc. by hitting keys 
to make (a hole) In sth such as  paper or leather, 
«ЛЬ an instrument designed for that purpose
2
drink, usu hot mixture of wine, spirits, fruit juices,
spices
3
1 n-prop  a  grotesque humpbacked figure in a 
traditional puppet show, hurdy-gurdy m usic chum s 
o u t... a s Punch and Ju d y ... batter a t each other 
1.1 Punch  and  Ju d y  (show) a  traditional puppet 
show for children, often held In fairgrounds, 
consisting of a series of slapstick comedy routines 
in which Punch beats his wife Judy with a stick.: 
children win enjoy the weekly Punch and Judy 
show s. /S ideshow s will include a  coconut shy, and  
Punch and Judy. 12  (a s) pleased  as P unch  (o r 
punch) delighted, very pleased about something: I 
can see  him  now ,... p leased  a s punch and grinning
| e x j  field kind note re f reg uid J P h rJ  Delete
г-т-т m - 1  i- r rn  rw 11 r - ! 4  r r m
Figure 27: (Ajax) early draft entry in Ajax and print format
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The three main homographs stand out clearly: the third is beginning to look reasonably solid, 
but the second lacks everything but a definition, and the first is a jumble of odd facts. Since 
the sense-numbering in Ajax is not complete (as is apparent in Figure 27), there are many 
sense numbers missing from the first major section (number 1) in the pseudo-print format; 
however, the senses themselves are there, as may be gleaned from a careful study of the 
content of the draft entry in Figure 27.
I use this overview to help me order the senses, and I also key in "cod8 punch" to bring the 
COD8 entry up in the Atlas screen, for reference. (I note in passing that COD8 marks 
punch-up as British English, and I add that to my draft entry for this word.)
I number the verb senses and call up another Show version (see Figure 28).
Figure 28: (Ajax) template and print versions of draft entry, verb senses 
numbered
The verbs outline seem acceptable, so I go back into the Ajax entry and number the noun 
senses, calling it up once again with Show to check that it is complete.
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Now that I am satisfied (for the moment) with the numbering system, I reorder the senses in 
Ajax by hitting the Sort Senses button in the top command line, to make the Ajax template 
sense order correspond to the actual numbering in the entry. This is so that I can work down 
through the entry in Ajax, going back and forth into Argus to collect appropriate examples, 
and make sure that the facts in the Ajax entry correspond to the corpus data. Figure 29 shows 
part of the draft entry in Ajax format, and also a larger section from it in the print format.
□
pu n ch
1
1 vt,vi hit (sb/sth) hard usu with clenched fist 1.1 
to  punch  (into) the air to make a vigorous 
gesture with clenched fist 1.2 c o u ld n 't punch 
o n e 's  way ou t of a paper bag inform al: be quite 
lacking in strength, be or feel weak; M ighty M ars 
couktn ? punch h is way o u t o f a paper bag today,
2 to strike (a key on a keyboard, etc) or to insert 
(data) into a  computer system etc. by hitting keys
3 make hole in sth such as  paper or leather 3.1 to 
make (a hole) in sth such as paper or leather, with 
an instrument designed for that purpose
4 a blow usu with clenched list<kind>rabbit 
punch , kidney punch kidney, rabbit 4.1 to 
throw  a punch  [Boxing] 42. to pack a (ADJ) 
punch  4.3 n o t to pull any (o r o n e 's )  punches
5 vigour, cogency, momentum ("lacks -")
6 device for making holes in sth such as  paper, 
leather etc.
2
drink usu hot, mixture of wine, spirits, fruit Juices,
spices
3
1 n-prop  a grotesque humpbacked figure in a 
traditional puppet show: hurdy-gurdy m usic chum s 
o u t... a s Punch and J u d y ... batter a t each other 
1.1 P unch and  Ju d y  (show ) a  traditional puppet 
show for children, often held in fairgrounds, 
consisting of a  series of slapstick comedy routines 
in which Punch beats his wife Judy with a  stick: 
children wifi enjoy the week/у  Punch and Judy 
show s. I Sideshow s wi/t include a  coconut shy, and  
Punch and Judy. 12  (a s) pleased  as  Punch  (or 
punch) delighted, very pleased about something: / 
can see  him  now ,... p leased  a s punch a nd  grinning
Def i to m ake (a hole) in sth such as paper or leather, w ith an  instrum ent designed for mac purpose I
3
J' ra  _
1
Figure 29: (Ajax) template and print versions of draft entry, verb and noun 
senses numbered
The work remaining to be done on fleshing out the senses in the draft entry is essentially 
repetitive. You work through screen after screen of material in Ajax: scan the draft definition; 
call up the corpus lines tagged for that sense; select typical and informative examples (for this 
dictionary-database, provisionally at least, length restrictions are relaxed); check for lurking 
idioms and collocations which have eluded you so far; polish the definition; insert the 
grammatical notation; insert labels relating to subject fields, register, style etc; and add any
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cross-references that need to be recorded. This is a provisional and very basic dictionary 
entry - other material, such as pronunciations, etymologies and so on, will be added later, 
when the dictionary style and content are defined in more detail, omissions are repaired, and 
the entry is refined and polished to bring it up to standard.
I therefore start on Sense 1 ("hit sb/sth hard, usu with clenched fist”), setting up a search in 
Argus for all the lines tagged with the mnemonic ‘blowv’ (=  "blow: verb") and being offered 
176 concordances (see Figure 30) to scan in my search for the ideal example - one that shows 
the headword in a very typical context, that exemplifies constructions commonly associated 
with the word, and yet is informative enough in content to flesh out the definition and make 
the meaning clearer to the dictionary user.
In flect u t l  Inflection»...! Cl— г  I
Query 3JS
Wordclaeaes...| Senas Tatf ...| Add Collo—  to| Option»!
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES
1 None! I All I Noun ■ Verb Adject tv* Adverb Other
Argus З Л
S— rch C ount Sort... S « n . . . |  G>r»pu£ | Corpus A nalysis Options
Current tag: LI*
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
BLOWV
Indept 
TlkSpo 
TlkSpo 
OxNews 
Indept 
Guerdn 
OxNews 
TlkSpo 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Prince 
LyingT 
Indept 
NlceWk 
OxNews 
OxNews 
Indept 
Indept 
Indept 
Maggie 
ColdHb 
ColdHb 
OxNews
the England squad, and then his sending-off for punching at Gloucester. The enforced lay-off wh 
keeper, Andy Tucker was the first Into action, punching away a dangerous looking free kick by A 
the right side. Goalkeeper Bolder off his line, punched away only to Andy Melville on the edge о 
river</hdl> An Oxford bus driver was kicked and punched by a gang of youths after he refused to 
March 1977. Since then he has been bitten and punched by drunks and drug addicts and attended 
ke him Into action. Even when he was kicked and punched by loyalist councillors outside Belfast 
h Roberts shot over the bar after Kee failed to punch cleanly from the head of the lanky Dave Ba 
Íred a testing cross into the area. Mickey Orme punched clear under pressure from Clark, but onl 
and Thomas Hearns, taller men who were able to punch down at him, suddenly cut loose as the fig
land, dawned sticks and gloves and proceeded to punch each other. McWilliam had no choice but t
pe, a computer called Mighty Joe Mainframe, can punch Faster than any opponent and block any pun 
d of extreme violence. 2 Brian Clough, when he punched four supporters of Notts Forest who ran 
look at her. He wanted to shake her, slap her, punch her and the Impulse shocked him. 'No I don 
apartment building opposite, she had an urge to punch her fist through the glass. *I'm having tw 
nswers airily. 'You lying bitch," he yells, and punches her full in the stomach. She crawls away 
se It was and of course she would I Stupldal She punched her head with her flat in eelf-reproach, 
t knocking her back on to the pavement and then punched her In the face. He was eventually handc 
d Miss Smith rowed on April 15 last year and he punched her In the mouth. The next evening. West
in the face, and raped her on the back seat. He punched her in the stomach afterwards, pulled he
and he had stopped with the kettle flex and was punching her in the stomach. I said: 'Stop David 
aved her, but for the fact that her killer then punched her three or four times in the face, bre 
ur brother and sister?“ It was as if a fist had punched her very hard in the stomach. She felt a 
eys, knuckles extended. Edge screamed and Craig punched him again in exactly the same way, grabb 
dge, on his feet, turned with a cry of rage and punched him high on the right cheek. Hare tried 
kicked his friend Adam Carreras in the leg and punched him in the face after the two had a row.
Г* 10 I О Buffi»г»: 0 0 0 0
Figure 30: (Argus) citations for verb sense 1 selected on tag 'blowv'
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Since face  is one of the statistically significant collocates of punch (as was shown by the coll 
command, see Figure 5), and since I have noted so many lines displaying the frame "X 
punched Y in the BODYPART", I choose a line that exemplifies both of these features. The 
displayed KWIC concordances are inadequate, and I have to look at the larger context within 
Argus (see Figure 31), by hitting the Corpus button, and to cut and paste the citation from 
the corpus into the Ajax entry, Sense 1.
Query Z X
In flect l«t| Inflections...! Cl • •  г I_____________________________ W ordclasses...| Sen»« Tagp...|______________________________A dd C ollocet») Option« |
punch I Punch I PUNCH I punched I Punched I PUNCHED I punching I Punching I PUNCHING I punches I Punches I PUNCHES
C Sense Tags G
BLOWN 512171
✓  BLOWY 512173
BLOWVAM 512307
CARD 512293
DRINK 512168
ER 512332
ERTH 512378
■  HOLE 512282
1  JUDY 512167
■  KEY 512283
i  i'*f . . 512Э41
Я  MAC 512168
Я  PACK 5121901
Inflections: I Non*) | AU| N oon  S Verb Adjective Advert. Other
Anjus 3J6
Search Count Sort... S ave..4  C elhnutl Щ Щ Д  Corpus A nalysis ft*i*4*l Options
Figure 31: (Argus) expanded context for "punched him in the face"
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In passing I note a couple of corpus lines with the collocation "punched his fist through 
and decide to add that as a distinct collocation in the entry. This means adding a sense frame 
in Ajax and extracting an example from Argus. I decide that it does not require a definition, 
its context in the entry making it quite transparent. However, it seems sensible to reorder the 
idioms within Sense 1. I change the numbers in the Ajax draft, which immediately changes 
the layout in the output from the Show command (see Figure 32), but it doesn’t seem worth 
while to reorder the Ajax entry on the screen.
ршк*(* (Tue May 2S U3:S5:39 1932;
punch
W  -------
Iй * ' b l o w v a i r  O d '  1 S -n o i 1.2 g ra m . vt,vl
I  - 1 Id io m  i to punch (Into) the air 
|D efi to m ake a vigorous gesture with clenched fist 
tag : O rdi 1 S -n o : 1.3 g ra m i
3 ] Id io m  i couldn’t  punch one’s way out of a paper bag 
I] R eg, informal
D eft as quite lacking in strength or effectiveness in doing something 
q iEx.l M ighty M ars  couldn't punch his way out of a paper bag today,
| u g '  O rdi 1 S -n o i 1.1 g ra m i
Id io m , to punch one’s fist th rough / into sth
D er,
q iEx.l He then punched his fist through the glass in the door, 
tag i k e y  O rd , 1 S -n o , 2 g ra m , r t
D eft to strike (a key on a keyboard, etc) o r to insert (data) into a  com puter system etc.
I tag i p i e r c e  O rd , 1 S -n o i 3 g ra m i vt
iD a f i  to m ake (a  hole) in sth such as paper or leather
I»*«' hole O rd , 1 S -n o , 3.1 g ra m ,
pu n ch
1
1 vt,vi hit (sb/sth) hard and quickly, usu with 
clenched fist K eith ... kicked  h is friend in  the leg  
and punched him  In th e face a fter the two had a 
row. 1.1 to  punch o n e’s  fist th rough  /  into s t h : 
He then punched h is fis t through the g lass in the 
door. 12  to  punch  (into) the air vt.vi to make a 
vigorous gesture with clenched fist 13  cou ldn’t 
punch  o n e 's  way ou t of a pap er bag Informal: 
was quite lacking In strength or effectiveness in 
doing something: M ighty M ars couidn tpunch  h is 
way out o f a paper bag today,
2 vtXo strike (a key on a  keyboard, etc) or to insert 
(data) into a  computer system etc. by hitting keys
3 irfto make (a hole) In sth such as  paper or 
leather 3.1 to make (a hole) in sth such as  paper 
or leather, with an instrument designed for that 
purpose
4  a  blow usu with clenched fist<kind>rabbit 
punch , kidney punch  kidney, rabbit 4.1 to 
throw  a punch  [Boxing] A 2  to pack a (ADJ) 
punch  A 3  no t to pull any (or o n e’s) punches
5 vigour, cogency, momentum ("lacks ~")
6 device for making holes in sth such as  paper, 
leather etc.
2
drink, usu hot, mixt-re of wine, spirits, fruit juices,
spices
3
1 n-prop  a  grotr~que humpbacked figure in a 
traditional puppet show: hurdy-gurdy m usic chum s 
o u t... a s Punch and J u d y ... batter a t each other 
1.1 P unch and Ju d y  (show) a  traditional puppet 
show for children, often held In fairgrounds, 
consisting of a  series of slapstick comedy routines
|D « f ,  to m ake (a  hole) in sth such as p г  or leather, w ith an  instrum ent designed for th a t purpose
I
3
Е З З  |^ |21йП!а2 [Ц||||Дд||] (ÜÜZImEu)
Figure 32: (Ajax) draft: template and print version from the "Show" command 
which automatically reorders the senses
*
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Looking for examples of "to punch (into) the air" I change the sense-tag mnemonic in the 
Argus sense conditions, find one, and cut and paste it into the Ajax entry. This process 
continues until the verb section of the entry is complete. I pull it up with the Show command 
(see Figure 33) just to check it, before moving on to the noun.
punch* (Tue May 26 09:5539 1932]
p u n c h
D efi h it (sWrth) hard  and quickly, usu with clenched fist
|p y , |  Keith ... kicked his friend In the leg and punched him  In the face after the two
11 Ebet I when the policemen tried to a rres t him  he punched PC Williamson twice. 
| е> Л I counted eight players punching, pushing and shoving yet only one v as cauti.
tag t b l o w v a i r  М |  1 S -n o i 1.2 g ra m i vt,vl | |
J  Id io m i to punch (into) the air
D efi to m ake a vigorous gesture with clenched fist
I Ex» I he punched the a ir trium phantly, like a  football who has scored a goal. 
- jN o te ,  also with ’fist’ as subj ('fists punched the air")
tag« O rd i 1 S -n o i 1.3 gram i
- ]  Idiom « couldn’t  punch one’s way out of a  paper bag 
R eg. inform al
D efi is completely lacking in strength or effectiveness in doing something 
Exil [he] couldn’t  punch his way out of a  paper bag today.
tag« O rd i 1 S -n o i 1.1 gram i
Г] Id io m i to punch one’s fist through /  into sth
D efi
3 ] [e x , | He then punched his fist through the glass in the door.
k e y O rd i 1 S -n o i 2
punch
1
1 vt,vi hit (sb/sth) hard and quickly, usu with 
clenched list Keith ... kicked  h is friend  In the leg  
and punched him  in the face a fter th e two h ad  a 
row. /w hen th e policem en tried  to  arrest him  he 
punched PC Williamson twice. / 1 counted eig h t 
players punching, pushing and  shoving ye t only 
one was cautioned. 1.1 to punch one’s  fist 
through I Into s th : He then punched  h is fis t 
through the g la ss in the door. 12  to punch (Into) 
the air vt,vi to make a vigorous gesture with 
clenched fist he punched th e a ir trium phantly, Hke 
a football who has scored a goal. 13  couldn’t 
punch one’s  way out of a paper bag informal: 
is completely lacking in strength or effectiveness In 
doing something: [he] couldn't punch h is way out 
o f a paper bag today,
2 v t to strike (a key on a  keyboard, etc) or to insert 
(data) into a  computer system etc. by hitting keys: 
touch-tone telephone, allowing th e  custom er to 
punch keys on the instrum ent to Identify the  
custom er, item s ordered, and  quantities. /  Vic 
g o es to the console beside th e front door and  
punches in  the num erical code th a t disarm s the 
apparatus.
3  vfto make a  hole in (something such as  paper, 
leather or metal) using a  special tool: The 
cam eraman sq u eezes b eh in d ... to film  m e ... buying 
a ticket, and se e  the ticketseH er punch the ticke t 
3.1 to make (a hole) In something, using a  special 
tool: M en ... have attem pted to punch holes in the  
box. 3 2  to produce (an object of a  specific shape) 
by cutting it out of something using a  special tool: 
M y task w as to make a P ress too l which would 
punch o u t sm all brass hexagons.
4 a blow usu with clenched fist«klnd>rabblt 
punch, kidney punch kidney, rabbit 4.1 to
I
3
D efi to strike (a key on a  keyboard, etc) or to insert (data) Into a  com puter system etc. by hitting keys
Figure 33: (Ajax) draft: template and print version with verb section complete
I study the draft noun section in the Show print format (see Figure 34),
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punch* (Tue May 2C 0335:39 1392
p u n c h
t*« 1 b l o w n  ° r d ' 1 s - n o i  4
D efi a  blow usu with clenched flit 
R efi kidney, rabbit
K in d i rabbit punch, kidney punch
g ra m i
tag i t h r o w  O rd i 1 S -n o i 4.1 
j  Id io m t to throw a punch 
F ie ld i Boxing 
D efi
g ra m i
f  **8» p a c k  O rd i 1 S -n o i 4.2 
Id io m i to pack a  (ADJ) punch 
D efi
g ra m i
tag i р ПЦ O rdi 1 S -n o i 4.3 
J  Id io m i not to pull any (or one’s) punches
. D eft
g ra m i
11 tag i y jg p  O rdi 1 S -n o i 5
I l D e f t  rigour, cogeijcy, m om entum  (lac k s -*)
g ra m i
I tag! to o l  O rdi 1 S -n o i 6 gram i
■D efi device for m aking holes in sth such as paper, leather etc.
find JL r l j D i 1
4  a blow usu with clenched fist<kind> rabbit 
punch, kidney punch kidney, rabbit 4.1 to 
throw a punch [Boxing] 42  to pack a (ADJ) 
punch 4.3 not to pull any (or one’s) punches
5 vigour, cogency, momentum (lacks - ' )
6 device for making holes In sth such as  paper, 
leather etc.
2
drink, usu hot. mixture of wine, spirits, fruit juices,
spices
3
1 n-prop  a  grotesque humpbacked figure in a 
traditional puppet show: hurdy-gurdy m usic chum s 
o u t... a s Punch and Ju d y ... batter a t each other 
1.1 Punch and Judy (show) a traditional puppet 
show for children, often held in fairgrounds, 
consisting of a series of slapstick comedy routines 
in which Punch beats his wife Judy with a  stick.: 
children will enjoy the w eekly Punch and Judy 
show s. /S ideshow s wiИ include a coconut shy, and  
Punch and Judy. 12  (as) pleased as Punch (o r 
punch) delighted, very pleased about something: / 
can se e  him  now ,... p leased  a s punch and  grinning 
like he always d id  when h e w as going to do 
som ething for you.
2 n-prop  a British humorous weekly magazine, with 
marry cartoons, published between 1850 (?) and
1982.: It was th a t m ost British o f journals, Punch, 
which pioneered and  developed what we now саП 
cartoons.
I
EJ
■ n s r ^ m e r i E n r s i g a i g g
Figure 34: (Ajax) print version shows sparse noun section
This time, when I go back to the corpus for examples, I sort them on context to the left of 
the target word. This helps me find an example showing another significant collocate 
powerful, and also the plural use of the noun.
Finally, the entry is as complete as I wish to make it for the purpose of this demonstration, 
although the definitions clearly need refining, and some senses, and examples, are missing 
from a comprehensive description of the word. A command prints it off in some semblance 
of a dictionary entry (see Figure 35).
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punch
punch 1
1 vt,m to hit (someone or something) hard and quickly with a 
clenched fist:
Keith ... kicked hia friend in the leg and punched him in the face 
after the two had a row. || when the policemen tried to arrest 
him he punched PC Williamson twice. || I  counted eight players 
punching, pushing and shoving yet only one was cautioned.
1.1 to  punch one’s fist through /  into something 
He then punched his Jisl through the glass in the dour.
1.2 to  punch (into) the airvf,vi to make a vigorous gesture with 
a clenched fist:
he punched the air triumphantly, like a football who has scored a 
goal.
1.3 couldn’t punch his /  her way out of a paper bag informal, is 
completely lacking in strength or effectiveness :
[he] couldn’t punch his way out of a paper bag today.
2 vt to enter (numbers or other data) into a computer or other 
machine by striking keys on a keyboard:
Vic goes to the console beside the front door and punches in the 
numerical code that disarms the apparatus.
2.1 vt to strike (a key on a keyboard) in order to insert data into 
a computer or other machine:
touch-tone telephone, allowing the customer to punch keys on the 
instrument to identify the customer, items ordered, and quantities.
3 vt to make (a hole) in something, especially by making use of a 
special tool for the purpose:
Men ... have attempted to punch holes in the box.
3.1 vt to make a hole in (something such as a ticket) using a special 
tool:
see the ticketseller punch the ticket.
3.2 vt to produce (an object of a specific shape) by cutting it out 
of something using a special tool:
My task was to make a Press tool which would punch out small 
brass hexagons.
4 nc [Boxing, Fighting]* blow with a clenched fist:
Stanley came at me and knocked me down unth a powerful punch.
II the prosecution had not proved that it was a deliberate punch and 
not just an accidental blow. || As a welterweight he proved to 
be less destructive; the result ... of larger men being better able to 
withstand the impact of his punches.
4.1 to  throw a punch[Boxing]to aim a punch at one’s opponent: 
further words were exchanged when Collins threw a punch after the 
bell which ended the first round and Latng retaliated by appearing 
to aim a kick at the challenger.
4.2 to  swap punchesBriiijA.to become involved in a bout of 
fisticuffs:
opposition MPs swapped punches and shoved over elderly members
of the ruling Nationalist Party... after a disputed committee deci­
sion.
4 .3  t o  t r a d e  p u n c h e s Л mencan.= to  swap punches
4 .4  to  p a c k  a  (p o w e rfu l  ( e tc . ) )  p u n c h to  be very effective, suc­
cessful, and impressive (used of a  perform ance, work of ar t. artifact 
etc.):
The ... He.elhoveu Quartet, No 10 Opus 1S5, packs less of a punch. 
II The espresso, in small cups, is dark and serious and packs a more 
powerful punch. || Volvo’s turbocharged big saloon ... packs a po­
tent punch quite at odds with its looks.
4 .5  n o t  p u l l  a n y  (o r  o n e ’s )  p u n c h e ssa y  som ething critical in a 
direct way, w ithout try ing  to  soften the im pact of th e  words:
The young reporter pulled no punches when it came to direct ques­
tions. И Voinovich’s satire pulls no punches and hits where Ц hurts 
most.
5 na brevity and effectiveness (used of a  person, perform ance, or 
the way som ething is to ld  or carried out):
... communications must have clarity and cohesion. Above all they 
must have punch - beware of flogging an issue too hard. || Much 
British cinema does lack emotional punch.
6  nc a  tool or m achine for m aking holes in som ething such as pa­
per, leather, m etal, etc.:
showing me how the punch fitted into the guide plate 
p u n c h  2
nu.nc a  m ixture of fru it juices and spices, often w ith wine and 
sp irits, m ade usu for a  party , and som etim es drunk hot:
Fruit punch was served with the meal. || As winter drew on, many 
a pleasurable hour was spent in front of a blazing coal fire drinking 
mulled concoctions and hot punches. 
p u n c h  3
1 P u n ch n -p ro p  th e  principal m ale character in a trad itional pup­
p e t show, a grotesque hump-backed figure:
hurdy-gurdy music chums out ... as Punch and Judy ... baiter at 
each other
1.1 P u n c h  a n d  J u d y  (s h o w ) a  trad itional puppet show for chil­
dren, often held in fairgrounds, consisting o f a series of slapstick 
com edy routines in which Punch beats his wife Judy  with a  stick.: 
children will enjoy the weekly Punch and Judy shows. || Sideshows 
unit include a coconut shy, and Punch and Judy.
1.2  (a s )  p le a se d  a s  P u n c h  (o r  p u n ch )d e lig h te d , very pleased 
abou t som ething, (som etim es used to  im ply smugness):
/  can see him now, ... pleased as punch and grinning like he always 
did when he was going to do something for you.
2 n-prop a  British hum orous weekly m agazine, w ith m any cartoons, 
published between 1850 (?) and 1992:
it was that most British of journals, Punch, which pioneered and 
developed what we now call cartoons.
Figure 35: Draft entry output from "printentry punch" command in Atlas
5. CONCLUSION
I believe we have all learnt - and are all learning - a great deal from this collaboration. For 
me, it is particularly interesting (and often chastening) to see how a new routine that seemed 
a stroke of genius at the drawing-board stage simply complicates the lexicographical process 
too much.
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The task of sense-tagging all the occurrences of the headword in the corpus is proving very 
labour-intensive, despite the powerful tools. At present, compiling a database entry for a 
word with six or seven hundred occurrences, and sense-tagging these, takes a couple of days 
at least.
However, much effort is being put into making the programs run faster, and the interface 
more lexicographer-friendly. The "task list" - a wish list which the lexicographers of the 
team draw up, and which is systematically implemented by the computer scientists - is three 
pages long, and growing still. The Hector project is not finished, and the software improves 
and develops from week to week. This is no more than a status report, as at 
May 1992.
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Dictionary Entry Parsing Using Standard Methods
C h r is t o p h  BLÄSI —  H e in z -D e t l e v  KOCH
A b s tra c t
Systems attributing structure to dictionary entries as texts are a prerequisite for several important 
tasks in computational lexicography; one of these tasks is the exploitation of the knowledge organized 
around lexemes as gathered by generations of lexicographers for natural language processing 
applications.
A dictionary entry parsing system is presented here which makes use of existing theoretically sound 
and well understood techniques and components and which can be adapted to virtually any dictionary, 
once a grammar for the entries in question has been set up and made accessible to the system.
1 Introduction
Dictionary entries have an implicit textual structure which is intuitively made use of by every dictionary user. 
There have been various attempts to make those structures explicit and to describe them formally (cf. [Wiegand 
1991]). Since such descriptions are meanwhile available in a relatively explicit and formal manner, it is worth 
while to examine if it is possible to develop algorithms for parsing such structures. In case it is one can expect 
that techniques can be applied that have been developed and tested in other academic disciplines with 
comparable object domains.
Motivated by these considerations we have tried to refine those descriptions to such a degree that an opera­
tionalization is possible and that their correctness can be shown using a dictionary entry parser.
For three reasons, the parsing of dictionary entries has become an important field wittiin computational lexi­
cography :
•  The specific structure of dictionary entries has proven to be suitable for the representation of knowledge 
of language and the world. Since centuries, this knowledge has been organized around lexemes and this 
structure is therefore an interesting object of research.
•  Since the extent of dictionaries as well as demands for their quality have increased, machine support for 
lexicographers is desirable also with regard to structural aspects of dictionary entries.
• From the side of natural language processing the demand for this kind of knowledge has risen to a degree 
which, at least for broad coverage applications, cannot entirely be satisfied by new coding.
For the qualified extraction of such knowledge the parsing of dictionary entry structures is an indispensable 
prerequisite (cf. [McNaught/Caroli/Hellwig 1990]).
Additional desirable features of such dictionary entry parsing systems are that they should be as general as 
possible (i.e, they should be applicable to dictionaries of most different kinds without substantial changes) and 
that they should fall back upon components of conceptionally similar applications as far as possible.
In the following, we will present a system which has been developed at the University of Heidelberg between 
1990 and 1992 and its lexicographic and computational rudiments. We will demonstrate its application using 
examples from the DDUW (Duden Deutsches Umversalwörterbuch). The system arose from several of the
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listed motivations for the parsing of dictionary entries at the same time; it is especially designed to meet the 
requirements for generality in the sense given above and makes extensive use of already existing components.
2 Rudiments
The "meaning" of a string in a dictionary entry is determined by this siring itself and its location within the 
dictionary entry, i.e. its position within the specific structure of the latter. The parsing of a dictionary entry can 
be carried out only with respect to a certain concept of structure. The choice for the constituent structure 
paradigm seems to be obvious in the case of dictionary entries. Immediate dominance and linear precedence 
relations as occurring in those entries are usually represented by corresponding constituent structure trees. 
With the help of the method of "exhaustive positional-functional segmentation" ([Wiegand 1989a, 1989b]) of 
dictionary entries such cotistituent structure trees can be derived. This derivation is first carried through for 
actual dictionary entries (see figure, left). However, abstractions can be made over whole classes of 
isomorphic constituent structure trees just by not considering the terminal elements (see figure, right).
For reasons of simplicity, neither typographic (eg. torn changes) nor non-typogiaphic (eg. comma, semicolon, colon,..) structure indicators have been 
given. Abbreviations used: WA: Wörterbuchartikel / Dictionary Entry, FK: Formkommeniar/Commem on Form, LZGA: Lemmazeichengestahangebe 
/  Item giving the Form of the Lemma Sign, GrA: Grammatikangabe /  Grammar Item, GA: Genusangabe / Írem giving the Gender, DekA: 
Deklinationsangabe /  Item giving the Diclension, SgbA: Singularbildungsangabe / Item giving the Singular Formation, PlbA: Pluralbildungsangabe / 
Item giving the Plural Formation, SK: Semantischer Kommentar I  Comment on Semantics, PragsemA. Pragmatisch-semantische Angabe /  Pragmatic- 
Semantic Item, SlilA: Stilangabe /  Style Item, BA: Bedeuttmgsangabe /  Item giving the Meaning, BPA: Bedeutungspataphrasenangabe /  Item giving the 
Meaning Paraphrase
For a linear representation of such tree structures production rules of the form A -> В C or list structures (A (B 
C)) are suitable. In the example given, A consists of В and C or В and C are parts of A, respectively. The 
immediate dominance and linear precedence relations stated by these rules are the by far dominating ones, 
but not - as hinted at above - the only relations occuring in dictionary entries; for the representation of further 
relations (e.g. the addressing relation and the scope relation, which are both independent from the constituent 
structure) a representation as tree structure or production rule does not suffice. For this, one needs 
corresponding annotations the details of which are beyond the scope of this paper (cf. [Bläsi 1991a, 1991b, 
1991c]). Actual dictionary entries can be attributed structure by mapping them to the abstractions of the 
corresponding class of dictionary entries. The rules generating the set of all such abstract constituent structure 
trees are taken as grammar. A slightly simplified extract from the grammar for noun entries of the DDUW is 
given below;
WA -> FK %EKA EtyA %EKZ SK %PKT
WA -> FK SK
FK -> bold  LZGA %KOM normal GrA
GrA -> GA %SEM DekA
GA -> TEXT
DekA -> SgbA %KOM PlbA
%EKA Angular b racket opening: %EKZ: Angular bracket closing: %PKT: Period: %KOM: Comma: %SEM: Sem icolon
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3 The Analysis Technique
The structural analysis is carried out relative to an extended version of the phrase structure grammars intro­
duced in section 2. Techniques for the analysis of strings based on these context-free grammars have been 
examined and compared for formal as well as for natural languages ([Aho 1987], [Hellwig 1990], [Tremblay 
1985]). They are applied to a large extent in the various disciplines of computer science as well as in 
computational linguistics. For our objective we have chosen a special technique geared to the analysis of 
formal languages. Below, we will describe this technique and the modifications made for the processing of 
natural language and, in an additional step, dictionary entries.
The chosen technique has originally been developed for a subset of formal languages. This set of languages 
can be described by certain context-free grammars which are called LR(1) grammars. An operational defini­
tion of this class of languages is based on the definition of an abstract, deterministic, finite automaton, which 
is seen as a representative of a LR(1) grammar. All languages which can be generated by such an automaton 
belong to the class of the so-called LR(1) languages which also includes most of the programming languages 
used today. LR(1) languages have the advantage that the abstract automaton which generates such a language 
can likewise be applied to its analysis. Fortunately, this analysis can be performed in linear time.
Genuine LR(l)-languages are built on atomic categories and do not allow for ambiguous grammars. When 
analysing an input string, the automaton steps through a finite set of states and, triggered by its current state 
and the current input symbol, decides whether to push the current input symbol on a stack (Shift) or to replace 
some of the symbols already on the stack by a nonterminal symbol (Reduce). By performing any of these 
actions, the automaton changes its state according to the symbol on top of the stack and the current input 
symbol. A grammar is an LR(1)-Grammar if one could construct an automaton that contains only one possible 
action for every pair of a state and a symbol.
LR(1)-Grammars were modified for natural language processing by Tomita ([Tomita 1985a, 1985b]) who 
introduced a graph-structured stack to allow for multiple alternative actions for any state-symbol combination. 
If the automaton encounters a state with more than one possible action the algorithm forks the stack and pur­
sues the resulting alternatives in parallel. Analysis of an input string succeeds if at least one of the alternatives 
succeeds.
We have further modified the Tomita approach by allowing for complex, i.e. feature augmented, categories 
which contain pairs of features and feature-values. By imposing restrictions on the possible feature values, we 
can bidirectionally enforce identity of values by mutual instantiation of variables or restrict values to sets of 
admissible values for a feature. By restricting unification processes to local trees, i.e. trees of depht 1, we are 
avoiding the time-consuming complexity of full graph unification and are thus combining the speed of LR(1)- 
analysis with the expressive power of general context-free grammars.
As input for the parsing process we are using the machine-readable representation of the dictionary, i.e. the 
computer typesetting tape.
4 The Processing of the Typesetting Tape
A typesetting tape is the result of a computing operation geared to a specific typesetting machine which 
processes the input text according to the typographic requests on the part of the typesetter. Among other tasks, 
this operation determines the distribution of the textual material to lines, colums, pages and sheets. As the 
result of this step, a typesetting tape contains the informational content as well as informations concerning the 
typography and layout of the text. The latter informations are coded in a language specific to the typesetting 
machine used. Some of them, as for example the ones concerning the page makeup, are totally irrelevant for 
determining the structure of a dictionary entry. Others, however, especially font changes, provide 
indispensable information on the organisation of the dictionary entry. Without the latter an entry is hardly 
comprehensible even to the human reader of the printed version.
Whereas irrelevant control sequences as exactly e.g. the ones concerning the page makeup or additional blanks 
after italicised text passages can thus safely be ignored, other information carrying control sequences have to 
be recognized. They can, moreover, be replaced by less machine dependent and more generally understandable 
characters. Before the processing, an extract of the type setting tape of the DDUW looks like this:
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Ö5üy-0na+ger, ő lüder; -s , -  H a t .  onager, onagrus }) ) ! )  
g rie c h . 'onagros; 2: nach der einem Esel g le i } - )  
chenden Form!: d 3ü l. 62üin Südwestasien h e im i)- )  
scher H a lb e s e l.ŐVR10Q Ö3ü2. Ö2ü(im an tiken  Rom) Wurfma)-} 
schine . *
This typesetting tape produces the following print output:
Q n a l g a r ,  d e r :  -s, - [lat. o n a g e r , o n a g ru s  <  
g riech . o n a g ro s :  2: n a c h  d e r  e in e m  E sel g le i­
c h e n d e n  F orm ): 1. in S ü d w e sta s ien  h e im i­
scher H albesel. 2. (im  a n tik e n  R o m ) W u rfm a -  
schine.
In a first step of the processing of the typesetting tape, control characters specific to the typesetting system are 
replaced by the ones chosen for the analysis process, structurally irrelevant sequences are deleted. After this 
step the same extract of a typesetting tape looks like this:
%FONT5 %USTR1 Ona %VSTR ger %KOM %F0NT1 der %SEM %HSTR s %KOM %HSTR 
%EKA la t  %PKT onager %KOM onagrus %LT g riech  %PKT %ALR onagros %SEM 2 
%DPP nach der einem Esel gleichenden Form %EKZ %DPP %F0NT3 1 %PKT 
%F0NT2 in  Südwestasien heim ischer Halbesel %PKT %FONT3 2 %PKT %F0NT2 
%KLA im an tiken  Rom %KLZ Wurfmaschine %PKT
The replacements mentioned above are of a purely textual nature and can be carried through with any text 
editor.
Owing to the multifunctionality of the remaining delimiters the "textual" units can not yet be identified as 
string units of an entry in a straight-forward way. Those delimiters have a structuring function as punctuation 
marks on the linguistic level on the one hand and explicate the organisation of the dictionary entry as 
condensed text on the other. This class of structure indicating information cannot be separated from the 
informational content without some effort. Details will be given in section 5.
5 The Segmentation Problem
Since the system in question is a dictionary entry parser, its structural view is necessarily restricted to struc­
tures constituting the dictionary entry as the object of investigation. Every item (as a string at a certain posi­
tion in the dictionary entry structure), however, has itself a (subordinated) structure (namely e.g. a sentence 
structure or a phrase structure - this can, of course, be continued to the morphological and phonological level). 
Those subordinated structural levels are not accessible to the view of a dictionary entry parser. The problem is 
that it is not clear from the outset which sentences and phrases, respectively, are units not to be pervaded fur­
ther by the dictionary entry parser and which are not.
We have tried several strategies to solve this segmentation problem. Only one of those solutions, the most 
radical and least "intelligent" one, succeeded.
• All strings which appear between certain types of structure indicators (semicolon, colon, font change,...) 
are interpreted as string units.From what has been said in the previous paragraph it is clear that this 
approach must fail. Some of the delimiters can mark the boundary of string units as well as occurr within 
such units. An angular bracket in the DDUW can e.g. mark the boundary of an Item giving the 
Etymology (as string unit, from the Comment on Form and from the Comment on Semantics) as well as 
introduce the giving of facultative letters within a Grammatical Item.
• Everything which lies between certain boundaries is interpreted as a string unit. These boundaries have to 
be found - with the aid of the structure indicators already mentioned - by context-sensitive matching (b) or 
with the help of a context-sensitive transition network. As for angular brackets it has to be decided, if they 
are situated within a Grammatical Item (in this case the angular bracket just occurrs within a string unit) 
or not (the angular bracket marks the boundary between string units). This approach is inappropriate 
because much of the structural knowledge which desired as the result of the actual parsing process is 
needed for the preprocessing already. For the decision on the angular bracket one needs to know if an Item 
giving the Form of the Lemma Sign has been consumed or not.
>
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• A "maximal'' segmentation is performed. All typographic structure indicators and all delimiters which in 
at least one of their usages can mark such boundaries are taken to be the set, with respect to which this 
segmentation is carried through. Strings which have been split "overeagerly" are re-concatenated in a later 
stage of work - namely during parsing. This applies especially to the case that a delimiter has been 
interpreted as marking a boundary, whereas it functioned as a punctuation mark. For this approach, 
however, the grammar has to be slightly changed. It has to be allowed that items can be realized not only 
as units, but alternatively as chain of such units. If one makes sure that the corresponding rules are defined 
strictly right or strictly left recursively this strategy leads to very satisfying results. (The latter precaution 
is to prevent that the same overall string occurrs several times because of various derivation possibilities 
from smaller component units; the runtime efficiency would be influenced in a very negative way.)
6 Description of the Implementation
The grammar for the analysis is written in a formalism following the programming language Lisp and re­
sembles the usual notation for production rules. A special preprocessing program compiles this grammar into a 
control table for the automaton. The output of the preprocessing step is loaded by the actual analysis program 
which contains a rudimentary LR(l)-automaton. By using this control table the analyzer is capable of attribut­
ing structure to all input strings which are covered by the grammar.
An extract of the grammar for the DDUW which describes the arrangement of the Comments on Semantics 
can be represented in production rule notation as follows:
SK -> %DPP SKK
SKK -> PA SSK
SKK -> PA SSK %PKT SKK
This fragment dwells on the fact that a Comment on Semantics consists of the categories %DPP (for the non- 
typographic structure indicator colon) and SKK (for the Complex of Comments on Semantics), whereas SKK 
itself consists of a PA (Item giving Polysemy) and a SKK (Subcomment on Semantics). The third rule 
determines that a Complex of Comments on Semantics can be followed by further Complexes of Comments on 
Semantics which are seperated by '%PKT (for period). The formalism as used by the system differs from this 
notation syntactically by just combining all involved categories in a list the first element of which is the 
superordinate unit. The fragment shown above is rewritten as follows:
[1] ( (SK) (%DPP) (SKK) )
[2] ( (SKK) (PA) (SSK) <%PKT) (SKK)
[3] ( (SKK) (PA) (SSK) )
The necessity for additional bracketing of every category is obvious if we consider a rule which shows com­
plex categories. In this case all specifications related to a category are combined in the one bracket, whereas 
the features and the feature values are themselves enclosed in brackets. Feature values which have to be 
instantiated identically are notated as bracketed variables. Variables with identical names have to be 
instantiated by identical values at runtime if they occurr in the same production. The rule below describes the 
form of an Item giving Polysemy in the DDUW:
[4] ( (PA (index ( X ) ) )  (TYPO-ANF (a r t  f e t t ) )  (TEXT (s tr in g  (x) ) )
<%PKT) )
The category PA consists of a typographic structure indicator TYPO-ANF, a text and a period. The index of the 
Item giving Polysemy is assigned the value of the feature string of text via a reoccurring variable x. The 
feature art of the typographic structure indicator is constrained to the value fett.
The preprocessing step produces a control table with two types of entries: actions to be carried through and 
target states. For completeness reasons one entry of each of these types is given below:
A c tio n s : 
T ra n s it io n s :
( (%DPP (SHIFT 33 )) (%PKT (REDUCE 2 8 )))  
((SSK 57) (PRAGSEMA-SSK 56) (BA 55))
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The program takes about 3.5 minutes to produce a control table with 22'l states for a grammar with 117 rules. 
Since the control table is written to a file which is loaded by the actual analysis program, this step has to bo 
pcrldruicd only when the grammar has been changed.
The analysis program Paula (Parser for Ambiguous Unification grammars / Lr( I )-Analysis) is completely 
written in Lisp and contains essentially a rudimentary LR(1) automaton, a component for the lexicon search 
and a module for graphic output of the results. Apart from the control table and the actual input, it requires a 
lexicon which establishes the connection lielwccn the units occurring in the input text and the categories used 
for the grammar. The units occurring in the lexicon arc the ones in the processed typesetting utpe. An extract 
of the lexicon used for the analysis of the DDUW has the following form:
(%KLA %KLA (s tr in g  " (" )  )
(%KLZ %KLZ (s tr in g  " )" )  )
(%SEM %SEM (s tr in g  )
(%PKT %PKT (s tr in g  )
<%DPP %DPP (STRING " )
(%KOM %KOM (s tr in g  )
(%SKA iSKA (s tr in g  '•<••) )
(%SKZ %SKZ (s tr in g  ">") )
(%F0NT5 TYPO-ANF (ART f e t t ) )
<%F0NT1 TYPO-ANF (ART normal))
(1.FONT2 TYPO-ANF (ART k u rs iv ))
Again, the notation is oriented towards Lisp and describes a lexicon entry as a list. The first element of the list 
is the symbol actually occurring in the processed typesetting tape, whereas the rest of the list contains the in­
formation to be provided by the lexicon component, as soon as this unit occurrs in the input. For the analysis 
of dictionary entries, the lexicon component of the parser was modified so that it provides the category text if a 
siring enclosed in double quotes occurrs in the input. This string is attributed to the feature string of this calc 
gory. Therefore all elements of the input which have been enclosed in double quotes by the typesetting tape 
processing program can be treated by the parser as string units. In the rule (4) above the index of an Itcrr 
giving Polysemy, i.e. the manlier in front of the |ieriod taken as text, is attributed to the feature string of the 
category text by the lexicon phase of the parser and thus propagated to the siqierordinale category PA.
Initially, the program loads (lie control table as well as the lexicon and starts with the analysis of the input lile 
which may contains an arbitrary number of articles from the prcproccsscd type setting tape. Alter the analysis 
of an entry, its structure is usually displayed in a window which the user can move over the constituent 
structure tree. When choosing a category with the mouse, its accompanying features arc displayed in an 
additional window. The figure lielow shows an extract of the structure of the DDUW entry Onagi-r as 
displayed by the output component:
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Alternatively, the structures produced can be written to an output file in list notation. This output can be proc­
essed further by other programs. Such programs could be used to extract certain types of information, e.g. 
grammatical information, or to transfer the results to a lexicographic database (cf. (Koch 1992]). Optionally, 
all not analyzed inputs, i.e. all entries which were not covered by the grammar, can be written to a second 
output file to be postprocessed manually or to serve as guide for the extension of the grammar. Paula puts two 
tools for the grammar development at the disposal of the user. It is possible to run the analysis in single step 
mode. The program interrupts the analysis after each action and offers the possibility to examine the actual 
status of the automaton as well as to check the analysis steps carried out already. As a further option, Paula can 
interrupt the analysis if one of the running analysis processes terminates without a result in order to give the 
program user the possibility to investigate the reason for the failure. The usual proceeding for drawing up a 
grammar consists in developing a rather small grammar for a part of the entries to be examined which is 
applied nonetheless to the entire typesetting tape. Entries not analyzed are written to a file. By examining 
those not accepted it is usually possible to determine rather soon where and in which way the grammar has to 
be extended. In case of a lack of clarity concerning the reason for the failure, the mechanisms described above 
can be applied to gain more detained information. Using the modified grammar for the next analysis attempt 
the number of not accepted entries is supposed to decrease and allows for a renewed extension of the 
grammar.
The output component has to cater for the consequences of the segmentation strategy chosen (cf. section 5). 
The segmentation of the typesetting tape into units as small as possible results in inadequately hierarchical 
subtrees consisting of recursively descending pairs of delimiters and rest trees for the textual constituents. The 
subordination of these constituents under the same textual category, however, indicates the fact that during the 
processing of the typesetting tape a too finegrained segmentation has been assumed. Therefore the produced 
constituent structure tree is searched for the occurrence of textual constituents after the actual analysis process 
has finished. All constituents directly or indirectly subordinated to such a category arc deleted and the values 
of their suing feature are "collected" and concatenated. The string resulting from this is attributed to the 
feature compound-suing of a new main node, replacing the whole subtree.
Technical details of the implementation
The program producing the table as well as the analysis program are totally independent on the dictionary to 
be examined. Paula lakes about 1.5 seconds for the analysis of a dictionary entry of average size and 
complexity using the grammar applied at the moment. For the implementation we used Golden Common Lisp, 
Version 4.1 with the Gold Hill Windows extension. Version 4.1 under Microsoft Windows 3.1 on a IBM 
compatible PC with a 33 Mhz 80386 processor which is equipped with 9 MB RAM and a SVGA graphics card 
with 800 X 600 pixels.
For the processing of the typesetting tape we used an ordinary text editor with macro facility (KEdil 4.0) and a 
simple C program. These editor macros and the C program, however, are dependent of the typesetting system 
used and have to be adapted accordingly if the system is applied to a dictionary which is produced by a 
different typesetting system or read with an OCR scanner.
Independently from this fact, a grammar has to be drawn up for each dictionary to be examined.
7 Example
In the following, the structure produced for the DDUW entry Onacihr is shown. To improve readability, the 
lists have been indented according to their structure and informations not relevant for the entry structure have 
been removed . The markings :T, :C, and :F occurring in the output indicate the type, the constituents, and the 
features of the different categories.
( : T  WAR :C
( ( : T  WA : C
( ( : T  F R  : F  ( ( K L A S S E  S U B S T ) ) : C
( ( : T  T Y P O -A N F  : F  ( ( A R T  F E T T ) ) )
( : T  LZGA : C
( ( : T  C T E X T -L E M  : F  ( ( C O M P O U N D - S T R I N G  " ___O n a ! ! g e r " ) ) ) ) )
( : T  %KOM : F  ( ( S T R I N G  " , " ) ) )
< : T  T Y P O -A N F  : F  ( ( A R T  N O R M A L ) ) )
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(:Т
(:Т GRA :С
((:Т GA :С
((:Т TEXT :F ((STRING "der")))))
(:Т %SEM : F ((STRING ";")))
(:T DEKA :С 
((:Т SGBA :С
((:Т %HSTR :F ((STRING "-")))
(:Т TEXT :F ((STRING "s")))))
(:T %KOM :F ((STRING ",")))
(:T PLBA :C
((: T  %HSTR :F ((STRING "-")))))))))))
(:T %EKA :F ((STRING "[")))
(:T ETYA :C((:T CTEXT :F ((COMPOUND-STRING "lat.onager,onagrus<griech.
'onagros;2:nach der einem Esel 
gleichenden Form")))))
(:T %EKZ :F ((STRING "]")))
( : T  SK : C
((:T %DPP :F ((STRING ":")))
(:T SKK :C
((:T PA :F ((NUMMER "1")) :C
((:T TYPO-ANF :F ((ART FETT) (SUBTYP ?)))
(:T TEXT :F ((STRING "1")))
(:T %PKT :F ((STRING ".")))))
(:T SSK :C
((:T PRAGSEMA-SSK :C 
( (: T BA : C
((:T TYPO-ANF :F ((ART KURSIV)))
(:T BPA :C
((:T CTEXT-BPA :F ((COMPOUND-STRING 
"in Südwestasien heimischer Halbesel")))))))))))
(:T %PKT :F ((STRING ".")))
(:T SKK :C
((:T PA :F ((NUMMER "2")) :C
((:T TYPO-ANF :F ((ART FETT) (SUBTYP ?)))
(:T TEXT :F ((STRING "2")))
(:T %PKT :F ((STRING ".")))))
( :T S S K  : C( (:T PRAGSEMA-SSK :C
( ( . T в д  j 0
((:T TYPO-ANF :F ((ART KURSIV)))
(:T BPA :C
((:T CTEXT-BPA :F ((COMPOUND-STRING 
" (im antiken Rom)Wurfmaschine" ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
%PKT :F ((STRING "."))))))
8 Related Work
There have been several approaches to dictionary entry parsing. The approach followed by IBM (cf. e.g. 
[Neff/Boguraev 1989]) is probably the most widely known among them. Continental applications of the under­
lying ideas have been described for example by [Wermke/Bläser 1990] and by [Marinai/Peters/Picchi 1990].
As far as we can see, these approaches have analyzed a wide range of interesting and complex phenomena in 
dictionary entries. Moreover, they have reached an astonishing high degree of parsing coverage. However, we 
have shifted emphasis in at least two dimensions:
• The rules used in our system are as it were natural by-products of actions in the established lexicographic 
theory on dictionary microstructures ([Wiegand 1989a, 1989b]). The writing of a corresponding dictionary 
entry grammar falls directly back to the results of the aforementioned "exhaustive positional-fuctional 
segmentation" (and, we would like to add, classification) in this theory. This segmentation method 
deserves the name method in so far as all segmentation steps are described algorithmically. Moreover, a 
clear terminology for these well-defined segments has been introduced which further eases the handling of 
the rules.
As opposed to all this, writing rules in the IBM paradigm includes necessarily ad-hoc-theorising on the nature 
of dictionary entry structures and ad-hoc-naming of certain parts of them.
• We consider dictionary entries as texts with a characteristic text structure which therefore should be made 
explicit without destroying its effects on the appearance in printed form. Dictionary entries are the result 
of a condensation process from running text describing linguistic entities. It is idiosyncratic to single
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dictionaries, constitutes their styles to a large degree and cannot easily be formulated as algorithms. Using 
attribute-value-pairs for the indication of "cross-tree" relations (e.g. scope and addressing as mentioned 
above), we can make all relations, including these cross-tree ones, explicit while preserving the structure 
of the dictionary entry structure as a condensed text structure.
Whereas the strategy "to represent precisely all information contained in the printed entry - and, wherever 
possible, to represent explicilely information which is only given implicitly" ([Marinai/Peters/Picchi 1990]) 
means duplicating subtrees with information referring to (e.g.) two other subtrees in a non-trivial way, it is our 
strategy to uniquely mark this subtree as refering to the two others, i.e. as having those two in its scope.
9 Further Perspectives
As for the second and the third of the possible motivations for dictionary entry parsing in computational 
lexicography given in the introduction, this system certainly proves the feasibility of the approach described 
above. By developing a running dictionary entry parsing system, the information contained in printed 
dictionaries (or the accompanying typesetting tapes, respectively) is by far not exploited and processed 
exhaustively.
The following steps are conceivable and desirable for the future:
• The informational content of the units not to be considered with regard to their internal structure in the 
present context, for example the Items on Meaning, should be treated as such and represented in a suitable 
manner. This has e.g. been done in the ACQUILEX project (cf. [Calzolari/Zampolli 1989]).
•  Since there is at most an arbitrary and traditional relation between the questions of a potential dictionary 
user and the place in the dictionary entry in which this particular question is answered, different syntactic 
configurations of the same "answer" across different dictionaries should be given identical semantics. 
Therefore, dictionary structures as wholes should be examined with respect to their semantics. Even if 
dictionary entries cannot be interpreted as functions or other well-researched mathematical objects, there 
is always the possibility for translation semantics which just defines the semantics of the "language" in 
question in terms of another "language" or formalism which has been given semantics already. 
Representatives of such semantically well-defined formalisms - some of which in addition have the 
advantage of being familiar to most of the lexicography community - are PROLOG, DATR (cf 
[Gazdar/Evans 1990], [Gibbon/Ahoua 1991]) and Typed Feature Structures ([Ait-Kaci 1986]). Owing to 
the nature of lexical knowledge, default and inheritance mechanisms are needed for reasons of 
generalisation.
The fact that Opapa has an "s” as its plural ending (cf. section 2) is "coded" along the path LZGA - FK - GrA - 
DekA - PlbA in the DDUW. A desirable translation into (Pseudo-) PROLOG would be
Has_Plural_Ending (Opapa, s) 
one in DATR
Opapa: <FK LZGA> == Opapa
<FK GrA DekA PlbA> == s
<> == Noun_rule.
Necessarily, the predicates (in the PROLOG case) and path elements (in the DATR case) should be con­
strained to a defined repertoire oriented to a taxonomic level of linguistic description 
([Hellwig/Minkwitz/Koch 1990], cf. [Heid/McNaught 1991]) and/or potential dictionary user questions 
(corresponding studies are a desideratum).
With the help of "resolutions" of the type
Has_Plural_Ending (X, s) -> Has_Plural (X, XAs) ("л" is the concatenation operator) 
or
Noun_Rule: <Plur>="<FK LZGA>" л "<FK GrA DekA PlbA>". ("л" as above)
respectively, lexical generalisations can be tackled appropriately.
Technically, such translations (yielding semantics implicitly via the aforementioned translation semantics) can 
rather easily be achieved during parsing by means of a syntax oriented translation using attributed grammars 
([Knuth 1968], cf. [Deransart/Jourdan/Lorho 1988]).
The translation results are dictionary-independent and it is thus possible to load different source dictionaries 
with different dictionary entry structures into a common lexical database: additional information can be 
ignored if stored already and added if not. In the case of conflicting information, strategies as for example 
"Dictionary A is usually more reliable than dictionary B" can be applied.
For both steps a running, theoretically sound and well understood dictionary entry parsing system is necessary.
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Finally we would like U> thank Duden Publishers, especially Dr. Matthias Wermkc, for the kind support of our 
work.
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Text based dictionary work for a domain-specific language
A n n a  BRAASCH
The need for detailed, consistent and elaborated dictionaries covering different 
domain-specific languages is common to human translators and machine 
translation systems. This paper deals with some requirements to the lexical 
description for use in machine translation (MT). The subject domain is motor/car 
mechanics and the topic is described in the text type ’Owners Manual’.
The main point is to elaborate a method for description of lexical units including 
both linguistic and conceptual knowledge. The represented information types can 
be used in sublanguage dictionaries both for human and for machine translation  
purposes.
P r o je c t  d e s c r ip t io n
A broadly defined project on translation of technical literature was initiated by The 
Danish Research Council for the Hum anities in 1990. The project consists of five 
sub-projects, its overall objective is to collect experience and knowledge from 
different fields such as dictionary use in the translation process, linguistic and 
domain specific knowledge needed for high-quality translation, and translation 
strategies for humans and machines. One of the sub-projects is carried out at the 
Center for Language Technology (CST).
S u b -p ro je c t  3: M a c h in e  t r a n s la t io n  a s p e c ts
CST, the successor of the Danish EUROTRA group, is engaged in research, 
development and implementation in the field of computational linguistics: one of 
its relevant tasks is  machine translation, as a follow-up of the MT-project of the 
EC. The work in  this area also includes e.g. feasibility studies for utilization of the 
existing translation system outside the EUROTRA-project.
B a s is  a n d  b a c k g ro u n d  fo r  th e  d e s c r ib e d  p ro je c t
The aim of this contribution is to present a project concerning the application of 
the E urotra  T ransla tion  S ystem  (ETS) to a particular text type and sublanguage 
area.
MT systems normally contain two main rule modules: the grammar and the lexicon
I
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components. The quality of a translation depends very much on the content, 
structure and granularity of the information types represented in  the lexicon. The 
basic requirements for descriptions in  MT-lexicons are well known: explicitness, 
exhaustiveness, consistency, unambiguousness and formalization.
The lexicon and grammar components originally elaborated for the ETS did not 
cover the newly chosen domain and text type: motor/car mechanics, presented in  
the text type ’Owners Manual’. This particular domain and the text type were 
chosen in  cooperation with the other sub-projects, but on the specific criteria of 
suitability for MT.
In discussing knowledge representation for natural language processing (NLP) 
purposes - as below - it  is usual and convenient to distinguish between linguistic 
’word’ knowledge and conceptual ’world’ knowledge. However, it  seem s somewhat 
difficult to maintain such a distinction consistently, because the language (i.e. the 
’words’) reflects concepts, objects and relations of the ’world’.
S o m e fu n d a m e n ta l  r e m a r k s  r e la te d  to  th e  E T S
The ETS works with transfer based, stratificational translation principles. The 
grammar and the lexical rules are written in a formal language, the Eurotra 
formalism. A lexicon entry is  a feature bundle (made up by the relevant features) 
containing the description of a given lexical item. Each feature is represented by 
an attribute/value-pair. A lexicon entry contains the linguistic knowledge about the 
lexical item: primarily morphosyntactic information types such as part of speech, 
inflection, syntactic frames, valency bound prepostions, etc. but no information 
about conceptual (non-linguistic or world) knowledge. The analysis and generation 
carried out by the ETS is based on observable, syntactic properties. It has been 
argued from different points of view in  favour of integrating conceptual knowledge 
in  NLP system s (e.g. in  LILOG 1991). Furthermore, it  should be metioned that 
within the Eurotra framework attempts have been made to introduce knowledge- 
based frames for terms (Selsoe Sorensen 1990).
The current work is based on the English-Danish translation module of the ETS 
including the appropriate lexicon components for general language. (The size is 
about 6000 entries for Danish). In the present version of the system , the analysis 
works with a combination of one English kernel dictionary component for general 
language and a satellite dictionary for the particular subject language. In synthesis 
a parallel set of Danish dictionaries is used. The interface between English and 
Danish is established by a transfer dictionary.
The main topic treated in the present project is the necessary extension and  
modification of the lexicon component for a selected domain-specific text corpus. 
The grammar component has been extended to cover syntactic phenomena which 
occur frequently in the chosen text type e.g. instructions given by imperative or 
modal constructions, nominalized structures (impersonal constructions), etc.
The dictionary component has been extended to cover (a chosen part of) the corpus, 
the new entries have been encoded with the standard Eurotra features required 
by the system, without integrating domain specific (world) knowledge.
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The intention is to produce translation test output with an updated grammar and 
with an extended, but not modifyed dictionary covering the lexical item s in the 
corpus. Consequently, in general erroneous translation and/or overgeneration are 
primarily caused by insufficient information about the lexical item s in the 
dictionary.
S h o r t  o u t l in e  o f  th e  w o rk  p h a s e s
The main point is to elaborate a method for description of lexical units for th is  
domain which can be used as common basis for human and machine translation.
The main steps are:
1. Establishing the text corpus in machine-readable form: texts in both English and 
Danish were requested from a number of car companies and converting the printed 
material by scanning or keying in.
2. Generating automatically a concordance of the corpus (KWIC)
3. Analysis and lemmatization of the corpus and concordance as regards objects for 
lexical description: single word units and complex lexical units (multi-word units, 
compounds with special attention to proper boundary recognition). We are also 
looking at phenomena which may cause problems for human translators too.
4. Description of lexical units: elaboration of a draft version for coding schemes, 
with the main units being
* linguistic information types needed for analysis/recognition of the source 
language text
* subject information types needed for understanding and disambiguation 
(domain-specific language usage)
* linguistic information types for production of target language text
* subject information types to ensure the correct choice of domain-specific 
equivalents in translation.
E r r o r  s o u rc e s  a n d  ty p e s
In analysis/understanding of the source language (English) the m ost common 
errors occur in the following areas:
* Recognition of multi-word units as regards their particular grammatical, 
syntactic and lexical structure and their non-compositional meaning
* Recognition of multi-word terms as such, which is  very important for the 
correct translation from English into Danish compounds.
* Recognition of domain-specific usage of general words and expressions 
deviating from the domain-external usage, e.g. wrt. the valency bound 
preposition(s).
For correct text production in the target language (in our case in  Danish) the 
translator makes use of information types besides the general production rules 
(grammar/morphosyntactics, lexicon), such as:
* Knowledge about the subject topic, which is often the key point for human 
translators and a lack in  MT system s
* Equivalents for replacement of source language units, with special 
attention paid to lexical units, which have both general language and 
subject specific meaning(s), e.g. washer ’washing machine’ vs. ’thin flat
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ring’ vs. ’equipment of a car washing windows’, etc.
* Keeping track of the recognized multi-word terms and compounds to 
overcome the translation difficulties caused by erroneous segmentation or 
compositional analysis in the source language, e.g. the different ways of 
translating the word steering, contained as an initial elem ent in a range 
of related compounds: ’steering arm, - box, - column, - column lever, - gear, 
- wheel’ translates as ’spindel-, snekke-, rat-, and styre-’. The last 
compound translates into a single Danish (simplex) word: ’rat’.
P ro b le m s  c r u c ia l  b o th  in  h u m a n  a n d  in  m a c h in e  t r a n s la t io n
When considering a number of translation problems common to human and 
machine translation, some particular error types occurring from lack of knowledge 
or information in  the dictionary can be singled out.
Summing up: for successful translation of LSP (language for special purposes) 
texts, the knowledge of the source and the target language is  essential, but not 
sufficient. Knowledge about the domain and the topic (world knowledge) is just as 
necessary for the understanding of the source text, which in turn is the essential 
prerequisite for producing the translation.
The linguistic knowledge in the areas of morphology, grammar etc. and general 
language knowledge is  a basic requirement for all translation and is  presupposed 
in  the further considerations.
Investigations have been carried out for instance within the scope of the overall 
project on human translators’ need for different information types. The 
investigations concerned both successful dictionary look-ups (Maidahl 1992) and 
erroneous translations (M0ller 1992). The results show the overall tendency that 
for human translators the lack of knowledge and dictionary information about the 
domain is crucial. In our experience the lack of integrated world knowledge in the 
MT lexicon component causes similar problems.
Some fundamental observations on the text corpus led us to the assumption that 
the source text and accessible parallel texts in  the target language contain a 
quantity of the needed conceptual knowledge. This means that, to some extent, 
knowledge about the subject field can be extracted from domain-specific texts. This 
is  parallel to the fact that the domain specific (world) knowledge of human  
translators is often based on experience of using the particular language for special 
purposes (LSP).
In the analysis we use the following general strategy to extract knowledge about 
the domain and the sublanguage in  question:
1. After lemmatization etc. (cf. item  3 above) a basic vocabulary for the corpus has 
been established.
2. The basic vocabulary has been investigated in the following way: we want to 
deal with the domain specific lexical item s and for this purpose we have chosen a 
set of items.
2.1 For each chosen norm we extracted (all) corpus examples and established a list
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of compounds with the search word as component. (The list then can be organized 
e.g. on the basis of the semantic role of the search word in the compounds.)
2.2. For each chosen noun and verb we extracted (all) corpus examples and 
established a list of collocations.
3. For each chosen item  we have to collect information from the text, which can be 
relevant for the structuring of world knowledge, i.e. features which form ’part-of 
and Tdnd-of relations between concepts, about the way objects are functioning etc. 
However, these derived pieces of information are not sufficient for describing 
concepts systematically, for instance in  an ontological framework. Therefore, in  
case of lacking information, the pieces can be combined with descriptions extracted 
from other texts outside the corpus that belong to the same domain (e.g. 
Handbooks on car maintenance, etc).
T e x t b a s e d  d ic t io n a ry  w o rk
In the following, a few examples should illustrate some typical observations which 
provide useful aspects for text based dictionary work with which we are concerned
1. English compounds in LSP: autonomous word (spelled with blanks between) 
form a compound denoting one single concept or object. In the analysis the proper 
delimitation of the components which make up the compound (e.g. a multi-word 
term) can be quite difficult. The translation into Danish cannot be carried out 
compositionally at least in  case of lexicalized compounds.
The whole text corpus contains e.g. 117 occurrences of the word wheel. 
approximately 85 tim es as a component of a compound (complex noun). The list  
below shows a selection of the most frequent types and examples:
Type 1.1: The search word wheel is the 1st component of a two-component 
compound:
-  brace, -  cap, — change, — changing, -  chock, — disc,
-  nut, -  ornament, — stud, -- trim...
Type 1.2: The search word wheel is the 1st component of a compound containing 
more than 2 components:
-  brace assembly, -  nut cover, -  nut wrench ...
Type 1.3: The search word wheel is not the 1st component of the compound:
front --e, driving front ~s, rear - s ,  replacement —, road --, spare --, spare -
- mounting bracket, steering — ...
alloy —, aluminium steel — (vs. plastic -  tr im )...
4-wheel drive (model) ...
Type 2: can be defined as a (p.t. not subdivided) list of frequent co-occurrences of 
the search word wheel (or a complex noun with the search word as one component) 
and a verh/verbal expression; here is only an illustrative choice of examples listed: 
balance /  change /  chock /  install /  remove /  ... a/the
The dictionaries for human users do not contain sufficient information about 
compounds. It m eans that the user probably can look up a complex lexical unit 
component by component, and will for each component find a list o f possible
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translations. The process of combining these translations to form an adequate 
expression in the target language will not be successful. Only a few domain specific 
multi-word terms and compounds are listed  as lexicalized units in the examined 
bilingual dictionaries for the sublanguage (cf. Reference list). N evertheless many 
of them cannot be understood compositionally, even if  each component of such a 
complex lexical unit has an autonomous meaning. Therefore at least lexicalized 
compounds should be accessible in a sublanguage dictionary, but of course this will 
increase considerably the dictionary size.
2. Collocations specific to the sublanguage need a careful treatm ent too. In this 
case the main difficulty is the translation of the collocate, i.e. it  has often a weak  
or deviating semantic content compared to general language use, for instance in  
the collocations ’apply the handbrake’ vs. ’apply (...) pressure to the footbreak’, i.e. 
the verb has to be translated in  two different ways into Danish.
3. Ambiguous words and expressions within the sublanguage cause translational 
difficulties too (e.g. remove, release, replace etc.)
4. Ambiguous words with different translations in general language and in LSP. 
The last problem can be (and is often) solved in  dictionaries.
We have at the present time extracted from the corpus a list of the most frequent 
norms and verbs. Then we elaborated a comprehensive list o f compounds, typical 
co-occurrences, collocations and m eaning paraphrase for each interesting item  
using both the method of sequential search in the text and the elaborated KWIC 
concordance. The aim of this work is to set up a structured list of relevant units 
to be entered in the text based dicitonary.
S o m e  r e q u ir e m e n ts  fo r  th e  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  in fo rm a t io n  ty p e s
A short overview of available translation aids in  this subject field shows the need 
for a comprehensive information source, as the lexical units of the examined 
bilingual dictionaries are very poor both in  content and description of the lexical 
units. Handbooks and m anuals offer the best domain specific information support 
on the topic. For machine translation, the subject domain information collected 
from suitable background material has to be formalized in  the same way as the 
other (e.g. linguistic) information types.
T h e  n e c e s s a ry  c o n te n t  o f  c o d in g  sc h e m e s
The process of systematic analysis of the text corpus (especially the parallel texts 
in  English and Danish) with regard to lexical units, terminology and general 
usage, as well as to the subject knowledge inherent in  the source language texts, 
leads to the setting up different coding schemes. They are aimed at covering the 
information types described above, which are considered to be necessary or useful 
in  human and machine translation. At the present time, we are working on the 
elaboration of the draft schemes, which include the following main information 
types (beginning at the source language side):
* Morphology (inflectional, derivational etc. properties)
* Syntax (part of speech, subcategorisational properties, valency bound
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prepositions, etc.)
* Semantic properties (selectional restrictions, meaning description, etc.)
* Usage properties (collocations, idiomatic sense, etc.)
* Subject information (domain/subdomain, definition, explanation,etc.)
* Examples in English
The second part of the coding scheme covers the target language information types 
including translational equivalents in a sim ilar way.
The standard dictionaries for technical sublanguages (cf. Dictionaries in  the 
Reference list) provide in general only a simple listing of so called equivalents of 
source/target languages, without fiirther information about linguistic and 
conceptual properties.
A  b r ie f  d is c u s s io n  o f  so m e  r e u l t s
We are presently working on refining the corpus analysis methods and the 
elaboration of coding schemes for different kinds of lexical units. The expected 
outcome of the sub-project will include detailed descriptions of the above discussed  
information types.
These descriptions provide the basis for elaborated dictionary entries, from which  
it  is  possible to automatically derive the appropriate database record for the 
EUROTRA translation system, formalized according the feature theory and 
extended with the necessary subject information types.
On the other hand, the same dictionary entry can be converted and extended for 
use by human translators. Such extensions are e.g. definitions, paraphrases and 
examples which are given in  natural or metalanguage.
The objective is still to create a machine stored dictionary containing linguistic and 
subject field descriptions necessary for human and/or machine translation in a 
specific domain. Of course, the working method still has to be improved relative 
to further experience obtained from testing the model, as the ongoing project has 
arrived at the development and implementation phase.
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Analyse des composes nominaux non lexicalises de 
l ’allemand sur la base de la classe semantico-syntaxique de
leurs Constituante
D a n ie l  BRESSON
RESUME:
Les com posés de l 'a l l e m a n d  non l e x i c a l i s é s ,  c ' e s t - ä - d i r e  des  
u n i t é s  p o l y l e x i c a l e s  q u i  ne s o n t  p as  r é p e r t o r i é e s  d an s  le s  
d i c t i o n n a i r e s ,  r e p r é s e n t e n t  une p a r t i é  im p o r t a n t e  d es  t e x t e s  
( 1 . )  e t  p o s e n t  d es  p ro b lé m e s  p a r t i c u l i e r s  p o u r  l ' a n a l y s e  
a u to m a t iq u e .  En e f f e t ,  i l s  s o n t fo rm á s  p a r  p u re  c o n c a té n a t io n  de 
d eu x u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s ,  e t  c ' e s t  l a  c o n n a is s a n c e  d es  p r o p r ié t é s  
s é m a n t ic o - le x ic a le s  des d eu x com posants q u i  p e rm e t de d é d u ir e  l a  
n a t u r e  de l a  r e l a t i o n  e n t r e  A e t  В ( 2 . )  . En 3 . e t  4 . ,  i l  e s t  
m o n tré  á l 'e x e m p le  de l a  q u a n t i f i c a t i o n  comment l ' é t i q u e t a g e  
p r é a l a b le  des u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  p e rm e t l a  d é t e r m in a t io n  de l a  
r e l a t i o n  dans l e  com posé.
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1. LA NOTION DE COMPOSES NON LEXICALISES: L ' EXEMPLE DE "Abfall"
Le d i c t i o n n a i r e  Duden en  un v o lu m e  (D uden  1 9 8 9 ) , q u i  
com pte 1 2 0 0 0 0  i te m s ,  m e n tio n n e  sous l ' e n t r é e  "Abfall" (d é c h e t )  
t r o i s  com posés a v e c  "Abfall" comme p r e m ie r  c o m p o s a n t: - e i m e r  
( p o u b e l l e ) , - p r o d u k t  ( d é c h e t s , r é s i d u s )  e t  - r o h r  ( s o r t e  de  
g o u t t i ä r e )  . Le Duden en  s ix  vo lu m es  (Duden 1 9 7 7 ) ,  5 0 0 0 0 0  i te m s ,  
m e n t io n n e  e n  p lu s  de c e s  t r o i s  c o m p o s é s  IO  t e r m e s  
s u p p l é m e n t a i r e s : - b e s e i t i g u n g  ( é l i m i n a t i o n  d e s  d é c h e t s ) , -
e r z e u g n i s  ( p r o d u c t io n  d e ) ,  - g r ü b e  ( f o s s e  ä o r d u r e s ) ,  - h ä u f e n  
( t a s  d ’o r d u r e s ) ,  - k o r b ,  - k ü b e l  e t  - t o n n e  ( p o u b e l l e ) , - m a t e r i a l  
e t  - S t o f f  (r é s i d u s ) , - V e r w e r t u n g  ( u t i l i s a t i o n  d e s  d é c h e t s )  . Un 
d i c t i o n n a i r e  s p é c i a l i s é  dans ce  d om aine  ( S e id e l  1 9 8 8 ) m e n tio n n e  
41 com posés p o s s é d a n t "Abfall" comme p r e m ie r  é lé m e n t .  I I  s ' a g i t  
e s s e n t ie l le m e n t  de te rm e s  s p é c ia l is é s  r e le v a n t  des te c h n iq u e s  de 
p r o t e c t i o n  de 1 'e n v ir o n n e m e n t ,  e t  c e r t a in s  m ots f i g u r a n t  dans  
l e s  d eu x Duden n 'y  f i g u r e n t  d ' a i l l e u r s  p a s , comme - e i m e r  e t  -  
r o h r ,  c a r  i l s  ne r e lé v e n t  pas de c e t t e  te c h n iq u e .
D 'a u t r e  p a r t ,  une l i s t e  de noms é t a b l i e  á p a r t i r  du c o rp u s
de l ' ID S '* '  f a i t  a p p a r a i t r e  15 noms c o m p re n a n t "Abfall" comme 
p r e m ie r  é lé m e n t ,  m a is  s e u l  d an s c e t t e  l i s t e  - V e r w e r t u n g  e s t  
m e n tio n n é  dans Duden ou S e i d e l .  V o ic i  ces  com posés s u r  " A b f a l l "  
re n c o n p r é s  d an s  d es  t e x t e s :  - e n t s o r g u n g  ( é l i m i n a t i o n  d e s
d é c h e t s -  s u r t o u t  r a d i o a c t i f s )  , - e n t s o r g e r  ( p e r s o n n e  ou 
i n s t a l l a t i o n  p o u r . . . ) , - V e r m e i d u n g  ( é v i t e r  l e s  ) ,  - d e f i n i t i o n  
( d é f i n i t i o n  d e s ) , - k o n z e p t  ( n o t i o n  de) , - S a t z u n g  ( r é g l e m e n t a t i o n  
s u r ) ,  - m i s e r e  ( c a t a s t r o p h e  d e s ) ,  - b e a m t e r  ( f o n c t i o n n a i r e  
s p é c i a l i s é  dan s)  , - e x p e r t e  ( e x p e r t  e n ) , - m a n a g e m e n t  ( g e s t i o n  
d e s ) ,  - h a n d l e r  (commergant e n ) , - r e c h t l e r  s p é c i a l i s t e  du d r o i t  
de) .
On c o n s t a t e  q u ' a p p a r a is s e n t  d ans le s  t e x t e s  d es  com posés  
n om in au x q u i  ne s o n t p o u r  l a  p lu p a r t  d 'e n t r e  eu x  n i  des composés 
r é p e r t o r i é s  d an s le s  d i c t i o n n a i r e s  g é n é r a u x ,  n i  d es  te r m e s  
r e l e v a n t  du le x iq u e  de l a  s p é c i a l i t é ,  l e  c o rp u s  de 1 ' ID S  ne  
c o m p re n a n t p a s  d 'o u v r a g e s  te c h n iq u e s  á p ro p re m e n t  p a r i e r .  Ces 
com posés n o m in a u x  o n t  p o u r  seco n d  com p o sant des  noms a b s t r a i t  
comme D e f i n i t i o n ,  Management ,  K o n z e p t ,  ou des noms d 'a g e n t  t e l s  
E x p e r t e , B e a m t e r ,  H ä n d l e r . A p r e m ié r e  v u e , c e s  com posés ne 
r e lé v e n t  p as  du mode de fo r m a t io n  de te rm e s  s p é c ia l is é s  t e l s  que  
A b f a l l b e l e b t s c h l a m m  (b o u e  a c t i v e )  ou A b f a l l e i n ä s c h e r u n g  
( i n c i n é r a t i o n  d e s  d é c h e t s ) ,  q u i  d é s ig n e n t  d e s  t e c h n iq u e s  
p a r t i c u l i é r e s  e t  f i g u r e n t  d ans l e  d i c t i o n n a i r e  s p é c i a l i s é .  Les  
p r e m ie r s  a p p a r t ie n n e n t  au c o n t r a i r e  au d o m ain e  g é n é r a l  e t  s o n t  
fo rm é s  s e lo n  d es  p a ra d ig m e s  t r é s  c a u r a n t s :  A- d e f i n i t i o n , A -  
k o n z e p t ,  A - e x p e r t e . Les com posés d es  d o m ain e s  s p é c i a l i s é s
d o iv e n t  é t r e  r é p e r t o r i é s  d a n s 'des d ic t io n n a i r e s  e t  t r a d u i t s  dans  
l a  l a n g u e  é t r a n g é r e  e n  t a n t  q u ' u n i t é s
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c o r r e s p o n d e n t  á un d é s ig n é  i d e n t i f i a b l e .  I I  ne s a u r a i t  é t r e  
q u e s t io n  d 'e s s a y e r  de le s  t r a i t e r  comme des c o n s t r u c t io n s  l i b r e s  
e t  de l e u r  a p p l iq u e r  le s  a lg o r i t h m e s  que 1 '  on u t i l i s e  p o u r  de 
t e l l e s  c o n s t r u c t io n s .  L e u r  t r a i t e m e n t  r e lé v e  du d o m ain e  de l a  
t e r m in o lo g ie  p lu s  que de 1 ' a n a ly s e  l i n g u i s t i q u e  p ro p re m e n t d i t e .  
M a is  on com prend in v e rs e m e n t  q u ' i l  ne s e r a i t  n i  u t i l e ,  n i  f a c i l e  
d 'e s s a y e r  de f a i r e  des l i s t e s  in t e r m in a b le s  d 'u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  
a y a n t  comme se c o n d  c o m p o sa n t d es  te rm e s  a b s t r a i t s  t e l s  que  
D e f i n i t i o n ,  K o n z e p t  ou E x p e r t e ,  q u i  p e u v e n t é t r e  a s s o c ié s  á un 
t r é s  g ra n d  nom bre de m ots en p o s i t io n  A . I I  me sem b le  que c e t t e  
c o n s t a t a t io n  p e rm e t  de b ie n  s i t u e r  e t  é v a l u e r  l e s  p ro b lé m e s  
p o s é s  p a r  le s  com posés l o r s  du t r a i t e m e n t  a u to m a t iq u e  d 'u n e  
la n g u e  comme l 'a l l e m a n d ,  q u i  o f f r e  ä ses u s a g e rs  l a  l i b e r t é  de 
p o u v o ir  c o n c a té n e r  en une s e u le  u n i t é  g ra p h iq u e  p lu s ie u r s  u n i t é s  
l e x i c a l e s  san s  fo rm e r  n é c e s s a ire m e n t  p o u r  a u t a n t  une n o u v e l le  
u n i t é  l e x i c a l e .  C e t t e  l i b e r t é  e s t  la r g e m e n t  u t i l i s é e  p a r  le s  
lo c u t e u r s  de l 'a l l e m a n d ,  e t  i l  f a u t  done s 'a t t a q u e r  au p ro b lé m e  
a u t r e m e n t ,  en t e n t a n t  de d 'a n a l y s e r  le s  r e l a t i o n s  p o s s ib le s  
2
e n t r e  A e t  В . C e t t e  a n a ly s e  c o n c e r n e r a  l e s  u n i t é s  n o m in a le s  
p o l y l e x i c a l e s  q u i  n 'o n t  pás l e  S t a t u t  de te rm e  de s p é c i a l i t é .
2 .  L ' ANALYSE DE LA RELATION ENTRE LES CONSTITUANTS A ET В DANS
зLES COMPOSES NON LEXICALISES : L ' EXEMPLE DE " A-Z e i t S C h Г i f t " 
(revue) .
Le d i c t i o n n a i r e  g é n é r a l  Duden (Duden 1 9 8 9 ) m e n tio n n e  le s  
composés s u iv a n t s  fo rm é s  s u r  " Z e i t s c h r i f t "  comme c o n s t i t u a n t  В: 
F a c h z e i t s c h r i f t  ( r .  s p é c i a l i s é e ) , F r a u e n z e i t s c h r i f t  ( г .  
f é m i n i n e )  e t  L i t e r a t u r z e i t s c h r i f t  ( r .  l i t t é r a i r e )  .
La l i s t e  de noms de 1 '  ID S  e t  l a  l i s t e  de m ots in v e r s e  de  
ce mérne i n s t i t u t  ( R ü c k lä u f ig e  W o r t l i s t e ,  1 9 8 6 ) c o m p re n n e n t en  
p lu s  le s  m ots s u iv a n t s :  G e w e r k s c h a f t s -  ( r . s y n d i c a l e ) , K i n d e r -  
( r .  p o u r  e n f a n t s ) , Kunden-  ( r .  p o u r  l e s  c l i e n t s )  , Mode-  ( r .  de 
m o d e ) ,  R u n d f u n k -  ( r . r a d i o p h o n i q u e )  , U S -  ( r . a m é r i c a i n e )  , 
V e r b a n d s -  ( r .  de 1 ' a s s o c i a t i o n ) , V e r b r a u c h e r -  ( r .  d e / p o u r  l e s  
c o n s o m m a t e u r s ) , V e r t r i e b e n e n -  ( r .  de r a p a t r i é s )  , V i e t e l j a h r e s -  
( r .  t r i m e s t r i e l l e )  , W e r k -  ( r .  d ' e n t r e p r i s e , r .  " m a i s o n " ) ,  
W i r t s c h a f t s -  ( r .  économiqu e)  , W i s s e n s c h a f t s -  ( r .  s c i e n t i f i q u e )  , 
Wochen-  ( r .  h e b d o m a d a i r e )  . On p o u r r a i t  sans au cu n e  d i f f i c u l t é  
a l l o n g e r  in d é f in im e n t  l a  l i s t e  en f a b r iq u a n t  des composés s u r  l a  
b a s e  de " Z e i t s c h r i f t "  q u i  a u r a ie n t  l ' a i r  t o u t  a u s s i  a u th e n t iq u e s  
que c e u x - c i ,  q u i s o n t a t t e s t é s  dans des t e x t e s .
Dans l e  v o lu m e  IV  de l 'o u v r a g e  " D e u ts c h e  W o r t b i ld u n g "  
(S u b s ta n t iv k o m p o s ita ,  1 9 9 1 ) ,  on t r o u v e  une t y p o lo g ie  d é t a i l l é e  
d e s  r e l a t i o n s  d a n s  d e s  m o ts  t e l s  q u e  c e u x  fo rm é s  s u r
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"Zeitschrift". Les a u t e u r s  c a r a c t é r i s e n t  ch aq u e  m ot p a r  son  
t y p e  e t  le s  r o le s  s é m a n tiq u e s  des c o n s t i t u e n t s  A e t  B . Le t y p e ,  
ou l a  r e l a t i o n ,  e s t  e x p l i c i t é  au moyen d 'u n e  p a r a p h r a s e .  Le 
com posé T i e r b u c h  ( l i v r e  s u r  l e s  a n i m a u x )  , q u i  me s e m b le  
c o r r e s p o n d r e  d u  p o i n t  d e  v u e  d e  s a  s t r u c t u r e  ä 
L i t e r a t u r z e i t s c h r i f t  ( re v u e  l i t t é r a i r e )  e s t  a n a ly s é  de l a  fa g o n  
s u iv a n te  (SK 1 3 2 , 3 8 3 - 3 9 5 ) :
I I  a p p a r t i e n t  au  g ro u p e  d e s  " B e z u g s k o m p o s ita "  de t y p e  
" r e f e r e n t i e l l " ,  d é f i n i s  p a r  l a  r e l a t i o n  ” [B] b e t r i f f t /  b e z ie h t  
s ic h  a u f  [ А ] " (B se r a p p o r t e  á /  c o n c e rn e  А) . Le p r e m ie r  s o u s -  
e n s e m b le ,  r e p r é s e n t é  p a r  T i e r b u c h ,  c o r r e s p o n d  a u x  r ö l e s  
s é m a n t iq u e s  " th é m e  /  c o n te n u  -  fo r m e  d 'e x p r e s s i o n  /  
r e p r é s e n t a t i o n " . C e t t e  a n a ly s e  me p á r á i t  t o u t  á f a i t  a c c e p ta b le  
p o u r  l e  cas é t u d ié ;  e t  on p o u r r a i t  a u s s i  l ' a p p l i q u e r  ä 1 ' a n a ly s e  
de L i t e r a t u r z e i t s c h r i f t : th é m e /c o n te n u : l a  l i t t é r a t u r e ; fo rm e de 
l 'e x p r e s s i o n  (n ou s  d i r i o n s  p l u t ö t :  s u p p o r t ) :  r e v u e .  S i  1 ' on 
a n a ly s e  a u s s i  en s u iv a n t  l a  m éthode des a u te u r s  de SK d 'a u t r e s  
te r m e s  fo rm é s  s u r  " Z e i t s c h r i f t " ,  comme W o c h e n z e i t s c h r i f t  ou 
W e r k z e i t s c h r i f t , on o b t i e n d r a i t  le s  r é s u l t a t s  s u iv a n t s :  
W o c h e n z e i t s c h r i f t  ( r . h e b d o m a d a i r e )  : d a te  -  o b je t /m o y e n  c o n c e rn é  
(SK 4 9 9 ) ,  a v e c  une m e n tio n  s p é c ia le  p o u r  " d a t e " ,  q u i  d e v ie n t  
[ i t é r a t i f ]  (SK 501)
W e r k z e i t s c h r i f t  ( r . d ’e n t r e p r i s e ) : l e  ty p e  l e  p lu s  p ro c h e  sem b le  
é t r e  " a g e n t i f / a u t e u r "  (S K , 5 5 3 ) ,  d é f i n i  p a r  l e s  r o l e s  
s é m a n tiq u e s  a g e n t (a u t e u r )  -  p r o d u i t ,  b ie n  que l 'o n  p u is s e  a u s s i  
a n a ly s e r  " r e v u e / j o u r n a l  d ' e n t r e p r i s e "  comme " d e s t in é  ä " .
Un mot c o r r e s p o n d a n t  á un d é s ig n é  u n iq u e ,  comme " r e v u e "  
d an s l e  cas  q u i  nous o c c u p e , v a  done se t r o u v e r  é t r e  i n v e s t i  de 
r o l e s  s é m a n tiq u e s  t r é s  v a r i a b l e s  s e lo n  le s  c o m b in a is o n s  dans  
l e s q u e l l e s  i l  va  e n t r e r .  Le mode de f a b r i c a t i o n  des com posés de 
l 'a l l e m a n d  ne donne en g é n é r a l  aucune i n d i c a t i o n  s u r  l a  r e l a t i o n  
s é m a n t iq u e  ou s y n t a x iq u e  e x i s t a n t  e n t r e  l e s  c o m p o s a n ts ,  
c o n t r a i r e m e n t  á ce  q u i  se p a s s e  en f r a n g a i s  p o u r  le s  te rm e s  
c o r r e s p o n d a n ts ,  oü l e  c h o ix  de l a  p r é p o s i t io n  ou de l a  fo rm e  du 
te rm e  m o d if ie u r  p e rm e t de s p é c i f i e r  l a  r e l a t i o n :  r e v u e  m u s i c a l e ,  
p o u r  l e s  j e u n e s ,  de  mode,  s u r  l e s  an im aux  e t c . .  O r ,  ce s  r o le s  
s é m a n tiq u e s  p o s s ib le s  s o n t i n s c r i t s  dans le s  g én es  du d é s ig n é .  
Une re v u e  f a i t  p a r t i é  de l a  c la s s e  d 'o b j e t s  " p u b l i c a t i o n s " ,  
c a r a c t é r is é e  p a r  le s  p r o p r ié t é s  s u iv a n te s :
support/forme de l'objet ( f o r m a t ,  m a t ié r e ,  q u a l i t é . . . )  
fréquence de la parution ( r é g u l i é r e , m e n s u e l le . . )  
lieu/origine de la publication ( f r a n g a i s e ,  r é g i o n a l e . . . )  
éditeur/auteur: (p e rs o n n e , é d i t e u r ,  i n s t i t u t i o n ,  c o l l e c t i v i t é )  
public visé ( je u n e s ,  co n so m m ateu rs )
sujet/théme ( s c i e n t i f i q u e ,  m u s ic a le ,  d ' in f o r m a t io n  . . . )
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C hacune de ces  p r o p r ié t é s  p e u t  é t r e  a c t u a l i s é e  au moyen d '  
u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  c o m p a t ib le s  a v e c  sa v a le u r :
f o r m a t : D I N - A 4 . .  . 
q u a l i t é :  L u x u s .  . . 
f r é q u e n c e : Wochen,  V i e r t e l j a h r  
l i e u :  US
é d i t e u r  /  a u t e u r :  V e r b a n d ,  G e w e r k s c h a f t  
p u b l ic  v i s é :  V e r b r a u c h e r ,  K i n d e r
s u j e t  /  th ém e  /  d o m a in e : Mode, W i s s e n s c h a f t ,  L i t e r a t u r
L e s  p r o p r i é t é s  s é m a n t iq u e s  du p r e m ie r  c o n s t i t u a n t  
p e r m e t t r o n t  de d é c i d e r  q u e l l e  e s t  l a  r e l a t i o n  q u i  s e r a  
d ' a c t u a l i s é e . C e la  ne lé v e  pas t o u t e s  le s  a m b ig u i t é s .  P re n o n s  
l 'e x e m p le  de " F r a u e n z e i t s c h r i f t "  (mot á mot " fe m m e s -re v u e " )  . Le 
p r e m ie r  c o n s t i t u a n t  Frauen  p e u t th é o r iq u e m e n t  d é s ig n e r  1 ' é d i t e u r  
(re v u e  de fem m es, f a i t e  p a r  des fem m e s ), l e  p u b l ic  v is é  ( re v u e  
f é m i n i n e ) , l e  s u j e t / t h é m e  ( r e v u e  p a r i a n t  d es  fe m m e s ) . La 
t r o is ié m e  i n t e r p r é t a t i o n  p á r á i t  p eu  p r o b a b le ,  b ie n  que des des  
re v u e s  a i e n t  p o u r th ém es " p a r e n t s " ,  " M u t te r  und K in d "  (m ére  e t  
e n f a n t ) .  L es  a m b ig u i té s  s u r g is s e n t  d one q u an d  un te r m e  p e u t  
p e r m e t t r e  d ' a c t u a l i s e r  p l u s i e u r s  r e l a t i o n s ,  e t  s e u le  une  
r é f l e x i o n  p r a g m a t iq u e  e t  une c e r t a i n e  c o n n a is s a n c e  du monde 
p e r m e t t e n t  de d o n n e r  á une i n t e r p r é t a t i o n  une p lu s  g ra n d e  
v r a is e m b la n c e .
i
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3 .  C l a s s e s  s e m a n t i c o - s y n t a x i q ü e s
La n a t u r e  de l a  r e l a t i o n  a c t u a l i s é e  e n t r e  A e t  В d ép en d  
done en p r e m ie r  l i e u  des p r o p r ié t é s  c o m b in a to ir e s  de ces  mémes 
é lé m e n ts ,  q u i s o n t e lle s -m é m e s  d é te rm in é e s  p a r  1 ' a p p a r te n a n c e  de 
l ' é l é m e n t  á u n e  c la s s e  s é m a n t i c o - s y n t a x i q u e . C 'e s t  á ce  
c la s s e m e n t que se s o n t a t t e l é s  p o u r l 'a l l e m a n d  des a u te u r s  comme 
D o r n s e i f f  ( D o r n s e i f f , 1 9 3 3 , 1 9 7 0 ) ,  q u i  p ro p o s e  de c l a s s e r
c o n c e p t u e l le m e n t  l e s  m ots de l ' a l l e m a n d  s e lo n  d es  c la s s e s  
d 'o b j e t s  ( " b e g r i f f l i c h  n a c h  S a c h g ru p p e n  o r d n e n " ) .  M a is  ce  
c la s s e m e n t ,  s ' i l  p e u t  c e r t a in e m e n t  é t r e  en p a r t i é  r e p r i s ,  ne 
p e u t  p á s  é t r e  u t i l i s é  t e l  q u e l ,  c a r  i l  n 'a  q u 'u n e  b a s e  
c o n c e p t u e l le  e t  re p o s e  e s s e n t ie l le m e n t  s u r  l e  champ s é m a n tiq u e  
a u q u e l  a p p a r t i e n t  un m o t. On t r o u v e  d an s  l e  c h a p i t r e  13 
( D o r n s e i f f  3 6 3 -3 8 2 )  c o n s a c ré  aux s ig n e s ,  á l a  c o m m u n ic a tio n  e t  a 
l a  la n g u e , un s o u s - c h a p i t r e  1 3 .6  r é s e r v é  á " in f o r m e r ,  p o r t e r  ä 
l a  c o n n a is s a n c e  d e"  ( B e k a n n t m a c h e n ) , dans le q u e l  on t r o u v e  le s  
v e r b e s ,  l e s  nom s, l e s  a d v e r b e s ,  l e s  e x p r e s s io n s  f i g é e s  e t  
im a g é e s  r e l e v a n t  de ce  champ s a n s  i n d i c a t i o n  de l a  c la s s e  
s y n t a x iq u e .  L ' i n d i c a t i o n  du d o m ain e  c o n c e p tu e l  e s t  p r é c ie u s e ,  
m a is  e i l e  n 'e s t  pas  s ü f f i s a n t e ,  i l  f a u t  a u s s i  s a v o i r  s i  l e  mot 
d é s ig n e  un o b j e t ,  un p r é d i c a t ,  un a g e n t ,  un q u a n t i f i e u r  e t c . . .
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I I  f a u t  done a l l e r  p lu s  l o i n  dans dans l a  r e c h e r c h e  e t  l a  
d e s c r i p t io n  des  c la s s e s .  Une d i r e c t i o n  de re c h e r c h e  e s t  f o u r n ie  
p a r  G .G ro s s  (G ro s s , 1 9 9 0 ) ,  q u i  é t a b l i t  d es  l i s t e s  l e s  p lu s  
e x h a u s t iv e s  p o s s i b l e s  de m o ts  d 'u n e  mérne c l a s s e  l e x i c o -  
s y n t a x iq u e  (noms de f l e u r s ,  de b o is s o n s ,  d 'a c t e s  j u r i d i q u e s  
e t c . ) .
M a is  i l  e s t  n é c e s s a i r e ,  p a r a l lé le m e n t  á c e t t e  re c h e r c h e  s u r  
l e s  c la s s e s  l e x i c a l e s  t e r m i n a l e s ,  de d é f i n i r  u n e  t o p o l o g ie  
s y n t a c t ic o - s é m a n t iq u e : le s  n o t io n s  de " s u b s t a n t i f  a b s t r a i t  ou de 
s u b s t a n t i f  p r é d i c a t i f "  o n t ,  en d e h o rs  de l e u r  v a le u r  s é m a n tiq u e ,  
une s i g n i f i c a t i o n  p o u r  l a  s y n ta x e  de ces  é lé m e n ts .  Un s u b s t a n t i f  
p r é d i c a t i f  a une s t r u c t u r e  d ' a rg u m e n ts  d o n n áé : Une b l e s s u r e  e s t  
i n f l i g é e  " p a r  q u e lq u 'u n  á q u e lq u 'u n ,  en  t e l l e  ou t e l l e  o c c a s io n ,  
s u r  t e l l e  ou t e l l e  p a r t i é  du c o rp s , au  moyen de t e l l e  ou t e l l e  
a rm e " e t c . . . ,  e t  l e s  com posés n o m in a u x  a l le m a n d s  fo rm á s  s u r  
" V e r l e t z u n g "  ( b l e s s u r e )  s e r o n t  i n t e r p r é t é s  comme b l e s s u r e  ä 
( K o p f - ,  t ä t e ) ,  b l e s s u r e  d e  ( K r i e g - ,  g u e r r e ) , b l e s s u r e  p a r  
( K u g e l - ,  b a l l e )  s e lo n  que l e  te rm e  A a p p a r t i e n t  ä l a  c la s s e  des  
p a r t i e s  du c o r p s ,  d es  é v é n e m e n ts  ou a c t i v i t é s ,  d es  arm es  ou 
o b je t s  (B re s s ö n  1 9 9 1 , 1 8 6 ) e t  e s t  s u s c e p t ib le ,  en  f o n c t io n  de 
c e t t e  a p p a r te n a n c e , d 'o c c u p e r  t e l l e  ou t e l l e  p o s i t i o n  d 'a rg u m e n t  
p a r  r a p p o r t  au p r é d i c a t  " V e r l e t z u n g " .
4 . EXEMPLE DE CLASSE SEMANTICO-SYNTAXIQUE : LA QUANTIFICATION
Un c e r t a i n  n om bre  de com posés n o m in a u x  a l le m a n d s  non  
l e x i c a l i s é s  s o n t c a r a c t é r is é s  p a r  l e  f a i t  que l 'é l é m e n t  В, au 
l i e u  d ' e t r e  d é te r m in é  p a r  l 'é lé m e n t  A, e s t  un nőm de n o m b re , de 
q u a n t i t é  ou de m e s u re , q u i  o p é re  comme q u a n t i f i c a t e u r  s u r  A; i l  
p e u t  s ' a g i r  de noms d é s ig n a n t  des u n i t é s  d 'u n e  c e r t a in e  m a t ié r e ,  
t e l s  que Korn ( g r a i n )  ou M o l e k ü l  ( m o l é c u l e ) , de noms d é s ig n a n t  
une c e r t a in e  q u a n t i t é  de X ou un en se m b le  de X , t e l s  que Menge  
( f o u l e ,  e n s e m b l e )  ou G r u p p e  ( g r o u p e ) . On p e u t  d i s t i n g u e r  un 
c e r t a in s  nom bre d 'o p é r a t io n s  q u a n t i f i a n t e s ,  s u s c e p t ib le s  d 'e t r e  
e x p r im é e s  p a r  un e n s e m b le  d ' u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  q u ' i l  im p o r té  de 
r é p e r t o r i e r  e t  d ' a f f e c t e r  d an s  l e  d i c t i o n n a i r e  d 'u n  s y m b o le  
s e r v a n t  á s i g n a l e r  l e u r  v a l e u r  d 'o p é r a t e u r  q u a n t i f i e u r ;  i l  
e x i s t e  s o u v e n t un ou p lu s ie u r s  m ots c l a s s i f i e u r s  r e p r é s e n t a t i f s  
de t o u t  l e  g ro u p e . O p é ra te u rs  i d e n t i f i é s :
qun ( q u a n t i f i e u r  u n i t é ) =  une u n i t é  de A; m o ts  c l a s s i f i e u r s :  
E i n h e i t ,  E l e m e n t ;  e x :  P г  о d u  k t  i  о n s  e i  n h e  i  t  ( u n i t é  d e  
p r o d u c t i o n )  , B a u e l e m e n t  (u n i t é  de  c o n s t r u c t i o n ) ; a u t r e s  m ots  
a p p a r t e n a n t  á c e t t e  c l a s s e :  Atom,  I o n ,  Keim ( д е г т е ) ,  M o l e k ü l ,  
O r g a n i s m u s ,  P a r t i k e l ,  T e i l c h e n  ( p a r t i c u l e ) , Z e l l e  ( c e l l u l e )  
e t c . .
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qstr (quant i f i eu r structurant) =  une s t r u c t u r e  de A; c e s  mots  
s e r v e n t  á d é s i g n e r  l a  s t r u c t u r e  h a b i t u e l l e  d ' a p p a r i t i o n  d 'u n e  
m a t i é r e  d o n n á é ;  mot c l a s s i f i e u r ?  m o ts  a p p a r t e n a n t  á c e t t e  
c l a s s e :  S c h i c h t  ( c o u c h e ) , Vorkommen  ( g i s e m e n t ) ,  S t a u d e  ( p i e d  
d e ) ,  S t ü c k  (morceau  de ,  p o u r  l e  s u c r e  p a r  e x e m p le )  e t c . .
qocc (quantifieur occurrence de)= un c a s  d e  A; mot
c l a s s i f i e u r :  F a l l  ( c a s  d e ) ;  e x :  A u s n a h m e f a l l  ( e x c e p t i o n ) , 
K r a n k h e i t s f ä l l e  ( d e s  c a s  de m a l a d i e ) ; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  Phänomen;
qpar (quantifieur partié de)= u ne p a r t i é  non s t r u c t u r é e  de 
A; mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  T e i l  (p a r t i é  d e ) ;  e x :  B e v ö l k e r u n g s t e i l  
( p a r t i é  de l a  p o p u l a t i o n ) ; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  S p u r  ( t r a c e  ) ,  A n t e i l  
( p a r t  ) ,  A b s c h n i t t  ( p a s s a g e )  , B r u c h t e i l  ( p a r c e l l e )  , S p l i t t e r  
( b r i s ) , S t e l l e  (passa ge )
qsstr (quantifieur sous-structure)= une p a r t i é  s t r u c t u r é e  de 
A; mots c l a s s i f i e u r s : G l i e d  (membre) , T e i l  ( p i é c e ,  p a r t i é  d e ) ;  
e x :  M o t o r t e i l  ( p i é c e  du m o t e u r )  a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  A b s a t z  
( p a r a g r a p h e ) , Kern  (noyau)  e t c .
qgr (quantifieur un certain nombre de) : un c e r t a i n  n om bre  
d ' u n i t é s  A d é n o m b r a b l e s ; m o t  c l a s s i f i e u r :  G r u p p e ;  e x :  
K i n d e r g r u p p e  ( g r o u p e  d ' e n f a n t s ) ;  a u t r e s  t e r m e s  ( i l  у  en  a 
p l u s i e u r s  c e n t a i n e s ) : S c h a r  (g ra nd  nom bre ) ,  Menge ( f o u l e )  e t c . .
qq (quantifieur une certaine quantité de) : u n e  q u a n t i t é  
non m e s u ré e  de A non c o m p t a b l e ;  mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  M a s s e ;  e x :  
Lavamassen (m a s s e s  de l a v e ) ;  a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  Menge, Haufen  ( t a s )
qn (quantifieur nombre de) : s p é c i f i e  une v a l e u r  n u m é r iq u e  de 
A q u a n t i f i a b l e ;  m ot c l a s s i f i e u r :  Z a h l ;  e x :  Ü b e r s i e d l e r z a h l  
(nombre  de r a p a t r i é s )  ; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  W e r te  ( v a l e u r s ) , Z i f f e r n  
( c h i f f r e s ) , D o s i s  ( d o s e ) ,  S t a t i s t i k  e t c .
qcol (quantifieur totalité ou collectif) : d é s i g n e  l a  
t o t a l i t é  de A; mots c l a s s i f i e u r s : G e s a m t h e i t  ( t o t a l i t é ) , B e s t a n d  
( 1 ' e n s e m b l e ) ;  e x :  F i c h t e n b e s t a n d  ( l ' e n s e m b l e  d e s  é p i c é a s )  ; 
a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  A l l g e m e i n h e i t ,  G a n z e  ( e n s e m b l e ) ,  L a d u n g  
( c h a r g e m e n t ) , V o r r a t  ( r e s e r v e ) ,  Komplex ( ense mble )  e t c .
qm (quantifieur mesure) : i n d i q u e  l e s  m e s u re s  de A; i l  se 
s u b d i v i s e  en p l u s i e u r s  o p é r a t i o n s  s e l o n  l e  t y p e  d ' i n d i c a t i o n  de  
m e s u r e  c o r r e s p o n d e n t  á 1 ' o b j e t  d é s i g n é  p a r  A ; c h a q u e  
d i m e n s i o n / m e s u r e  e s t  e x p r i m é e  au moyen d ' u n i t é s  d e  m e s u re  
a p p r o p r i é e s .
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qdim (quantifieur dimensions) : d é s i g n e  l e s  d i m e n s i o n s  
de A; mots c l a s s i f i e u r s : Ausmaße,  D im ens i on  (d i m e n s i o n s ) ,  Umfang 
( v o l u m e ) ; e x :  Z i m m e r d i m e n s i o n e n  ( d i m e n s i o n s  de  l a  p i é c e ) ; a u t r e s  
t e r m e s :  Höhe ( h a u t e u r ) , B r e i t e  ( l a r g e u r ) ,  L ä n g e  ( l o n g u e u r ) , 
F l ä c h e  ( s u r f a c e )  e t c .
qh (quantifieur niveau) : d é s i g n e  l e  n i v e a u ,  l e  t a u x  de 
A; m ots  c l a s s i f i e u r s : N i v e a u ,  P e g e l  ( n i v e a u ) ; e x :  O z o n p e g e l  
( n i v e a u  d ' o z o n e ) ;  s o u v e n t  e x p r im é  en v a l e u r  r e l a t i v e  e t  non  
a b s o l u e  comme qdim; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  S a t z  ( t a u x ) ,  R a t e  
( p o u r c e n t a g e ) , Höhe (h a u te u r )  e t c .
qsom (quantifieur some) : d é s ig n e  u ne c e r t a i n e  somme de 
A, s o u v e n t  m o n é t a i r e ;  mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  Summe ( s o m m e ) ; e x :  
I n v e s t i t i o n s s u m m e ;  a u t r e s  mots c l a s s i f i e u r s : B e t r a g  ( m o n t a n t ) , 
Zuschuß ( s u b v e n t i o n )  , Gebühr  ( t a x e ) ,  Abgabe ( p r é l é v e m e n t )  e t c .
qd (quantifieur temporel durée) : s ' a p p l i q u e  á d es  A 
q u a n t i f i a b l e s  p a r  l e u r  d u r é e ;  mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  D a u e r  ( d u r é e ) ;  
e x :  G e l t u n g s d a u e r  ( d u r é e  de  v a l i d i t é ) ; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  Z e i t  
( te m p s ,  d u r é e ) ,  P e r i o d e  e t c .
qfr (quantifieur temporel fréquence, vites s e ) :
i n d i q u e  l a  f r é q u e n c e  ou l e  rh y th m e  ou l a  v i t e s s e  de A; mot  
c l a s s i f i e u r :  F r e q u e n z ,  Rh y th m us ,  G e s c h w i n g i g k e i t  ( v i t e s s e ) ;  e x :  
A r b e i t s r h y t h m u s  ( r y t h m e  d e  t r a v a i l ) ;  a u t r e s  m o ts :  T e m p o ,  
H ä u f i g k e i t  e t c .
qdis (quantifieur spatial distance) : c o n c e r n e  d es  A de  
v a l e u r  s p a t i a l e ;  m o t  c l a s s i f i e u r :  E n t f e r n u n g ;  e x :
G r e n z e n t f e r n u n g  ( d i s t a n c e  de  l a  f r o n t i é r e )  ; a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  
D i s t a n z ,  A b s t a n d  ( e s p a c e ,  d i s t a n c e )  e t c .
qs (quantifieur scalaire, intensité) : i n d i c a t i o n  du  
d e g r é ,  de 1 ' i n t e n s i t é  de A; m ots  c l a s s i f  i e u r s : Grad ( d e g r é )  , 
I n t e n s i t ä t ;  e x :  V e r s t r a h l u n g s g r a d  ( d e g r é  d ' i r r a d i a t i o n ) ; a u t r e s  
t e r m e s :  S k a l a  ( é c h e l l e ) , S t u f e  (degré)  e t c .
qdif (quantifieur différence, comparaison) : m e s u re  l a  
d i f f é r e n c e  e n t r e  des v a l e u r s  de A; mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  U n t e r s c h i e d  
( d i f f é r e n c e ) ; e x :  H ö h e n u n t e r s c h i e d e  ( d i f f é r e n c e s  d ' a l t i t u d e ) ;  
a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  G l e i c h h e i t  ( é g a l i t é ) , U n g l e i c h h e i t  ( i n é g a l i t é )  
e t c .
qv (quantifieur variations) : s p é c i f i e  l e s  v a r i a t i o n s  de 
A; mot c l a s s i f i e u r :  V a r i a t i o n ,  Schwankung;  e x :  K l i m a v a r i a t i o n e n ;  
a u t r e s  t e r m e s :  V e r l u s t  ( p e r t e ) , Abnahme ( d i m i n u t i o n ) , E r h ö h u n g  
( a u g m e n t a t i o n )  e t c .
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5 . CONCLUSION ET PERSPECTIVES
L 'e x e m p le  de l a  q u a n t i f i c a t i o n ,  q u i  r e p r é s e n t e  une r e l a t i o n  
a s s e z  b i e n  i d e n t i f i a b l e  e n t r e  deux com posants  A e t  В dans l e  cas  
de co m p o sés  n o m in a u x  de l ' a l l é m a n d ,  a v a i t  p o u r  o b j e c t i f  
d ' i l l u s t r e r  comm ent 1 '  é t a b l i s s e m e n t  de c l a s s e s  s é m a n t i c o -  
s y n t a x i q u e s  dans l e s  u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  r é p e r t o r i é e s  d 'u n e  la n g u e  
p e u t  é t r e  u t i l i s é  p o u r  d é t e r m i n e r  l a  r e l a t i o n  s é m a n t i q u e  
s u s c e p t i b l e  d ' é t r e  r é a l i s é e  l o r s  de l a  m ise  en c o n n e x io n  de deux  
u n i t é s  de l a  l a n g u e .  Les composés non l e x i c a l i s é s  de l ' a l l é m a n d  
s o n t  un c a s  e x t r é m é ,  p u i s q u e  d an s  ce s  c o n s t r u c t i o n s ,  au cu n e  
m arq ue  m o r p h o lo g iq u e  ne p e rm e t  de d é d u i r e  l e  t y p e  de r e l a t i o n  
s y n t a x i q u e  e x i s t a n t  e n t r e  A e t  В. I I  s ' a g i t  d ' u n e  p u r e  
c o n c a t é n a t i o n ,  e t  l a  m is e  en r a p p o r t  d es  d eu x  u n i t é s  p a r  l a  
c o n c a t é n a t i o n  e s t  l e  s e u l  i n d i c e  a p p a r e n t  u t i l i s a b l e  p o u r  
d é c h i f f r e r  l a  v a l e u r  de l a  c o n s t r u c t i o n .  M a is  c e t  i n d i c e  a  une  
v a l e u r  s i  g é n é r a l e  q u ' i l  e s t  i n u t i l i s a b l e . I I  s i g n i f i e  
s i m p le m e n t  : " i l  у a u ne r e l a t i o n  e n t r e  A e t  B " .  D 'o ú  l a  
n é c e s s i t é  de c h e r c h e r ,  dans l e s  p r o p r i é t é s  de A e t  de B, l e s  
é l é m e n t s  de s i g n i f i c a t i o n  q u i  p e u v e n t  j u s t i f i e r  que c e s  d eu x  
u n i t é s  l e x i c a l e s  s o i e n t  m is  en r e l a t i o n .  C e la  su p po se  un t r é s  
i m p o r t a n t  t r a v a i l  de d e s c r i p t i o n  des u n i t é s  q u i  p e r m e t t e  de  
p r é v o i r  l e u r  c o m p o rtem en t  c o m b i n a t o i r e . C ' e s t  á ce p r i x  que l ' o n  
p e u t  e s p é r e r  c e r t a i n s  p r o g r é s  dans l e  t r a i t e m e n t  a u t o m a t i q u e  de 
l a n g u e s  a g g l u t i n a n t e s  comme l ' a l l é m a n d .
N otes
1 .  La l i a t «  A  l a q u e l l e  i l  « a t  f a i t  a l l u a i o n  i c i  « a t  u ne  l i a t e  a l p h a b é t iq u e  é l e c t r o n i q u e  de  p r é s  d e  200000  noma é t a b l i e  A p a r t i r  
du c o rp u a  d e  1*I n s t i t u t  f ü r  D eut ach e  S p r a á i e 'd e  M annheim e t  q u i  a é t é  t r é a  g é n é re u a e m e n t m ia«  á ma d i a p o a i t i o n  p a r  c e t  i n a t i t u t .  
P o u r to u a  r e n a e i gnem enta c o n c e r n a n t  ce  c o rp u a ,  c f  REFER (B rü c k n e r  198 6 ).
2 .  L ea com poaéa a lle m a n d a  a o n t  fo n d a m e n ta le m e n t d e  a t r u c t u r e  b i n a i r e ,  q u e l  q ue  a o i t  l e  nom bre de* u n i t é a  l e x i c a l e s  d ö n t  i l a  a o n t  
c o n a t i t u é s  e t  t o u t e  a n a ly a e ,  á l 'e x c e t i o n  de  q u e lq u e a  r a r e a  s t r u c t u r e s  t e r n a i r e s  ( ty p e  b l e u - b l a n c - r o u g e ) , p e u t  do n e  é t r e  ram enée  
A l ' a é t u d e  de  l a  r e l a t i o n  e n t r e  u n  c o n s t i t u a n t  A e t  u n  c o n s t i t u a n t  В.
3 .  J e  l a i a s e r a i  d e  c é t é  d a n s  c e t t e  c o m m u n ica tio n  l e  c a s  dea  com posés fo rm és s u r  un ccm p o san t В de  ty p e  " r e l a t i o n n e l  /  r e c t i o n n e l ” 
o u  p r é d i c a t i f .  Dana c e  c a a ,  c e  s o n t  l e s  p r o p r i é t é s  c o m b in a to i r e a  d u  te r m e  B q u i  o u v r e n t  un  c e r t a i n  nőmbe d e  s t r u c t u r e s  o u  de  
r e l a t i o n s  p o s s i b l e s ,  e t  l e s  c a r a c t é r i a t i q u e s  s é m a n tiq u e  d e  Л p e n e e t t e n t  d e  d é c id e r  de l a  r e l a t i o n  a c t u a l i a é e  p a r  u ne  a s s o c i a t i o n  
A-В  do n n ée  (B re sso n  1991)
4 .  P o u r u ne  r e p r é s e n t a t i o n  d ' e n sem b le  de c e t t e  q u e s t i o n  c f  B re s s o n ,  1992
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Dictionary Completeness and Corpus Analysis
D avid  CLEMENCAU
ABSTRACT
We present here an experiment of corpus analysis by electronic means. This experiment 
was made on a French corpus of 1,300,000 occurrences which correspond to 58,000 
graphically different words.
In the first phase of this analysis, we parsed our corpus with several linguistic filters 
including a large dictionary of inflected words, a dictionary of compound words and local 
grammars. The second phase was the analysis of the remaining - that is, unrecognized by the 
filters of the first phase - words by a two-level morphological analyzer which turned to be very 
efficient in recognizing and analyzing derivatives.
This experiment led to the enrichment of both dictionaries of simple and compound words 
and of the list of names of the LADL. It also led to a significant enhancement of our two-level 
analyzer which should become a reliable tool when filled with all the French inflectional 
classes.
’ Laboratoire d’Automatique Documentaire et Linguistique: 2, place Jussieu; 75251 Paris cedex 05; France. 
’ ’ Institut Gaspard Monge: Université Marne la Vallée; 2, alléé Jean Renoir, 93160 Noisy le Grand; France.
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I .  INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATIONS
Dictionary completeness is a fundamental issue when analyzing large corpora. When a 
word encountered in a text cannot be found in an electronic lexicon, the analysis of the sentence 
is highly compromised. It has been shown by Courtois B., Laporte E. 1991 that, when a 
simple word appearing in a text is not found in the dictionary of simple inflected words 
DELAF1, it is often a derived word. Crude morphological analysis may sometimes provide 
grammatical information for such unknown words. But we preferred a different approach, 
aiming at a fine description of the derivational paradigm of the entries of the LADL lexicon- 
grammar of French verbs* 2 (see Clemenceau D. 1992). For practical reasons, we are engaged 
in two different procedures:
♦ the complete syntactic description of 12,000 verbs has complex implications for the 
morphological processes. Taking fully advantage of this information will take some 
time3. Moreover, the description of the derivational behavior of nouns and adjectives 
must also be done;
♦ we construct a morphological analyzer based on the two-level model 
(Koskenniemi K. 1983, 1984) which avoids the failure of the dictionary look-up 
process for derived words but which provides only partial information.
This analyzer is embedded in a tool for corpus analysis that we present in this paper. We 
experimented this tool on a corpus of 1,300,000 occurrences of French words. This experiment 
had two main goals:
♦ dictionary enrichment, by:
a) adding new words in the dictionary of simple words DELAS;
b) adding names to the list of names of the LADL;
c) recording rules of derivation to be included in our description of the 
derivational behavior of French verbs;
♦ the design of a tool that tags the words of a text, avoiding, as much as possible, 
“lexical holes” that jeopardize the full analysis of texts.
II. METHOD
When analyzing texts, i.e. strings of ASCII characters, one usually splits up the ASCII 
table into two parts: alphabetic characters and non alphabetic characters, i.e. potential separators
*DELAF stands for Electronic Dictionary of Inflected Forms of the LADL. It contains about 700,000 entries and 
is automatically generated from DELAS, the dictionary of simple forms, which contains about 80,000 entries in 
their canonical form. (Courtois B. 1984)
2The lexicon-grammar of verbs can be seen as a matrix of 12,000 rows (the verb entries) and 300 columns (the 
syntactic properties). For each entry a “+” or a in each column indicates wether it satisfies the associated 
syntactic property. Moreover, a sub-categorization of entries into tables, according to their main construction, 
has been designed (Gross M. 1968, 1975 ; Boons J.P., Guillet A., Ledere C. 1976a, 1976b).
3At the present time, we have tested our method of describing derivational paradigms on the entries of four tables 
of the lexicon-grammar only.
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for words, paragraphs... A word is then defined as a string of alphabetic characters without any 
internal separator, bounded by two separators. However, since we wanted our tool to treat 
derived words such as sous-traiter as units, we had to consider that hyphens between two 
alphabetic characters are not separators. According to this definition of words, we isolated 
1.300.000 occurrences in our corpus which correspond to 58,000 graphically different words.
This list of 58,000 words has been analyzed by several linguistic filters as shown in 
figure 1. Each filter of our tool extracts the words that it recognizes (dotted arrows) and sends 
the unrecognized words to the next filter (solid arrows).
FIRST
PHASE
SECOND
PHASE
Figure 1: the structure of the corpus analysis tool
We split the analysis process into two phases in order to clearly distinguish the heuristic 
part of our tool, i.e. the morphological analyzer. The first phase of the analysis is composed of:
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♦ DELAF, the dictionary of simple inflected words. This dictionary has been compiled 
into a multi-terminal deterministic finite automaton4 in order to achieve a low 
memory cost (less than 2 Mb for a dictionary of 700,000 entries with their 
morphological code, including the look-up software) and a very fast look-up 
procedure5.
When a word contains capitalized letters, which often loose their diacritic signs in 
French, the look-up software looks for it in lower case, reconstructing all 
possibilities for the corresponding words with diacritics (Roche E. 1992). A word 
like ELEVE, for example, will be recognized as the capitalized form of both éléve 
and élévé.
♦ DELACF, the dictionary of complex inflected words. This dictionary of 130,000 
complex words, i.e. containing a separator (a hyphen in the case we are treating 
here), is also a multi-terminal DFA.
♦ a dictionary of names which has been compiled into a DFA.
The four following filters are local grammars in the form of DFA (Silberstein M. 1989):
♦ the local grammar of personal pronouns linked by a hyphen to the adjective mane as 
in toi-тёте or elles-memes. This local grammar takes into account the agreement in 
number of the adjective with the pronoun.
♦ the local grammar of post-verbal pronouns. This automaton recognizes strings 
composed of an inflected verb followed by its subject pronoun as in voulez-vous, 
with the possibility of the insertion of an euphonic t as in acceptera-t-il. It also 
recognizes verbs in the imperative mood followed by one or two complement 
pronouns as in mange-le or donnez-la-lui. The use of the two pronouns en and у  in 
such expressions as in penses-y or ménes-y-moi is also taken into account.
♦ the local grammar of numbers, both cardinal (vingt-sept) and ordinal (vingt-
septiéme).
♦ the local grammar of numbers, both cardinal and ordinal, written in Roman numerals 
{XXVII, XXVIIérne).
III. RESULTS OF THE FIRST PHASE
We parsed our two list of words, i.e. the list of the 1,300,000 occurrences in our corpus 
and the list of the 58,000 graphically different words among them, with the DELAF filter. The 
number of recognized words and the percentage it represents in both cases is given in figure 2.
4This type of deterministic finite automata (DFA) which combines the flexibility and the quickness of 
lexicographic trees with the possibility of being minimized has been introduced by Revuz D. 1991.
5The look-up procedure of the 1,300,000 occurrences of our corpus takes about 13 minutes, dictionary loading 
time included, on a PS/2 i386DX 25MHz with the OS/2 1.3 system. The average rate of the look-up procedure 
is thus 100,000 words per minute.
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* OCCURRENCES WORDS
TOTAL 1,328,126 57,697
DELAF WORDS 1,275,613 41,760
% DELAF 96% 72%
Figure 2: results of the DELAF filter 
At the sight of these figures, two observations arise:
♦ our corpus is mainly composed of occurrences of entries of DELAF (96%);
♦ the 15,000 words of our corpus that are not in DELAF have an average rate of 
appearance of 3.3 whereas the rate of appearance of the 42,000 words found in 
DELAF is 30.5.
The DELAF filter gave also the number of words of DELAS used in our corpus. For each 
word it recognizes, the DELAF filter returns the words in DELAS that could be its canonical 
form. For instance, the word président will be recognized and will cause the program to return 
the following string:
président,président ЗЯ32 :ms,présider. V3 :P3p :S3p
which means that président can be either the singular masculine form of the noun président or 
the third person of plural of the verb présider in the present indicative or subjunctive tense. By 
collecting the returned value of the DELAF filter for the 42,000 words of our corpus that it 
recognized, we were able to build the sub-DELAS of our corpus which contains about 20,000 
entries. Thus, a quarter of DELAS was used in our corpus.
At the end of phase one, we got a list of 14,367 words that were not recognized by any 
filter. This list can be split into a list of 2,504 complex words, i.e. containing a hyphen, and a 
list of 11,863 simple words. These lists are mainly made of names, foreign words (mainly 
English), typing errors or spelling mistakes, compound words containing a hyphen and 
derivatives.
In phase two, which is described in the next part of this paper, we experimented our 
morphological analyzer on these remaining lists.
IV . THE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYZER
A . Two-level m orphology
In his 1983 thesis, Kimmo Koskenniemi proposed a declarative system of constraints for 
describing morphological phenomena (Koskenniemi K. 1983). These constraints are called 
two-level rules. The main difference between two-level rules and rewrite rules, introduced in 
the 1960s by (Chomsky N.. Halle M. 1968), is their static nature. For instance, the following 
rewrite-rule:
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а -> Ы  c_
means that the underlying symbol a is rewritten as the surface symbol b in the environment 
following c. There are two important consequences of the dynamic nature of this type of rule. 
First, after underlying a is written as surface b, a is no longer available for any other rules. 
Second, rewrite rules can only apply in one direction, from underlying representation to surface 
representation. They cannot be reversed to go from surface to underlying representation. On the 
contrary, the corresponding two-level rule:
a:b <= c:c
express the relationship between the underlying (lexical) a and the surface b as a static 
correspondence. Rather than rewriting a as b, this two-level rule states that a lexical a 
corresponds to a surface b in the environment following c:c, which is also a lexical-to-surface 
correspondence. This rule does not change a into b, so a is still available to other rules6.
There are two consequences of the static nature of two-level rules:
♦ in a two-level system, rules are not ordered. Each rule can be compiled into a finite- 
state transducer and at each step of the recognition (resp. generation) process, all the 
rules are applied in parallel. An equivalence between an underlying symbol and a 
surface symbol will be allowed if it is recognized by all the rules, i.e. by all the 
transducers of the rule set.
♦ two-level rules can be applied for both recognition and generation of surface forms.
В . A two-level analyzer for productive derivation rules
The prototype of morphological analyzer we built was originally designed for the 
recognition of derivatives. This prototype is based on the PC-Kimmo implementation of 
Koskenniemi’s system (Antworth E.L. 1990). This system is composed of two components: 
the lexicon and the set of rules. The lexicon can be seen as a tree whose branches represent 
morphemes, each path from the root of the tree to a terminal leaf corresponding to a valid lexical 
form. When a surface form is analyzed, for each surface symbol (from left to right) all possible 
correspondences between surface and lexical symbols that can apply are analyzed by the two- 
level rules. If a given correspondence satisfies all the two-level rules, the resulting lexical form 
is compared to the lexicon. If this lexical string correspond to a valid path in the lexicon, the 
correspondence is allowed and the system goes to the next surface symbol to the right The last 
symbol of the generated lexical form must leads to a final leaf in the lexicon for the lexical form 
being a valid analysis.
Since the PC-Kimmo implementation was not designed to handle such a lexicon as 
DELAS, we used is lexicon file in a special way: our lexicon contains affixes but no stem. 
Rather than filling the lexicon with a small part of DELAS, we chose to fill the lexicon with the 
skeleton of a DELAS word, i.e. one or more alphabetic characters7. The structure of our
6This opposition between dynamic and static rules can be linked with the opposition in computer science 
between procedural and declarative programming.
7For such an implementation of the two-level model, see Parsing with a minimum lexicon in (Antworth E.L.
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lexicon is given in figure 3, where the labels mean:
♦ PREFIX: a list of about 100 French prefixes. Among them, we recorded 30 
morphemes which are not derivational prefixes: prefixes derived from country names 
as afro- (Afrique) and prefixes derived from adjectives as électro (électrique). Thus, 
our analyzer recognizes some compound words too.
♦ DELAF ENTRY: a lexical morpheme corresponding to this branch is considered as 
valid only if it is found in DELAF.
♦ DELAS ADJECTIVE, VERB, NOUN: a lexical morpheme corresponding to these 
branches is considered as valid only if it is found in DELAS with the same category.
♦ ADJECTIVES, VERBS, NOUNS INFLEXION: inflectional suffixes of adjectives 
and nouns (feminine and plural) and verbs (conjugation). We took into account only 
a few classes among the 80 inflectional classes of adjectives and nouns and the 100 
classes of verbs that are recorded in DELAS. We will see that this lack is the main 
cause of over-recognition in our system. However, the integration of all these 
classes would mean that DELAS, DELAF and the mechanism of inflection that links 
both of them in both way (i.e. generation of inflected forms from the canonical form 
and retrieval of the canonical(s) form(s) corresponding to an inflected form) would 
be handled by the two-level system. This does not seem feasible in the PC-Kimmo 
framework. However, recent works in the two-level domain seem to propose a 
integration of the lexicon and the set of rules into a unique transducer that could lead 
to such a system (Karttunen L., Kaplan R., Zaenen A. 1992).
♦ ADVERB FORMATION: formation of adverbs from adjectives, using the suffix 
-ment (actif-> activement).
♦ N -> V: suffixes that transform a noun into a verb. We recorded the following 
suffixes: -iser (catégorie -> catégoriser), -ifier (classe -> classifier), -er (groupe -> 
grouper).
♦ Adj -> V: suffixes that transform an adjective into a verb. Beside the three suffixes 
-iser, -ifier and -er, we recorded -ir (grand -> grandir).
♦ V -> Adj: present participle (aimer -> aimant), past participle (aimer -> aimé) and the 
suffix -able (aimer -> aimable).
♦ V -> N: nominalization suffixes, i.e. -ation (animer -> animation), -age (caler -> 
calage, blanchir -> blanchissage) and -ement (lancer -> lancement, blanchir -> 
blanchissement).
♦ Adj -> N: the suffix -ité (actif-> activité, activable -> activabilité).
As for the rules set, we took into account most of the morphological phenomena recorded
1990 237-238).
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in (Guilbert L. 1971), which led to a set of 40 rules.
We applied two different versions of our prototype to the list of words that was not 
recognized during the first phase. First, we applied a version whose lexicon contained only 
words of DELAF with one or more prefixes8. We were able to recognize 900 of the 2,568 
words containing a hyphen with this version. As for the list of simple words, 307 words were 
recognized among 11,863. In these successful analyses, we found very few over-recognition 
problems, i.e. non-valid analyses.
8This version corresponds to a simplified version of the lexicon of figure 3 that contains only the two branches 
PREFIX and DELAF ENTRY.
I
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The second experiment was made with the full lexicon of figure 3 that enables suffixes 
analysis. We recorded very good results for derivatives. Some examples of analyses are given 
in figure 4.
débureautisation:
dé +bureau+ise+5tion: [D(dé—) + bureau.N3 + N->V(iser) + Vn(ation)]
contextualisent:
contextuel+ise+ent: [contextuel.A40 + Adj->V(iser) + P3p]
contextuel+i3e+ent: [contextuel.A40 + Adj->V(iser) + S3p]
indissociabilité:
in +dissociabilité: [I(in-) + dissociabilité,dissociabilité.N21:fз]
in +dissociable+ité: [I (in-) + dissociable.A31 + Adj->N(ité)]
in +dissocie+able+ité: [I(in-) + dissocier.V3 + Vable + Adj->N(ité)]
in +dissociabilité: [I(in-) + dissociabilité.N21]
indissociable+ité: [indissociable.A31 + Adi->N(ité)]
Figure 4: some examples of analyses
However, many spelling mistakes were recognized as valid words because of our poor 
description of inflections. For example, in the analysis of figure 5, the verb aller was treated as 
a regular verb whereas it is highly irregular. Both analyses do not correspond to the surface 
form. The first one, second person of singular in the present subjunctive tense, corresponds to 
the surface form allies and the second one, second person of singular in the present indicative 
tense, to vas.
alles:
alle+es: [aller.V16 + S2s]
____ alle+s:____________  [aller.V16 + P2s]____________________________
Figure 5: over-recognition
V . CONCLUSION, FUTURE ACTIONS
* The first phase of this experiment led to a substantial enrichment of both DELAS and 
DELAC. Moreover, it produced a large list of proper names. It gave also statistical information 
about the frequency of use of the DELAS words by building the sub-DELAS of our corpus,
i.e. the words of DELAS that appeared in our corpus in any inflected form.
In the near future, we are planning to complete our syntactic description of the derivational 
behavior of French verbs, which should lighten the work of our morphological analyzer, and 
thus limit the heuristic part of our corpus analysis tool. We are also engaged in improving this 
tool, in order to provide a reliable basis for the syntactic analysis of large corpora.
As for our morphological analyzer, we are investigating the recent developments in two- 
level domain which seem to propose implementations that could realize a full two-level DELAF,
i.e. a two level system including both DELAS and DELAF with generation and recognition of 
inflected words capacity. We think that such a system, working together with a set of two-level 
rules handling derivational processes should lead to a very efficient morphological analyzer.
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COM ET: un Systeme informatique de génération de 
métaphoresen langue francai se
CORNU G e r a l d  —  HÜE J e a n -F r a n c o is  —  SIMON Y v es  —  
WALLE J e a n -M ic h e l
A bstract :
COMET is a computer system which was developed at the University of Nantes to generate 
metaphors in French using a lexicon and a set of fixed model sentences. Given a word as 
user input, it uses a rule base to work out other words which can be associated to it in 
order to build metaphorical sentences. The present version of COMET has a lexicon of 
about 150 words and generates 5 types of metaphorical sentences. It uses the object- 
oriented SMALLTALK language.
The problem of generating metaphors is twofold. On one hand we have to define possible 
metaphorical relationships between lexical domains, and on the other hand we have to 
arrange the lexical content within these domains so that we can map them with one another 
and define metaphorical relationships between words having an analogical position within 
their respective domains.
Our approach involves an unconventional reworked version of Lakoff and Johnson’s theory 
of metaphor, and a semantics inspired by structuralism, case grammar and narrative theory.
*  *
1 - Presentation de COMET
COMET est un prototype mis au point ä l’Université de Nantes dönt la finalité est de tester des 
hypothéses linguistíques su t  le mécanisme de la métaphore. En laissant de cőté l’analyse pour ne 
se concentrer que sur la génération d’énoncés métaphoriques, COMET permet de réduire au 
minimum l’appareillage morpho-syntaxique et sémantique que Ton trouve habituellement dans 
les systémes de traitement automatique des langues naturelles pour consacrer l ’essentiel des 
efforts ä la définition des relations qui doivent exister entre deux termes afin de produire un effet 
métaphorique.
Ces termes apparaissent comme des variables pouvant s’insérer á l’intérieur de modéles de
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phrases figées. Nous noterons X un terme de départ entré par l’utilisateur et qui sera 
obligatoirement un nom. Selon les modéles de phrases choisis, le systéme aura ä rechercher 
dans le lexique :
- un terme X’, également un nom, mais appartenant á un domaine lexical différent de célúi de X 
et pouvant entrer en correspondance métaphorique avec X.
- un terme V’ : il s’agira d’un verbe appartenant ä un domaine lexical différent de célúi de X et 
qui, associé ä lui dans un énoncé produit un effet métaphorique (V’ se “substitue” á un verbe V 
appartenant au domaine lexical de X et qui peut étre virtuel, c ’est-a-dire qu’il n ’a pás 
d’expression lexicale).
- un terme Y : il s’agit d ’un nom appartenant au mérne domaine lexical que X et dönt le role est 
de compléter certains modeles d’énoncés comprenant déja X et X’, ou X et V’.
- un terme Y’ : il s’agira d’un adjectif appartenant á un domaine lexical différent de célúi de X 
et dönt l’association avec X produit un effet métaphorique (comme V’, Y’ se substitue ä un 
adjectif Y appartenant au domaine lexical de X et qui peut étre virtuel).
Dans la notation utilisée ici, X, Y et Y appartiennent ä un mérne domaine lexical D qui sera dit 
domaine de départ. X’, V’ et Y’ appartiennent ä un domaine lexical D ’ dit domaine d’arrivée.
Les modéles de phrases utilisés dans COMET sont actuellement au nombre de 5 :
(1) “Le X est le X’ du Y.”
Exemple : “Le dessert est la conclusion du repas.”
(2) “Le X est un X’ pour le Y.”
Exemple : “La lecture est un aliment pour l’esprit.”
(3) “Le X V ’ le Y.”
Exemple : “La lecture rassasie l’esprit.”
(4) “C’est un X trés Y’.”
Exemple : “C’est un livre trés indigeste.”
(5) “Ce X est un vrai X’.”
Exemple : “Ce livre est un vrai régal.”
D ’autres modéles de phrases pourront bien sü t  étre implémentés dans COMET, l’objectif étant 
d ’insérer les variables dans un contexte linguistique natúréi permettant au linguiste de juger la 
validité des relations entre variables découlant des régies programmées dans le systéme plus 
facilement que s’il avait affaire á de simples listings.
Le principe de COMET est célúi d’une démarche interactive entre le systéme et l ’usager- 
linguiste, permettant ä celui-ci de tester des régies de déduction de termes X’, V’ et Y’ ä partir 
d ’un terme X de départ, et de les affiner progressivement au vu des outputs générés par le 
systéme.
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2 - Les bases théoriques
Le probléme de base de la génératíon de métaphores est célúi de la déduction d ’un (ou plusieurs) 
terme X’ ä partir d ’un terme X (ou V’ ä partir de V, ou Y’ ä partir de Y) traduisant la possibilité 
d ’établir un lien métaphorique entre les deux termes. Ce lien métaphorique permettra sóit 
l ’association des deux termes dans un énoncé métaphorique (métaphore in praesentia), sóit la 
substitution de l’un par l’autre de ces deux termes (métaphore in absentia).
Comme nous l’avons vu plus haut, chaque terme du lexique est partiellement défini par son 
appartenance ä un domaine lexical D. Le probléme ä résoudre est alors double :
- d’une part, il s’agit de déterminer ä partir d ’un domaine lexical de départ D quels sont les 
domaines lexicaux D ’ dönt les termes peuvent entrer en correspondance métaphorique avec des 
termes de D.
- d ’autre part, il s’agit de déterminer ä partir d ’un terme X appartenant ä D quels sont les termes 
X’ appartenant ä D’ susceptibles de s’associer ou de se substituer métaphoriquement ä X.
2.1 - Les relations métaphoriaues entre domaines lexicaux
Un domaine lexical D pourra étre défini en premiére approche comme un ensemble structuré de 
morphémes se rapportant ä un mérne domaine d’activité. Ainsi, dans les exemples utilisés plus 
haut, “dessert”, “repas”, “aliment”, “rassasier”, “indigeste” et “régal” appartiennent ä un 
domaine lexical que nous nommerons “alimentation”. “Livre”, “lecture” et “conclusion” 
appartiennent au domaine de la “lecture”, que nous pourrons enrichir de termes tels que 
“lecteur”, “avant-propos”, “chapitre”, etc.
Ces domaines lexicaux correspondent, dans une terminologie plus usuelle en lexicologie, ä ce 
que Lakoff et Johnson (1980) appellent des “concepts”. Avec eux, nous considérons que le 
mécanisme de la métaphore ne s’applique pás ä des morphémes pris isolément, comme le laissait 
penser une tradition fortement ancrée en Europe qui faisait de la métaphore, comme de la 
métonymie et de la synecdoque, des “tropes”, c ’est-ä-dire de simples figures de mots, mais ä 
des ensembles de morphémes susceptibles d’etre mis en relation. La métaphore permet de parier 
d’un “concept” dans les termes d’un autre concept. Certains exemples classiques (“Argument is 
War”, ou “Time is Money”) analysés par ces auteurs permettent de rendre compte d’un grand 
nombre de métaphores courantes autant en fran^ais qu’en anglais.
Dans les exemples que nous avons donnés, la relation entre les “concepts” (domaines lexicaux) 
de l’”alimentation” et de la “lecture” justifie la production d ’énoncés métaphoriques ou des 
termes appartenant au lexique de l’alimentation sont associés ou substitués ä des termes 
appartenant ä celui de la lecture. La relation entre ces deux domaines posséde une grande 
productivité métaphorique dönt il serait facile de multiplier les exemples :
“Max est un lecteur vorace.”
“Max est affamé de lectures.”
“Л se gave de lecture.”
“Certains chapitres de ce livre sont savoureux.” Etc...
Face ä la théorie de Lakoff et Johnson, notre divergence essentielle consistera á remettre en 
cause le caractére conventionnaliste de leur approche. En effet, ces auteurs ne retiennent qu’une 
liste finie de relations entre concepts, et cette liste est établie e npiriquement. П nous semble
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possible d’aller plus loin dans la comprehension des mécanismes métaphoriques en recherchant 
un principe rationnel justifiant l ’établissement d ’un lien métaphorique entre deux domaines 
lexicaux. Pour que ce lien existe, il faut selon nous qu’il у ait une analogie globale entre ces 
domaines. Nous constaterons ainsi que les domaines de l’alimentation et de la lecture ont en 
commun l’existence d’un transfert effectué de l’extérieur vers l’intérieur d’un étre humain. Dans 
le cas de l’alimentation, ce transfert a un caractére matériel, et dans célúi de la lecture, il a un 
caractére spirituel. D’autres domaines lexicaux, comme célúi de l’”apprentissage”, partagent ce 
mérne caractére de transfert de l’extérieur vers l’intérieur, et la possibilité de générer des 
métaphores entre ces domaines semble aller dans le sens de notre hypothése :
“П a soif d’apprendre.”
“II ingurgite une quantité étonnante de connaissances.”
A l ’inverse, certains domaines que nous nommerons provisoirement “création”, 
“accouchement”, “invention”, “germination” semblent relever d ’une catégorie de transfert de 
l’intérieur vers l’extérieur, et offrent également des possibilités de métaphores :
“П a une imagination fertile.”
“П a accouché d’un chef-d’oeuvre.”
“L’idée a germé dans son esprit.”
En revanche, aucune métaphore n ’est possible entre des domaines relevant de ces deux 
catégories opposées, comme (’’’alimentation” et la “germination” ou la “création”.
Nous pourrons procéder de la mérne fa?on pour les domaines de la “guerre”, de la “discussion”, 
du “sport”, de la “politique”, etc., qui relévent tous d’une catégorie plus générale du “conflit”. 
Cependant, la richesse et la variété des lexiques se rapportant á la notion de conflit nous 
conduisent á envisager une hiérarchie de domaines lexicaux allant du général vers le spécifique. 
Le conflit se subdivise en conflit humain ou non-humain, puis parmi les conflits humains en 
conflits collectifs ou individuels, puis par exemple parmi les conflits individuels en conflits de 
type violent (“lutte”) et conflits de type pacifique (“discussion”, “sport individuel”, “jeu de 
compétition”).
Nous observons également que le vocabulaire du conflit se répartit entre tous les niveaux de 
l’arborescence ainsi construite et pás seulement au niveau inférieur des domaines lexicaux 
correspondant á des actions spécifiques. Certains moiphémes sont applicables aussi bien ä des 
conflits individuels qu’ä des conflits collectifs (par exemple “attaquer”, “attaque”, “combat”, 
“victoire”...). D ’autres ont un caractére encore plus général et transcendent l ’opposition 
violent/pacifique (“gagner”, “perdre”, “adversaire”...). D’autres, enfm, ne s’appliquent qu’ä un 
domaine limité (la “guerre” : “belligérants”, “état-major”, “bataille”, “ultimatum”... ; la 
“discussion” : “argument”, “réplique”, “objection”...).
L’hypothése ä laquelle nous aboutissons est celle d’une hiérarchie en arbre (avec la possibilité de 
treillis par endroits) de domaines lexicaux “pleins”, c’est-ä-dire qu’ils sont tous susceptibles, 
quel que sóit leur niveau dans l’arborescence, de contenir des morphémes.
L’établissement de liens métaphoriques entre ces domaines lexicaux dépendra d’un parcours 
dans l ’arbre. Tout domaine, quel que sóit son niveau, pourra étre pris comme domaine de 
départ, et l ’on considérera qu’il n’y a pás métaphore lorsque le domaine d ’arrivée est un 
domaine fils ou ancétre du domaine de départ : il s’agit alors de lexiques plus ou moins 
spécifiques se rapportant ä un mérne type d’activité. En revanche, il у aura métaphore possible 
avec tous les domaines ayant un pére ou un ancétre commun avec le domaine de départ. Cette 
ascendance commune traduit en termes plus rigoureux l’impression d’”analogie” pouvant exister
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entre un domaine d’arrivée et un domaine de départ
Une telle approche, encore hypothétique car eile demande ä étre affinée sur plusieurs points, 
s’écarte de celle de Lakoff et Johnson dans la mesure oil eile propose un critére formel et non 
plus empirique de définition des correspondances métaphoriques entre “concepts”, et ой eile 
offre une analyse plus fine de la repartition des morphemes en cüfférents domaines lexicaux. Elle 
s’en écarte également dans la mesure ой nous ne retenons pás le principe établi par ces auteurs 
d’une univocité de la relation entre domaines de départ et domaines d’arrivée. Ce principe 
souffre en effet de nombreuses exceptions. Par exemple, si le lexique de la “guerre” foumit des 
métaphores au domaine de la “discussion”, l ’inverse vaut aussi dans certains cas. II est tout 
aussi acceptable d ’utiliser les verbes “répliquer” ou “répondre” dans un énoncé se référant ä la 
guerre, que les verbes “contre-attaquer” et “riposter” dans un énoncé concernant la “discussion”. 
Cependant, il est bien évident que le principe de totale réciprocité des correspondances 
métaphoriques entre domaines appliqué dans la version actuelle de COMET conduit ä générer de 
nombreuses phrases inacceptables, et que seule une analyse fine portant sur un grand nombre 
d ’outputs permettra d’établir des régies rendant mieux compte de 1’intuition linguistique des 
locuteurs d ’une langue.
En s’écartant de la théorie de Lakoff et Johnson qui définit les “concepts” empiriquement et 
isolément les uns des autres et en privilégiant une structuration hiérarchique des domaines 
lexicaux, notre hypothése se rapproche des théories sémantiques componentielles á orientation 
structuraliste. En effet, le raisonnement que nous avons suivi peut étre reformulé en se plagant 
non plus du point de vue des classes d ’objets (les domaines lexicaux), mais du point de vue des 
objets eux-mémes (les morphémes). Chaque morpheme étant partiellement défini par son 
appartenance ä un domaine, cela peut se traduire par la possession d’un séme (trait sémantique) 
commun ä l’ensemble des morphémes d’un domaine lexical. Ce séme distingue les morphémes 
appartenant ä un domaine donné des morphémes appartenant ä un domaine írére. En revanche, 
tous les morphémes appartenant ä des domaines fréres ont en commun une mérne ascendance 
que Ton pourra marquer par la possession de sémes correspondant aux domaines pére, grand- 
pére, etc. Chaque morphéme posséde ainsi une série de sémes plus ou moins longue selon que 
l’on descend dans l’arbre des domaines lexicaux, et qui permettent de le situer par rapport aux 
autres morphémes.
Dans cette conception, les sémes représentent en quelque sorte l’”étiquette” des domaines 
lexicaux, et la hiérarchie des domaines lexicaux équivaut ä une hiérarchie de sémes au sens que 
Greimas (1966) donne ä cette notion, c’est-ä-dire ä un réseau d ’identités et de différences ой 
chaque séme se définit non pas “en sói”, mais de fagon différentielle par sa place dans un 
systéme d’oppositions pertinentes similaire á célúi qui distingue les phonémes en tant qu’entités 
formelles en phonologie. Cette conception structuraliste de la sémantique a d ’ailleurs été 
appliquée ä l’analyse des métaphores, puisque le Groupe Mu (1970) définit la relation entre les 
deux termes d’une métaphore comme celle de deux ensembles de sémes possédant une 
intersection (un ou plusieurs sémes communs) et un reste dans chacun des deux ensembles. 
Cette définition concorde avec celle que nous avons donnée plus haut dans les termes d’un 
parcours ä travers l’arbre des domaines lexicaux, puisque les morphémes susceptibles de 
produire un effet métaphorique possédent en commun des sémes désignant un ou plusieurs 
ancétres communs ä leurs domaines respectifs, et se différencient par d ’autres sémes qui 
maiquent la différence de leurs domaines d’appartenance.
En tirant tout le parti de cette conception différentielle du sens, il nous est possible d’aller plus 
loin dans la définition des domaines lexicaux en adoptant un critére formel et non plus intuitif 
pour fixer leur extension, et c’est la métaphore elle-méme qui nous foumira ce critére.
Reprenons l’exemple du domaine de l’”alimentation”, et demandons-nous si le lexique 
concernant la cuisine (le fait de cuire les aliments) doit ou non lui étre incorporé. L’approche 
référentíelle désignant les contours d’un domaine lexical en référence ä un champ d’activité dans 
un monde réel ou possible ne nous offre pás de solution. D у a en effet un lien évident entre le 
fait de cuisiner et le fait de manger, mais cela ne suffit pas ä indiquer si les lexiques associés ä 
ces deux activités doivent entrer dans un mérne domaine lexical. L’approche structurale nous
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conduit ä nous interroger sur les oppositions pertinentes qui différencient un domaine par 
rapport ä d’autres domaines lexicaux. Comme nous l’avons vu, le lexique concernant Taction de 
manger permet des métaphores avec les domaines de la lecture et de l’apprentissage. Cela 
signifie qu’ils ont un séme (ou ancétre) commun que nous avons désigné sous le terme de 
“transfert de Textérieur vers Tintérieur”, et des semes différents qui marquent leur appartenance 
aux domaines différents de T’alimentation”, de la “lecture” et de T”apprentissage”. En revanche, 
le lexique associé ä la cuisine ne permet aucune métaphore avec les domaines de la lecture et de 
Tapprentissage, mais il se préte ä des métaphores avec des lexiques impliquant une idée de 
transformation d’un objet (“réflexion intellectuelle”...). Nous en déduirons que le lexique de la 
cuisine reléve d’un domaine lexical distinct, que ses morphémes ne possédent pas d’intersection 
sémique avec ceux appartenant aux domaines pré-cités, et que le domaine de la “cuisine” 
s’inscrit done dans un arbre séparé par rapport ä célúi des transferts de Textérieur vers 
Tintérieur.
Nous avons utilisé ici la métaphore comme un eritére permettant de définir les domaines lexicaux 
de fa?on différentielle les uns par rapport aux autres. S’il n’y a pás de métaphore possible entre 
deux lexiques, cela signifie sóit qu’ils appartiennent ä un mérne lignage (il у a inclusion d’un 
ensemble de sémes dans un autre et Tun des deux ensembles n’a pas de reste), sóit qu’ils 
relevent d ’arbres séparés (il n’y a pás d’intersection entre les deux ensembles de sémes). S’il у a 
métaphore possible, cela signifie que les lexiques appartiennent á un mérne arbre, et que leurs 
compositions sémiques manifestent ä la fois des identitás (ancétres communs) et des differences 
qui permettent de les situer Tun par rapport ä l’autre.
Le procédé que nous venons d ’employer est analogue ä célúi qui permet aux phonologues de 
définir les phonémes d ’une langue en tant qu’entités abstraites et selon un eritére formel. 
L’épreuve de commutation consiste en effet ä rechercher des paires de morphémes oü la seule 
variation d’un élément phonétique entraine une variation du sens. Les différences phonétiques 
susceptibles de faire varier le sens permettent de définir des oppositions pertinentes entre 
phonémes, cependant que d’autres différences restant sans influence sur le sens des mots ne 
représentent que des réalisations différentes d ’un mérne phonéme (par exemple Topposition 
entre le “a” d’avant et le “a” d’arriére en fran9 ais moderne). L’équivalent rhétorique de Tépreuve 
de commutation, consistant ä rechercher s’il existe des métaphores possibles entre deux 
lexiques, nous semble permettre de fixer la position et Textension des domaines lexicaux selon 
un eritére rationnel solide. Il nous permet de renoncer ä Tintuition empirique et de redéfinir les 
domaines lexicaux comme des entité abstraites ä valeur explicative comme le sont les phonémes 
en phonologie.
Cette hypothése nous semble offrir des débouchés assez riches pour la lexicologie et la 
sémantique, et c ’est Tun des intéréts de COMET que de permettre de la tester. D est intéressant 
de rappeier que Jakobson et les autres fondateurs de la phonologie moderne regrettaient de 
devoir faire appel ä un eritére extrinséque, en l ’occurence sémantique, pour définir les 
phonémes. Ceux qui aprés Hjelmslev fondérent la sémantique structurale sur le modéle de la 
phonologie en “homologuant” les plans du contenu et de Texpression souhaitérent également 
s’en tenir ä des eritéres internes ä la sémantique pour définir les unités minimales de sens que 
sont les sémes. II est peut-étre logique que la sémantique fasse appel ä la rhétorique pour fixer 
ses concepts de base Iá ou la phonologie fait appel ä la sémantique.
Précisons pour finir que les sémes dönt il a été question jusqu’ici sont exclusivement des sémes 
génériques (correspondant aux semantic markers de Fodor et Katz) et non des sémes spécifíques 
(distinguishes) dönt le role consiste ä différencier les morphémes ä Tintérieur d’une classe. 
D ’autres figures de rhétorique comme la métonymie (CORNU, 1991, p. 480) et peut-étre aussi 
la synecdoque, la litote et l’hyperbole, pourraient foumir ä la définition des sémes spécifíques 
des eritéres analogues ä célúi qu’offre la métaphore pour les sémes génériques.
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2.2 - La structuration des domaines lexicaux
L’autre partié du probléme posé par la génération d’énoncés métaphoriques consiste, une fois 
que Гоп a trouvé un domaine D ’ pouvant entrer en correspondance métaphorique avec un 
domaine D, ä déterminer quel morphéme X’ (ou V’ ou Y’) appartenant ä D ’ peut étre associé ou 
substitué métaphoriquement á un morphéme X (ou V ou Y) appartenant ä D.
Pour cela, il nous faut définir un principe de structuration des domaines lexicaux permettant 
d ’effectuer un “mapping” (CARBONELL, 1982) entre ces domaines, c ’est-ä-dire de faire 
correspondre terme ä terme les éléments de ces domaines. Nous n’avons pás suivi la démarche 
structuraliste classique qui aurait consisté ä poursuivre ä l’intérieur des domaines lexicaux la 
hiérarchie sémique qui régit les relations entre les domaines. Ce principe se heurte vite ä des 
problemes insurmontables face ä la richesse du matériel lexical d ’un domaine qui contient, 
rappelons-le, des noms, des verbes, des adjectifs et des adverbes.
L’autre option consistait ä utiliser comme principe de structuration la grammaire des cas de 
Fillmore. Cette option est beaucoup plus réaliste, mais eile laisse néanmoins en suspens un 
certain nombre de questions. S'il est vrai que les domaines mentionnés jusqu'a présent 
paraissent pouvoir s'ordonner selon un schématisme casuel faisant intervenir des agents, 
instruments, lieux, manieres, etc., et si l'homologation de ces positions páráit en mesure de 
justifier les transferts métaphoriques, la grammaire des cas trouve ses limites lorsqu’il s’agit de 
rendre compte de relations qui ne sont pas settlement casuelles mais aussi séquentielies. Dans un 
domaine comme célúi de la "guerre", il sera difficile de rassembler dans une т ё т е  classe des 
morphémes aussi différents que "attaquer", "contre-attaquer", "résister", "vaincre", "occuper", 
d'autant plus que les agents, instruments ou objets liés á ces actions ne sont pás nécessairement 
les mémes.
Ces remarques nous conduisent ä proposer une organisation narrative et non strictement casuelle 
des domaines lexicaux. Nous nous rapprochons ainsi des réseaux de type "script" ou "frame", 
qui décrivent aussi une succession organisée d'actions. Cependant, la nécessité de pouvoir 
homologuer les structures des différents domaines pour у discemer des positions similaires de 
termes devenant ainsi métaphorisables rend ces schématismes insuffisants. Ils sont en effet trap 
dépendants des connaissances référentielles spécifiques ä chaque domaine, et ne répondent pas ä 
l'exigence d'une forme indépendante des contenus qui s'y investissent et préservant l'unité du 
domaine lexical quelle que sóit la diversité des actions et des acteurs qui lui sont associés.
Notre choix se portéra su t  une théorie de la narrativité plus abstraite, tout en restant proche ä  la 
fois d'une théorie différentielle du sens et, comme Га montré Umberto Eco (1988, p. 118), de la 
grammaire des cas de Fillmore : il s'agit de la sémiotique des actants du récit d'A. J. Greimas 
(1966, 1970, p. 249 sq.). Selon cette théorie, qui est une formalisation de la théorie plus 
ancienne de V. Propp (1965), tout récit peut étre con9 u comme le passage d'un énoncé d'état 
(disjonction du sujet et de l'objet) ä un autre énoncé d'état (conjonction du sujet et de l'objet) ä 
travers une série d'étapes organisées autour d'une action principale, celle qui permet le passage 
d'un état ä un autre. A partir de cette matrice de base qui définit le sujet comme sujet de "désir" 
et l'objet comme objet de "valeur" ä l'intérieur d'un projet dynamique et irreversible, les autres 
actants viennent prendre leur place selon le role qu'ils occupent par rapport au "projet narratif'. 
C'est ainsi que la modalité du pouvoir définira l'adjuvant comme celui qui facilite l'action du 
sujet, et l'opposant comme celui qui у fait obstacle. La modalité du savoir définit le destinateur 
comme celui qui suscite l'action du sujet prenant alors le role du destinataire. L'anti-destinateur 
suscite au contraire l'action d'un anti-sujet dönt le désir vient contredire celui du sujet.
Les actants ainsi définis pourront étre complétés par des cas tels que l'instrument, le lieu ou le 
signe, et Гоп constate aisément que certains des actants mentionnés ci-dessus correspondent ä 
des cas traditionnels comme l'agent, l'objet, le contragent. La structure des domaines lexicaux a 
simplement été enrichie d'un grand nombre de positions nouvelles, et Гоп peut maintenir 
l'hypothése que la relation métaphorique ptésuppose une position identique de deux termes dans 
leurs domaines respectifs. Le domaine de l'alimentation comportera par exemple une position
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initiale (fáim, soif), et une série d'étapes impliquant un certain nombre d'actants humains ou 
non-humains, qui conduisent le sujet vers son "rassasiement". De mérne, le domaine de la 
guerre partira d'une hostilité des protagonistes, et s'orientera, ä travers la déclaration de guerre, 
l'attaque, la contre-attaque, l'assaut final, etc. (qui sont autant de termes susceptibles de 
transferts métaphoriques), selon une visée de la victoire qui est l’objet de désir du sujet. Comme 
on l'observera facilement, certains termes du lexique demeurent stables su t  toute la durée, ou 
sur une partié importante du récit, cependant que d'autres ne valent qu'ä un moment déterminé 
et dans une situation déterminée (actant-cas) par rapport ä Taction.
Concrétement, la position d ’un morphéme dans un domaine рошта étre déterminée par un 
systéme de 4 coordonnées bjCkdiem. La premiére coordonnée indique ä quel moment du récit et 
pour quelle durée le morpheme trouve ä s’appliquer (ex. “fáim” : état initial; “dessert” : fin 
d’action principale). La seconde coordonnée indique le Statut actanciel assumé par le morphéme 
(ex. “ennemi” : anti-sujet ; “renfort” : adjuvant). La troisiéme coordonnée indique si Гоп a 
affaire ä l’actant de base ou ä un type d’action, d’attribut ou de lieu qui lui est spécifique (ex. 
“vindicatif” : attribut spécialisé d’un anti-sujet “adversaire” ou “ennemi” ; “tirer” : action 
spécialisée associée ä un instrument “arme á feu”). La quatriéme coordonnée indique la catégorie 
grammaticale et rend ainsi compte des nominalisations ou adverbialisations (ex. “assaillir”- 
’’assaut” ; “agressif’-’’agressivement”).
Chaque position ainsi définie par ses quatre coordonnées peut correspondre ä un ou plusieurs 
morphémes. Globalement, la relation métaphorique peut étre établie lorsqu’il у a identité de 
position entre deux morphémes dans leurs domaines respectifs, c’est-á-dire lorsque la valeur des 
quatre coordonnées est égale, mais un certain nombre d’aménagements permettent de prendre en 
compte la possibilité pour X ou X ’ d ’occuper plusieurs positions telles que sujet et anti-sujet 
(ex. “combattant”). Par ailleurs, beaucoup de positions demeurent inoccupées. Dans la version 
actuelle de COMET, chaque domaine comporte environ 1500 positions possibles dönt la 
majorité sont bien entendu vides. Cela correspond au caractére lacunaire des langues naturelles 
ou beaucoup de notions “pensables” ne sont pas lexicalisées, et cela nous améne ä souligner Гип 
des aspects les plus intéressants de la productivité métaphorique : l’utilisation d’une métaphore 
correspond trés souvent ä la nécessité de combler un vide lexical en allant rechercher un 
équivalent dans un autre domaine. L’un des intéréts de COMET est de pouvoir coder des “places 
vides” et étudier le fonctionnement de métaphores in absentia dans des modéles de phrases tels 
que “Le X V’ le Y”, ou “C’est un X trés Y’”, ou le verbe V et l’adjectif Y ne sont pas 
nécessairement lexicalisés.
Nous ne nous étendrons pas ici sur les régies permettant de déduire ä partir d ’un morphéme X 
des morphémes Y ou V appartenant au mérne domaine lexical. Ces régies ont pour but de 
faciliter [’utilisation de COMET en limitant l’input ä un seul terme, et elles consistent simplement 
ä coder des relations permettant de générer des énoncés sémantiquement cohérents.
2 3  - Remarques
Le systéme COMET permet d’analyser les mécanismes de la métaphore en testant et en affinant 
progressivement des hypothéses linguistiques sur la production métaphorique. Les difficultés 
rencontrées actuellement concernent le codage des morphémes entrés dans le lexique. Chaque 
domaine lexical analysé pose de nouveaux problémes pour assigner ä certains morphémes une 
place dans le systéme de coordonnées existantes. Ce codage est destiné ä évoluer 
progressivement tout en conservant le principe d’une organisation narrative des lexiques qui en 
assure la cohérence. Par ailleurs, l ’ajout de nouveaux domaines conduira ä un degré de 
complexité beaucoup plus important dans la structure des arbres et dans la mise en relation de 
ces arbres.
Cependant, le probléme essentiel posé par ce systéme réside dans sa trop grande puissance. 
COMET fait fonctionner le processus de la métaphore comme une combinatoire globale dönt 
aucune langue naturelle n’utilise le potentiel dans sa totalité. Cette combinatoire n’est pas sans
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bases réelles. On la retrouve en psychanalyse dans Г analyse des phénoménes de l’inconscient 
qui, tels le réve, la névrose ou les actes manqués, font jouer la totalité des correspondances 
possibles entre éléments signifiants. Cependant, les langues naturelles font chacune un usage 
limité de leur potentiel métaphorique, et bien des métaphores théoriquement possibles seront 
jugées inacceptables par les locuteurs de ces langues. A terme, COMET devra inclure des 
mécanismes permettant de réduire sa puissance pour se rapprocher de la productivité 
métaphorique effective du fran?ais, tout en reconnaissant que la génération automatique ne 
pourra jamais épouser totalement cette productivité qui ne dépend pás seulement de mécanismes 
structurels, mais aussi d ’éléments contingents et parfois éphéméres, liés ä Thistoire de la langue 
et ä l’histoire des sociétés dans lesquelles eile est utilisée.
3 - Le logiciel de génération de métaphores
COMET permet de batir l ’environnement de travail: lexique, régies, domaines lexicaux, types de 
phrases et de travailler ä partir de cet environnement en choisissant le mode de recherche et en 
générant les métaphores.
3.1 - Bätir l’environnement de travail
Le logiciel permet ä l’utilisateur linguiste de travailler dans les meilleures conditions possibles 
aussi bien pour enregistrer ses données que pour vérifier ses hypotheses.
Pour cela il foumit toutes les possibilités de mise ä jour (ajout, modification, supression) aussi 
bien au niveau lexical, qu’en ce qui conceme les régies gérées dynamiquement en PROLOG, 
les domaines lexicaux ou encore les types de phrases générées.
3.2 - Choisir le mode de recherche
II est sélectionné par le logiciel ä partir du domaine de départ D (par exemple la “discussion”) et 
des mots choisis dans ce domaine (par exemple “débat”, “argument”) ainsi que du type de 
phrase choisi par 1’utilisateur linguiste (par exemple “ce X est un vrai X’.”).
3.3 - Bätir les métaphores
Le logiciel peut travailler sóit ä partir d ’un domaine d’anivée D’ choisi par l’utilisateur linguiste 
(COMET vérifie alors que ce domaine D’ est un domaine d’arrivée possible), sóit en cherchant 
tous les domaines d’arrivée D’ possibles.
Dans les deux cas le logiciel va chercher tous les mots de substitution possibles par rapport aux 
mots du domaine de départ et pour finir générer les phrases conformément au type désiré.
Pour reprendre les exemples donnés au paragraphe précédent:
- s’il est proposé comme domaine d’arrivée D’ la “guerre”,le logiciel vérifie que la position de ce 
domaine d’amvée peut bien foumir des métaphores par rapport au domaine de départ; il cherche 
alors tous les mots de substitution possibles par rapport aux mots du domaine de départ.
Pour les mots donnés en exemple, il foumirait, entre autres:
“Ce débat est une vraie bataille.”
“Cet argument est une vraie déclaration de guerre.”
-sinon COMET recherche tous les domaines d ’arrivée D ’ possibles, il trouve, bien sür, la 
“guerre”, mais aussi, par exemple, d ’autres “conflits”.
COMET donnerait done, aprés traitement, par exemple, en plus des phrases générées 
précédemment:
“Ce débat est un vrai pugilat.”
“Cet argument est un vrai coup bas.”
п о ü
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annexes: schémas de fonctionnement de COMET
GENERER DES METAPHQRES
1 batir reevironnement de travail
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2 ch о ix da mode de recherche
environnement
3 BATIK LES MÉTAPHORES
régies
"PILÁF": Software Tools for Lexicography 
and Linguistic Research
J a c q u e s  COURTIN —  D a n ié l e  DUJARDIN — 
Ir é n é  KOWARSKI
ABSTRACT :
We present the PILÁF system, composed of morphological and syntactic parsers, a 
morphological generator and interactive editors for all the linguistic data. These tools have been 
integrated in a user-friendly program, on Macintosh and PC. The system has been put to use 
for various applications : large-scale French language, written and spoken, small-scale models 
for other languages, several lemmatiscrs, error detection and correction in written French.
1 - THE PILÁF SYSTEM
Among the research work effected by the TRILAN "TRaitement Informatique de la LAngue 
Naturelle" team 1COURTIN 92], the PILÁF project aims at building a linguistic toolbox, 
implemented on microcomputers . The tools it contains, tools which are necessary for 
interactive processing of natural language, may be put to use for different applications and by 
many different users. This adaptability implies that they must be not only general, parametrable 
and easily transported, but also that they should be easy to integrate in different systems.
At present, the PILÁF system (Procedures Interactives Linguistiques Appliquées au Francais) 
is a user-friendly sytem for parsing the French language. Its general architecture is represented 
in figure 1.
The software proposes modules for morphological parsing, generation of forms associated with 
a root, and construction of dependency trees. It relies on a data base composed of two 
dictionaries and linguistic data including a validation-saturation grammar defined by a set of 
rules, as well as lists of models, of lexical categories and of variables . Furthermore, a set of 
dependency rules is provided in view of a syntactic parsing. All of this data is manipulated by 
means of specialized editors.
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Figure 1 : Architecture of PILÁF
Morphological and syntactic parsing are effected by use of a reversible finite state transducer 
which aims a t :
- segmenting a character string in order to obtain the substrings which are components of i t ;
- associating to each of these strings a certain amount of linguistic information.
In order to do this, the dictionary leads to determining a contiguous part of the entry string 
which is processed by the grammar in order to decide whether the concatenation of these 
different elements is or is not a valid. The grammar is a "Validation-Saturation grammar" 
(GVS) which is simply a more concise formulation of a finite state grammar.
The Morphological Parser
computes, for any substring recognised in an entered character-string : a base, a lexical 
category, and grammatical variables.
Example : "The birds sing ." will give :
the the determiner
birds bird common noun animate, plural
sing sing verb present, not third person singular
sing sing infinitive
period
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Conversely, the use of generation gives all the flexiónál forms which derive from any base or 
any word, indicating for each its lexical category and the corresponding grammatical variables . 
Naturally, this list may be "filtered" in order to retain only some categories or variables. 
Exemple : if the entry-word is l o o k s ,  filtered by the categories : v e r b  and p a s t -  
p a r t i c i p l e  , generation will deliver: l o o k ,  l o o k s  an d  l o o k e d .
T he syntactic parser
uses a set of dependency rules in order to produce dependency trees such a s :
+ - t h e  ° d e t  
I
+ - b i r d s  “c n n  / a n i  p l u  
I
= > + - s i n g  “v e r b  / p r e  r . th  
I
+ - i n  “a d v p  /
I
I  + - t h e  “d e t  
I I
+ - t r e e  “c n n  / i n a  s i n
2 -DESCRIPTION OF THE LINGUISTIC INFORMATION
THE LEXICAL CLASSES .
According to Grévisse, French words are traditionally classified in nine categories or parts of 
speech : the noun, the article, the adjective, the pronoun, the verb, the adverb, the preposition, 
the conjunction and the interjection.
From this classification derives the idea of lexical category of a word. According to the type of 
application lexical classes may be split or may be grouped.
THE VARIABLES
Their aim is refinement of the results of morphological parsing. We can define not only 
grammatical variables such as singular or plural for number, but also variables which describe 
the function of the word in the sentence or any other information.
The models
ensure interfacing between the dictionary and the grammar. They are paradigms, or 
representatives of classes of words which have identical morphological behaviour (French 
verbs of the first group of conjugation for instance). Their form is the follow ing :
/name/: - a list of names of rules applicable to this model;
- various linguistic data;
- a list of names of rules applicable afterwards;
- a list of names of rules forbidden afterwards.
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The linguistic data provided for each rule and model can include:
- the lexical class of the word (ex: noun )
- variables (for example : feminine plural).
The choice of models will always appear to be arbitrary. Not only do they depend on the 
application : at least one model must be created for each lexical class, but some may be created 
as representatives of several lexical classes.
Example :the model look which delivers after morphological parsing the two homographs : 
look common noun
look verb
The grammar rules
The sucession of grammar rules and their conditional application allow us to parse character 
strings and determine their linguistic information. Each rule represents in fact the analysis of an 
elementary string.
In this version of PILÁF the possibility of prefixing which the transducer allows has not been 
retained.
The rules have the form :
/name /: - linguistic data;
- a list of names of rules applicable afterwards;
- a list of names of rules forbidden afterwards;
- indicator of terminal rule .
The dependency rules
They indicate, for any couple of lexical categories (gouvernor and dependant) their respective 
possible positions in the sentence, by means of a "list of weights".
Example : cnn * adj ::= -40 -20 16 would indicate that a common noun may be preceded by 
two adjectives, and may be followed by only one. The values of the weights are adjusted in 
order to allow or forbid insertion of other words between these two words.
Updating linguistic data
No linguistic data is fixed, the user is absolutely free to create and/or modify any category, 
variable, rule or model, and any entry in the dictionary, if the existing data does not suit him.
3 ■ THE TOOLS
The PILÁF system described above is a composed of a certain number of functional modules, 
which were implemented until recently by means of independant programs, although they 
naturally used the same data files.
The main programs were : the morphological parser PILMOR, the syntactic parser PILSYN, 
the form generator PILGEN, as well as the dictionary editor PILDIC and the linguistic 
parameter editor PILPAR. Transferring from one program to another was frequently necessary,
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and this was felt to be very inconvenient. For example, while parsing a text, the user noted that 
a given word was not in the dictionary. He would then have to leave P1LMOR, enter PILDIC, 
insert the new word, leave PILDIC, and reopen PILMOR. Each time a program was opened, 
all the necessary files were reopened and reloaded in memory .
Another difficulty arose with the user-interface of each program which was fairly primitive : 
choice of an option in a menu by typing one character, very numerous confirmations of choices 
by typing yes or no, and particularly a very complex hierarchical tree structure which entailed 
numerous steps down and/or up in order to reach a function or move to another.
For these reasons we decided to make all the functions accessible by the shortest possible path 
starting from a single menu. The previous system had been implemented, programmed in 
Turbo Pascal, on PC compatibles. The Macintosh interface being particularly easy to 
implement, the first version of the new system was made by porting to the Macintosh (Think 
Pascal), and integrating the existing modules in a single menu. We then rewrote all the 
procedures for user interface and access to the functions of PILÁF. We took the occasion of 
this transformation to integrate a few new functions, such as in-line help. Other functions, such 
as lemmatisation (particular case of generation) may easily be added. They call on the same 
database, the same transducer and the same elemental^ procedures.
This new system is at present being in turn readapted to PC compatibles, with improved 
ergonomy of the user interface.
4 - THE APPLICATIONS
The first applications of the PILÁF system, and the most complete ones until now, are directed 
towards the French language.
Written French
IGROSS86] [COURTIN 90] .[COURTIN 91b]
In order to parse written texts, we now have at our disposal a grammar of 150 rules and 400 
models, and a dictionary (enriched with the aid of the LADL electronic lexicon) with 35 000 
bases allowing recognition and generation of 250 000 flexiónál forms.
Thanks to the ease of updating the dictionary and the linguistic parameters, we can parse texts 
as abstruse as the "dictées de Pivot":
Aujourd’hui, je  suis parfois si obsédée par la fáim que, penchée sur les trésors de la 
Bibliothéque Nationale, je les confonds avec ceux de la gastronome : manuscrits médiévaux et 
fricandeaux, palimpsesies minoens et courts-bouillons, in-folio et sol-l'y-laisse, ainsi que les 
culs-de-lampe historiés et les cancoiUoties trés parfumées, les incunables et les pets-de-nonne, 
les petits livres et les petits-beurre.
(Demonstration)
The first application of this version was detection and correction of spelling mistakes in French 
textS.iCOHARD 881 .(COURTIN 89b]
For detection, we have created, starting with the dictionary of bases and with the aid of the 
generator, a dictionary of flexiónál forms, sorted according to a "skeleton key". In order to 
correct simple typing mistakes, we propose forms which have tidentical or similar keys, and 
which derive from the erroneous form by one elementary transformation. We can also propose 
forms phonetically identical to the wrong form. Correction of grammatical mistakes : plurals, 
conjugations..., is obtained by means of parsing which delivers a base and grammatical 
variables, followed by generation which delivers a correct form.
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Finally, we shall be able to detect and eventually correct concordancy mistakes by examining 
and modifiying the linguistic variables which decorate the dependency tree associated with a 
sentence [STRUBE DE LIMA 90], [COURTIN 91a] .
N.B. French spelling reforms :
More than 2000 words would be modified by the currently proposed reform, but the present 
spellings will remain acceptable and the new rules tend to limit exceptions.
Therefore, the new spellings can be parsed with the existing models. In some cases, we shall 
have to index new bases in the dictionary, when the base is changed from the present form.
Spoken French
(FRECHET 92]
We have studied spoken French and in particular spoken dialogue as a means of vocal 
command of a man-machine interface, in an attempt to define an efficient language for 
communication between a user and an application. For this research, users with different levels 
of computer competence were asked to comment freely and informally on their actions and 
intentions while manipulating software. The texts were recorded and then transcribed in written 
form, giving a corpus on which we studied the vocabulary (choice of lexicon and variety of 
syntactic patterns) by means of our tools for lexical parsing.
PILÁF was chosen for its adaptability : not only was it possible to update the dictionary by 
adding the specific terms related to the domain of application ( to click, to zoom,...) but we 
could also vary different parameters and adapt morphological classes to the specific needs of 
spoken language.
We have had to proceed to several adaptations entailed by the spoken aspect of the corpus and 
the specificity of the application, in particular the choice of a separator for spoken language. It 
can be noted that for written language, the system requires a separator such as the period, the 
comma or any other punctuation in order to limit a character string. For spoken language we 
chose the letter ’h’ which signifies a respiration : it is the most common non-ambiguous sign in 
our texts.
Few locutions were indexed in the dictionary and according to our needs we had to input a 
certain number of them, such as these adverbial locutions : “par la suite”, “en haut”, “au 
milieu”, “peu importé”.
For certain fixed expressions we have sometimes had to create new lexical categories, (ex: 
“qu’est-ce que” interrogative word). It was often very difficult to know exactly which 
expressions we should retain and how they should be named because the study of spoken 
French shows the inapplicability of the traditional grammatical categories and conventional 
labels. For instance we have created a class called "speech support" (“appui du discours”) 
containing words such as “alors”, “done", “ben”, “e” and another called “pragmatic connector" 
which includes such expressions as “e ’est fini”, “je laisse tomber”. We have included under the 
label “interjection” expressions such as “tiens done”, “pas de chance”.
After having implemented all these adaptations, we were able to proceed to lexical parsing of 
our corpus.
The results
By using generation, we were able to associate to each form which appears in the text its 
canonical form or lemma : for any conjugated verb or participle, we deliver the infinitive, for a 
noun its form in the singular, for adjectives their masculine singular form...
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lemma form lexical class variables
je J' PPer sin fern mas
appeler appelle verb sin tre unó pre ind
vocal vocale adjq sin fern
cela .2 ______________ ce
We have therefore created three sorts of lists of lexical entities: lexical classes, lemmas, and 
flexiónál forms. For each list of lexical entities, the absolute and relative frequencies have been 
computed, then the lexical entities have been sorted by decreasing order of frequency in order to 
facilitate comparisons. By associating parameters to each lexical entity we were able to proceed 
to a systematic study of different aspects of the language such as the tenses of verbs.
By means of the creation of new lexical classes we were able to attain a more appropriate 
description of the problems of spoken language. We obtained the name and nature of each 
representative of each class for the whole corpus (20 141 items). We were also able to 
determine the degree of usefulness of each class for each user. In particular, we found that if 
the more expert users use more nouns, determiners and prepositions than the others, on the 
other hand they use less personal pronouns and verbs. Only 26 classes out of 51 were used by 
all the speakers.
Our knowledge of the nature of representatives, or models, of the classes we created ("speech 
support" and “pragmatic connector") helped us to proceed to a systematic study of 
intentionality.
We can note that lemmatisation, as well as production of statistics, are not part of the basic 
functions of the PILÁF system, but are very easy to implement by making use of the functional 
modules of the system.
Example of a text belonging to our corpus :
j'appelle le programme "PTS", á I'aide de: du clavier (h) et j'appuie sur "return", encore faut-il 
savoir que: (h) que ** que 1(e) programme c'est "PTS" (=) (h) done j(e) veux une "console 
graphique" "oui" et j(e) lance0par "return" j(e) veux une po la "position standard des fenétres" 
"oui" (h) j'appuie sur "return0" bon j(e) laisse le: le fichier se: se mettre en place pour pouvoir 
choisir 1(e) domaine ой je veux aller (h),, (h) done Iá: á partir de Iá (h) j(e) рейх choisir e: (h) 
j(e) dois choisir le domaine d'étude (h) mais e: á partir de la souris puisque j(e) рейх pas 
Tappeler par° commande vocale, choisis 1(e) signal temporel puisque c'est c(e) qu'on m(e) fait 
étudier, alors ilfaut qu(e) j'appelle il faut qu(e) j ’appuie sur le milieu de la souris mais e: fa il 
faut 1(e) savoir aussi done да serait quand тёте plus facile de de parier, (+) et j(e) vais aller 
dans: "lecture”puisque j(e) vais étudier un: un son, dans 1(e) "corpus public" 
(DEMONSTRATION)
L e m m a t i s e r s
The Groupement d'Etudes pour la Traduction Automatique (GETA)in collaboration with 
TRILAN and using the tools provided by PILÁF, has implemented a lemmatiser for French 
(TOMAS1NO 90). This lemmatiser is integrated in a tool for indexing destined to serve as an 
interface for documentary bases. It is also used in the Malayan/French version of the SYSKEP 
system at the Sains Malaysia University of Penang.
We are also now undertaking the lemmatisation of the Phonetic Data Base BDPHO at the 
Institut de la Communication Parlée (ICP).
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T h e  E n g l i s h  l a n g u a g e
[ROBERT ET COLLINS 89] [WINOGRAD 83]
The English language has few rules for morphological flexion, therefore a small scale model for 
morphology (parsing and generation) was implemented very easily. On the other hand, its 
vocabulary is particularly extensive. We have limited our dictionary to a "mini-lexicon" of 
several hundred words, in particular the most frequent words, irregular verbs and "tool" 
words. .
Example of a text we process:
One o f the students from Grenoble who started here in October, has decided to leave the 
course. She says she is depressed and cannot work. A major factor appears to be that she 
was with her grandmother during the Christmas vacation, when she was taken ill, and she 
subsequently died (the grandmother !). She has asked me to provide her with a certificate to 
say she was here from October until January. /  presume this is connected with her grant 
from the departement. Is there anything else /  need to do from the viewpoint o f her grant ? If 
you have any contact with her it would be interesting to know if there are any other factors in 
her decision. Please give my regards to everyone, and I hope you enjoyed the Christmas 
pudding.
(Demonstration)
T h e  P o r t u g u e s e  l a n g u a g e
A small-scale prototype for processing the Portuguese language has been successfully 
implemented by Vera Strube de Lima [COURT1N 89a] , who is now pursuing her work on the 
subject at the Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Allegre, Brésil).
5- CONCLUSION
The PILÁF programs are put at full disposal of all the university research teams who would like 
to use them.
Since last year [COURTIN 90], our software has been completely overhauled, rendered more 
convivial, with easier access. Our study on spoken French, with the corresponding updating of 
the database, is now finished.
Our more theoretical research on possible integration of semantic tools, on the level of the 
dictionaries as well as concerning parsing programs,[GENTHIAL 91],[GENTH1AL 92],is still under 
course.
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A Bootstrapping strategy for Lemmatisation: 
Learning Through Examples
Stefa n o  FEDERICI —  V ito PIRELLI
Abstract.
Automatic lemmatisation can be made slightly more exciting by the requirements 
imposed on the task domain by the use of large, unrestricted, textual corpora as 
a test-bed. Basically, the task remains the same, but the need of coping with a 
virtually open-ended linguistic material makes it rather more challenging. We 
would like to make the general point that such a need calls for "open-ended" 
automatic tools of analysis to be designed. In particular, NLP tools must be 
flexible enough to be able to automatically revise their own internal analysis 
procedures, and adjust them to new, unforeseen and some times even unexpected 
data. The line of research we sketch here draws on the notion of automatic, 
unsupervised learning through examples as a viable "bootstrapping" strategy for 
NLP. In this paper we illustrate the bootstrapping phase only, as carried out by 
a parallel processing morphological system developed in Pisa over the last few 
months.
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Introduction
By lemmatisation we mean the process of associating a more or less fine grained 
morphological analysis to word-forms, which are presented one at a time as 
strings of characters. The input being taken out of context, the process of 
analysis cannot exploit syntactic constraints of any type. In case of 
morphologically ambiguous word-forms (homographs), more than one morphological 
interpretation must be provided as output, as illustrated by the following 
Italian example:
ehe relative pronoun (English "who/which")
ehe declarative conjunction (English "that")
Traditionally, pieces of software designed to handle lists of stems and 
inflectional paradigmatic tables of some kind, have proved to fare reasonably 
well in carrying out lemmatisation in this rather specific sense. Given a certain 
input word-form, they usually check off a list of available FORM / 
MORPHOLOGICAL_ANALYSIS pairs. Such a list is either precompiled, or generated at 
running time. If the input form is found in the list, the corresponding 
morphological interpretation which goes with it is given; if it is not, the 
analysis fails.
Automatic lemmatisation can be made slightly more exciting by the 
requirements imposed on the task domain by the use of large, unrestricted, 
textual corpora as a test-bed. Basically, the task remains the same, but the need 
for coping with a virtually open-ended linguistic material makes it rather more 
challenging.
We start the present work by giving an overview of what lemmatising usually 
implies. We then move on to cover more interesting grounds. We would like to make 
the general point that the need of coping with open-ended linguistic material 
calls for "open-ended" automatic tools of analysis to be designed. In particular, 
NLP tools must be flexible enough to be able to automatically revise their own 
internal analysis procedures, and adjust them to new, unforeseen and some times 
even unexpected data. This capability will be referred to later on as self- 
modelling. Experience in the field has shown that unrestricted data are often out 
of reach of the linguist's intuition, and therefore well beyond the predictive 
power of any rule-driven grammar whose nature and manner of operation are 
established once for all.
The line of research we sketch here draws on the notion of automatic, 
unsupervised learning through examples as a viable "bootstrapping” strategy for 
NLP. In the following we will concentrate on the bootstrapping phase only, as 
carried out by a parallel processing morphological system developed in Pisa over 
the last few months. More extensive testing is still under way. We believe that 
the sheer possibility of extracting a not negligible amount of extendable 
regularities from linguistic data is of theoretical interest per se. As far as 
the specifications of our system are concerned, here follows a list of the main 
points which will be touched on in the following sections:
a) how the system strips off affixes and assigns them appropriate
morphological analyses, having no a priori knowledge of either affixes or
lemmata;
b) how inflectional paradigms are consistently created;
c) how paradigms are extended to unknown words;
d) how suffixes do help appropriate analysis;
e) how multiple, potentially rival morphological analyses nicely mesh
together in a parallel network to yield the expected result.
Corpus-driven linguistics urges for data-driven computational resources to be 
devised. What we offer here is still an embryonic but nevertheless promising case 
in point.
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1. Lemmatising: minimal requirements.
What follows is the basic design of a lemmatiser whose intended usage is to 
provide, given a certain input word-form to be analyzed, the whole range of 
possible morphological analyses of the word-form in question in terms of:
a) the lemma(ta);
b) a bundle of selected morpho-syntactic features: namely part of speech, person, 
gender, number and tense.
To be more concrete, let us take a string like "porta", a typical example of an 
Italian ambiguous word-form. It can be either a feminine noun (English equivalent 
"door"), or a verb (English equivalent "brings/carries"). A lemmatiser is 
expected to provide this double analysis. In particular, our lemmatiser will 
yield, inter alia, an output of this type:
1 ) "porta"=> ”porta/n f/n s/n" (for "door");
2) "porta"=> "portare/v 3/v s/v" (for "brings").
i Í
Morphological features are expressed here in the compact format required by the 
input/output interface of the system. Note that "/n" and ”/v" stand respectively 
for "noun" and "verb". ”f/" is short for feminine, "s/" for singular, etc.. Given 
a certain grammatical category - say noun - features are always listed in the 
same order. The slash convention is justified by the necessity of distinguishing 
number/gender in nouns, adjectives and verbs. This is linguistically motivated 
by the fact that they do not share the same morpho-syntactic properties: in 
Italian gender is a lexical feature for nouns (meaning that it must be specified 
in the lexicon and is not generally predictable on the basis of other non- 
morphological properties of the lemma itself), while gender in adjectives is 
morpho-syntactically determined by the agreement with the nominal head it 
modifies in the sentence; as a result they cluster in different paradigm types 
(Matthews 1974 and 1992); a similar point can be made for number in verbs as 
opposed to the same feature in nouns. The slash convention allows us to keep them 
separate: e.g., f/n (feminine noun) is simply not the same as f/а (feminine 
adjective) since they are primitive units and cannot be further decomposed. This 
is a reasonable assumption as far as learning is concerned too, but we will not 
further pursue this point here.
2. Parallel processing: a bird's eye view.
IOur learning system drew inspiration from neural network models as they have been 
implemented through parallel distributed processing strategies of different sorts 
(hereafter PDP) over the last few years (Rumelhart et al. 1986, Nakamura et al. 
1990 among others). However, the approach we have followed here departs 
sufficiently radically from what has been traditionally done in the field. We 
claim that the relation between symbolic and sub-symbolic processing of 
linguistic data is much more complex than usually acknowledged so far in PDP 
circles. Nonetheless we endorse what we take to be the main thrust of PDP-like 
approaches, namely the powerful notion of parallelism over inferential 
operations, and the dynamic structuring of acquired knowledge in a self­
monitoring and self-adjusting network.
Classical, rule-driven programs for NLP generally consist of a set of 
formal rules (logically if-then implications), sequentially interpreted and 
applied to input items. Rules of this sort are defined once for all and stored 
separately from input items. The operation of each rule proceeds independently 
of whatever other rules may exist.
Parallel models assume that information processing takes place through the 
interactions of a large number of simple processing units interconnected in large 
networks. Units can be conceived of as high-level equivalents of neurons in the 
brain, but the analogy is merely suggestive and arguably slightly misleading too 
(Smolensky 1988). Each processing unit notionally represents a prime at the level
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of analysis the network is expected to perform 1.
The most important entities involved in PDP-processing are complex patterns 
of activity over many units. Each pattern consists of the simultaneous activation 
of mutually supporting units, and corresponds to a certain (partial) 
hypothesis/response of the system to the input/stimulus being processed (e.g., 
the identity of a certain string of characters). Each unit may participate in 
many such patterns (a certain character may occur in a certain position in many 
words). Therefore, more hypotheses can easily be conjured up and contemplated at 
the same time, through their being partially "turned on” by the same set of input 
units. This generates an unstable state of the system's network, which has to 
"cool off" for the system to reach a stable state and converge on one (or more) 
response(s) to the input at stake. Extracted patterns of regularities (as opposed 
to rules) have no implications singly. It is only the entire set of 
regularities that has any implications. Inference must be a cooperative process. 
The crucial role of such a cooperation comes out very clearly in a very simple 
case of the word-recognition task. Suppose we are faced with a string of 
characters having one character missing (say M_I_S_S_?_N_G), and suppose we want 
the system to guess which word it stands for. The straightforward paradox a 
sequentially operating logical system is faced with is that, in order to provide 
the missing letter, the system has to know first which word it is dealing with; 
however for it to pick up the right word in its list, it has to know first which 
character is missing. It is here that the simultaneous activation of multiple, 
rival, partially activated solutions in a parallel network comes in handy.
The building up of such a network of interconnected units is achieved 
through training: the system has to learn how to associate a certain response to 
a certain input, through being exposed to a number of correct stimulus/response 
pairs. Certainly, given the unsupervised nature of the learning process, the 
network can be skewed, and the system can be led astray. However, it is contended 
that adding further regularities can repeal conclusions that were formerly valid 
but that proved wrong at a later stage: in this respect, "parallel inference is 
fundamentally non-monotonic" (Smolensky оp.cit.).
Last but not least, no principled line is drawn to separate rules from the 
items to which they apply. In fact, there is no question whether a given pattern 
of units should be stored directly in a repertoire of idiosyncracies (the 
Lexicon) or should rather be stocked in a set of more general statements about 
admissible input (the grammar). General patterns are elicited through a process 
of on-line generalization over particular patterns. More precisely, the process 
of generalization (regularity extraction) is the natural by-product of the 
storage-retrieval machinery of the system itself, which exploits the overall rate 
of associations/similarities among already learned patterns. In a sense, the 
network of interconnected units is a huge Lexicon itself which produces its own 
set of general statements by establishing excitatory/inhibitory links among 
partially idiosyncratic patterns (a similar model for a morphological Lexicon is 
suggested by Bybee 1988).
3. Some approaches to machine-learning modelling.
All approaches to the computational modelling of learning presuppose a certain 
amount of self-modelling. While in so-called rule-based approaches there is a 
rule-governed interface between tokens and their classification (see Pinker's
For example, given the task of recognizing strings of characters as 
words, and given a certain input string of characters we want to identify as a 
word-form of a certain type, in a PDP-system the hypothesis about the identity 
of this word is distributed over a large number of primitive units being 
simultaneously activated. Such units are not words themselves (as it would be the 
case in a classical list-based approach), but rather characters, or, more 
appropriately if one wants the system to be able to 'read' input with noise, sub­
characters: e.g., vertical, horizontal or slanting lines making up the block 
letters themselves (Rumelhart et al. op.cit.).
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strategy below), non rule-based approaches bypass the rule interface, to describe 
the problem of knowledge extraction in terms of direct associative relations 
among the input items at stake.
Within non rule-based approaches, associative relations have been usually 
modelled either through so called "neural networks" (Rumelhart et al. op.cit.), 
or through estimated probabilities over state transitions in a transition network 
(e.g., Gilloux 1991), or through other probabilistic estimates of mutual 
associative relations (i.e., mutual information and the like, see for example 
Brown et al. 1990).
Within rule-based approaches, two strategies have been mostly attempted: 
a) learning is seen as a way to induce grammatical regularities either through 
elicitation from traditionally presented grammatical descriptions (e.g., Borin 
1991) or by using statistical techniques on large text corpora (e.g., Atwell 
1987); b) learning is a kind of grammar tuning, through a bootstrapping process, 
from an initial fairly general grammar, to an increasingly more specialised one 
(e.g., Briscoe and Carroll 1991).
In a third sense, machine learning has been used as a way to enrich lexical 
knowledge by relying on some form of prior grammatical knowledge (Brent 1991).
In the following, by way of illustration, we will hint at two typical 
examples of the non rule-based and rule-based paradigm.
Well known examples of PDP learning models are based on the stochastic 
distribution of weights over layers of pre-wired units in a network. At the end 
of rather lengthy drilling, such models have proved able to simulate 
"intelligent" behaviour: they can consistently provide expected output when 
exposed to either already encountered input, or brand new data.
The main feature of such models is that they can apparently dispense with 
any type of phrasal structuring, as familiar to the whole of linguistic 
theorizing (but see Fodor and Pylishyn 1988 for comments) . We feel, however, that 
a learning model must be able to do something more than simply pattern 
pre-defined (sub-symbolic) units in a consistent way. The problem of how such 
units emerge through learning in the first place, whether they are somehow 
"innate", or rather tentatively posited in the process of making generalizations 
over known data, remains to be squarely faced.
Pinker's candidate-hypothesization model is an interesting example of a 
radically different, symbolic, cognitive tradition. Here, rule hypothesizing is 
modelled in terms of logical moves more familiar to a linguists' audience. 
Tentative, fairly constrained rules are put forward in the first place. They are 
then expected to become more and more general as new examples contribute to widen 
the range of their applicability (Pinker 1984 & 1988). As far as this sketchy 
overview is concerned, suffice it to say that Pinker's rules are elicited through 
the analysis of pairs such as speak/spoke, ring/rang, get/got etc.. Rules of 
vowel change are thus extracted and eventually merged:
"change: e -> o, class: g_t"
This rule turns "get” into "got" and reads: "change e into о in the context g_t" 
(see Wothke 1986 for a concrete example). However, this type of if-then context 
sensitive rules has a rather ad hoc ring. More powerful and simple principles 
should account for the overall mechanism of regularity extraction, so that the 
same comparatively small set of operations would govern various different aspects 
of learning in normative practices. The inferential operations we adopted and 
which are illustrated in the following, require comparatively little experience 
with the task domain to which they apply.
4. Our proposal.
In our architecture, training is achieved through feeding an already 
morphologically disambiguated text into thfc system. This marks an important 
difference from a number of other learning systems particularly aimed at 
extracting morphological information, which are rather spoon-fed with carefully 
chosen, paradigmatically arranged word-forms of a certain type.
Our system simply goes through a lemmatised text in which ambiguous word-
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forms have been manually disambiguated. The system reads one word- 
form/morphological-feature pair at a time (whose format is repeated below for 
convenience) in the order in which it shows up in the text.
porta INPUT
porta/n f/n s/n OUTPUT
Most notably, each word-from in the text has been assigned one and only one 
morphological analysis, namely the correct analysis with respect to the 
particular context in which the word-form appears. Therefore, the potential 
ambiguity of some word-forms is something that the system must find out by 
itself. This happens when it stumbles upon a familiar word-form w which activates 
a certain system's response, but which, much to the system's dismay, is given a 
different analysis in the text. From that point in time on, the system learns 
that w can have two different sets of morphological features associated to it, 
and will systematically provide both of them every time w shows up again.
This strategy is very practical, since one can use as input any ordinary, 
already morphologically disambiguated text, and resembles the actual learning 
process of a child gradually going through a text, improving its knowledge as it 
goes on reading. We do not want to put too much emphasis on the psycholinguistic 
realism of this analogy though; the main point at stake here is simply that an 
effective bootstrapping strategy has to rely on a minimal set of predefined 
requirements on the expected input. Too many input requirements/constraints make 
the claim that a certain computational system actually simulates a learning 
session simply vacuous.
The actual training session of the system coping with some manually 
disambiguated text can be factored out into five steps:
i. reading of the form
ii. guessing of a possible analysis
iii. reading of the correct answer as provided in the text itself
iv. storing of it in its own network
V .  whenever possible, restructuring of the patterns of the network according 
to the newly acquired information
Let us suppose that the system is faced with an INPUT/OUTPUT pair like the 
following:
(i)
credeva INPUT
credere/v 3/v s/v imp/v ind/v OUTPUT
where OUTPUT means: the INPUT string is the third singular form of the imperfect 
indicative of the (Italian) verb credere (English "(he) believed").
The core of the system is a self-expanding, parallel network. The 
fundamental conceptual entity of the system's network can be defined 4 s follows:
PATTERN = (INPUT => OUTPUT)
where '=>' reads "linked with": fig.l in the appendix shows an oversimplified 
case of PATTERN, where the top nodes are the INPUT nodes, while the bottom node 
is tlje OUTPUT node. Solid lines represent the associative links between INPUT and 
OUTPUT. INPUT nodes constitute the stimulus fed into the system, OUTPUT nodes its 
response to it. Actually the INPUT=>OUTPUT linking is rarely so direct as in 
fig.l. Usually, a fair amount of intermediate units go in between to make the 
relation accountable for a variety of different cases (e.g. paradigmatically 
conditioned allomorphy and the like). Such intermediate units will be referred 
to as HIDDEN UNITS.
Thanks to the network's parallel architecture, each pattern is made up out 
of a number of independently operating units (each circle in fig.l). Let us 
further suppose that the system is given the INPUT/OUTPUT (i) above for the first 
time. Accordingly, it creates the pattern in fig.l in the network. As soon as a 
new pattern is discovered, the already existing patterns will independently be 
compared to it. Each of the INPUT units activated by the string credeva will, in
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its turn, activate other string patterns (word-forms) where the same unit can be 
found. Not all such strings will be taken into account by the system in the 
process of revising the network's internal patterns, however, but only those, 
among them, which happen to be linked to OUTPUT nodes that overlap with the 
OUTPUT node of credeva. This way, the system looks for patterns of similarities 
between its old knowledge and the newly acquired one. If the search is successful 
newly induced patterns will be established.
Such a prose description can be given a more formal attire through the 
following semi-formulaic expression:
(1) OLD_PATTERN = NEW_PATTERN a NEWLY_INDUCED_PATTERN;
where reads compared with, and 's' reads yields.
As we saw, PATTERN is a two-faced INPUT-OUTPUT entity; when two patterns 
are compared, the INPUT face of pattern_I is matched against the INPUT face of 
pattern_2, and so are the OUTPUT faces as well. If any overlapping emerges on 
both levels (which is a pre-condition for this inductive routine to be 
triggered), we will have the following situation:
a) at the INPUT level, given STRING_1 and STRING_2:
i. string_OVERLAP = STRING_1 П STRING_2
ii. string_LEFTOVER_l = STRING_1 - string_OVERLAP
iii. string_LEFT0VER_2 = STRING_2 - string_OVERLAP
b) at the OUTPUT level,
i. morph_OVERLAP
ii. morph_LEFTOVER_l
iii. morph_LEFTOVER_2
given M0RPH_1 and M O R P H 2 : 
= M0RPH_1 П M0RPH_2 
= M0RPH_1 - morph_OVERLAP 
= MORPH_2 - morph_OVERLAP
where '0 ' and '-' are the standard set-operators for intersection and difference. 
The system thus creates:
(2) NEWLY_INDUCED_PATTERN-SET = {NEW1, NEW2, NEW3) 
where ’=' reads consists of, and
(3) NEW1 = (string_OVERLAP => morph_OVERLAP)
NEW2 = ( string_LEFTOVER_l =■> morph_LEFTOVER_l)
NEW3 » (string_LEFTOVER_2 => morph_LEFTOVER_2)
are the new patterns set up through the inductive routine. This way the network 
grows in complexity, while the relevant OUTPUT units emerge gradually through 
tentative inductive steps.
Equations above may look rather ad hoc. In fact, they have been originally 
formulated in a much broader context for a general-purpose learning system (see 
Federici 90). With a few changes, they have been used to design a learning tagger 
(see Federici & Pirrelli 1991b), and we are currently using them for a number of 
different NLP applications.
As a result of the application of the simple equations illustrated above, 
the system is able to cope with a comparatively wide range of different cases:
a) already encountered word-forms;
b) new word-forms whose lemma has already been encountered;
c) new word-forms whose inflectional-endings/derivational suffixes are 
already familiar to the system.
4.1. An illustrative example.
In this section we will take a glimpse at the dynamic functioning of the system 
through a simple series of consecutive learning sessions.
Let us assume the sytsem has already learned the following patterns:
PATTERN_1 = (credeva => credere/v 3/v s/v imp/v ind/v )
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PATTERN2 = (temeva => credere/v 3/v s/v imp/v ind/v )
Thanks to equations (2) and (3) above, the system will structure the internal 
configuration of dynamic units of fig.2 in appendix. The reader should note that 
now credeva is given the same analysis in two ways, since the pattern in fig.l 
is not blotted out, but the new one in fig.2 is simply added to the network. As 
it will be shown later on, the system is well capable of coping with the 
existence of multiple patterns conveying the same morphological analysis with no 
problems of multiple equivalent responses. The coexistence of whole-word-form 
representations as in fig.l (where available, that is for known tokens) and 
compositional representations as in fig . 2 (induced by the system itself) in the 
network has an interesting psycholinguistic plausibility (Caramazza et al. 1985 
and 1988).
A further new pattern is now fed into the system:
PATTERN_3 = (credemmo => credere/v 1/v p/v perf/v ind/v )
Again, the simple application of (2) and (3) will yield the overall network 
configuration illustrated by fig.3 in the appendix. Note that the system has now 
stripped off one more inflectional ending. As a result, it will output the 
appropriate analysis of the following previously unheard-of word-forms:
INPUT1= tememmo => OUTPUT1 = temere/v 1/v p/v perf/v ind/v
INPUT2= volemmo => OUTPUT2 = ?/v 1/v p/v perf/v ind/v
INPUT3= voleva => OUTPUT3= volere/v 3/v s/v imp/v ind/v
where the question mark in OUTPUT2 stands for missing information: the system 
does not know of any lemma for volemmo at this stage yet. INPUT1 is an 
instantiation of case b) at the end of the previous section. INPUT2 falls into 
case c). INPUT3 is a combination of both b) and c): the system is now able to 
produce the entire morphological analysis of voleva, including the lemma, by 
means of the new information about INPUT2 acquired from the training text.
Clearly, erroneous guesses are always possible, since generalization
through induction cannot be constrained a priori. Our experience, however, is 
that the system's built-in error-shooting and error-amending capabilities are 
smart enough for the success-rate of its performance to grow at a remarkably high 
rate (see performance-figures below), beyond doubt comparatively much faster than 
in ordinary stochastic approaches. What follows is a closer, but inevitably 
cursory look at such capabilities.
Whenever the system is exposed to a new word-form, all activateable 
patterns will be turned on to offer their response (their OUTPUT face). An 
unstable state of the system is thus produced. Eventually, the system will settle 
down onto the most plausible pattern (response), which will then be yielded as 
the winning output.
Rather informally, given the input word-form i, the most plausible pattern 
is p = (I => OUTPUT) such that X overlaps with i more extensively than any other 
activated 'rival' pattern does. Therefore, matching one particular pattern is not 
a matter of yes or no, but rather a matter of more or less. The current input may 
well activate a certain pattern only partially: the latter will win all the same, 
if there is no other pattern which gets a larger share of spreading activation. 
Partial activation is therefore of paramount importance in dynamic parallel 
networks, and a key to understanding the virtues of parallel processing in 
general. As far as the functioning of our system is concerned, the full 
formalization of this key-notion is slightly more awkward. In a nutshell, if i 
is the current input and p = (I => OUTPUT) has been activated by i, then i n i  
is not empty. We call i n i  the handle of p with respect to i. The success of p as 
a winning pattern is then a function of the relation of handle with I. As we 
said, the bigger the handle, the more plausible is the OUTPUT associated with I. 
However if handle = I < i ,  then p can be beaten only by a p- such that handle■ = 
Ij > I. We refer to this principle as completing:
a pattern is complete if every input unit in it is activated; complete patterns
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always win over incomplete ones; if two alternative patterns are both complete, 
the one containing more input units is the winner; if they are both incomplete, 
the winner has the higher ratio handle/I
Clearly, if handle = i = I then the activated pattern p fully analyzes i. In sum, 
I is used to gauge a system's confidence score (more on it below) to be assigned 
to each system's analysis.
There is a further intriguing principle which is worth mentioning at this 
juncture to shed light on the issue of self-modelling. We do not want the system 
to question the analysis of already encountered items as acquired from the 
training text: explicitly learned word-forms must always override (newly) induced 
patterns, even if the latter fully analyze such word-forms. However, it would be 
far too ad hoc to achieve this result by stipulation. In our system the once 
learned never forgotten principle is the side-effect of a general, 'holistic' 
learning principle, to the effect that "denser patterns always override sparser 
ones" (Federici 90), where the density of a pattern is defined by the ratio:
number_of_links_from_INPUT / number_of_OUTPUT_nodes
Accordingly, the pattern of credeva in fig.l is denser than in fig.2 (same number 
of links but one OUTPUT node more). To understand why the "holistic" principle 
is independently required for other reasons we have to look at some more features 
of our system.
Paradigms are set up through linking inflectional endings with the lemma 
from which they have been stripped off. In fig.3 in appendix the indirect 
paradigmatic link is clearly represented: the node credere is linked to both 
-emmo and -eva, which are, as a result, related to each other. Other types of 
links, namely inhibitory links, make sure that given a certain OUTPUT node - say 
2/v p/v - and a certain verbal lemma, only the paradigmatically appropriate INPUT 
unit is activated, while the others get inhibited.
Paradigm extension is modelled through extending constellations of 
inflectional endings to other lemmata. This is based on the simple idea that once 
a given word takes a particular inflectional ending, it has to take all other 
paradigmatically related inflectional endings too (see how temere gets linked to 
-emmo in fig.3); otherwise it is an exception.
Exceptions are taken *to be idiosyncratic patterns which cannot possibly fit 
larger, already established patterns of regularities. Accordingly, there is no 
principled divide between a regularity and an exception: the latter can also 
enter larger aggregates of exceptions, to end up giving rise to sub-regularities 
of some sort. Note that exceptions fail to behave compositionally; this implies 
that it is not possible for the system to further decompose the corresponding 
OUTPUT node into simpler nodes. A typical exception thus looks like the pattern 
of credeva in fig.l in the appendix. Therefore, by the 'holistic principle', 
exceptions always override more regular patterns (which take more OUTPUT units). 
The reader should note that this is not achieved through ordering patterns from 
more specific down to more general ones (as in Kiparsky's elsewhere condition 
1982, see also Wothke op.cit.), but it is again a by-product of the way the 
network operates, independently needed by other reasons.
5. Results of parallel bootstrapping.
To illustrate the performance of our bootstrapping routine, we report here some 
preliminary results coming from a comparatively small range test carried out on 
a SUN 3/50 using a prototype lemmatiser designed according to the principles 
sketched above. The test has been carried out this way: be n the number of 
word-forms already learned by the system by reading a disambiguated training 
text. After n word-forms being learned, the learning routine is switched off, and 
the performance of the system in analysis-mode only is reported. The column on 
the right hand side then reports figures concerning the performance of the system 
in reading the following n word-forms of a "raw" unanalysed version of the same 
text, and producing its own analysis. The analysis is evaluated by comparing the 
system's output with the disambiguated version of the same text. As hinted at
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before, the system's response is always the pattern with the highest "confidence- 
score" among all activated patterns. If more than one response is given the same 
highest score, the system is in a stalemate, and offers more than one solution: 
e.g., this is the case when a morphologically ambiguous word-form is found which 
has been assigned two or more different analyses in previous occurrences. If the 
system's response does not contain the analysis annotated in the text, an error 
is counted. We have counted correct/wrong unique responses separately from 
correct/wrong stalemate responses. Moreover we have distinguished between 
lemmatised word-forms (where a full morphological analysis is provided, including 
the lemma) and categorised word-forms (where the lemma is not specified). In sum, 
the following hierarchy of possible results has been taken into account:
unique
correct_____________ / •
known_____  ___ / \
/(lemmatised) \ stalemate
forms / wrong
\ \ lemmatised (as above)
\ /unknown______/_ no response
\ unique
\ correct___________ /
categorised_/ \stalemate
\ wrong
The second column on the right gives the overall percent amount. The third column 
on the right gives the percent amount with respect to Unknown Words. The reader 
should note that the curve of "correctly analyzed words" goes up steadily and 
steeply as the sample grows.
- n = 100
unknown word-forms 57 = 57.00 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 0 = 0.00 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 0 = 0.00 %
(lemmatised) wrong 0 = 0.00 %
(categorised) unique correct 4 = 4.00 %
(categorised) stalemate correct 25 = 25.00 %
(categorised) wrong 14 = 14.00 %
no response 14 = 14.00 %
correctly analysed 29 = 29.00 % = 50.87 %
known word-forms 43 = 43.00 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 27 = 27.00 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 12 = 12.00 %
(lemmatised) wrong 4 = 4.00 %
correctly analysed word-forms 68 = 68.00 %
-  n = 1000
unknown word-forms 433 = 43.30 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 28 = 2.80 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 5 = 0.50 %
(lemmatised) wrong 12 = 1.20 %
(categorised) unique correct 195 = 19.50 %
(categorised) stalemate correct 148 = 14.80 %
(categorised) wrong 48 = 4.80 %
no response 4 = 0.40 %
correctly analysed 376 = 37.60 % = 86.83 %
known word-forms 467 = 46.70 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 404 = 40.40 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 147 = 14.70 %
T [
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(lemmatised) wrong 43 = 4.30 %
correctly analysed word-forms 927 = 92.70 %
- n = 2000
unknown word-forms 670 = 33.50 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 92 = 4.60 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 16 = 0.80 %
(lemmatised) wrong 30 = 1.50 %
(categorised) unique correct 263 = 13.15 %
(categorised) stalemate correct 207 = 10.35 %
(categorised) wrong 76 = 3.80 %
no response 4 = 0.20 %
correctly analysed 578 = 28.90 %
known word-forms 1330 = 66.50 %
(lemmatised) unique correct 949 = 47.45 %
(lemmatised) stalemate correct 335 = 16.75 %
(lemmatised) wrong 134 = 6.70 %
correctly analysed word-forms 1862 = 93.10 %
= 86.27 %
As illustrated below, the network's size grows gently, in spite of the powerful 
routine of paradigm extension. Some figures follow.
100
order-dependent input units 323 = 323.00 %
hidden sample units 83 = 83.00 %
hidden suffix units 16 = 16.00 %
hidden lemma units 44 = 44.00 %
max link * lemma 1 = 1.00 %
max link * suffix 6 = 6.00 %
1000
order-dependent input units 472 _ 47.20 %
hidden sample units 502 = 50.20 %
hidden suffix units 187 = 18.70 %
hidden lemma units 781 = 78.10 %
max link * lemma 13 = 1.30 %
max link * suffix 69 = 6.90 %
2000
order-dependent input units 500 _ 25.00 %
hidden sample units 894 = 44.70 %
hidden suffix units 353 = 17.65 %
hidden lemma units 1740 = 87.00 %
max link * lemma 27 = 1.35 %
max link * suffix 240 = 12.00 %
LEGENDA:
hidden sample units express the number of different word-forms actually 
encountered in n; max link * lemma indicates the max number of suffix units a 
lemma unit is linked with; max link * suffix indicates the max number of lemma 
units a suffix unit is linked with.
Conclusions.
Note that the steepness of the success-rate curve is a crucial requirement of a 
bootstrapping strategy like tho one we advocate here. Further constraints over 
the set of admissible string-matching operations and on regularity-blending 
routines are similarly motivated. For a more flexible approach to learning see 
Federici & Pirrelli 1991a. All in all, we have shown that learning modelling 
through parallel processing does not necessarily imply lengthy, random, blind 
drilling. We are currently transferring the system's C code onto a Connection 
Machine at the Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa. This seems to be an essential 
step if one wants to take full advantage of the fairly low (linear) complexity 
of the parallel algorithm.
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Co-occurrence Knowledge, Support Verbs 
and Machine Readable Dictionaries
Thierry FONTENELLE
Introduction
Lexical acquisition has become a crucial research topic in computational linguistics and 
many researchers are convinced that it is not desirable to start coding thousands of 
lexical entries from scratch. Therefore the idea of re-using already-existing lexical 
resources (dictionaries or large textual corpora) has emerged. But using machine-readable 
dictionaries (MRDs) to feed the lexical component of NLP systems requires careful 
study of the microstructure of the dictionary and of the coding devices adopted by the 
lexicographers (cf. Boguraev 1991, Calzolari 1989, Fontenelle 1992a). In this paper, I 
wish to show that the machine-readable version of a bilingual dictionary, namely the 
Robert & Collins English-French French-English dictionary can be used to extract 
co-occurrence knowledge arid information about support verbs. The results of the 
experiment described here are then compared to other methods advocating the use of 
statistical tools and large textual corpora to extract the same type of information 
(Smadja 1991, Church & Hanks 1990).
Co-occurrence relations
In a paper originally presented at the First Lexical Acquisition Workshop in Detroit, 
Smadja (1991) describes XTRACT, a co-occurrence compiler that retrieves lexical 
relations from a large statistically-analysed corpus. The lexical relations XTRACT 
acquires are co-occurrence relations, a.k.a. idiosyncratic collocations. This type of 
information is extremely important for language generation since it makes it possible to 
encode lexical constraints that account for the well- or ill-formedness of the following 
sentences:
(1) John quenched the fire.
AX) John extinguished the fire.
(3) John quenched his thirst.
(4) * John extinguished his thirst.
(5) John slaked his thirst.
(6) * John slaked the fire.
The term "collocation” refers to the syntagmatic combination of lexical items. These
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constraints need to be encoded in order to avoid oddities in the generation process (cf. 
Smadja’s examples: * a powerful tea instead of a strong tea; * a strong car instead of a 
powerful car). Since collocational restrictions are unpredictable, they need to be encoded 
either manually (by a team of lexicographers), which is both time-consuming and costly, 
or (semi-)automatically.
Smadja’s XTRACT compiler extracts co-occurrence knowledge from very large textual 
corpora by identifying statistically relevant lexical relations. To quote Smadja’s paper, 
"XTRACT takes as input a corpus d and a dictionary specifying parts of speech. It 
produces a list of tuples (wl, w2, cook-info), where (wl, w2) is a lexical relation 
between two open-class words (wl and w2) identified in d, and cook-info is a set of 
statistical figures representing the lexical relations within the distribution of words 
collocating with wl" (e.g. decision_make_21.7657; decision_take_5.321). The following 
examples illustrate some results for two corpora consisting of approximately 2,300,000 
words. Each row represents a productive word and its collocates are classified according 
to the part of speech (N=noun; V=verb; A=adjective).
law: V: change, enforce, pass, violate
N: court, universe 
A: Jewish, penal, physical 
argument: V: have, reject, settle, use
N: court 
A: side, valid
food: V: eat, have, prepare, sell
N: health, industry, product, shortage, supply 
A: good, kosher, spicy, Yemenite
Smadja has then refined his algorithm to be able to specify that a noun used as an 
object of a verb is a direct or an indirect object (taking into account the distribution of 
words, the presence of relative clauses or passive constructions, etc). As can be seen 
above, this programme seems to be mainly efficient with respect to adjective-noun, 
noun-noun and verb-noun lexical relations. In what follows, I would like to demonstrate 
that this type of information can be enriched with co-occurrence knowledge extracted 
from the Robert & Collins dictionary.
Collocations in the Robert & Collins dictionary
The magnetic tapes of the Robert & Collins English-French French-English dictionary 
(Atkins & Duval 1978) were made available to our department for research purposes 
under contract with the publishers. The WordCruncher Text Retrieval Software package 
(running under MS-DOS) was chosen to exploit the content of the dictionary. 
WordCruncher has generated a general index (with the frequency of occurrence) of all 
the words that appear in the dictionary. The English words now appear in capital letters 
while the French words appear in small letters. The metalinguistic information that 
appears in italics in the printed version now appears between angled brackets (parts of 
speech, subject fields, co-occurrence information...).
A systematic approach has been adopted by the lexicographers to account for 
collocational constraints (in italics in the printed version, between angled brackets in our 
processed file):
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- typical noun subjects of the verb headword appear in square brackets [];
- typical noun complements of the noun headword appear in square brackets [];
- typical noun objects of transitive verbs are unbracketed;
- typical noun complements of adjectives are unbracketed.
The following examples (from the English-French part) illustrate this approach:
abolish vi practice, custom supprimer, death penalty abolir, law abroger, abolir 
do away with vr fus (a) custom, law, document supprimer; building démolir 
forceful adj person, character énergique; argument, reasoning vigoureux, puissant 
go through 1 vi [law, bill] passer, étre voté; [business deal] étre conclu, étre fait, se 
faire
incontrovertible adj fact indéniable; argument, explanation irréfutable; sign, proof 
irrécusable
infringe 1 vf obligation contrevenir ä; law, rule enfreindre, transgresser, contrevenir ä 
penal adj law, clause pénal; offence punissable
revocation n [order, promise, edict] revocation; [law, bill] abrogation; [licence] retrait; 
[decision] annulation
validate vt claim, document valider; argument prouver la justesse de
One of the major drawbacks of printed dictionaries is that they only provide users with 
one access path, namely the alphabetical order. The WordCruncher organisation of our 
MRD, on the contrary, enables us to instantaneously retrieve all the occurrences of a 
given word in italics, together with the headword under which it is found. A programme 
can then assign a syntactic/semantic link to the pair of collocates retrieved from the 
dictionary. This link is assigned automatically on the basis of typographical information 
combined with the part of speech of the headword. If we apply this programme to the 
examples above, focussing on the collocates of law and argument, the output is:
law: adjective: penal
subject_of: go through 
object_of: abolish, do away with, infringe 
modifier_of_noun: revocation 
argument: adjective: forceful, incontrovertible
object_of: validate
If we start from the hypothesis that co-occurrence knowledge is spread across the entire 
MRD, we can retrieve words with their collocates and tag the pair of items with a label 
that accounts for the surface link between the members of the pairs. If we consider that 
89 items co-occurring with law can be retrieved from the dictionary (+ 115 items 
collocating with argument; 216 items for food, etc), we can reasonably conclude that the 
information contained in the dictionary might complement the data obtained from 
corpus-based analyses (the transitive verbs that can take law as direct object are, 
according to Robert & Collins: abolish, annul, carry out, circumvent, contravene, defy, 
disobey, do away with, elude, enact, enforce, establish, evade, get round, infringe, 
invoke, keep, neglect, obey, offend against, put into operation, override, promulgate, 
reform, repeal, rescind, respect, revoke, sanction, stretch, subvert, trespass against, 
uphold and vote in).
Although this paper focuses on the acquisition of English collocations, it goes without 
saying that the method which I suggest here can also be applied to the French-English 
part of the dictionary. Since French lexicography has not given birth to commercially-
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available dictionaries that would provide as rich a source of lexical information as some 
English learner’s dictionaries do, the possibility of extracting such knowledge for French 
from the Robert & Collins dictionary should certainly not be dismissed. It would for 
example reveal that the word "loi" (=law) can collocate with transitive verbs such as 
abolir, adopter, appliquer, approuver, concocter, contrevenir d, édicter, éluder, invoquer, 
obéir ä, faire opposition d, réformer, respecter, ressusciter, sanctionner, supprimer, 
toucher d, violer or voter.
Polysemy in collocations
Analysis of the list of words occurring as typical objects/subjects/head nouns in italics 
reveals that they are most often used in their basic, prototypical meaning. There may be 
cases, however, where a given polysemous word is used by the lexicographer in its 
various senses. This accounts for the distinction we have to make in analysing the list 
of verbs associated with the French noun prix in the French-English part of the 
dictionary. Prix is indeed ambiguous and can refer to either Eng. price от prize and the 
verbs that collocate with this noun usually depend on its meaning. The list of verbs 
should therefore be split into two sublists (Fontenelle 1992b describes in greater detail 
the collocations of the English noun price extracted from the dictionary and from a 
large corpus):
prix, (=prize): attribuer, avoir, décemer, décrocher, donner, empörter, remporter... 
prix, (=price): augmenter, baisser, débloquer, dégringoler, diminuer, s’effondrer, geler, 
grimper, majorer, plafonner, réduire... (sample lists)
This means that caution should be exercised in extracting collocations since word 
meaning obviously plays an important part in the use that is made of collocations. If co­
occurrence knowledge can be acquired automatically from the dictionary, the semantic 
interpretation requires human intervention and the first step is the disambiguation of the 
base of the collocation. It can also be noted that this interpretation by a lexicographer is 
also required when collocations are extracted from corpora (cf. Smadja’s comment in 
section 3 of his paper). The following sections sketch various approaches that can be 
adopted to do this semantic interpretation.
Lexical functions
Examining the list of lexical collocations for law reveals that the relationship between 
the base and the collocator is variable. Enact, establish, promulgate and vote in can be 
considered as near synonyms whereas abolish, annul, repeal, rescind and revoke all 
express the opposite meaning. The first set refers to what Benson et al. (1986) call CA 
collocations (i.e. verbs denoting creation and or activation). The second set of items 
refers to EN collocations (verbs meaning eradication and/or nullification).
Such differences can also be accounted for in the framework of Mel’Cuk’s Meaning-Text 
Theory (cf. МеГбик & Zholkovsky 1988, Steele 1990). The most important component 
of this theory is the Explanatory Combinatory Dictionary (ECD). This dictionary is 
called combinatory because it is intended to display the combinatorial properties of 
words (Apresyan et al. 1969). To do so, it resorts to a well-defined set of lexical 
functions that express a meaning relationship between a keyword and other words with 
which it frequently co-occurs. The typical example given in the MTT/ECD literature is
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the Magn lexical function, which expresses the relationship between a phenomenon and 
the highest degree of this phenomenon. For example, Magn (pain) = excruciating means 
that the adjective excruciating has to be used to express a very intense pain (other items 
such as gnawing, keen, searing, sharp ... can also be used to convey this meaning). 
МеГбик has identified approximately 60 lexical functions, ranging from traditional 
lexical-semantic relations (Syn=synonym; Anti=antonym; Gener=hypemym) to lesser- 
known relations (Son = typical sound of - as in Son(dog)=bark; Liqu = 
liquidate/eliminate - as in Liqu(file) = delete, erase...).
The lexical collocations extracted from the Robert & Collins dictionary can also be 
analysed in terms of lexical functions. The CA collocations detailed above can be 
represented as follows in the ECD framework:
CausFunc0 (law) = enact, establish, promulgate, vote in
where Caus is the causative operator expressing the creation of something and Func0 
refers to the semantically empty verb which takes the keyword as its subject (to enact a 
law = to cause a law to come into force).
The EN collocations would be represented in the following way:
LiquFunc0 (law) = abolish, annul, repeal, rescind, revoke...
where Liqu expresses the nullification of something.
The Real function is used by Mel’iuk to express the fact that the deep-syntactic actants 
comply with the requirement of the argument of the lexical function.
Real (law) = carry out, obey, respect
The main problem is that the linguist analysing the pairs of collocates has to identify 
the lexical function which relates the two items. In the ECD suggested by МеГбик, the 
lexicographer starts with a base (the keyword) and a list of lexical functions. The main 
task is to discover how a given LF is realized.
Support verbs
The type of data that can be extracted from the Robert & Collins makes it possible to 
enrich our description of the English lexicon with information about support verbs. 
Machonis (1991) defines support verbs as verbs that carry little semantic content and are 
used for syntactic support (cf. commit suicide, make an analysis). Gross (1981) analyses 
support verbs within the lexicon-grammar framework and notes that they embody 
semantic restrictions that are much more complex than selection restrictions. Many 
deverbal nouns usually need some kind of semantically empty verb which only conveys 
information about person, tense and aspect, as in:
(7) John brings forward an argument
John can be seen as the "subject" of argument. Support verbs can then be defined in 
terms of their property to preserve the relationship between the subject and the 
supported noun. This explains why accept cannot be considered as a support verb in:
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(8) John accepted the argument.
Accept is not a semantically empty verb. It carries a special meaning together with 
information about tense, person and aspect. If we substitute speech for argument in (7), 
we end up with an unacceptable sentence:
(7’) * John brought forward a speech
The reason is that the verb that can be used to support speech is deliver:
(7") John delivered a speech
Other verbs, such as make, give, address or get out can also be used as support verbs 
with respect to speech.
As can be seen above, support verbs actually represent a subset of lexical collocations. 
They will usually be found in the "object_of” class of verbs generated by our 
programme (In the above-mentioned example, four support verbs in our dictionary 
contain information about possible collocability with argument. John brings forward, 
enforces, poses or puts forward an argument).
It should be noted that support verbs roughly correspond to the type of lexical relation 
that can be encoded through the Oper lexical function used by Mel’Cuk. Oper,, Oper2 ... 
refer to the semantically empty verb which takes the first, second ... actant of the 
keyword as its subject and the keyword as its direct object (Steele, 1990, p.57). The 
examples given in Steele’s book are:
Oper, (attention) = pay 
Oper2 (attention) = attract
Analysis of the "object_of class of attention in the Robert & Collins shows that it can 
be combined with many more verbs:
Oper, (attention) = concentrate, focus, turn
Oper2 (attention) = arrest, capture, draw, engage, engross, excite, fix, invite, 
occupy, stir up, take up, win
Support verbs and machine translation
In a recent paper, Danlos & Samvelian (1992) suggest a methodology to use support 
verb information in machine translation. Their contention is that it is preferable to start 
from the predicative noun, which is the most informative element in a sentence, insofar 
as it is responsible for the selection of the accompanying verbs. The ultimate aim of 
such an approach is to avoid bilingual context-sensitive rules where the translation of a 
verb is determined by its object. Danlos & Samvelian (p.21) illustrate the traditional 
approach with French-English examples of such rules:
avoir (_ habitude) —> be in 
perdre (_ habitude) --> get out of 
prendre (_ habitude) --> get into
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They suggest that these rules are unnecessary and that information at transfer level 
should be limited to a simple translation rule such as habitude —> habit. In the 
monolingual lexicon, however, each noun should be described in terms of the set of 
support verbs with which it can be associated. Each verb should also be assigned a 
given semantic feature reflecting the aspectual, diathetic or modal values conveyed by 
the combination of the two. Some of the semantic values suggested by Danlos & 
Samvelian (1992) are:
neuter: be in (_ habit)
inchoative (beginning of a process or state): get into (_ habit) 
terminative (end of a process or state): get out of (_ habit) 
durative (duration of a process or state): keep (_ ascendancy) 
causative (diathetic value - causative denotation): give (_ hangover)
Instead of having numerous (and costly) context-sensitive rules at transfer level, the 
system would contain a richer monolingual description of lexical items. A noun such as 
habit would be described in the English lexicon as follows:
habit ->  [be in (neuter), get out o f (terminative), get into (inchoative))
A similar entry would characterize habitude in the French monolingual lexicon:
habitude — > [avoir (neuter), perdre (terminative), prendre (inchoative))
Danlos & Samvelian (1992) then explain how these types of information can be used in 
a transfer-based MT system such as EUROTRA. They also argue in favour of the 
automatic extraction of such collocational information from large corpora. The technique 
I have described above shows, however, that the Robert & Collins dictionary is, at least 
to some extent, a suitable candidate for extracting such information. Since it contains 
bilingual data, it is fairly easy to derive the relevant support verbs for English and 
French. The task of the lexicographer eventually boils down to assigning the correct 
semantic value to each support verb. Analysing the occurrences of habit in italics in the 
English-French part of the dictionary makes it possible to enrich the lexical entry 
described in the paper mentioned above. The monolingual lexical information for habit- 
habitude would be:
habit —> habitude
inchoative acquire, contract, develop, 
form, get into, take to
prendre, contracter
terminative break off, drop, conquer, abandonner, se débarrasser de, 
se défaire de, perdre, 
renoncer ä, rompre avec, 
surmonter, vaincre
forsake, get rid of, give up, 
outgrow, relinquish, shake off, 
slough off, throw off
causative infix inculquer
causative wean (from) 
+ terminative
détacher (de), détoumer (de)
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Again, it should be noted that the aspectual values of support verbs can also be 
represented in terms of lexical functions: Incep parallels the inchoative value, Cont 
refers to the durative aspect and Fin refers to the end of a process/state (terminative) - 
(see also Steele 1990, p.47).
Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to show that computational dictionary analysis can 
complement corpus-based lexicography in a useful way, since commercial dictionaries 
embody a lot of useful information that can be put to good use in a lexicographer’s 
workbench. As noted by Smadja (1991), co-occurrence knowledge rarely exists in 
compiled form. A notable exception is the BBI dictionary - Benson et al. (1986) - 
which is only available in print and seeks to capture idiosyncratic collocations but which 
does not attempt to do the semantic interpretation the authors describe in the 
introduction to the dictionary. The type of approach I sketch in this paper should be 
seen as a contribution to lexical acquisition in order to pave the way for better 
collocational dictionaries usable in language generation and in machine translation.
The ultimate aim is also to enrich the monolingual lexica by adding a collocational 
dimension to the classical description of lexical items. We have seen that doing so can 
be economic in a machine translation approach since it gready reduces the size of the 
transfer lexicon. Various formalisms, ranging from Gross’s lexicon-grammars to 
Mel’őuk’s Meaning-Text Theory can then be used to exploit the type of data extracted 
from a bilingual dictionary sudi as the Robert & Collins.
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Dictionnaries éléctroniques des phrases figées: traitement 
d’un cas particulier: phrases figées —  phrases ä Vsup
Aggeliki FOTOPOULOU
Abstract
In this paper we will try to discern the limits between fixed constructions and support verb 
constructions, after having defined these two terms. Oneobservationtriggeredthis paper:
the limits between support verbs constructions and fixed expressions are not always clear. One 
could even maintain that there is a visible scalar passage between these two types of sentences We notice 
that certain phrases which have certain properties of support verb constructions also are fixed phrases. Let 
us give some examples from M. Gross(1981):
(la) U ya del eau dansleyaz
In the above example, the constituents cannot be changed, if the meaning of the sentence is to be 
preserved; however, they allow the presence of the operator - verb "mettre" :
(lb) La venue de Max a mis de 1 eau danslegaz 
when the verb étre is added:
(le) ’De 1 'eau est dans legaz
If the above is true (and we are going to present here some examples supporting this view and also try to 
offer criteria for their distinction) we are going to use it for the analysis and the codification of a 
phenomenon which is quite important for Greek.
I. Introduction
Le cadre théorique dans lequel nous nous plapons est celui du lexique-grammaire. Dans ce cadre, 
qui est fondé sur la théoiie transformationnelle de Z. S. Harris, c'est la phrase élémentaire qui est 
considérte comme l'unité de sens et non le mot. Ced suppose la description systematique et la 
formalisation striae des phrases de base de la langue, á partír desquelles peuvent étre dérivées unites les 
sequences appartenant a cette langue. Pour ce réaliser, il est indispensable de décrire avec precision la 
totalite presque de la langue. La prédsion de description signifie avant tout que le lexique du domaine a 
étudier ddt étre alfecté le plus largement possible et qu'il doit étre caractérisé en fonction de la syntaxe, 
cest-a-dire des constructions et des relations de phrases dans lesquelles ce lexique est impliqué. Le 
domaine nous occupant id  est celui des phrases figées. Dans la perspective done de l'élaboration du 
lexique-grammaire des phrases figées engrec moderne, nous avons recueilli, dans une premiere étape,
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indifféremment, phrases figees et phrases a verbe support,1 les limites entre ces deux types de phrases 
n etant pas toujours bien distincts. Dans cet article, nous exposerons la procedure que nous avons suivie 
pour arriver a en réduire les zones de recouvrement.
Une forme est consideree comme figee lorsque au moms deux des elements qui la composent ont 
unedistributionuniqueoutrésrestreinte. Cettedéfinitionrecouvretoutcequenous appelons locution ou 
woe compose II peut done s agir de verbes composes (ou phrases figées), dadjectifs, de noms ou 
d'adverbes composes. Notre attention ici portéra sur les vetbes composes. Et par consequent, Tun des 
deux termes figes sera le verbe. Dans la phrase suivante :
Щ VCi* = :
(1) о Nticog epape тарырш lou
Le Nikosa mangé les paws álui (gen)
(Nikosafaitsa ne=estauseuildelamott)
le sujet estlibre (c est á dire vanable) mais la relation verbe - ob jet n est pas modifiable. Outre ce eritére de 
forme qui consume pourtant le principal eritére du réperage des phrases figees, des intuitions de sens 
inierviennent également; le sens des mots ne permet pas d'interpreter leur combinál son.
Par phrases a Vsupport. nous entendons les constructions oU la fonction predicative est portóé par 
lenom. Leterme wrbesupport designé les verbes qui ne sont pas porteurs de sens mais qui supportent 
les marques de personne, de temps et d aspect de la phrase. Ils peuvent étre aussi supports de la 
nominali sation:
Щ VN\ =  Vsup Dél Ny Prep Ni
(1) q Mapia orflrrai той na répa rqt;
LaManarespeaele pere я eile (gen)
(Marie respecte son pere)
= (2) if Mapia ttotúSn o t fleapa pta tonna répa rpp
La Мала ressentrespect pour le pere a eile (gen)
(Marie a du respect pour son pere)
Les constructions a Vsup sont caracterisees par un ensemble de propriétés syntaxiques dönt aucunen est 
necessaire et süffisante, mais prises ensemble, distinguent les emplois a Vsup des emplois ordinaires. 
Pour les propriétés des phrases a verbe support nous renvoyons a M. Gross(1981), G. Gross etR.Vives 
(1986).
1 Sur la notion du verbe support, voir Z. S Harris (1964) etM. Gross(1981).
 ^Les notations employees ici sont de Z. S. Harris tellesqu elles ont été adiptéesauLADL:
- les arguments syntaxiques des verbes portent des indices numeriques: N q est le groupe nominal sujet, N | le 
premier complement. etc.
- par la notation Cnous indiquans les termes figés,
-par Vsup est indiqne le verbe support,
- par Det et fírép le determinant et la preposition.
- par Vmt et Vcarlles verbes de mouvement et les verbes Operateurs causatifs demouvement.
Dans les traductions litterales nous donnons certaines natations casuelles comme gén qui indique le genitif et 
enraqui indique 1 accusatif
*Rappeloos que les phrases a Vsup sont considérées comme des semi-figées ou plutőt comme un cas 
particulier des phrases figées (des formes non rigides ou non opaques) par un nombre important 
d'auteurs. Notons parmi les travaux respectifs celui de B. Fraser (1970) et plus récemment, ceux de N. 
Ruwet(1983)etdeD. Gaatone(1992).
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2. Critéres de distinction  entre phrnses figées e t phrases A Verbe support (Vswp)
La confusion entre phrases figées et phrases a Vsup sinstalle sou vent quand les phrases a Vsup 
présentent un certain nombre de propriétés qui les rapprochent des phrases figées, comme par exemple le 
figement des determinants. La distinction entre ces deux types de phrases se complique également quand 
lesvariantes3 des Vsup sont nombreuses (et pas encore listées) et souvent plus courantes que les phrases 
a Vsup élémentaire. И у a done des phrases que nous ne savons pas comment il faut les considérer : 
comme des phrases figées ou comme des formes dérivées de phrases a Vsup. Pour essayer de répondre on 
a eu recours a deux tests:
- le remplacement d une phrase donnée, souvent une phrase a variante (lexicale ou aspectuelle de verbe 
support) ou une phrase a Operateur (causatif ou a lien4), par une phrase A Vsup élémentaire (épm/avotr, 
KÓtm/faire, ripen /étrePrép) ou a Vsup converse3 comme híutr/donnet
3 Les variantes des Vsup к  di visent en deux groupes : le premier regroupe des variantes lexicales comme 
арадретотш /realiserdans:
q Mapia (őreire * apappa raoaiqoeipia arórafépovaa cpmoagta rtf fahioaieq peMtreq 
La M erit (»fait r aréatisd) une interessante recherchepour/es tom es de mer 
(Marie (a fa it r a realise) onerecherche interessante suries tom es de mer)
et le denxiéme des variantes aspectuelles, c est-a-dire des verbes qui sont porteurs de nuances aspectuelles par 
rapport au sens initial de la phrase:
qM afia (apaéjtqae* ledeiaae/pia еаЛарервваа ерсытрю r if ваваов/ер peMoep 
La Maria (aprocédee-r a renmai) eae interessante recherche poor les cortues de mer 
(Marie(aprocedear a termine) eae recherche interessante suries tonues de mer)
4 L application d un Operateur causatif a une phrase simple (Miraf final a t teaaafq pour elf et d ajouter un
argument, le sujet:
qM afia é fa fe  *aM'rtoq eirtat ae faarcoüqeéoq
La Maria a m is sie  N if os est a difficile Situation
=  q Mopia cfaH s roMka ae fd a m /tq tea q
La Maria am isleN ifosä difficile situation 
(MariedmisNifosdansuaesitoatioa difficile)
En revanche. Г Operateur a lien se distingue des causatifs par le fait qu'il se lie a un complement de la phrase a 
laquelle il s applique sans aogmenter le nombre de ses arguments:
q M afia épei *a  M'rrof eiaai p c  jap ipoq  jqfM apiap 
La Maria a Sie Nikos est du cűté de Ja Mana (gén)
=  q M afia epei ra  Miro p e  ropépaf rq{
La Maria a le N ifos de la cátea eile (fén)
(Marie a N ifos de son cöté)
3 On définit ainsi les couples de phrases á Vsup comme doaoeorecevow(en francait); il s agit des phrases dönt les 
complements sont permutes sans changement de sens.
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-1' acceptabi lity ou non du groupe nominal, forme en placant lesujetdu Vsupcommt complement de nom; 
(Rappeions que la formation du groupe nominal est une des propriétés essentielles des constructions a
Vsup).
Pour appliquer ces deux tests nous construi sons pour une phrase donnée une phrase a Vsup 
(éventuellementhypothétique); nous estimonsd'une part son acceptability, et d autre part sa relation avec 
la phrase de depart, Ensuite nous testons si la formation du groupe nominal est possible. Nous illustrons 
ce procede parl'exemple suivant:
(1) qMapia rpepei (ptgäRq *fia9iái tanpqeqaranMaa  
La Maria nourrit (grande+profonde) estimé äleNikos 
(Marie vorn uaegrande esume iNikos)
En premiere approximation, (1) pourrait figurer dans les phrases figees étant donné qu elle est 
mytaphoriqueetquelacombinaisonentreleverbeetle complement semble unique; mais la presence par 
ailleurs dune phrase a Vsup =: Fxat/avairtu relation avec (1);
(2) q Mapia éget (ptgaRq * fiadiái еж lipqaq а таи Мка 
La Maria a (grande+profande) estime äleNikos
et la formation du groupe nominal :
q (prgódq * fiamé) sxripqaq rqp Mapiapfiapap то * ara) Níko 
pe exnRqoott
La (grande+profonde) estime de la Mana (en vers le -hä le)Mkos me 
sorprend
perm ettem de cataloguer (1) comme une variante lexicale dune phrase a Vsup
Cette operation est nécessaireparcequ'engrecmodeme les phrases de base, surtoutcellesen egat 
et eipm Prep, som d une acceptability douteuse done difficiles a repérer. Les varianles (aspectuelles ou 
lexical es) sont beaucoup plus usitees que les formes considérées de base et souvent la parente syntaxique 
superficielle de certaines constructions dérivées cache des analyses différenles. Par exemple, dans les 
phrases :
Щ VNX РгерСг = :
(3) о Ni к op кpa fá n  rq Mapia ae a f i t  fiat в  rqra
LeNikasPentlaMariadincertitude 
(NikosmainrienrMariedansl incertitude)
(4) a Mié ap apa rótt rq Mapia or andoraoq
LeNikos tientla Maria ä distance 
(Mkosmaindent Marieádistance)
lesrelationsentrelestrois termes (Aft, A^et .^different. Dans(3), A'i =: Mapia est le sujet de N 2  
afiffintoTqra dans une phrase a Vsup =: eipat Prip
N \ tip  at Prep N2  =:
(За) q Mapia Final a t afitfiaioiqra 
La Maria esc ä incertitude 
(Marieestdansl incertitude)
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Le verbe кретон de (3) est done ил Operateur causatif (statique ou duratif) sur la phrase figée ел eipar 
Prép Par contre, dans (4) le verbe краг do peut étre considéré comme иле variante lexicale du verbe еры 
/avoir
Щ \’Щ Рг*рСг = :
(5) oNÍKoq épet rqMapia a t anóa ratrq
Le M kos а 1а Maria а distance 
(MkosmainüentMarieiástance)
Eneffet, la phrase (4a) en eipar Prep nest pas acceptee:
N \ cipat Prep N2  =:
(4a) •qHapiaeipai ae andoraoq
* La Maria est a distance
Айш, nous gardens (4) et (5) dans les listes des phrases fígées. Par la suite, nous appliquerons ces tests ä 
une sene des phrases
2.1. Les phrases á verbe sepport ары /avoir 
Prenonsí exemple:
Щ  VNX (pen) =:
(6) a Ntaaq porpet ebepaq up fia q
LeM kosjouit extrémé santé (gén)
(Mkos jouit d  une excellente sante )
II n'autonse pas la phrase á Vsup=:épa :
jVq ерш Aj (accus) =:
t
* 0  Niaoq épei акра opera 
’LeM kos a same (accus)
lorsque le modifieur du nom opera/sanie est акра /extrémé. Ce modifieur entre dans une combnubson 
unique wtegaipu/jouir et ogeio/santéAasn la phrase (6) et empéche ég element la formation du groupe 
nominal: * q  акра opera too Nikoo / 7  extríme sante de M kos En revanche, aprés un changement de 
modifieur dans:
Nq VNx (gén) =:
(7) a Miroq,gtripet ejotpcr/Kifq upeioq
LeMkos jouit excellente sante (gén) 
(Mkosjoint duneexcellente santé)
laparaphrase avecle Vsup =:ёры devient possible:
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jVq ig a  N\ (gén) =: 
a М аас egei c(atpcriK p u/fria
Le Nikos a excellente satué 
(NiJcosa une excellente sante)
ainsi qu'un groupe nominal : p cfa/pcrtap uncia той htiaou .1 excellente sante de Nikos Nous 
considérons que la phrase (6) dans ces conditions est figée. Au contraire, la phrase (7) est une variante 
lexicale de la construction en íjjwqui peutétre décrite au moyen de la substitution simple (M. Gross, 
1981):
(A) gaipir (рея/-égai tactual
La phrase:
(8) ra mtftpa lift; л/aptat; nppae tr ярко к  at 0 0  rá
Les téves de 1а Мала igen) ont pris chair er os 
(Lestéves de Marie ontpris corps)
est une phrase figée (pas de groupe nominal: "варка к  e t вата um  opcipmt rpp Maptdp, combinál son 
unique enire le verbe et le complement). Pas de phrase a Vsup dgu non plus:
"ra ami pa rpp Mapiat; rgeuu парка ка> вата
* Les téves de la Maria (gen) ont chair et os
Par ailleurs, la phrase (9) comporter Operateur iiiw/doaaer applique a (8):
(9) ro rafih i а  три /radia Chirac а арка K a t  опта ото ш ара TppMapiat;
Le voyage еп Italic adonne chair et os aux téves de ta Maria 
(Le voyage en Jtahea dome corps aux téves de Marie)
Nous allons par consequent conclure que les phrases (8) et (9) sont des phrases figees bien que la relation 
qui s'etablisse entre-elies a été ob sérvéé lots de l'étude des extensions aspectuelles des constructions a 
Vsup = :cgM/avmfi
La possibili té d' avoir une paraphrase a Vsup nest pas toujours un entere süffisant pour decider 
du caractére fígé d une phrase. Dans:
(10) pM apia Kaddtep/fcitt * n clftco h a io d p a rtc(таиМ'каа* ara  Nóta1
La Maria culüve (E  + les)illusioas (de Nikos (gén)+ i le  Nikos)
(Maria noutrit les illusions de Mhos)
on ne peut faire commuter ni le verbe ni N \ = ptcttiaiaSpecif /illusions.
6 VdrR. Vivés(1983)« A . Fotopoulou (1989).
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M apia atram йаa rt ( t  * n q )p fu ó a teS r/tm q (той Nixou * ото 
N ixa/
'La Maria développe (E +les) illusions (de Nikos (gén) + áleNikos)
Mapia ха М /FppFt'i f  * riq lrA riárq  (rau Nixon* а  та Nixa)
'La Maria culüve(E + les) espoirs (de Nikos (gén) /  áleNikos)
La combiam son unique entre кавАгррш  et рговепаЗгргпс est un argument pour placer cette phrase 
dans lesfigées. Néanmoins, nous remarquonsqu'il existe enfaitune relation entre N \  et N% (avec une 
modification des déterminantsde Л^) dans une phrase ä Vsup =:rgat/avoir ainsi qu avec ses extensions 
aspectueUes J«rrijy»i#sn*r(vaieurdurative)et gótm/perdre (valeur terminattve):
o M xa q /eg ri * S taT tfpri*g á tta l (1 * Pass-О)щеибепаЗраар
Le Nikos (a+ garde + peed) (E  + Poss-O) illusions 
fNikos (a + garde + perd) ((des + ses) illusions)
En conclusion, soit ce cas peut figurer dans les classes de figés á cause de la spécificité de la relation entre 
le verbe et C j, soit il peut étre considéré comme une phrase construite autour du verbe causatif 
каЯвирцы  qui opere sur la phrase i  Vsup о Nixoq egri p rttia taP pariq  Autrement dit, la phrase (10) 
est un cas limite entre construction figée et construction á vette support. Nous l'avons finalement placée 
dans les tables des phrases figées.
2 .2 . Les pbrases á  verbe support кяяы /fa ire
Les phrases á Vsup =: кт ш  se repérent beaucoup plus facilement et elles posent moins de 
problémes de distinctionquelesphrases entgratet eipoi. Considérons la phrase :
(11) a Nixoq extráiti/or io  ogéStogte то uro ко/tupßij тщпо
Le Nikos a elaboce le  projetpourlanouvelle piscine 
(Nikos a élaboréle projet pourlanouvelle piscine)
La phrase en x é tw  qui lui est associée:
(12) oM 'xoqexaoe то o g éito  g ta  тоиео хоЯиррцтйрго
Le Nikos a fait le projetpourlanouvellepiscine
ainsi que legroupe nominal:
то age'Sto too N ix do g ta  то иго  xoMopflif Ttjpto eittat гхо вр хп хо  
Lepmjet du Nikos (gén) pourlanouvelle piscine est surprenant
éliminent (11) des phrases figées. Nous la considérons comme une variante lexicale de (12).
2 .3 . Les phrases i  verbe support tip o r Prép/étreP rép
Rappelons briévement la relation qui s'étabüt entre les constructions en ripen Prép CPet leurs 
variantes aspectuelles (les verbes de mouvement).
7 Des constructions de ce type ont été énxhées pour le franqais par L. Dinlos (1980).
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/Vj dpat Prep Ci = N \ VmtPrepCi
(13) pMapiaditat атоп rßtopoвира ve
La Maria estausepüémedel 
(Marieestauseptiemedel)
= (14) p Mapia ettißpxi от ott ép top в вира ив 
La Maria estmonteeauseptiemedel
Nous signalons aussi les relations remarquées lőcs de Г application de certains Operateurs (causatifs de 
mouvement) á des phrases en dpat Ргёр С '■
jVq VcmcN\ Ргёр Ci = :
(15) та pißte той Мной adßaoett три Mapia area трбвровирввв 
Les baisers du Nikos (gen)oot fait monier la Maria au septieme d e l
Dans (14), le Vmt=: at<т рет иmonier est une extension aspectuelie du verte dpat Prepa, la phrase 
(15) est construite autour de Г Operateur causatif aueßefy/faire monier Les phrases comme (13) et les 
phrases á Vmt comme (14) ne figurent pas dans les classes respectives des phrases figées puisque toutes 
les deux dériventd'une phrase á ripai Prep et que ces phrases ainsi que les constructions qui leur sont 
associées, seront étudiées séparement®. Ce qui nous interessé id. prindpalement, e'est de placer dans les 
tables9 des phrases figées les constructions causatives comme:
Aft VcmtN\ Prep Cj = :
(16) в Маас éfigaPe тр Maple апо тр prep
Le Nikos a fait soror 1а Mana du milieu 
(Nikosa elimine Marie)
et les constructions á vertes de mouvement comme: 
íVj Vmt Prep Ci =:
(17) p Mapia (pppar • épvpelaaa rp prop  
La Maria (est sortier est pariié) du milieu 
(Marie est elimioee)
lorsqu on n'observe pas de construction assodée en dpat Prep:
Wj dpat Prep Ci - :
•p Mapia ditet от pprop  
*La Mariaestaumilieu,
et de representer egal ement dans des tables la relation établie entre (16) et (17). C'est pourquoi, nous 
avons ajouté une colonne qui est maiquée positivem ent cheque fois que pour une phrase fígée donnée de
9 L'étude de ces constructions engrecmoderne est encours (R. Moustaki 1992).
9 Les données ont été notées sous forme des tables. Cheque table correspond a une classe des structures. Sur cheque 
ligne de ces tables figurent les phrases figées; cheque colonne represente une propnété distributionnelle ou 
transform ttioonelle.
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GCNP210. par exemple, nous avons one construction a Vmt associée, sans struaure en ф т  Prep 
sous-iacente et sans que 1 a phrase perde son caractere fige. Linterettheonque de cette observation est que 
la presence des ces formes intermediaires illustre le continuum entre les formes á Vsup et les formes 
figees, continuum qui existe aussi entre les formes libres etles formes figées. Linteret pratique de cette 
observation (pour l'élaboration d'un dictionnaire, par exemple) est qu'il faudra prendre en compte ces 
formes intermédiaires" etlestraiter, eventuellement, differemment des phrases а ф а г  Prep C. Nous 
donnerons quelques exemples de différents couples Vmt (verbe de mouvement) - Vcmt(\erbe Operateur 
causatif demouvement) associes:
(18) Щ  eurfiá(y /fairemonter N \ PrepC\ = N \ aneßaitm/manter Prép N i11
oi inam ét rótt Marra aaißaaau rqM epia arqaeartpqaq той Яр q
Les élages duNikos (gén) ont fait monier Is Marta ä 1 appreciation du Aris (gen) 
(LeséJogesdeNikosont faitmonier Marie dans lestim ed'Aris)
= q Mapia auégqice в rqa ex rtpqaq rótt Яр q
La Maria estmonteeal appreciation du Aris (gen)
(Marie est montée dansl'estime d.Aris)
(19) Щ  p g ó fy /faire sortirN\ Prép Ci -  N \ pgoiuu /sottirPrép Ci
q Марта cßgade rá  adura rótt Marta a rq papa 
La Maria a sorti le linge sale du Nikos (gen) en public 
(Marie a debatlele  linge sale de Nikosen public)
-  ß n q a a u  r  a n d a  г а  т о а М к о а  a r q p ó p a
Est sorti le  linge sale du Nikos (gén) en public 
(On a deballelelinge sale de Nikosen public)
(20) N q péptw /amenerN\ Prep Q  = N \ cpgopat/venir Prep C  i
oM'aoq epcpe rq Mapia aro ptdértpo
Le Nikos a amenela Maria auzéle 
(Nikos a amend Marie áfairepreuve de zéle)
= q Mapto qpSr. oro ptdénpo
La Mana est venue au zéle 
(Marie est devenuezélée)
Larelationestlamémepourquelquesverbesquiontcommecomposantleverbe рфлА2 : *1
10 Voir annexe.
11 Dans certains cas, comme ceux qui ilustrent les exemples ((18) et (19) nous avons des peires de verbes 
morphologiquement apparentes
12 Leverte peje»*quandUse composeaveccertainesprepositions devient pépe
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t) M a  f i t  a  f o m n ^ í p f :  r n  N t к о  а  тг)в п р а ц р  а  п и в  7 г/та
Lm Мала a nunenéleNikosüla réahie 
(ManeanuneneNikostilarealicé)
= а NtKoq е/юацрЯеотци пранратнсотцга
LeNücos estreveauiUaréúité 
(Nikosesrre wnu á /я гЫ/ге)
3. Conclusion
Les exemples ci-dessus présencés donnern one idée des problémes rencontrés dans cette étude sur 
la distinction entre les constructions figées et celles á Vsup Nous devons pouitant noter que les phrases 
qui g ardent les propriétés essentielles des constructions a Vsup tout en présentantun certain figement entre 
deux de leurs termes sont assez nombreuses et que parfois le classement de ces cas parmi les phrases 
figées ouparmi les phrases á Vsup, peut étre arbitraire (exemple (10)) Cependant, la procedure que nous 
avons suivie nous a permis d'arriver ä certaines conclusions instructives. Nous avons regroupé en deux 
categories les cas que nous avons définitivement places parmi les phrases figées. II s agit de:
(n) formes figées telles que öitweépKa teat ва та -  natриш парка к  at оа rá (exemples (8) et(9))qui 
suivent certaines régies syntaxiques des phrases a Vsvpmais sans la forme de base.
(b) formes figées qui présentent des propriétés des phrases a eipat Prep Lfc est-a-dire les variantes 
aspectuelles Vmt- Vont) mais sans la forme en etpat
Ces deux possibilites des constructions figées - supports sont aussi rencontrées dans d autres langues 
européennes, comme il a étéprouvéparune étude comparative entreprise dans le cadre du projet Eurotra 
( A. Fotopoulou, M. Gavrilidou au workshop Eurotra 1991).
Le traitement de reconnaissance de ces formes lors de Г analyse automatique suppose done une 
étude distributionnelle, syntaxique et sémantique de cheque expression en particulier. afin d'en delimiter 
la zone fixe. RappeJons que la zone fixe dune expression figée est la partié dei'expressi on qui admet un 
nombre fixe de mots simples, mérne si ces mots sont susceptibles de variations morphologiques13. Et 
lorsque une expression figée, d'apres E, Laporte, se construit avec un verbe support, comme dans les 
phrases:
N q étre ид bon a rien
nous ne considérons pas que le verbe support fait partié de la zone fixe puisque ce veibe peut étre effacé 
ou remplacé par un Operateur oubien par une variante aspectuelle. Or, dansle cadre de phrases (a) et (b), 
les propriétés des constructions á Vsupqm ont survécu sont restreintes. Ainsi, pour représenter ces 
formes, la solution la moms couteuse semble étre celle oü on inclut aussi le verbe dans la zone fixe et on a 
done deux phrases figées distinctes.
13 a .  E. Laporte (1988).
A N N E X E
Nous donnons ci-dessous la liste complete des 13 tables des phrases ä complements 
íigés en grec moderne avec la structure de definition et un exemple pour cheque table:
(GCDETF) A q V(Ddef+DM )Cx =:
i) M epie axoPooSci три ответ ар сор 
La Mariasuitlaterrebatiue 
(Marie ne sortpas des senders bonus)
(GCPOSS) N0 V(CPoss O ) \  =:
о Ы/аер pctpeet ro Нарта t o o  
LeNikos compte les paroles á lui (geo) 
(Nikospése ses mots)
(GCDETO) N0 VCt =:
i f  M epia Ясс/рсрайв kópia
La Maria ditgrandes paroles 
( Menetiem degrands discours)
(GC12) No V(C ■/■ N)\ (C + N h  =:
в  М аас no n o r  та M apia pappá*/
Le Nikosa arrose la Maria poison 
(Nikos a fait de la peine ú Marie)
(GCP1) No VPrepC{ =:
О M epia р/Я ес/ ото ppóoro
La Moria parle au vide 
(Marie parle dans le  vide)
(GC1PN) No VCi PrepNi =:
q M epieaappйог/ то р яcppa тар ото М ао
La Maria fixe le  regard d  eile (gen)ä le Nikos 
(Marie a le  regard ri ve sur Nikas)
(GCNP2) Щ  VN\ РгерСг =:
a M apia ёр а о с  то М ао nm et ac тарЯйаа
La Maria a laissé le Nikos dessus die douceur 
(Marie a abandonee Nikos sur son nuage)
(GCIP2) No VC\ РгерСг =:
о Nixor; pót/с/ toeSapor х е ш е м / T anéira  той 
Le Nikos perdie sol dessous de lespiedsd lu i (gen) 
(Nikos a perdu pied(psychologiquement))
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(GCP1P2) Щ  VPripC\ PrepCi =:
i f  Марта цвётшее napé rptga anaßrgo to  Sanaro  
La Maria s'estsauvie depoil de síire mórt 
(Marie a ecbappedunchewu álamon)
(GCP2P3) N§ V(C+N)x Prep (C  ¥  N f a  Prep (C  + =:
if M apia Sinet вар/jрта ацёвта вташ; аииабРвщащ rqg 
La Мала donnepnsepourcommentairesauxco/Jiguesá eile (gen) 
(Marie donne prise aus critiques de sescolligues)
(GCGN) Щ У (CN(gin))\ =:
q Марта égaoe та/'guq таи Manu 
La Maria a perdu les traces du Nikos (gin) 
(Marie a perdu la trace de Nikos)
(GCGPN) Ло V (C (N (gin) +  Prip N))\ =:
q Марта Роттааг та теарваакё (таи Nórán * а  то М ао/
La Mana a casse le  culor (du Mhos (gen) -т d !e Nikos (accus)) 
(Marie a rive son clou a Nikas)
(GCPN) A q V Prep (CN(gen))i = :
q Марта рттфсе а  то раиЗоёт таи Nr кои
La Maria est entrée au nez du Nikos (gén) 
(Marie tape sur le systime de Nikos)
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Extracting Linguistic information from 
machine-readable versions of traditional dictionaries - 
a metalexicographic method and some tools
U l r ic h  HEID —  M a t t h ia s  HEYN —  O l iv er  CHRIST
Abstract
This contribution discusses some methodological issues of the reuse of traditional dic­
tionaries dealing in particular with the types of problems encountered, with approaches to 
the identification and “therapy” of these problems and with computational tools developed 
to support this type of reuse activity. Problems treated concern the analysis and interpreta­
tion of hierarchical structures of dictionary articles, missing or implicitly given information, 
polyfunctional (ambiguous) or synonymous value names, and the statistical relevance of the 
available information. The approach we use is based on metalexicographic studies of textual 
structures of dictionary articles. The tools are designed in string handling languages (auk , 
sed, etc.) to check the structure of articles from all over the dictionary by extracting rele­
vant freely definable pieces of article structures. Although referring to the results obtained 
from a detailed analysis of the O xford  A d va n ced  L e a rn e r ’s  D ic tio n a ry  (O A L D , 3rd edition, 
electronic version), we emphasize more the methodological and tool-oriented aspects of this 
work than the individual facts about the example dictionary itself.
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Figure 1: Working steps towards the reuse of MRDs
1 G o a l s  a n d  F r a m e w o r k
1.1 The problem
Most high-level Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems need large amounts of detailed 
linguistic information, and since dictionary construction is a time consuming activity, it is 
important to investigate possibilities of reusing electronically available versions of traditional 
dictionaries. In such a reuse situation, a paper dictionary would serve as a source of information, 
and the dictionary of the intended NLP system or the lexical requirements of the theoretical 
approach underlying the system would constitute the “expectation horizon” to be Mied entirely 
or partly with material from the source. In the illustration in (1) we show the working steps 
towards the reuse of MRDs. The practical work necessary to extract linguistic information from 
an electronic version of a traditional dictionary involves a number of conceptually different steps 
which are often performed together. These have to do with reformatting the data available and 
with extracting relevant elements from there, wherever possible and useful. To this end, we have 
to gain an understanding of the presentational devices used in the dictionary, by reinterpreting 
the data. These processes, often performed at a time, can be a very time-consuming, iterative 
and error-prone enterprise. We thus consider it useful to do first “explorative” experiments 
before programming any computational tool for the reuse of a particular dictionary. The present 
paper is about such an “explorative” study and about the general methodology of such work.
Such a preliminary “explorative” study is most necessary if a “traditional” dictionary is con­
sidered as a potentially reusable source of linguistic information. We call “traditional dictio­
naries” those published dictionaries which have been produced according to the traditional 
lexicographic working procedures, without use of a computational system to enhance consis­
tency, to facilitate the interaction among the authors of dictionary articles or to check whether 
the authors of articles stick to the guidelines given in the lexicographic instruction manual 
underlying their work. The third edition of the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Cur­
rent English is an example of such a “traditional dictionary”. Since it is easily accessible for 
research purposes, we have used it for the work described in the present article1. However, for
1 W e  w o u ld  l ik e  t o  t h a n k  O x fo rd  U n iv e rs i ty  P r e s s  fo r  m a k in g  a v a ila b le  t h e  e le c t ro n ic  e d it io n  ( O A L D S e )  t o  u s  
f o r  r e s e a r c h  p u r p o s e s .
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the argument of this paper, the use of this dictionary has much of an exemplary case-study; we 
do not wish to discuss in all detail the results obtained with this particular dictionary, but we 
are interested in the general types of problems posed by reuse of traditional dictionaries and 
in methods and tools for the exploration of such dictionaries.
The reuse of a traditional dictionary for the construction of an NLP lexicon involves, as we call 
it, reformatting and reinterpretation. By reformatting, we understand the process of translation 
from one representation format into another, say from a typesetting format to a representation 
of the dictionary as a text file with a markup2. In the case of OALD we only had to reformat 
from SGML to a notation as lists of LISP. This because conventional SGML-based tools could 
not be applied, since the 0ALD3e does not come with a document type definition for the tools 
to operate on. The reformatting process as such is nothing but an exchange of the encoding: it 
does not touch upon the signification of the dictionary text.
Reinterpretation, however, is the process of linguistic and lexicographic analysis of the contents 
of the dictionary text. Metalexicographers sometimes distinguish between the descriptive and 
the presentational side of lexicographic work. They thereby capture the fact that dictionary 
writing consists, roughly speaking, of two phases: a first one, description, where the dictionary 
author gathers material, structures and organizes it and describes the evidence he has before 
him, according to a given model; this model may be more or less formal(izable), of course; most 
often, it is encoded in the instruction manual. The second phase, presentation, aims at the writ­
ing of a dictionary article, which is a specific type of text, governed by rules; these rules ideally 
constitute the “syntax” or the “grammar” of the dictionary articles. Texts of dictionary arti­
cles are known to make use of numerous presentational devices, such as typographical change, 
abbreviations, punctuation, separator signs, sequencing of text elements, and so on. All these 
devices are meaningful, and so is the “wording” of the dictionary text: the dictionary author 
uses a number of devices to convey his descriptive intuition about the facts he has observed in 
the material he has gathered q.nd analyzed. The task of reinterpretation is to understand the 
descriptive intuition of the dictionary author and to reconstruct, at least partially, the fragment 
of the linguistic facts of a language covered by his description. The reuse of a dictionary is the 
more easily and efficiently achievable the more we manage to relate elements of the textual 
presentation we find in dictionaries with observable linguistic phenomena or with our own way 
of formally describing these phenomena and of representing these formal descriptions. If some 
dictionary marks “transitive verbs” with a code "vt”, it may be too naive to hope that we can 
safely assume that a formal grammar underlying an NLP system would necessarily classify the 
same set of lexical elements as “transitive verbs”.
The goal of a reuse exercise may be to explore the dictionary as a whole and to reuse all 
information available, or at least as much as possible; we call this type of reuse activity trans­
formation. Alternatively, only part of the information contained in a dictionary may he looked 
up automatically, e.g. to find evidence for a linguistic hypothesis or for a classification of certain 
types of facts; we call this type of reuse activity extraction. Extraction work is useful once we 
know which facts are most reliably and conveniently described in a given dictionary: we will 
then try to extract those.
1.2 The task
Our work is based on the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, OALD. The concrete task of 
reformatting and reinterpretation of the information contained in the OALD falls into two sub­
tasks, each of which requires a certain set of methods and tools. The first subtask is to describe
2 F o r  e x a m p le ,  t h i s  h a d  t o  b e  d o n e  w i th  L D O C E  w ith in  t h e  w o rk  d o n e  b y  t h e  C a m b r id g e  g r o u p .  S e e  e .g . 
[A lsh& w i e t  &1.1989].
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in detail the internal text structure of the different types of articles found in this dictionary to 
investigate the availability, statistical relevance and descriptive adequacy of (certain types of) 
the linguistic descriptions presented to the user of this dictionary.
An anlysis of the internal structure of the articles is indispensable for a detailed and concrete 
enough description of the interdependencies of certain pieces of the article text; knowledge 
about these interdependencies is in turn needed for the formulation of extraction and transfor­
mation statements for a dictionary parser. The sequencing of different types of indications in a 
dictionary article text is not arbitrary, but may depend on a number of parameters, such as the 
type of the article, the presence or absence of certain other types of indications, etc. To be able 
to find the highest possible number of occurences of a certain type of indication, we have to 
know about the places within article structures, in which the respective indication can appear. 
The more we know about article structure, the higher the percentage of extractable indications 
with respect to those at all present in the dictionary. Knowledge about dictionary sturcture 
helps thus enhance the “recall” of the tools to be built for extraction or transformation.
Knowledge about accessibility, statistical relevance and descriptive adequacy of the actual lin­
guistic description present in the dictionary is a basis for decisions about (selective) extraction 
of certain types of information: it is important to have an idea of the quantity (statistical rel­
evance) and the quality (descriptive adequacy) of the potential extraction or transformation 
results. Any assessment of the accessibility of a given piece of information heavily depends 
on knowledge about the internal structure of the articles. Consequently, first article structure 
needs to be analyzed, before individual types of indications can be assessed.
1.3 The approach: m ethods and tools
The work on the reinterpretation and reformatting of the OALDSe combines methods from 
metalexicography, descriptive and theoretical linguistics with tools from “computational lex­
icographic practice” : to arrive at describing in sufficient detail the internal structure of the 
articles of the OALDSe, we have adapted the metalexicographic dictionary description method 
of W i e g a n d 3 . A number of computational tools have been developed to check both dictionary 
article structures (along the lines of our modification of W i e g a n d ’s  models) and the statistic 
relevance and quality of the linguistic descriptions presented in the OALD. This combination of 
a method for dictionary description with the tools supporting individual search and query tasks 
support the extraction of material from the dictionary for further manual analysis, e.g. with 
respect to descriptive adequacy. The resulting set of detailed descriptive statements about the 
textual structure of the dictionary articles, as well as about the properties of the presentational 
devices used in the dictionary, would give, together, a sophisticated transformation routine, 
allowing to re-represent the OALDSe in a well-defined homogeneous format.4
In the following section, we go through the most frequent types of situations occurring in the 
reinterpretation and reformatting of a traditional dictionary in view of its reuse in an NLP 
system. For each type of situation we indicate the problems to be solved and illustrate them 
with examples from the OALDS, then indicate the methods underlying the reinterpretation 
work and finally describe the functionality of the tools used to carry out the reinterpretation 
and reformatting exercise.
3T h e  m o s t  r e c e n t  c o m p re h e n s iv e  a c c o u n t  o f  W i e g a n d ’s m e th o d s  fo r  t h e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  d ic t io n a r ie s  a s  t e x t s  
c a n  b e  fo u n d  in  [ W ie g a n d  1991].
4 W e  h a v e  c a r r ie d  o u t  t e n t a t i v e  t r a n s f o r m a t io n s  o f  t h e  d ic t io n a r y ;  o n e  i n to  a n  a t t r ib u t e - v a lu e  n o t a t i o n  a s  
s u p p o r t e d  b y  u n i f ic a t io n  g r a m m a r s  ( r e p r e s e n te d  in  C L O S , C o m m o n  L is p  O b je c t  S y s te m ) ,  a n d  o n e  in to  a  m a r k e d -  
u p  t e x t  file  f o r m a t  s u p p o r t e d  b y  a  c o m m e rc ia l  lo o k -u p  to o l  ( M u l t iT e r m ) .  T h e  f ir s t  t r a n s f o r m a t io n  d id ,  h o w e v e r , 
n o t  u s e  t h e  fu ll  s e t  o f  t h e  r e s u l ts  o f  t h e  s t r u c tu r a l  a n d  l in g u is t ic  a n a ly s is .  I t s  a im  w a s  t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  th e  
f e a s ib i l i ty  o f  s u c h  a  t r a n s f o r m a t io n  a s  s u c h ;  cf. [C h r is t  1990].
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2 A p p l y i n g  t h e  m e t h o d s  a n d  t o o l s  t o  c o n c r e t e  p r o b l e m s
Extraction and transformation routines for traditional dictionaries are usually very complex 
and highly specialized, because they have to keep track of numerous anomalies of dictionary 
articles. Such anomalies often have to do with the hierarchical structure of dictionary articles, 
with missing (but “expected”) information, implicit statements, polyfunctionality or synonymy 
of value names or with idiosyncratic descriptions without statistical significance. Dictionary 
parsing presupposes ideally there to be a “grammar” for the textual structure of the dictionary 
articles (i.e. the order of functionally different text elements, interdependencies of text elements, 
etc. This “grammar” can for example be expressed by a documenttype definition (DTD) of 
SGML.). With traditional dictionaries, such a grammar often lacks or is not very detailed5.
Rules governing text structure and interdependencies between pieces of the article text differ 
from dictionary to dictionary and have thus to be derived by induction, from the dictionary 
text. If these rules for article structures are not detailed enough, the dictionary parser will run 
into problems. However, the construction of rules for well-formed articles caters only for 85-90% 
of the articles. For modularity reasons, it makes sense to have a library of descriptions and rules 
for well-formed article structures and then to add a particular treatment of “exceptions” where 
appropriate. For setting up these rules we have based our work on W i e g a n d ’s  methods for the 
analysis of dictionary articles.
2.1 A rticle Structure: relating parts of article tex ts
2.1.1 Some examples
Dictionary articles consist of numerous text elements which each have different functions; these 
text elements are sometimes called items; W i e g a n d ’s original term is Angabe. Individual such 
elements may have particular relationships and interdependencies with other elements. In par­
ticular, scope (or: validity) relations play a role in this context: we have to determine whether a 
statement about a linguistic property of a lexeme is valid throughout the article or overridden 
by a piece of information given later in the same article. This is most relevant in dictionaries 
with a complex microstructure, such as those which use Nestbildung in German, or regroupe- 
ment in French lexicography or other devices for the integration of subentries into the main 
entries. Insufficient knowledge about the scope of individual (types of) items can lead to in­
terpretation problems in hierarchically or recursively organized articles: the interpretation of 
article structures in dictionary parsing must allow to reconstruct the scope of each statement 
within a given article.
The following are some examples from OALD-. In the article s.v. archives, the meaning de­
scription “(place for keeping) public or government records; other historical records” refers to 
the main lemma, archives reproduced in the illustration in (2), below, whereas the meaning 
description “person in charge of ~  ” refers to the sublemma archivist. The morphosyntactic 
indication “n pi* (which describes the main lemma as being a plurale tantum) has to be over­
ridden by the morphosyntactic code “n” s.v. archivist, since with this word singular and plural
i n s t r u c t i o n  m a n u a ls  o f  d ic t io n a r ie s  a r e  a  ( m o r e  o r  le s s  fo rm a l)  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  t h e  g r a m m a r  o f  d ic t io n a r y  
t e x t .  B u t  th e s e  a r e  u s u a lly  n o t  a v a ila b le  fo r  c o m p u ta t io n a l  le x ic o g ra p h ic  o r  m e ta le x ic o g ra p h ic  r e in t e r p r e t a t i o n  
w o rk ;  f u r th e r m o r e ,  t h e y  c o n c e n t r a t e  o f te n  m o re  o n  th e  p r e s e n ta t i o n a l  a s p e c t  o f  t h e  e n tr i e s  (e .g . t y p o g ra p h ic  
c o n v e n tio n s ,  e tc . )  t h a n  o n  a  d e f in i t io n  o f  t h e  ty p e s  o f  p h e n o m e n a  t o  b e  d e s c r ib e d ,  e .g . d o in g  l in g u is t ic  t e s t s  
fo r  c la s s if ic a to ry  p u r p o s e s .  O f te n  le x ic o g ra p h e r s  d o  n o t  fo llo w  in  a l l  d e ta i l  t h e  i n s t r u c t io n  m a n u a l ,  o r  i t  is  n o t  
s o p h is t ic a te d  e n o u g h  t o  c a t e r  fo r  t h e  s i t u a t io n s  a  l e x ic o g ra p h e r  m a y  e n c o u n te r  in  p r a c t ic a l  w o rk . S y n ta c t i c  
c o n s is te n c y  o f  a r t i c le  s t r u c tu r e s  w ill b e  e n s u re d ,  in  f u tu r e ,  in  th o s e  d ic t io n a r ie s  w h ic h  h a v e  b e e n  p r o d u c e d  w i th  
t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  a  c o m p u ta t io n a l  s y s te m  fo r  s t r u c tu r a l  c o n tr o l .  T h e  m o s t  w e ll-k n o w n  o f  th e s e  is  t h e  GestouLEX 
s y s te m  w h ic h  h a s  b e e n  p r o d u c e d  b y  a  D a n is h  s o f tw a r e  h o u se .
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a rc h iv e s  /'a:kaivz/ n  p l  (place for keeping) public 
o r government records; other historical records, 
archi-vist /'crJcmst/ n  person in charge o f
D uce /'diutjei/ n  (I) leader (esp as used o f  Mus­
solini /(mosatom/ (1883-1945) Italian Fascist 
leader).
Figure 2: Articles archives and Dace
are possible. The ~  takes up the lemma archives in the meaning description of the embedded 
derivative archivist, but otherwise the sublemma does not “inherit” any particular information 
from its main lemma.
A more specific (and anomalous) case are glossations within articles: in this case, the explana­
tory item (e.g. a morphosyntactic or a phonetic item ) does not at all refer to a unit with lemma 
status: in the article s.v. Dace, given in the illustration in (2 ), the pronounciation item given 
within the semantic comment does not refer to the main lemma {Dace), but to an immediately 
preceding word of the semantic comment itself, the name Mussolini.
2.1.2 T h e  m ethod : p a th  analysis
We distinguish two types of textual (and in part typographic, non-textual) items in dictionary 
text: one type conveys the actual linguistic description (e.g. a meaning description), the other 
is an indicator of the structure of an article. The latter type is more often non-textual (e.g. 
delimiter signs) and primarily allows to determine the scope of the items within a given arti­
cle. Items which convey linguistic information can easily be represented, in the output of the 
transformation or extraction, in the form of attribute-value pairs as used in unification-based 
formalisms.
We describe both sorts of items in terms of their item type (function of an item, e.g. the type 
“meaning description” ) and of their item value (the actual textual form, e.g. the text of a 
meaning description).
Our analysis produces the following types of results:
• complex articles can be reduced, for further detailed analysis, to a few structurally relevant 
elements;
• an explicit description of textual interdependencies is given; this allows, for translation 
into an attribute-value format, to “collect” the relevant items for main lemmas and sub­
lemmas, keeping track of inheritance and overriding in this process of collection of mate­
rial;
• the recurrency of types of article structures can be checked throughout the dictionary 
and thereby the amount of “well-formed” and “ill-formed” articles can be identified;
• the results of the analysis serve as the basis of the specification of extraction and trans­
formation rules.
Without going into all details, we now schematically describe the analysis of an article; taking 
as an example the article s.v. archer from the OALLfi.
® For a  d e ta i le d  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  t h e  m e th o d ,  s e e  [H e y n  1992].
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a rc h e r  /|а.1/з(г)/ n person who shoots with a bow 
and arrows, archery /'artJan/ n  [U] (art o f ) shoot­
ing with a bow and arrows.
Figure 3: Article archer.
( e n t  :h " a r c h e r"  (hwd " a r c h e r " ) ( p r  (ph " \ " A : t s e ( r ) " ) ) ( h p s  :ps "n" 
(hsn (def  "person  who sh o o ts  w ith  a bow and a rrows")
(cd  (cp " a r c h l e r y " ) ( p r  (ph " \ " A : t S 0 r I " ) )
(cps :ps "n" :cu  "0"
(csn  (def  " ( a r t  o f )  sh o o t in g  w ith  a bow and 
a r r o w s " ) ) ) ) ) ) )
ent :h 'archer'
Figure 4: LISP coded version of the article archer and its hierarchical structure.
For practical reasons we have reformatted the SGML-like articles of the electronic edition into 
lists of LISP expressions. Illustration (3) reproduces the article as we find it in the OALD; the 
illustrations in (4) contains the representation of the article in a LISP expression, as well as a 
tree-like schema of its hierarchical structure.
This latter figure shows clearly the recursive nature of the article: the part of the article which 
is devoted to the derivative (archery, in the grey box in the scheme in (4)) has almost the same 
internal structure as the main article. This fact supports the transformation of the complex 
article, when reusing it for NLP purposes, into two separate simple articles7.
Furthermore, the illustration shows clearly the two types of nodes representing the two types 
of items introduced at the beginning of this paragraph, namely linguistic information indicator
7T h i s  f l a t t e n i n g  i s  w h a t  h a s  b e e n  d o n e  r e g u la r ly  in  o u r  t r a n s f o r m a t io n s .  O f  c o u rs e  a n  e x p lic i t  t r a c e  h a s  to  
b e  k e p t  o f  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e r e  h a s  b e e n  a  d e r iv a t iv e  e n t r y  e m b e d d e d  i n to  a n o th e r  e n t r y .  T h e  e m b e d d in g  is  
t h e  p r e s e n ta t i o n a l  m e a n s  u s e d  b y  th e  le x ic o g ra p h e r  t o  i n d ic a te  t h a t  t h e r e  is  a  d e r iv a t io n a l  r e la t io n  ( a f fe c t in g  
m o rp h o lg y ,  s y n ta x  a n d  s e m a n t ic s  o f  a r c h e r y )  b e tw e e n  th e  d e r iv a t iv e  a n d  t h e  b a s e . T h e  s a m e  f l a t t e n i n g  o f  re c u r s iv e  
d i c t i o n a r y  s t r u c tu r e s  is  d o n e  in  t h e  ACQUILEX r e f o r m a t t i n g  p r o c e d u r e s ,  c fr .  [C a l  e t .  a l  1990].
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items and structure indicator items:
• Information indicators: items which convey linguistic information come as nodes and 
their terminals are linguistic “values” ; cf. hud, cp, ph or def. Alternatively, they have 
at tribute-value pairs attached, such as in the case of hps or cps.
• Sturcture indicators: items indicating the textual structure of the article come as non­
terminals with one or more daughters, but mostly without linguistic attributes, such as 
cd, hsn or csn.
We have analyzed in detail the structure and hierarchical organization of the the OALD articles 
in order to arrive at rules for transformation of the articles into an attribute-value pair based 
representation. For example, one rule says that a partial graph containing the sequence of nodes 
an t -  had {terminal element} is transformed into a partial attribute-value-structure of the 
form [form: {terminal element} ]®. The illustration in (5) illustrates the output of a complete 
path analysis of the article s.v. archer, i.e. of the application of several rules of the above type. 
It also shows the partial attribute-value-structures which are combined in a top-down manner 
along the relevant path, leading to the full set of linguistic descriptions at the bottom.
2.1.3 The tools: computer-assisted analysis of dictionary text structure
As a first step, the formulation of rules for the description of textual structures of dictionary 
articles has to rely on manual metalexicographic work. We have not yet implemented fully 
automatic transformation rules on the basis of path analysis. However, types of structure graphs 
and rules for automatic parsing of articles and for the collection of information along the relevant 
“paths” have to be constantly checked against large quantities of material from all over the 
dictionary. This process (a sort of “explorative partial parsing” across the dictionary) can only 
be carried out with computational tools. On the basis of the hypotheses derived from our 
general knowledge about article structure and from a number of hand-analysed sample articles, 
string handling programs are implemented in aek, sed and similar languages and applied to 
all articles of the dictionary. The results of the application of these programs allow for further 
refinement and modification. The programs are mostly parametric: types of structures, denoted 
by a list-like expression of embedded structure and information indicator items, are specified, 
and the tool extracts from the whole dictionary all structures which follow the model specified. 
One of the advantages of theese string handling languages is that they support a prototyping- 
like procedure. Programs can easily be refined until they provide the expected results.
By filtering articles which have a particular structure, it is possible to get statistical data 
about the repartition of the different types of article structures over the dictionary. Knowing 
about different structural types, we can further modularize the extraction rules (depending 
on structure types) and make them more specialized and more selective. In the case of the 
OALD, around 10% of the articles of the electronic edition deviate from any regular structure 
type which we could determine for this dictionary; this means that one out of ten articles of 
OALDSe would cause trouble in extraction or transformation: for example, nodes are missing 
or do not have any function, etc.
‘ F o r  a t t r i b u t e  n a m e s ,  w e  b a s ic a l ly  u se  t h o s e  p ro p o s e d  w i th in  t h e  A c q u iL E X -P r o je c t  ( [C a l  e t .  a l  199 0 ]); 
A c q u il e x  h a s  a s  w e ll a n a ly z e d  t h e  O A L D :  h o w e v e r , t h e  ACQUILEX a n ly s is  i f  th is  d ic t io n a r y  is  n o t  a s  d e ta i le d  
a s  o u r s ,  s in c e  t h e  g o a ls  o f  t h e  tw o  p r o je c t s  a r e  d i f f e re n t .
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Figure 5: Path information
2.2 M issing or im plicit information
The analysis of a sufficient number of articles allows to infer the basic principles of the edito­
rial programme of the dictionary in question, i.e. to know which types of information can be 
expected in which types of articles (e.g. depending on the category of the lemma).
However, in some articles the expected information is not given explicitly. This may have two 
reasons: the use of implicit devices or simply an error. A certain type of information may 
lack consistently and it may then be possible to infer it by rules; in this case, the information 
is implicit and we have to reconstruct the “rules” or “defaults” which the human user is 
supposed to apply when reading and “processing” the dictionary article. For example, nominal 
derivatives with the ending -fion do not have a category mark in OALD] they are however 
marked for countability/uncountability. Since such countability marks only apply to nouns, we 
can reconstruct the category of the -tion-nominalizations on this basis.
Quite frequently, information lacks unsystematically. Almost none of the item types is con­
sistently present throughout all relevant articles of OALD: This fact has an impact on the 
interpretation of extraction and transformation results. Here are some examples from OALD: 
12% of all subentries of the dictionary (compounds, derivatives, idioms) do not have a pronun­
ciation item, and 11% of all verbs do not have an item indicating their syntactic construction 
potential through a “verb pattern”.
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Computational tools have different relevance for the discovery and treatment of missing and 
implicit information: it is easy to detect structural “holes” in the analyzed dictionary articles, 
but it is near to impossible to mechanically detect implicitness.
The situation for the treatment of such cases is almost inverse: if there are clues allowing to 
formulate rules for explicitation of implicit descriptions, these are easy to apply automatically. 
Idiosyncractic gaps in the description are much harder to fill by means of rules, since they 
are not predictable. Often, a case by case treatment is needed; depending on the relevance 
and quantity of the material to be amended, the amount of missing information may have an 
influence on the overall assessment of the use of the respective transformation and extraction 
exercises.
2.3 Polyfunctional item s and synonym ous value nam es
We call polyfunctional items those where functionally different types of information indicator 
items have the same name. For example, OALD uses the same name to mark pluralia tanta and 
irregular plural forms. This is typically a problem of the use of presentational devices in the 
dictionary; it is not very easy to detect, since in many cases it requires manual cross-checking 
of the lists of partial article texts extracted from the dictionary. However, if the same names of 
item types occur in lists of entries extracted according to different criteria (i.e. on the basis of 
different structural environment types), this may indicate polyfunctionality of the respective 
item names.
The inverse situation can also be found: synonymous value names. In such cases, two or more dif­
ferent names are used to describe occurrences of the same linguistic phenomenon. For example, 
OALD has pred and predadj to denote predicative adjectives. Occurrences of such synonyms are 
discovered by a study of the types of value names appearing in the dictionary; once identified, 
it is trivial to find all occurrences of the respective phenomenon. But a merging presupposes 
extensive study of the phenomena and almost an entire linguistic reclassification of the facts 
under consideration.
2.4 Statistical significance of item s
Many item values are very infrequent or even hapaces. Most such cases do not concern particu­
larly idiosyncratic phenomena which could not have been described within any of the “normal” 
classes of phenomena used anyway in the dictionary; they are, on the contrary, mostly ad hoc 
descriptions which have not been cross-checked with similar cases during dictionary production. 
For example, OALD has 78 different items indicating the word class. 98% of the occurrences 
of these are however instances of the usual part of speech types “noun” , “verb”, “adjective” 
and “adverb”; the remaining 74 category types make together 2% of the occurrences. This 
situation is shown in (6), which also illustrates that statistical irrelevance often correlates with 
synonymous value names.
This type of problems can only be detected with realistic effort if computational tools are used. 
An inventory of all item values, for example of the word class indicator items, has been set up. 
All occurrences of the items have been collected and the frequency of the value names across 
the dictionary has been determined.
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nouns 53%
other 2% 
adverbs 7%
adjectives 1 8 % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  intrans, verbs 7% 
trans, verbs 
12%
Figure 6: Distribution of part of speech attributes.
2.5 Summary: typ es of problem s, com putational support for detection  and 
repair
Having discussed some examples of the most frequent problems encountered in the prepara­
tion of a transformation of the OALD into an attribute-value pair based format, we now try 
to summarize the types of prqblems encountered and to assess possibilites of discovering and 
repairing them by computational means.
The methodological and practical steps of the dictionary analysis start with the article struc­
ture. However, in the end, we are interested more in the reuse of the linguistic description con­
veyed mostly by information indicator items than in an account of the article structure itself 
is thus a necessary precondition for the more linguistically oriented analysis of the reusability 
of the descriptive output.
The following typological summary of the most frequent errors encountered is also oriented to­
wards linguistic information types and not towards article structure only. The following types 
of problems have been predominantly encountered:
1. Obligatory items lacking (cf. above, section 2.2): once article structure patterns are de­
termined, it is easy to find out the entries which lack certain items. However, it is almost 
impossible to automatically repair this problem: this would require new descriptive work. 
Consequently, a statistical assessment of the frequency of the problem and of the relation 
between complete and incomplete entries is often decisive for the inclusion of a certain 
type of item in the set of data supposed to be relevant for reuse.
2. Implicit indications (cf. above, section 2.2): the reason for the implicitness of certain indi­
cations is the assumed “conviviality” of the dictionary user who can activate dictionary- 
external knowledge to “process” the entries of the dictionary. A particular type of im­
plicitness is the use of default assumptions in the following sense: if no indication (e.g. of 
an irregular plural) is given, the applicability of a (sometimes as well implicit) standard 
pattern (e.g. for plural formation) or of standard properties is assumed. These cases are 
very hard to detect and to repair by computational means.
selected part of speech 
values
count percentage
n 20985 53.44%
adj 7001 17.83%
vt 4870 12.40%
vi 2788 7.10%
adv 2736 6.96%
advjoLdegree 5 0.01%
advjoLplacejmd.direction 1 0.0025%
pron 65 0.16%
pers_pron 6 0.01%
emphat-pron 2 0.0050%
emph_pron 1 0.0025%
reflex_pron 1 0.0025%
interr-pron 3 0.0076%
interr_adv 2 0.0050%
interr_adj 1 0.0025%
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3. Polyfunctional items (cf. above, section 2.3): this problem comes down to a lack of de­
scriptive differentiation among elements described by one and the same descriptive device. 
Tools for extraction of substructures and for comparing elements extracted allow to easily 
get acces to the relevant material. However, reclassification is a descriptive task which 
needs to be carried out manually. Consequently, an assessment of the frequency of this 
phenomenon is useful before any transformation.
4. Synonymous value names (cf. above, section 2.3): the fact that two value names are 
synonymous has to be established manually. But a list of all value names used anywhere 
in the dictionary is easy to establish. Similarly, the comparison of the relevant articles 
can be prepared automatically, and once it is clear which value names can be “merged” , 
this merging can be carried out by computational means as well.
5. Frequency of descriptive devices (cf. above, section 2.4): it is of course easy to extract the 
relevant types of article structures and of items, and to run statistical tools on the results. 
Repair mechanisms have to rely on a (manual) reclassification of the data involved. And 
similarly, it is a matter of linguistic debate to decide whether or not to merge an infrequent 
type of description with another, more frequent one.
6. Descriptive errors: in the reinterpretation process, it may turn out that certain descriptive 
claims of the dictionary are not accepted by those who wish to reuse the dictionary. Such 
cases may require reclassification, however, detection and repair are both beyond the 
scope of computational tool support.
In the following illustration we summarize the abovementioned types of problems and our 
experience concerning the usability of computational tools for detection and repair:
Type of problem 
(section)
Computational support 
for detection
Computational support 
for repair
obligatory items 
lacking (2.2)
yes, via structure 
types
no
implicit indications 
(2.2)
no no
polyfunctional items 
(2.3)
(yes), initial support 
for manual work
(yes)
synonymous value 
names (2.3)
no yes, after extensive 
preparation
frequency of descrip­
tive devices (2.4)
yes no
descriptive errors no no
3 Conclusion
This contribution deals with methods and tools for a detailed and exhaustive analysis of tradi­
tional dictionaries in view of their (reusab ility  as information sources for NLP. We are thus 
interested in the amount and quality of linguistic information extractable from such resources. 
We discuss a method for the structural analysis of dictionary articles. This method, adapted 
from WIEGANDS work in metalexicography, serves as a basis for two types of activities; the 
study of individual types of information in a given dictionary (realized through extraction of 
certain types of article substructures), and the formulation of transformation rules allowing
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to collect information along a given path through an article. Such a method is necessary for 
the reuse of those dictionaries of which the internal (article structure, textual deployment of 
articles) is not defined through a formal device, such as a DTD of SGML. This is the case with 
most dictionaries produced according to the traditional working methodology of lexicography.
We combine the structural analysis with a coherence check on structure types and with the 
statistical analysis of occurrences of certain types of items. The possibility of collecting evidence 
for the descriptive devices from all over the dictionary greatly facilitates this task and allows at 
all for quantifiable statements. The extraction and information routines are implemented as (in 
part parametric) pattern matching programs in string handling languages. These tools, along 
with a descriptive linguistic assessment and an exact metalexicographic dictionary description 
allows to realistically assess the effort needed to re-represent a traditional dictionary for the 
purpose of NLP.
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Une analyse sémantique et syntaxique des phrases 
ä verbes supports de l ’allemand et du frangais
K a t h a r in a  GREWE
Présentation
Cette étude a pour objet les phrases á verbes supports ou - selon des grammairiens allemands - 
les 'Funktionsverbgefüge' (FVG)1 2 dans la langue fran?aise et allemande. Nous nous 
attacherons ä déterminer les différentes structures sémantiques des FVG. Les FVG sont des 
phénoménes dönt les fonctions sont diverses dans la parole. Iis servent ä la réalisation des 
différents aspects ('Aktionsarten') en remplacement de la voix passive et comme un moyen 
pour réaliser certaines nuances stylistiques. Pour établir le caractére spécifique des FVG, il 
faut en premier Heu faire une distinction entre les FVG et autres unités phraséologiques. Afin 
de pouvoir formuler les généralisations adéquates, il est nécessaire d'élaborer des traits 
grammaticaux qui permettront d'identifier les items lexicaux qui ferant l'objet de cet article.
I Introduction
Cet article se propose d'étudier des constructions nominales prédicatives comme
(a.l) eine Frage stellen 
(b .l) in Erwägung ziehen 
(c. 1) in Wut versetzen
II est de tradition dans la philologie allemande de désigner ces syntagmes par 
Tunktionsverbfügung' (Heringer 1968), 'Funktionsverbgefüge' (Engelen 1968), 'Funktions­
verbformeln' (Erben 111972), 'Streckformen' (Schmidt 1968), etc. Dans ces phrases, les 
verbes sont dits 'Streckverben' (Reiners 1943; Häusermann 1977) et 'Funktionsverben' (von 
Polenz 1963). Merne l'élément nominal ne connait pás un terme unique: 'Gefügenomen' 
(Engel 1988), Tunktionsnomen' (Heirlitz 1973), etc.
1 Ce travail s'est effectué dans le cadre du projet sur la structure sémantico-syntaxique d un dictionnaire, de 
ITJniversité de Bochum, Sprachwissenschaftliches Institut (Prof. Dr. Helmut Schnelle) et dans le cadre (fune 
épreuve écrite d'examen ä ITJniversité de Bochum en 1992 sous le titre "Funktionsverbgefüge im 
Französischen und Deutschen".
2 L'auteur emploie dans cet article les termes allemands de Tunktionsverb' (FV), de 'Funktionsverbgefuge' 
(FVG) et de Tunktionsnomen' (FN).
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En frangais, de telles expressions sont aussi nombreuses:
(a.2) poser une question 
(b.2) prendre en considéraüon 
(c.2) mettre en rage
Comme le 'discours répété' en génénd, les FVG du frangais sont un terrain peu exploré. On 
manque de terminologie suffisamment large et universellement acceptée. On a généralement 
considéré les phrases ä verbes supports comme un type des unités phraséologiques (Bally 
1905). On compte, il est vrai, ces unités complexes appelées 'série verbale', 'périphrase 
verbale', 'locution verbale', 'tour verbal' et 'phrase ä verbe support' parmi le matéríel 
linguistique. Ce qu'on appelle FV en allemand correspond ä la notion frangaise de 'verbe 
pauvre' (Barth 1961), 'verbe signe' (Grevisse 111980), 'verbe opérateur' (Giry-Schneider 
1978a+b) et 'verbe support' (Daladier 1978). Le phénoméne lui-méme est trés complexe 
comme les désignatíons Tindiquent. Quels sont les traits caractéristiques qui distinguent le 
FVG (a) mettre en fureur des syntagmes (b) mettre d Vombre et (c) mettre (son argent) d la 
caisse d'épargne dans les phrases suivantes?
(a) Luc a mis Jean en fureur
(b) Le cambrioleur a été mis d I'ombre
(c) II met son argent d la caisse d'épargne
L'existence de cette relation en allemand apparait avec les expressions suivantes du verbe 
halten comme le FVG (a) ein Versprechen halten et les constructions (b) den Mund halten et 
(c) einen Stift halten. Ces exemples font apparaitre que les FVG présentent des structures 
syntaxiques qui s'appliquent non seulement á des syntagmes libres mais encore ä quelques 
unités phraséo-logiques3. Par conséquent ce qui nous impone ici, c'est la question du Statut 
grammatical ä attribuer aux FVG. Les FVG prennent pour ainsi dire une position 
intermédiaire: d'un cóté ils ne sont pás des syntagmes libres et d'un autre cóté ils ne sont pás 
non plus des locutions idiomatiques. Les FVG font partié des cas limites de la linguistique.4
2 'Funktionsverbgefüge' et unités phraséologiques
Ainsi, la définition traditionelle d'une unité phraséologique qui est toujours la plus répandue, 
tient compte de rinégularíté sémantique, de quelques défauts transformationnels, de la stabilité 
sémantique-syntaxique, de la reproduction, de 1'idiomaticité, etc. Ces critéres sont 
partiellement les memes pour les FVG. Cest pour cela qu'ils ont seulement de l'importance 
pour la différence entre des FVG et des mots libres.
Les FVG ne sont pás d'abord produits comme des syntagmes libres dans la parole, mais ils 
sont classés comme les autres unités phraséologiques du sys térne de la langue. Ils sont 
entiérement repraduits dans la parole.
Le sens des expressions idiomatiques n'est pas analysable ä partir de la signification des 
éléments constitutifs. La relation entre les signifiés des constituants et la signification de la 
locution globale est irréguliére. Par exemple auf die Folter spannen dans le sens de jemanden
3 Limité phraséologique' doit étre comprise comme une notion générale pour tous les types de 
phraséologismes.
4 "It is possible that we are approaching here the fringe of marginal cases, to be expected in a system as 
complex as a natural language, where significant systematization is just not possible.” (Chomsky 
1965:192)
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auf etwas gespannt machen, jemandes Neugierde absichtlich nicht befriedigen, le processus 
d'idiomatisatíon est total. Aucun des constituants de cette toumure ne conserve sa signification 
lexicale.
Les phrases figées sont ambigues et l'interprétation littérale (voir les exemples (a.1; a.2)) est 
toujours possible. Voici quelques exemples:
(a. 1) mettre qqch dans sa poche, montrer les dents á qqn, jeter qqch á la tété de qqn 
(a.2) etw in die Tasche stecken, jmdm die Zähne zeigen, jmdm etw an den Kopf werfen 
(b. 1) mettre qqn dans sa poche (familier), montrer les dents ä qqn, jeter qqch ä la tété de qqn 
(b.2) jmdn in die Tasche!Sack stecken (familier), jmdm die Zähne zeigen, jmdm etw an den 
Kopf werfen
Par contre, le sens d'un FVG résulte de chaque constituant du syntagme. En général, les FVG 
sont désignés comme unités phraséologiques parce qu'ils sont fixes et forment une unité 
sémantíque. Les lexémes dans un FVG ne different pas d'une norme grammaticale lexique. En 
considération de la subcatégorisation stricte, la plupart des expressions idiomatiques ne sont 
pas bien formées: jmdm eins aufs Dach geben, faire semblant.
Dans les expressions idiomatiques, les substantifs sont normalement définis comme 
sémantiques 'concrets' (a), ou dans les FVG, ils restent abstraits (b):
(a) tourner la tété á qqn, marcher sur les talons de qqn, jmdm den Kopf verdrehen, jmdm  
(dicht) auf den Fersen sein
(b) faire un aveu, ein Geständnis oblegen
3 Critéres de classification
Nous allons maintenant ébaucher les propriétés les plus importantes qui ont permis d'isoler les 
constructions ä verbes supports des constructions ä verbes pleins et également des 
constructions ä valeur idiomatique.
Les FVG sont des phrases formées d'un FV et un complément d'objet direct ou un 
complément prépositíonnel. Tout d'abord, on va classer les locutions verbales en question 
selon leur construction superficielle:
• les FVG du type I
Les FVG du type I (FV+PP) peuvent étre classés en trois sous-groupes:
1. Prép. + Dét. zéró + FN + FV5
(a) mettre á exécution, entrer en colére, prendre en aversion, étre hors de doute, tomber en 
putréfaction
(b) in Неф nehmen, in Wut bringen, in Betrieb setzen, in Ordnung bringen, in Betracht 
ziehen, in Erscheinung treten
2. Prép. + Dét. indéf. + FN + FV
(a) entrer dans une colére terrible, tomber dans une cruelle défaveur, entrer dans une 
furetur
5 Le schéma tiem compte settlement de la composition d'un FVG et pas de la suite des constituants d'une 
langue spécifique.
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(b) in ein Gespräch eintreten, in eine Panik geraten
3. Prép. + Dét. déf./Dét. poss. + FN + FV
(a) mettre dans iembarras, mettre ä l'épreuve, тете á la raison, тете ä la disposition
(b) in den Ruin treiben, in seinen Besitz nehmen, auf der Flucht sein, zur Verarbeitung 
kommen, zur Durchführung gelangen, zum Lachen bringen
•  les FVG du type II
Les FVG du type II (FV+NP) sont ä subdiviser selon la structure superficielle en trois 
sous-groupes:
1. Dét. zéró + FN + FV
(a) faire gréve, prendre connaissance, rendre hommage, merne fin , faire attention, avoir de 
l'admiration
(b) Bezug nehmen, Unterstützung geben/finden, Dankbarkeit zeigen, H ilfe leisten, 
Verwendung finden
2. Dét. indéf. + FN + FV
(a) fa ire un plongeon, faire une promenade, faire un sourire, recevoir une gifle, tirer une 
conclusion
(b) eine Wendung nehmen, eine Untersuchung vornehmen, eine Erklärung abgeben, einen 
Schrei ausstoßen
3. Dét. déf./Dét. poss. + FN + FV
(a) faire Vexamen, faire le récit,faire l'achat, prendre la fuite, prendre ses distances
(b) der Meinung sein, der Ansicht sein, den Beweis führen, die Flucht ergreifen, den 
Schluß ziehen
Mais cette représentation syntaxico-morphologique des FVG ne contribue pas beaucoup ä 
différencier les FVG des locutions idiomatiques ainsi que des unités syntaxiques dites libres.
Le FV n'est qu'un outil morphologique et syntaxique qui sert pratiquement ä conjuguer le FN. 
Ces verbes sont des marques de temps, de personne et de nombre. II n'y a pas de verbes 
quelconques qui peuvent avoir la fonction d'un FV dans un FVG. Souvent il s'agit de verbes 
polysémes, c'est-ä-dire de verbes avec plus de significations. En fran^ais, les verbes donner, 
pousser, faire, prendre, rendre, avoir, étre, aller, mettre, entrer, tomber, tirer et demander sont 
les verbes les plus utilisés de la catégorie FV. En allemand, les verbes bringen, kommen, sein, 
stehen, geraten, setzen, stellen, halten, nehmen, bleiben et haben sont les FV les plus utilisés.
Avec ces verbes, il у a des substantiis qui, malgré leur place et leur forme apparente, ne sont 
pas des arguments du verbe principal. Du point de vue sémantique, un nom (FN) en relation 
avec un FV est porteur du sens lexical de l'éxpression. Le prédicat représenté par le nom pré- 
dicatif désigne des actions, des activités, des événements, des états, etc. Les FN sont des 
substantiis abstraits, dérivés d'un verbe ou d'un adjectif. En illustration les exemples suivants:
(a.l) prendre la fuite
(a.2) entrer en balance
(b .l) étreencolére
(a.3) zum Verschwinden bringen
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(a.4) in Schwung bringen 
(b.2) in Verlegenheit bringen
Comme le montrent les exemples ci-dessus, les FN de ces FVG décrivent presque toujours 
des actions et des situations ((a.l)-(a.4)). Seulement deux substantiis abstraits démontrent un 
état ou une propriété ((b.l); (b.2)).
En comparaison ä son verbe de base ou ä son adjectif de base, le FVG se différencie souvent, 
sóit dans son aspect, sóit dans la signification du verbe principal:
• les FVG 'sémantiques' sont différents des lexemes principaux
(a) mettre en danger (étre dangereux),faire un récit (réciter)
(b) in Verlegenheit bringen (verlegen sein), zu Ansehen bringen (ansehen)
• les FVG 'simples' comme synonymes des lexemes principaux
(a) mettre en doute (douter de), donner une réponse (répondre d)
(b) in Zweifel ziehen ((be)zweifeln), Antwort geben (antworten)
4 Données de combinatoire lexicale
Une particularité des FVG est sa tendance de former une autre expression avec un FV comme 
élement stable. Le FV peut se construire avec d'autres FN de séries depositions plus ou 
moins competes.
prendre
prendre une décision 
prendre un arrangement 
prendre des dispositions
treffen
eine Entscheidung treffen 
eine Vereinbarung treffen 
Vorkehrungen treffen
prendre 
prendre la fiäte 
prendre l'initiative de 
prendre des mesures 
prendre possession de 
prendre des précautions 
prendre la parole
ergreifen
die Flucht ergreifen 
die Initiative ergreifen 
Maßnahmen er grefenitreffen 
Besitz ergreifen von 
Vorsichtsmaßnahmen ergreifen!treffen 
das Wort ergreifen
Mais il у a des FVG qui peuvent étre construits par le FV comme élément remplagable et par le 
FN comme élément stable:
(a. 1) étre, mettre, entrer en action 
(a.2) étre, mettre, maintenir en marche 
(b .l) in Bewegung sein, bringen, kommen 
(b.2) in Gang sein, setzen, halten
Les FV et les FN également ont des extensions lexicales. On ne discutera pas ici de la question 
beaucoup trap générale de la paraphrase et de la synonymie. Les significations ne different pas 
beaucoup:
(a. 1) donnerlintimer Vordre 
(a.2) donnerlfournir une réponse 
(b .l) Befehlgebenlerteilen 
(b.2) eine Antwort geben!erteilen
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Les FVG ne sont pás une catégorie homogéne. Ils se différencient en divers degrés de la 
stabilité de leurs composants. Les FVG sont plus ou moins des expressions figées, c'est-á- 
dire qu'il existe des expressions plus lexicalisées (a) et aussi des expressions moins stables 
(b):
(a. 1) entrer en ligne de сотри, tenir conseil 
(b. 1) mettre d la disposition, tomber dans la misére 
(a.2) in Frage kommen, zu Rate gehen 
(b.2) zur Verfügung stellen, in Not geraten
5 Données sémantiques
5.1 'Funktionsverb' et verbe simple
En fin de compte, ce sereit sans doute l'étude sémantique qui devrait foumir le critérc décisif. 
II у a en effet un ensemble de propriétés sémantiques qui différencient les FVG.
Chaque FVG forme une unité sémantique indépendante qui sert de verbe dans la phrase. 
Certains noms forment avec des verbes tels que fa ire, avoir, etc. des locutions verbales 
équivalentes á des verbes simples. La substitution d'un FVG ä un verbe de т ё т е  radical 
prouve sa cohésion sémantique. Ainsi, le FVG est utilisé comme synonyme du verbe de-base. 
Considérons la périphrase verbale Max fa it des compliments á Léa\ eile est synonyme de la 
phrase ä verbe Max complimente Léa.
(a. 1) prendre en considération et considérer 
(b. 1) in Erwägung ziehen et erwägen 
(a.2) poser une question et questionner 
(b.2) eine Frage stellen et fragen
•  les FVG sont rempla?ables par le verbe principal sans éprouver une perte d’information:
(a. 1) porter un jugement sur qqchJqqn (juger) 
porter une (grande) admiration (admirer)
(a.2) prendre enhaine (hair)
(a.3) Nachricht geben (benachrichtigen)
• les FVG sont normalement les seules possibilités d’exprimer faction verbale:
1. les FVG n'ont pás d'équivalents synthétiques
(a. 1) mettre au courant (informer)
(a.2) mettre en danger (compromettre)
(b. 1) in Kenntnis setzen (mitteilen)
a) le verbe de base est désuet ou inutilisé
entrer en colére (vieilli: se colérer)
b) le FVG est désuet ou inutilisé
(vieilli) mettre en oubli (oublier)
(veraltet) in Harnisch bringen (wütend machen)
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3. les FVG expriment des significations essentielles contrairement ä leur verbe principal:
a) le FVG a une signification spéciale
(a) mettre en observation (observer)
(b) unter Beobachtung stellen (beobachten)
b) le FVG a une signification générale
entrer dans le sommeil (sommeiller)
Une indication poussée de l'unité sémantique d'un FVG est la nominalisation de l'expression. 
Mais cette opération n'est pás toujours usuelle:
(a. 1) la mise en service 
(b .l) die Inbetriebnahme 
(a.2) la mise en état 
(b.2) die Instandsetzung
Beaucoup de FV (a.1; b.l) signalent une signification ä voix passive (a.2; b.2):
(a. 1) qqch entre en accomplissement 
(a.2) qqch est accompli 
(b .l) etw kommt zur Vollendung 
(b.2) etw wird vollendet
5.2 Phases du procés et causativité
La principale fonction sémantique réside dans la précision ou la modification d'une 
information sémantique spécifique exprimée par le FV comme les FVG in Gang sein/étre en 
marche, in Gang kommen/entrer en marche et in Gang bringen/mettre en marche le montrent. 
Ces modifications sont nommées en philologie par le terme 'Aktionsart' et elles se manifestent 
en signes comme durée, finalité, causativité et leurs combinaisons. La notion allemande 
d’'Aktionsart' est difficile ä traduire en fran^ais. Elle a été confondue avec celie d’aspect. Pour 
éviter les confusions des termes d ''Aktionsart' et d’aspect, nous avons préferé la notion 
allemande dans cet article.
Les FVG se répartissent en trois sous-groupes, selon qu'ils expriment (a) l'entrée dans un état 
ou le début d'une action, (b) Taction en déroulement et (c) le changement d'état provoqué. Le 
verbe principal (d) est déterminé par une réalisation certaine d'un procés.
(a) entrer en marche, in Bewegung kommen
(b) étre en marche, in Bewegung sein
(c) mettre en marche, in Bewegung setzen
(d) marcher, (sich) bewegen
Dans l'échange d'un FV avec une variante opposée, la signification varie:
(a. 1) avoir de I'aversion pour qqn, avoir un certain balancement
(a.2) prendre en aversion, prendre un certain balancement
(a.3) garder un certain balancement
(a.4) perdre (tout + son) balancement
(b .l) avoirpeur
(b.2) prendre peur
(b.3) faire peur
(c .l) in Bewegung sein, in Bewegung bleiben
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(c.2) in Bewegung setzen, in Bewegung bringen, in Bewegung versetzen 
(c.3) in Bewegung kommen, in Bewegung geraten
Elles expriment alors les différentes phases d'un procés:
• ladurativité
• la transforma ti vité
La durativité démontrc le déroulement d'un procés acutel. La durativité est représentée par des 
verbes tels que étre, avoir, rester, demeurer, haben, sein et bleiben.
(a) rester en ordre, étre en marche, étre en colére, étre d la disposition, avoir á sa disposition
(b) in Ordnung bleiben, in Gang sein, in Wut sein, zur Verfügung stehen, zur Verfügung 
haben
Le mode d'action du type transformatif exprime le pasage d'un procés ä un autre ou limité le 
déroulement du procés. La transformativité se divise en deux Aktionsarten:
• Tinchoativité6
Un verbe est alors qualifié d’inchoatif si son début est marqué (entrée en l'état). La phase 
inchoative est identifiée par les verbes suivants: tomber, entrer, kommen et geraten.
(a) prendre peur, entrer en relation, prendre connaissance, entrer en balance, entrer dans une 
colére noire
(b) in Angst geraten, in Verbindung treten, Kenntnis nehmen, in blinde Wut geraten 
• l'égressivité7
Le mode d'action du type égressif marque la fin de Taction ou le résultat d'un procés:
(a) eine Verbesserung herbeiführen, eine Untersuchung durchführen
(b) apporter une amelioration, réaliser une étude
Les FVG servent aussi á exprimer un fait de causativité. La causativité, contrairement ä ce qui 
est écrit dans de nombreux travaux sur les 'Aktionsarten', n'est pás une 'Aktionsart' si Ton 
emend par ce terme le mode temporel de déroulement du procés.
(a) merne á la disposition, merne en mouvement
(b) zur Verfügung stellen, in Bewegung bringen
Elle correspond le plus souvent ä Tintroduction d'un argument supplémentaire de la phrase 
simple de départ (von Polenz 1987; Persson 1975):
(a.l) Le moteur marche
(a.2) II met le moteur en marche
(b .l) Der Motor läuft
(b.2) Er bringt den Motor in Gang
6 Appelé aussi "ingressiF.
7 Appelé aussi "résultatiF.
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La causativité peut étre assimilée á un trait facultatif pouvant se combiner avec chacune des 
'Aktionsarten'. Par exemple les verbes causatifs mettre et bringen du type I sont trés 
productifs en ffangais et en allemand:
(a. 1) mettre en colére 
(a.2) mettre en süreté 
(b .l) in Wut bringen 
(b. 2) in Sicherheit bringen
L’application de l'opérateur causatif ne s'appliquent qu'aux certains verbes. Giry-Schneider 
(1986:55-56) a ainsi montré qu'il у a une relation entre les phrases ä avoir et il у a ou ä faire et 
dormer.
(a.l) Max a fáim
(a.2) Ceci donnefáim ä Max
(b .l) Paul a eu un choc
(b.2) Cette nouvelle a fait un choc ä Paul
(с. 1) Max hat Hunger
(c.2) Das macht ihm Hunger -> Das macht ihn hungrig 
(d. 1) Paul hat einen Schock (gehabt)
(d.2) Diese Nachricht hat bei Paul einen Schock verursacht!ausgelöst
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Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview —  
A Corpus of Spoken Hungarian
Il o n a  KASSAI
On the project
In 1985 a large-scale sociolinguistic research project, called the Survey of Spoken 
Hungarian (SSH) was decided and organized by the Linguistics Institute of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
The project aims
- to complement and modify existing descriptions of Hungarian which are based 
mostly on written sources or the intuitions of individual linguists through an 
analysis of a massive corpus of spoken material as well as elicitation experiments;
- to analyse the linguistic variations to be found in the speech of speakers in 
Budapest belonging to various socio-economic groups with a precise sociological 
profile;
- to examine various language styles, that is variations subject to the amount of 
speakers’ audio-monitoring of their speech;
- to accumulate data that would allow for the analysis of linguistic change if similar 
data are collected in 10-20-30 years1 time;
To achieve the objectives outlined above, various research topis are needed, the 
sociolinguistic interview being one of them. It undertakes to provide solid empirical 
evidence to answer selected questions concerning phonological, morphological, 
syntactical and lexical variables. Obviously, the spoken corpus makes it possible to 
investigate several problems not directly targeted in the project or not even thought 
of today.
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On the selection of research questions
- In summer 1986 our fellow researchers at the Linguistics Institute of the 
Hungarian Academy were asked to state what they considered important 
questions for our project to focus on. The answers were all processed.
- In a series of project meetings in 1986, our group discussed work in related projects 
abroad — relevant conclusions in the literature were discussed and adopted in our 
work.
- We asked for recommendations on data collection in the field of phonology and 
syntax.
- On the basis of the above information Miklós Kontra, the leader of the project 
defined the list of research questions.
- The list so derived was pruned to include only the phenomena amenable to a 
sociolinguistic interview.
On the selection of informants
In Autumn 1987 50 pilot interviews were conducted with a quota sample of 10 
teachers over 50 years of age, 10 university students, 10 shop assistants, 10 blue- 
collar workers and 10 vocational trainees aged 15-16. This phase of our project is 
called the Version Two of the Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview.
In 1988-89, 200 taperecorded interviews were completed in Budapest. This phase of 
our study is called the Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview Version Three. The 200 
informants we interviewed form the Budapest subsample of a random stratified 
national sample that is representative of the entire country by age, sex, schooling 
and type of settlement. The 850 people who responded to a broader opinion survey 
entitled "Social stratification - communicative stratification" (cf. Angelusz & Tardos 
1987) also answered questionnaires about language usage (for more details about 
the national survey see Kontra 1992). Therefore, it can be claimed that the 
Budapest sample meets any sociological standard.
It is a special chance that due to drastic social and economic changes in Hungary we 
gathered data about both the final state of Hungary under communism and the 
baseline against which future developments of the language can be measured.
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The structure of the Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview
The Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview itself was constructed along the lines 
defined by Labov (1966, 1972, 1984) and includes forms of reading, minimal pairs, 
elicitation procedures and, as a result of a network of conversational modules, 
relatively open-ended conversation. The average duration of an interview is 2.5 
hours, of which at least 30 minutes is guided conversation. Owing to the intricate 
nature of the testing involved, not only is it the case that a single test sentence may 
examine a number of different research questions but also the same research 
question may be involved in a number of different test sentences (as well as in the 
guided conversations, of course).
Processing of data
The project takes advantage of computer technology for storing, coding, and 
analyzing the transcribed texts.
Computationally, the data collected through the interview fall into two broad 
categories (1) test-like tasks and (2) continuous speech. The two types of data 
complement each other: without the test results we could not make comparative 
analysis across informants, whereas without continuous speech data we could not 
analyse such characteristics of particular elements in speech as their frequency, 
contextual dependency e tc ..
Targeted lexical issues
In the rest of the paper I shall briefly present the targeted lexical questions of the 
Budapest Sociolinguistic Interview.
1. Pronunciation variants 
Three questions are asked:
- What is the social distribution of certain stigmatized pronunciation varieties e.g. 
[inektsio:] ’injection’, [sofiame:] ’Sopianae’?
- What pronunciation variants do old loans like nylon and some recent ones e.g. 
spray, juice have ?
- What is the pronunciation of words which show variation in vowel length in speech 
but are consistently spelt with a long vowel such as színház ’theatre’, útiköltség 
’travel costs’, háború ’war’, fésű ’comb’ and hűvös ’cold’ as well as bölcsőde 
’creche’?
In order to establish the linguistic insecurity index of the informants with regard to 
pairs of variants, two listening tests administered by means of a Walkman cassette 
player and headphones are used: the first asks for the correct form (Which is
Icorrect?), while the other investigates the forms used by the informant (How do 
YOU usually say it?). The discrepancies show the linguistic insecurity of the 
informant.
2. Felolt and felgyújt
The verb felolt ’extinguish up’ used in the sense of ’turn on /the light/5 is a semantic 
anomaly, but frequently used. Felgyújt is the correct standard form. The frequency 
of the deviant usage is investigated by means of the so-called reporter’s test (cf. Ball 
1986) consisting in that the informant does a running commentary of what the field 
worker acts out.
3. Meaning interpretation
What does the word demográfia ’demography’ mean?
Demográfiát akarunk? Meg kell adóztatni a gyerekteleneket ’Do we want 
demography? Childless couples should be taxed then.’ — a speaker on a live TV 
program said on 10 December 1986. The speech of more or less uneducated 
speakers often shows the use of certain fashionable words with transferred 
meaning, e.g. Nincs egyetértés a politika és az írók között, ’there is no agreement 
between the policy and writers’ i.e. between politicians and writers. It may be 
presumed that the spread of such "inaccuracies" correlates with the educational 
background and/or socio-economic status of speakers in that the more educated 
speakers interpret the word in its literal sense whereas less educated speakers allow 
transferred senses as well. Research tool: the following multiple choice card.
What does demográfia mean?
1) A policy which should result in increasing numbers of births.
2) The study of the changes in numbers of births, deaths, marriages and diseases 
in a community over a period of time.
3) Both meaning 1) and meaning 2) are correct, this word has two meanings.
5. Meaning definition
As a consequence of the social and economic changes having been carried out in 
the East European area many foreign words appeared in the mass media. The 
interview undertakes to explore the informants’ knowledge of the meaning of three 
such words, namely pluralizmus ’pluralism’, glásznoszty ’glasnost’ and peresztrojka 
’perestroika’. The way the task is performed is to get informants give explicit 
meaning definitions.
4. Tűzőkapocskiszedő. The Staple remover test.
The Hungarian equivalent of stapler is ’fűzőgép’ or ’tűzőgép’. The Comprehensive 
English-Hungarian Dictionary by Országh lists staples as ’füző(gép)kapocs’, 
’papírfűző/ könyvfűző drótkapocs’ or simply ’kapocs’. Staple removers, the handy 
devices that serve to remove the staples easily and without damaging the hand or 
the paper, were unknown in 1986 in Hungary. They made their first appearance in 
stationery stores in early 1987. In June 1987 shop assistants in a stationery store in
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the business center of Budapest put down the name of the article on the receipt as 
tűzőgép or tűzőkapocskiszedő. This term was used only on the receipt as the goods 
themselves were sold unpacked, without any brand name and description of the 
article. In short: we are currently witnessing the spread of a new device at a time 
when, apart from the official register of goods, the object practically is without a 
name. Therefore, we have a unique opportunity here to catch the birth of a word in 
statu nascendi.
Research procedure:
1. The field worker shows staple remover to informant and asks "Have you ever 
seen such a thing?"
2. Field worker to informant: "What is this?"
3. If answer is "I don’t know what it is", then field worker says: "OK, I’ll show you 
what it’s for". Then he demonstrates how the remover is used.
4. Field worker: "Now, what is this?"
5. Field worker holds up stapler and asks: "What is this?"
6. Field worker holds up staple and asks: "What is this?"
7. Finally field worker holds up staple remover and asks for a name again.
6. Dialectal words
Within the conversational modules of the interview questions related to language 
e.g. where is the best Hungarian spoken?, which part of society speaks the best 
Hungarian?, is a dialect speaker hindered by his speech in upward social mobility? 
are obligatorily asked. Among the informants in-migrants are addressed an extra 
question whether they can recall words they had acquired in their native 
surroundings and which are unknown to the inhabitants of Budapest. The aim is to 
explore the mental lexicon of in-migrant informants.
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Computational work on the Student’s Illustrated Dictionary 
o f Hungarian and the Computational study o f its vocabulary
G ábor  G. KISS
The Publishing House and Printing Press of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences is 
going to publish the Students’ Illustrated Dictionary of Hungarian (henceforth: SIDict) before 
Christmas 1992. This dictionary for pupils (age 10-16) is being written in the Research 
Institute for Linguistics by a team of 7 scholars. According to the plans, the dictionary is 
going to contain 14.000 vocabulary entries as well as 80 pages of colored illustrations (BÍRÓ, 
1991).
When comparing it with dictionaries of similar character for other languages, we can 
say that as regards its vocabulary and complexity SIDict has an intermediate position between 
the OXFORD Basic English Dictionary (10.000 entries) and the LAROUSSE débutants 
(20.000 entries) (OXFORD, 1981; LAROUSSE, 1986).
Parallel with the publication of this volume by Christmas 1992, a floppy-disc version 
for IBM PC/AT will made available for pupils, lexicographers as well as experts interested 
in further developments. The size of the dictionary will be 2.8 Mbyte.
The Publishing House and Printing Press of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences has 
arranged, in order to speed up the work, that the writing and the preparation of lexical 
entries for printing should go simultaneously, with a minimal delay. This was achieved by 
using computers. This way the Publishing House has achieved that not much after the 
preparation of the last dictionary entry the camera-ready set material of the SIDict will 
available.
When preparing the SIDict, IBM PC/ATs and XTs working under DOS help the 
writers of the dictionary in the following ways:
1. Compiling the dictionary entry list:
We used computers when compiling the dictionary entry list. We typed an amplified 
dictionary entry list into the computer. The amplified entry list based on a preliminary 
selection contains 16.000 lexical entries. * denotes compound lexical entries, e.g. nyak*leves, 
idő*álló. The dictionary entry list was created by WordPerfect. Using the SORT command, 
we ordered the dictionary entry list in an alphabetical order according to the last element of 
compounds. Thus we got lists like
)
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1) esküdt*szék, 7) tan*szék, 1) film*szerű,
2) forgó*szék, 8) törvény*szék, 2) közép*szerű,
3) hinta*szék, 9) úri*szék, 3) sport*szerű,
4) iskola*szék, 10) villamos*szék, 4) szak*szerű,
5) pohárészék, 11) zongora*szék,
6) szó*szék,
This list was used when preparing the last version of the dictionary entry list, i.e. 
when reducing the preliminary list containing 16.000 entries to the final version of 14.000 
entries.
2. Typographical preparation of SIDict by the help of computers:
The Publishing House and Printing Press of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
works on FERRANTI printing equipment and composing system. In the previous years the 
possibility of a novel input to these typographical equipment was designed and elaborated. 
Through this input coded texts containing ASCII characters can be entered in the composing 
system. The codes refer on the one hand to the letter types, and on the other to the special
characters used in the dictionary. Codes are given, as it can be seen from a sample below,
in brackets <  > :
normal letter type = <1> [ xxxxxxxx ]
italics letter type = <2> [ xxxxxxxx ]
bold letter type = <3> [ xxxxxxxx ]
tilde clinging to a suffix [ ~xxx ] = <50> 
tilde with a comma [ ■‘•xxx ] = <51>
tilde standing alone [ ] = <52>
• • •  = \ q \ q \ q
*  =  < 6 6 >
I = <6>
The dictionary entries of SIDict were stored in the computer using these codes. An 
example for the dictionary stored for the printing press:
<5><41>híre-hamva<40> szragos fn (csak esz 3. személyben, 
ált. alanyesetben)
<4><2>A tegnap leesett hónak ma már <52> sincs,. <l>nyoma 
sincs, eltűnt.
<5><41>híres<40>
<4><3>I. <l>mn <2><50>ek, <50>t <l>v. <2><50>et, <50>en 
<3>1. <2><52> ember, író, politikus, színész:
<l>kiemelkedó tulajdonságairól, teljesítményéről jól 
ismert (= hírneves). <2><52> regény, dal, város:
<l>közismert, nevezetes, (biz) <2>Nem valami <52> ez a 
dolgozat, <l>gyenge minőségű, középszerű. <3>2.
<l>(pejor) <2>Megint itt vannak a <50>, <l>rossz hírű (= 
hírhedt) <2>barátaid.
<3>II. <l>fn <2><50>ek, <50>et, <50>e <l>(pejor)
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<l>Kétes hírű személy. <2>Hol az a <50>?
<1>(Megszólításban:) <2>No, te <50>!
<5><41>híresség<40> fn <2><50>ek, <50>et, <50>e 
<4><3>1. <2>Apjának <50>e, <l>híres volta <2>nemcsak 
segítette, akadályozta is pályáján. <3>2. <2>Az előadásra 
meghívták az összes <50>et, <l>híres embert.
The SIDict was stored on the computer in WordPerfect files. In this work we utilized 
the vast macro-programming possibilities of the WordPerfect program to a great extent 
(KISS, 1991). We assigned the most common codes consisting of several characters to 
keyboard macros. This had a twofold advantage: on the one hand, typing and storing was 
quicker and, on the other, the character sequences of the codes appeared without any 
misspellings in the texts. E.g.
Alt key + о letter = (pej) (=(ironic)]
Alt key + b letter = <1>(=
Alt key + g letter = <l>v. <2> [<1> or <2>]
Alt key + a letter = <40> ige <2> [=\<40> verb <2>]
The writers of the dictionary asked us to enable them to check the texts, which had 
been stored in the computer’s memory, in a non-coded form. The authors wanted to see and 
correct the text in the same form as it will be printed out in its final version. We were not 
able to have all parts of the dictionary printed out several times for proof-reading (this was 
due, among other factors, to constraints of time and budget). Thus before having the text 
printed for the authors, we used a series of WordPerfect macros entitled PREPA. WPM to 
convert the text full of codes to the common typographical form. In the following we 
exemplify this by showing the program listing of the macro that converts entries starting with 
< 2 >  to italics.
Macro: Action
File: C:\WP51\MACROS\PREPA2.WPM
Description: A <2> kód utáni szöveg italizálása
{DISPLAY OFF}
{Home}{Home}{Up} 
{LABEL}kezdet~
{Search}<2>{Search} 
{Block}
{Search}<{Search}{left} 
{Font}22
{ON NOT FOUND}{GO}vege—  
{GO}kezdet~
{LABEL}vege~
{Home}{Home}{Up}
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By using the macro-program series we got the following printed version for the coded 
text seen above:
hire—hamva szragos fn (csak esz 3. személyben, ált. alanyesetben)
A tegnap leesett hónak ma már -  sincs, nyoma sincs, eltűnt.
híres
I. mn ~ek, - t v .  - et, - en
1. ~  ember, író, politikus, színész: kiemelkedő tulajdonságairól, teljesítményéről jól 
ismert (— hírneves). — regény, dal, város: közismert, nevezetes, (biz) Nem valami 
— ez a dolgozat, gyenge minőségű, középszerű. 2. (pejor) Megint itt vannak a —, 
rossz hírű (=  hírhedt) barátaid.
П. fn - ek, - e t ,  ~ e  (pejor)
Kétes hírű személy. Hol az a —? (Megszólításban:) No, te —! 
híresség fn — ek, —et, —e
1. Apjának - e ,  híres volta nemcsak segítette, akadályozta is pályáján. 2. Az 
előadásra meghívták az összes -  et, híres embert.
These is the final form of SIDict from the Publishing House and Printing Press of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences before last correction:
1 lá b  fn — a k .  — a t ,  — a 77 ra. 2. Fölfelé nyíló fedelű, alacsony bú­
2 1. Ember, szárazföldi állat járásra való 78 tor ruhanemű, élelmiszer stb. tárolásá­
3 végtagja, ill. ennek alsó része; lábfej. 79 ra. T u l i p á n t t ) o s  fégi parasztházak
4 T ö r i  a  c i p ő  a  ~ á t .  — a  k e l :  eltűnik, nyo­ 80 festéssel (ritkábban faragással) díszített
5 ma vész; n a g y  ~ o n  é l :  pazarló, költeke­ 81 jellegzetes bútordarabja. 3. Nagyobb
6 ző életmódot folytat. 2. Tárgynak 82 doboz.
7 az(ok) az oszlopszerű része(i), amelyfe- 83 la d ik  fn — o k ,  — o t .  —j a
8 k)en áll. A z  a s z t a l ,  a  z o n g o r a  ~ a .  3. 84 Lapos fenekű csónak. , . Á l l a i m e n n é k  é n
9 Hegy(ség), halom stb. alsó része. A  h e g y 85 a  T i s z á n  l a d i k o n ,  L a d i k o n ,  d e  l a d i k o n "
10 - á n á l  á l l  a  h á z .  4. Régi, ill. külföldi 86 (népdal).
II hosszmérték: kb. 30 cm. H a t  -  m a g a s . 87 l a g ú n a  fn — k ,  ~r, - j a
12 l á b a d  ige ~ n i  (vál) 88 Homok- v. korallszigetekkel (részben)
13 K ö n n y b e  -  a  s z e m e ,  könnyes lesz. 89 elzárt sekély tengerrész. A  ~ k  v á r o s a :
14 l á b a d o z |ik  ige ~ n i 90 Velence.
IS Súlyos betegségből gyógyulóban van. 91 la g z i  fn ~ k ,  -1 , - j a  (nép, biz)
16 lá b a l  ige - n i  Iá b ó l 92 Lakodalom.
17 Sekély vízben, sárban, hóban -  lábát 93 lá g y
18 nehezen emelgetve -  jár, megy. A  p o c s o ­ 94 1. mn —ok, — a t ,  — a n
19 l y á b a n  — . A  p o c s o l y á t  ~ j a .  ( = gázol) 95 1. Könnyen formálható, laza szerkeze­
20 l a b a n c  fn ~ o k .  ~ o t ,  ~ a  (tört) 96 tű, sokszor nedvességet tartalmazó ( -
21 1. A kurucok ellen harcoló császári 97 puha, #  kemény). ~ t o j á s :  héjában
22 zsoldos. 2. (pejor) Habsburg-párti ma­ 98 hígra főzött. A z  ó l o m  -  f é m .  A  -  s z á r ú
23 gyar. 99 n ö v é n y n e k  n i n c s  f á s  r é s z e .  2. ~  v í z :
24 l á b a s 1 mn — a k .  — a : ,  — a 100 kevés ásványi sót tartalmazó. 3. Nem
25 Lábon, talapzaton álló. ~ ó r a .  —  h á z : 101 határozott, nem éles, nem erős, nem
26 árkádos. 102 éles körvonalú. ~  v o n á s o k ,  —  h a n g ,  —
27 l á b a s 2 fn ~ o k ,  ~ t ,  ~ a  l á b o s 103 f é m .  —  h u l l á m o k ,  —  s z e l l ő .  4. Szelíd,
28 Alacsony, kétfülű főzőedény. 104 gyöngéd, engedékeny. ~  s z i v e  v a n ,  — a n
29 l á b a t l a n k o d |i k  ige ~ n i  (biz) 105 c i r ó g a t .
30 Másnak útjában van, ténfergésével za­ 106 II. fn ~ a k ,  ~ a t ,  - a
31 varja, láb alatt van. 107 V m i n e k  a  - a :  a lágyabb része. A  f e j e
32 l á b a z a t  fn — o k .  — o t ,  — a 108 — a :  a koponyacsontok találkozásának
33 Bútornak, építménynek, falnak, szo­ 109 kisgyermekkorban porcos része. 66 B e ­
34 bornak stb. a legalsó, sajátosan kikép­ 110 n ő t t  a  f e j e  - a :  megkomolyodott.
35 zett része. 111 lá g y é k  fn - o k .  - o t .  - a
36 lá b b e l i  fn ~ k .  — t ,  ~ j e 112 A hasfalnak alulról a csípőkig terjedő,
37 A z  öltözéknek a lábon viselt tartozéka: 113 háromszög alakú része.
38 cipő, csizma, szandál, papucs stb. 114
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3. Editing SIDict by using DATABASE I:
The finished dictionary entries of SIDict were placed continuously into a textual data 
base, which will be referred to DATABASE I. The GREP program was used to look up any 
character sequences in their contexts which the editors and/or authors of SIDict requested. 
This way this we gave an effective help both to the editor in chief as well as to the authors 
to have dictionary entries in the SIDict that are uniform in their form as well as content. In 
the following we shall illustrate this by two concordances made by the program GREP. In 
case of the first, we show a section of a dictionary entry classified as "private" [=(biz)], 
while in the second we demonstrate "idioms" quoted in the dictionary entries. The code for 
idioms is <  66 > appearing as * on the printer.
EX AMP. 001
nyakleves fn (biz)
Kapott egy -  t, a nyakára v. tarkójára mért ütést, 
nyakra—főre hsz
(biz) -  hívogat: újra meg újra. 
nyargal ige —ni
2. (biz) Hova ~ sz  (=  rohansz, szaladsz) sebesen? 
nyavalyog ige — ni (biz)
1. Tavaly sokat ~tam, betegeskedtem.
nyel ige —ni
4. (biz) A kocsi —i a kilométereket, gyorsan halad.
EXAMP.002
hó\l fn havak, havat, hava
* Fehér, mint a - :  tiszta fehér, 
holló fn —k, ~ t ,  -  ja
* Ritka, mint a fehér - :  nagyon ritka, 
holt П. fh —ak, —at, - j a
* Nem volt se —, se eleven: nagyon megijedt, 
homlok fn —ok, —ot, —a
* Nincs a —ára írva: nem látszik rajta, 
homok fn - o t ,  —ja
* —ba dugja a fejét: nem hajlandó tudomást venni a veszélyről.
* ~ ra  építfi terveit, elméletét): bizonytalan alapra.
4. SIDict as a dictionary data base: DATABASE П
•
Through the computerized typographical preparation the text body of SIDict was 
placed into a computer data base called DATABASE I. However, we were compelled to 
carry out two significant modifications on the data base created during the typographical 
preparation of SIDict in order to get a computerized version of the dictionary that suits also
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the purposes of teaching and linguistic research. Thus by modifying DATABASE I we 
developed DATABASE И.
Before placing the text of SIDict written in DATABASE I into DATABASE II, we 
had to carry out the following two modifications:
1) Modification (changing the tilde)
Within DATABASE II it is no longer practical to have the entry heading substituted by the 
tilde. It is one of the characteristics of the Hungarian language that the last vowel of some 
stem words are changed when a suffix is added to the stem. In such cases we use tilde with 
a comma for denoting the stem variant of the suffixed dictionary entry e.g.
gólya (+k,+t,+a) = gólyák, gólyát, gályája = ■‘•к, •‘•t, •‘•ja
gondola (+k,+t,+a) = gondolák, gondolát, gondolája = •‘к, ■‘•t, ■‘•ja
görbe (+k,+t,+a) = görbék, görbéket, görbéje = xk, í t ,  •‘•je
ige (+k,+t,+a) = igék, igéket, igéje = ■‘■k, ■‘•t, ■‘•je
The "tilde" and the "tilde with a comma" was changed into the lexical entry i.e. its 
appropriate form variant after the elaboration of the algorhytm by a program written in C 
language.
2) Modification (morphological analysis)
It seems to be practical to place the dictionary corpus of SIDict DATABASE II that 
has been morphologically analyzed and lemmatized. This is due, on the one hand, to the fact 
that the Hungarian language has an agglutinative structure and, on the other to the stem 
variation mentioned above. The morphological analysis and lemmatization was carried out 
by the program HUMOR developed by László Tihanyi and Gábor Proszéky.
In the forthcoming we demonstrate this by the showing the previous detail analyzed 
by the program HUMOR:
<5><41>hire-hamva [FN]<40> %szragos %fn (csak [HA] esz 
[FN] 3. személy [FN] -ben [INÉ], %ált. alanyeset [FN]- ben [INE]) <4><2>a [DET] tegnap [FN] & le [IK]- esik 
[IGE]«es- ett [Me3]& hó [FN]- nak [DAT] ma [FN]& már [HA] 
híre—hanva sincs [IGE], <l>nyom [FN]- a [PSe3] sines 
[IGE], eltűnt [MN]&.
<5><41>híres [MN]<40>
<4><3>I. [SZN]&. <l>%mn <2>híres%ek, híres%t <l>%v.
<2>híres%et, híres%en
<3>1. <2><52> ember [FN], iró [FN], politikus [FN]&, 
színész [FN]: <l>ki [NM]- emelkedő [FN] 
tulajdonság [FN]-ai [PSe3i]-ről [DEL], teljesítmény 
[FN]•é [PSe3] -ró 1 [DEL]& jól [HA] ismert [MN]& ( = 
hírneves [MN]). <2><52> regény [FN], dal [FN], város 
[FN]: <l>közismert [MN], nevezetes [MN], (biz [HA])
<2>Nem [HA]& valami [NM]& <52> ez [NM] a [DET] dolgozat 
[FN], <l>gyenge [MN] minőség [FN]-ű [UKEP], középszerű
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[MN]. <3>2. <l>(%pejor) <2>Megint [HA] itt [HA] van 
[IGE]•nak [t3] a [DET] hires, <l>rossz [MN] hír [FN]-ü 
[UKEP] (= hírhedt [MN]) <2>barát [FN]-aid [PSe2i].
<3>%II. <l>%fn <2>híres%ek, híres%et, híres e [NM]&
<1>(%pejor) <l>Kétes [MN] hír [FN]-ű [DKEP] személy [FN]. 
<2>Hol [HA] az [DET]& a [DET] híres? <1>(Megszólítás 
[FN]•ban [INE]:) <2>No [ISZ], te [NM] híres!
<5><41>híresség [FN]<40> %fn <2>híresség%ek, híresség%et, 
híresség%e
<4><3>1. <2> apa [FN]«Ap-já [PSe3]-nak [DAT] híressége 
[NM]&, <l>hires [MN] volta [FN]& <2> nemcsak [KOT] segít 
[IGE]-ette [TMe3]&, akadályoz [IGE]-ta [TMe3]& is [KOT] 
pálya [FN]»pályá-já [PSe3]-n [SUP]. <3>2. <2>Az [DET]& 
előadás [FN]-ra [SUB] meg [IK]-hív [IGE]-ták [TMt3]& az 
[DET]& összes [MN] híresség%et, <l>hlres [MN] ember 
[FN]•t [ACC].
Presently we are currently evaluating retrieval programs that could be used the to 
query dictionary DATABASE II. The simplest solution would be to use GREP, however we 
are still making some experiments with programs like KAYE and WordCruncher which serve 
more purpose and thus can be used in a more comfortable way.
As the dictionary data base has already been analysed morphologically and is full of 
codes, therefore it is necessary the filter the output resulting from the individual searches 
through a special program filtering out the codes and transforming the text into a form similar 
to that of a "normal dictionary".
5. Analysing the vocabulary of SIDict
We want to carry out the analysis of the SIDict vocabulary, on the basis of 
DATABASE II, in two directions:
5.1. The relationship between lexical entries and words occuring in the dictionary 
(lexemes):
We want to explore how the 14.000 envisaged lexical entries relate to the words 
occuring in the the text body od SIDict. Points of view for the research:
a) Are there any words in the text body that are not lexical entries?
b) Are there any lexical entries that occur only in their own lexical record?
Of course we analyse the vocabulary of definitions and sentence examples within the 
text body separately.
5.2. Classifying the lexical entries and their meaning nuances:
SIDict is made for pupils and, according to the plans, contains words of the basic 
stoek of vocabulary. This is the reason why we think it worth examining what is the 
proportion of so-called "classified" lexical entries in comparison to the 14.000 lexical entries 
and what proportion of the meaning nuances of the lexical entries was classified. Lexical 
entries classified in the dictionary are to be found on the margin of the base vocabulary. (The 
classifications were the following: (nép) [=  dialectal], (biz) [=  family usage, colloquial],
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(pej) [=  pejorative], (rég) [=  archaic], (tréf) [=  jocular], (vál) [=  refined]). The results of 
these examinations will yield objective data as regards the size of a planned basic vocabulary 
treasury. It seems to be most likely that the size estimated by Júlia Pajzs (about 10.000 to 
12.000 lexical entries) will be justified (PAJZS 1991).
With the computer-stored data base of SIDict, lexicographers, linguists and those who 
are interested in such topics will have for the first time a computational explaining dictionary 
of Hungarian. Due to the students’s dictionary character of SIDict we think it can be utilized 
excellently for educational purposes. The experiences gained while preparing it will be 
extremely useful in the future when working on more voluminous computational dictionaries 
e. g. A magyar irodalmi és köznyelv nagyszótára (1533—1990) [=  the Great Literary 
Dictionary of Hungarian] (KISS — PAJZS, PAJZS 1988, PAPP — HEXENDORF).
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Computational Lexicography in Prague
Jan  KRÁLIK
A short survey o f computational lexicography in Prague. Main historical and actual 
projects are mentioned and briefly described.
The Prague Linguistic School underlined the phenomena o f potentional 
linguistic events, quantification or quantitative confrontations (Mathesius, 1911) which 
could neither be fully appreciated nor scientifically exhausted and completely 
linguistically covered at the time of their definitions in the 1920s. Nobody knew about 
computers and hardly would even anybody dream about the use of computers in 
lexicography. Thanks to the traditional exact classification and quantification of 
linguistic events, though, the first mechanic machines were installed very early in 
Prague to be applied in linguistic research. This technical equipment was very close 
to computers and proved most capable of the lexicographic work as well. That is why 
computational lexicography has deep roots in Prague and its projects are frequent, 
even if  limited by lack of both the hardware and software.
The first experiences with mechanical lexicographic research were gathered by 
J.Stindlová in the Czech Language Institute in Prague in the late 1950s (Stindlová, 
1961). Even if  the mechanical equipment applied was confined to only a part of the 
technology then available (the punch cards machines) and no direct reference to 
electronic computer was made, the computational lexicographic research of the Czech 
Language Institute was remarkably successful, starting from that period. Mechanical 
as well as computational algorithms of data arrangement and selection were worked 
out and new experiments such as first terminological corpora, author concordance 
indexes, etc., opened the paths to future projects.
One o f the highest projects finished computationally transcribed and indexed the 
total list of lexicographic items for the Dictionary of Standard Czech (SSJC), and the 
lists o f nouns and verbs, the reverse alphabetical dictionary, and other lists were 
obtained. Unfortunately, hardly anything of this work was published, and the fast 
development o f computational technology and some other reasons made those 
resources incompatible with the advanced computers of the present day.
Soon afterwards, however, in the early 1970s, tradition and a considerable
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experience inspired another extensive work, using more advanced means so that its 
result is compatible with the present computers. The Department o f Mathematical 
Linguistics lead by M.TéSitelová started the project o f a complex quantitative analysis 
o f modern Czech. The corpora included 180 texts with 3.000 running words each (in 
total 540.000 words), and every word was supplied with a full morphological and a 
brief syntactic information. The data were punched on cards and transferred to 
magnetic tapes and processed by means of old big computers with the help of special 
programs accounting for each step of quantitative analysis (Králík, 1982). All this data 
are preserved and were recently transferred transferred into a current computer 
readable form on floppy discs.
The analysis followed both the quantitative and the lexicographic aspects. The 
frequency dictionaries of various registers and the whole corpus (Téíitelová 1983, 
1985) as well as the Reverse Alphabetical Dictionary (Téíitelová - Petr - Králík, 1986) 
were published. Though not lexicographically targeted, thanks to computers, the 
project gathered a great amount of lexicographically relevant data, including those for 
a semantic frequency dictionary, which still brings it to the attention o f specialists 
nowadays.
For example, the Czechoslovak press-agency CSTK used this corpus for the 
automatic search in Czech newspaper texts which - due to Czech inflection variating 
suffixes and changing word roots - was a far from easy task. Another project, 
performed at the Prague Technical University, used the corpora and their 
computational outputs to support an automatic analysis of spoken Czech, looking for 
the possible sound and letter combinations in spoken texts (allowed by a relatively 
close proximity of spoken and written Czech). The contextual lexicographic 
information as well as described inflectic proved the corpora significant for both the 
design and verification o f projects on Czech spelling-checkers, etc.
The work inspired several specialized lexicographic projects and the research 
using similar computational technology, serving as a new means of research and 
influencing the formulation of new projects applying more advanced equipment.
The first of those works, as performed in the Czech Language Institute in 
Prague, was the Full List o f Minor Place Names in Bohemia (including the names of 
fields, forests, etc.). In this project, headed by M.Knappová, the computers formed 
the reverse alphabetical list and selected numerous samples. The minor-place names 
of Bohemia were treated as to their origin and development, both accounting for 
linguistic and extralingual facts, and communicative function.
A completely new edition of the One-Volume Dictionary of Czech implements 
the data base system and its floppy-disc version is to be issued. The user software 
should enable direct and conditioned search and provide the user with additional 
comfort. This project is coordinated by J.Filipec and V.Mejstrik.
Another example is the Valency Dictionary, which completes the research into 
the sentence patterns o f 1.000 most frequent Czech verbs. The dictionary compiles 
relevant meanings and valency characteristics, and every verb is described from the 
morphological, syntactic and semantic points of view including the selective tendencies 
for filling all valency positions in Czech sentence. Apart from providing various
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sorting, search or concordance algorithms, the computer also serves as a desk top 
publisher. The project is headed by N.Svozilová.
Another recent project is the full lexical corpus for the new computer edition 
of the Czech Spelling Rules which will offer an essential lexicographic information to 
the public. The floppy-disc issue including the service programmes and its 
computational confrontation with new lexicographic corpora are considered for 
preparation. The project is headed by O.Martincová.
Parallelly to the research of the Czech Language Institute, a highly specialized 
project has been formulated by V.Smetáéek dealing with lexicographic and textual 
meanings o f Czech words. The project introduces the hierarchy of meaning levels and 
encodes several hundreds thousand meanings and applies the programmes for 
similarity and semantic likeliness. The work is an original terminological basis and can 
be easily reordered semiotically (Smetáőek, 1984-1986).
To the contrary of the past era, when any computational application of in 
lexicography neared a dream or was exceptional, all the latter projects are technically 
limited and their introduction is extremely belated, which also holds for a project of 
the Computational Fund o f Czech (Cermák - Králík - Pala, 1992).
Despite the present availability of 2 PC only and despite largely limited 
software (without the W ord-Cruncher, e .g .), the Lexicographic Department, headed 
by F. Cermák, accepted all the offers of textual data by publishing houses. The offer 
is faster than the Department’s possibilities. Even if  there are the FD copies of a great 
amount o f textual data offered by newspapers and periodicals (such as Lidové noviny, 
M ladá fronta Dnes, or Mlady svét), the Department still awaits a project ensured for 
their balanced selection. Nonetheless, very shortly after the first PC had been 
installed, the Lexicographic Department formed an original database and started to 
construct own programs such as for concordances or contexts, etc.) (Králík, 1992).
New technology no doubt brings limitations to traditional lexicographic 
methods. On the other hand, however, it also brings very useful and precise demands 
and performs enormous amount of work beyond human ability before. New 
technology always inspires new projects and lexicography is no exception. If  a full 
compatibility is guaranteed, the computational technology is a true revolution for any 
lexicographer.
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Towards a Computerized Historical Dictionary o f Dutch: 
from Printed Dictionary to Correct Text File
J.G. KRUYT —  JJ. v a n  d e r  VOORT v a n  d e r  K ir í j
The Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal, the Dutch counterpart of the Oxford English 
Dictionary, is subject to computerization. Presently, the method of Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) is applied for converting volumes that are available in printed form only. 
The correction of the OCR-output files and the administration of the correction process is 
computerized as much as possible. An automatic preprocessing improves the OCR-output file 
in order to reduce and facilitate the computer-aided manual correction. In spite of extensive 
correction still being required, the present method has resulted in a considerable reduction 
of costs and an improved efficiency in the organisation of the project compared to the 
earlier method of word processing by a commercial firm.
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1. Towards a computerized historical dictionary of Dutch.
The Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal WNT is a monolingual dictionary based on 
historical principles, describing the Dutch vocabulary from 1500 up to the 20th century. The 
first fascicle was published in 1864. The dictionary will be completed in 1998. It will then 
comprise more than 100.000 colums of dictionary text. The WNT can be considered the 
Dutch counterpart of the Oxford English Dictionary OED, the Deutsches Wörterbuch 
started by the Grimm brothers, and the Dictionary of the Swedish Academy (SAOB).
The WNT is currently being computerized. The Electronic WNT will be a text file 
encoded for information categories in SGML-format (Bryan 1988), similar to the electronic 
New OED (cf. Kazman 1986). That is, the running text will be interrupted by codes 
specifying the type of information a text fragment conveys (cf. De Bruin et al. 1991). A first 
prerequisite is a machine-readable version of the dictionary text. Since 1982, text processing 
facilities have been utilized in the production of the printed dictionary, which at the same 
time results in corrected machine-readable fascicles. The ca. 69.000 colums of dictionary text 
produced before 1982, however, are available in printed form only and have to be converted 
to machine-readable form.
Until recently, a commercial firm was keying-in the text using word processors, and the 
output was manually corrected. Not only the proper text was keyed-in, but also some textual 
adaptations supporting the future automatic encoding of information categories (cf. Van der 
Voort van der Kleij & Kruyt 1992: section 1). These adaptations had previously been noted 
by WNT-lexicographers onto enlarged copies of the dictionary pages. Except for some minor 
points, this method is essentially similar to the one applied in the New-OED project (cf. 
Simpson 1986, Kazman 1986, Berg et al. 1988).
At the very end of 1990, the application of OCR was considered as an alternative for 
keying-in, mainly for financial reasons. After extensive experiments, a Kurzweil K5200 OCR 
system has been decided on, in spite of the rather poor quality of the output. In contrast 
with the former situation, institutional personnel, rather than a commercial firm, was 
envisaged to be charged with the conversion of the printed text into a corrected machine- 
readable version. Making use of the computer facilities at our institute, a system has been 
developed by which the conversion and correction process and its administration are 
computerized to a major extent. The description of this system will be preceded by a concise 
discussion of some characteristics of the printed dictionary complicating the conversion by 
OCR.
2. The printed dictionary: some features complicating OCR.
Several characteristics of the printed dictionary text complicate the conversion by OCR. Like 
the OED (Berg et al. 1988), the uneven quality of the print from the old metal plates and 
the complex grahical structure cause problems. Print quality is far from optimal due to 
different shapes of identical characters, bróken characters, connected characters that should 
be separate, uneven brightness etc. Additionally, more than ten different print types have 
been used in the 504 fascicles printed before 1982.
Graphical structure is characterized by numerous type fonts, numerous special characters 
and symbols, and various indentation sizes which reflect the hierarchical structure within the 
entry. Apart from the more usual type fonts roman, italics and bold face, the WNT includes 
small capitals, spaced roman, spaced italics, spaced small capitals, and in the older volumes 
additionally a smaller variant of small capitals. Moreover, type fonts alternate rather 
frequently. Special characters particularly occur in the etymology sections and in quotations
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derived from regional sources (transcribed dialect). Special symbols concern symbols in 
quotations (such as mathematical symbols, and the old Dutch pound symbol), as well as some 
functional marks in the dictionary text (such as the two vertical lines separating the 
lexicographer’s text from the illustrating quotations). In the older volumes, graphical 
structure is moreover complicated by centred quotations derived from poetry. The structural 
indentations are relevant to the discrimination of thirteen potential levels in sense hierarchy 
(cf. De Bruin et al. 1991).
As for the future automatic encoding of information categories, formal characteristics are 
essential to the automatic assessment of contents (cf. Kazman 1986). Graphical 
characteristics need therefore to be preserved in the machine-readable text file. For that 
reason, the effects of the abovementioned factors have been investigated by intensive 
experimentation. The results indicated that extensive correction would be required, that 
different OCR training sets (cf. 3.1.) would have to be developed for the various parts of 
the dictionary, and that it is not sure whether the old volumes including centred quotations 
can be tackled by scanning/OCR. In spite of these consequences, this method was attractive 
to our project mainly for financial reasons. Subsequently, it proved to result in an improved 
efficiency in the organisation of the project (cf. 4.).
3. From printed text to correct text file.
Main components of the process from printed text to correct text file are scanning and 
optical character recognition, an automatic preprocessing in order to improve the OCR- 
output, and computer-aided manual correction at a computer screen.
3.1. Scanning and OCR.
A Kurzweil K5200 connected with a Commodore 386SX-16 personal computer is used for 
scanning and OCR. The first stage is the development of a training-set. A number of pages 
is scanned, and, during scanning, all characters that are not unambiguous to the system are 
presented at the screen. Only characters that have a correct and claercut shape are 
confirmed to the system as being correct. In this way, the system specifications for each 
character are refined according to the specific characteristics of the text to be processed. If 
structurally relevant special symbols cannot correctly be processed by the Kurzweil, a 
simulation is trained. For example, the two vertical lines " || ” indicating the beginning of a 
quotation block is trained as "!)!)", and is automatically converted into the original symbol in 
the automatic preprocessing phase (3.2.). This also applies to the dash which is trained 
as "+)". The training-set is stored and can essentially be used for all pages with similar 
textual characteristics. For our dictionary, the necessity of developing different training-sets 
because of the various print types, has already been referred to in section 2.
After the training phase, portions of 16 columns of dictionary text are scanned with use 
of a form feeder, subsequently recognized, and then converted to a suitable format, in our 
case an ASCII-file. The portion of 16 columns, each column containing about 3500 
characters on the average, proved to be a manageable quantity for computer-aided manual 
correction (3,3.). Training, scanning, character recognition, and conversion require 2 minutes 
per column on the average.
The output is a running text file interrupted by codes, as shown by the following 
examples:
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>>>U I, <8,R>Samenst. enz. <12,R>34
<8,R>grootte uitgezocht, <6,R> REINDERS, <8, I>Landb <8,R>2,201 [1893]. 
Uienzaad wordt in ons land ingevoerd voor hét
>>><8,I>+)>>>Uienzweefvlieg <8,R> (3), zie de aanh. !)!) Kleine narcisvheg 
of uienzweefvlieg <8,1 > (Euvierus strigatus),
(WNT, Vol. 17-3, column 34).
The codes indicate the beginning of roman ("R") and italic ("I") font only, as well as the 
relative height of following characters ("12", "8", "6", and other values). Note that codes only 
mark font shifts and height alterations. Many features of the printed dictionary (other fonts, 
special characters and symbols) cannot be represented in the OCR-text file. Note, however, 
the successful simulations "!)!)" and "+)".
The quality of the OCR output text file is improved by automatic preprocessing (3.2.), in 
order to reduce and facilitate the computer-aided manual correction at the screen (3.3.).
3.2. Automatic preprocessing.
Before the OCR output text file is copied from the PC to the central hostcomputer Digital 
VAX 8350, the PC non-ASCII values are converted to VAX non-ASCII values. The text file 
is now characterized by the extension ".ICR", i.e. "scanned and processed by the Kurzweil".
Every night, the presence of OCR text files is automatically checked in a batch procedure, 
on the basis of the filename extension. If present, OCR text files are converted into 
VAX/VMS format and subsequently processed by a program written in VAX-BASIC, that 
improves the proper text by controlling as many as possible systematic features. Essentially 
two types of operations are involved. Some concern the correction of errors consistently 
made in the OCR process, such as "DI" being corrected into "Dl", and "(11)" into "(II)". 
Focus, however, is on the correction of structurally relevant strings, such as correcting 
"QCU— " into "— QCU", "QCU" being the code indicating the beginning of italic font (cf. 
below).
Other operations concern structural improvements, rather than the correction of 
consistent errors. They include the insertion of fonts not, or not properly represented in the 
OCR text file. For example, for each text file small capital font is calculated on the basis of 
the digits in the OCR-codings (like those shown in 3.1.) and specific contextual features. 
Bold face is determined on the basis of either pattern recognition or a unique combination 
of textual characteristics. Roman font indications are removed, being considered the default 
font. Another operation concerns font code completion. The graphical codes for italic font, 
bold face and small capital font are completed by end codes. For example, "QCU" means 
"start italic font", "ZCU" representing "end italic font”. Special symbols, such as the two 
vertical lines and the dash (cf. З.1.), are reconstructed. Structural indentations are checked 
on correct location and visualized by five subsequent copyright symbols. Running headlines 
are not yet removed in order to support manual correction, but standardized so as to be 
able to remove them automatically in a later stage of the computerization process. Words 
broken up at the end of a line by a hyphen are automatically connected. The number of 
spaces is regulated. Although different types of operations are involved in the preprocessing
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process, most rules in the program are based on textual patterning.
For an impression of the effect of the automatic preprocessing, in particular of the 
structural improvements, the example lines shown in 3.1. are presented here after they have 
been processed by the program.
*#$ KOPREGEL *#$ UI, Samenst. enz. 34
grootte uitgezocht, QKKREINDERSZKK, QCULandb.ZCU 2, 201 [1893]. Uienzaad 
wordt in ons land ingevoerd voor het
©©©©© — QCUUienzweefvliegZCU (3), zie de aanh. // Kleine narcisvheg of 
uienzweefvlieg (QCUEuvierus strigatusZCU),
The resulting text file has more or less the layout of the printed dictionary. Depending on 
the quality of the OCR text file, the preprocessing introduces 2000-3000 modifications in a 
file of sixteen dictionary columns. Because of the inconsistency discussed in sectfon 2, some 
components of the preprocessing program will have to be adapted if textual characteristics 
change.
The automatically preprocessed file is characterized by the extension ".conv", which means 
"converted and automatically preprocessed text file". This file is input for the computer-aided 
manual correction.
3.3. Computer-aided correction.
Correction comprises three phases. The first one is focussed on correction of the entire text, 
the second one particularly on textual features that are of primary importance to the future 
automatic text encoding in terms of information categories. First and second correction are 
performed by use of written instructions. The third phase concerns a final check by the 
present authors. Standard for correction is the printed dictionary text. Errors in the original 
text are not corrected, unless the error concerns an element essential to the future 
automatic encoding of information categories (cf. 4).
Correction is performed at the screen by use of VAX-terminals. A text file is interactively 
assigned to a particular corrector, either for first or second correction. Each time a file has 
been read from disk and appears at the terminal, some automatic operations improve 
structural consistency. This concerns, for example, the regulation of spaces in quotation 
dates. For ease of correction, text structure is clarified by addition of screen attributes 
(reverse video, highlighting etc.) to the font codes. During correction, four buffers are 
visualized as windows at the screen: a text buffer including the text to be corrected, a 
comment buffer for comments by the corrector, a message buffer which informs the 
corrector about proper system messages as well as messages concerning correctness of 
specific textual features, and a command prompt buffer. This is essentially similar to the 
system described in Van der Voort van der Kleij & Kruyt (1992: section 2), except for two 
major differences: screen attributes do not replace font codes as the latter may be subject to 
correction, and corrections can freely be made in the text buffer.
Correction facilities include a menu supporting the insertion or modification of font codes. 
Specially defined keys support frequent operations, such as inserting or revising structural 
indentations, and connecting words broken up at the end of a line in cases where the
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hyphen has not been detected in the OCR process. In the second correction phase, 
predefined keys support sophisticated searches in order to check all aspects essential to the 
automatic encoding of information categrories, and frequently occurring errors originating in 
the OCR-phase that could not be corrected by automatic preprocessing. All these means aim 
at an optimal check on correctness of textual features during the first and second correction 
process. When a text file is completely corrected, either in the first or second correction 
phase, and the final session is finished, formal aspects of font codes are automatically 
checked and interactively corrected, because of their relevance to following stages in the 
project.
The final check and correction is facilitated by a connection between the line numbers in 
the text buffer containing the corrected dictionary text file and those in the comment buffer 
containing the second corrector’s comments. In this way, scrolling and searching is reduced 
to a minimum. For a more detailed description of a similar facility, we refer to Van der 
Voort van der Kleij & Kruyt (1992: section 3).
The procedures described here are mainly based on textual patterning and are realized by 
use of the extendable VAX-editor EVE in combination with the programming language Text 
Processing Utility (TPU). First, second and final correction phase of each file is 
characterized by the file extension (".conv_corn, ".conv_cor_cor" and ".conv_cor_def, 
respectively). First correction requires 32 minutes per column on the average. The second 
and final correction procedures have recently been developed and tested. Total correction 
duration is estimated at ca. 45 minutes per column on the average.
3.4. Administration.
The administration of the process described above is computerized to a major extent. 
Administrative data are automatically recorded in a separate file (sequential fixed file), by a 
VAX-BASIC program using input-files produced by the editing program.
Before scanning, filenames are constructed by a program. An example of a filename is 
”17S3000r, specifying the volume number (17-3) and the number of the first out of sixteen 
columns in a text file (0001). These filenames are included in the administration file. 
Subsequently, extensions specifying the phase of a text file in the whole process of 
computerization are added to the filenames. After OCR, the filename is provided with the 
extension MCR" (cf. З.1.). After the automatic preprocessing, changing the extension into 
".conv" (cf. 3.2.), a marker is automatically inserted before the filename in the administration 
file, indicating that the file is ready for computer-aided manual correction. Files to be 
corrected are interactively assigned to correctors. During correction, the various phases are 
recorded in the batch by use of the standard time provisions of the computer system, 
including the date and time of the beginning and end of the first and second correction, 
respectively. Correction durations can easily be computed. When first, second and final 
correction have been finished, the file extension is changed.
This way of administration not only ensures a correct overview of the files in their various 
phases, but also facilitates planning the project by use of rather objective durations of 
operations.
4. Discussion.
In the New OED-project, OCR was rejected because of the poor results (Berg et al. 1988). 
Malmgren (1988:167) on the other hand, reports with respect to the Dictionary of the
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Swedish Academy, that OCR (by a Kurzweil) must be followed by "some manual correction". 
In our dictionary project, extensive correction is required. The different experiences confirm 
that OCR is still a controversial tool for computerizing large scale lexicographical resources. 
However, the feasibility of OCR may not be considered from the point of view of correction 
only. Several other aspects may be relevant in the judgement on OCR being a feasible 
approach.
To our project, the method presented in this paper has substantial advantages over the 
earlier method of word processing and correction performed by a commercial firm. First of 
all, a considerable reduction of costs per column has been achieved. Another major result 
concerns the organisation of the project. The production of machine-readable dictionary text 
by both OCR and word processing (new fascicles) at the institute implied a reconsideration 
of the various stages in the computerization of the dictionary. The textual adaptations 
required for the future automatic encoding of information categories (cf. 1) preferably 
applied to all machine-readable text, irrespective of the origin. In contrast with the former 
method (cf. 1), this textual adaptation is presently performed after the text has been made 
machine-readable. This activity has been computerized as well, which resulted in a 
considerable saving of time and an improved quality (cf. Van der Voort van der Kleij & 
Kruyt 1992). Additionally, the availability of many text files stored on disks of the 
institutional computer supports research into textual features, allowing lexicographical 
hypotheses to be tested and textual patterns unknown so far to be revealed. This research 
has been relevant to the development of the computer programs for the automatic 
preprocessing and the computer-aided correction described above, and is furthermore 
particularly relevant to the automatic encoding of information categories. The system 
described above also allows correctors working at home, using telecommunication facilities, 
without any essential change of the procedures. In conclusion, apart from the computerized 
administration (3.4.) and the reusability of developed procedures and programs implied above 
(3.3.), these factors contribute to an improved efficiency in the project and an optimal 
quality of the product.
These types of improvements are of prime relevance for the feasibility of a large scale 
project like ours. The question therefore is whether the correction of OCR text files could 
be combined with simultaneous linguistic structuring as suggested by Malmgren (1988), with 
the correction of errors in the original dictionary text (cf. 3.3.), or with improving internal 
consistency. Our experience is that this is feasible to a limited extent only. The instructions 
grow too complicated. Errors in the original text often require extensive looking up 
procedures. Improvement of consistency is preferably performed by consistent automatic 
procedures rather than by inconsistent human correctors. For these reasons, we have chosen 
to postpone this kind of improvements to a later stage in the project.
Our conclusion is that applying OCR should be considered as an integrated component of 
the computerization process as a whole, rather than by the quality of the immediate output 
by itself. Although needs and conditions may differ from those of our project, aspects of our 
approach may be useful to other projects as well, in particular those concerned with 
complicated structured text.
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Phonetic Syllables in French: 
Combinatorics, Structure and Formal Definitions
E r ic  LAPORTE
Abstract
The notion of syllable is based on particularly clear intuitions and is relevant to all 
languages, but no good formal definition is known. One of the problems is that an 
utterance can be divided into syllables in several ways, e.g. [ a / t l a s ]  and [ a t / l a s ]  
for atlas in French. Different algorithms can be designed to syllabify phonetic strings or 
to divide them into other units. We define, test and discuss criteria of choice between 
such algorithms.
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Syllabication algorithms have been studied for the purpose of hyphenation by 
computer (e.g. Liang, 1983; Désarménien, 1986; Manas, 1987), since in many European 
languages syllabication and hyphenation have much in common. However, for no 
language they are completely identical: e.g. atlas, the French example above, cannot be 
hyphenated. Our matter here is a linguistic one, so we syllabify phonetic and phonemic 
strings, regardless of spelling.
1. Intuitive pronounceability
Clear intuitions about syllables are a valuable starting point. One of them is that the 
existence of syllables has something to do with pronounceability. A phonetic 
transcription is made of phonetic symbols, but not any sequence of phonetic symbols is a 
valid phonetic sequence in a given language, it can be unpronounceable or 
unconceivable in that language. Note that pronounceability is not defined by universal 
abilities of human vocal tractus, but is relative to a given language: French speakers 
encounter no difficulty in uttering such sequences as [d rw a] (droit) and [ p lc j i ]  (pluie) 
but are generally puzzled if asked to repeat [ i w r i ]  in It. Euridice. A sequence of 
phonetic symbols is pronounceable if and only if it is made of pronounceable syllables 
ordered in pronounceable combinations: e.g. the unattested sequence * [ p a s t j o d ]  
sounds French. An interesting feature of these intuitions is that they are not restricted to 
linguists but widespread among most kinds of speakers.
However, these intuitions are too fuzzy to provide a reliable basis to a formal 
definition of phonetic syllables. We chose to confront them with lexical phonetic data.
Phonetic strings are transcribed with the concern of maximal closeness to 
utterances, whereas phonemic strings are scholarly constructions. Since the intuitive 
basis of the notion of syllable is connected to pronounceability, phonetic representatives 
of utterances seem to be the most adapted material for experiments. Phonetic sequences 
are written in IPA; however, we apologize for writing uvular r as [ r ] .
2. Characterization of pronounceable sequences
A list of words of a language is not a satisfying characterization of the 
pronounceable sequences in that language, no matter how exhaustive the list is. 
Phonetic sequences which are clearly not accepted as words of the language can be 
clearly pronounceable. In order to provide a characterization of pronounceable 
sequences in French, we will rely on the intuition that such a sequence is a succession of 
elementary pronounceable phonetic sequences ordered in pronounceable combinations. 
These elementary sequences may be syllables or other kinds of objects, but they may not 
be simply the phonetic symbols since consonants are not pronounceable in isolation.
For clarity we will adopt the terminology of mathematical word theory. A finite set 
of objects is called an alphabet when one considers sequences of them: examples of 
alphabets are the set of phonetic symbols and the set of all possible syllables. The set of 
all possible finite sequences of symbols of an alphabet A  is noted A  *, and any subset L  
ofÁ * is called a formal language on A . The empty sequence is made of no symbol at all 
and we will note it < E > . With these terms, if A  is the alphabet of all phonetic symbols, 
A  * is the set of all finite sequences of phonetic symbols in any combinations, and the set 
of pronounceable sequences is a formal language on A, but no formal characterization 
of it is known, not even the list of its elements, which is too large. A more realistic 
characterization of pronounceable sequences would take the following form:
i
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- an alphabet S  of elementary pronounceable phonetic sequences,
- a formal language T  on S.
A word of T  would thus be transcribed as a sequence of, on an average, 4 elements of S, 
instead of a phonetic transcription made of, on an average, 9 phonetic symbols. There is 
an analogy with Chinese writing where each ideogram is pronounced as a syllable. We 
investigated several reasonable choices for S:
- (i) syllables, e.g. [ p a r / t i / k y / l a / r i s m ]  for particularisms,
- (ii) so-called antisyllables, e.g. [ p a / a r t i / i k y / y l a / a r i / i s m ] ;
- (iii) vowel-consonant(s) sequences, e.g. [ p / a r t / i k / y l / a r / i s m ] ;
- (iv) consonant(s)-vowel sequences, e.g. [ p a / r t i / k y / l a / r i / s m ] .
In each case, the list of the elements of S, or any other formal characterization of S, 
tells the internal structure of these elements. This structure is restricted by some 
constraints (internal constraints): e.g. some consonant clusters are possible in a language 
and not in another.
In each case, a formal characterization of T  tells how the elements of S  can 
assemble together (combinatorial constraints). This characterization is the simplest in 
the case of antisyllables: medial antisyllables can be distributed into 169 classes C\ r 
according to their left l and right r vowels, initial antisyllables into 13 classes 
according to their right vowel, and final antisyllables into 13 classes E\ according to their 
left vowel; a sequence is in T  if and only if:
- it begins with an element of Br,
- it possibly continues with elements of Q  p
- it ends with an element of E\,
- the element of B\ is followed by an element of Ci r or E\,
- and every element of C\ r is followed by an element of Cr> s or E T.
The combinatorics of antisyllables is restricted by purely formal constraints which are of 
no linguistic interest. In contrast, the combinatorics of syllables, that of vowel- 
consonants) sequences (VC*) and that of consonant(s)-vowel sequences (C*V) are 
language-dependent linguistic data (cf. sections 4,5, 6).
Internal and combinatorial constraints are not completely arbitrary or irregular, but 
partially consistent with acoustic and articulatory categories of phonetic segments. For 
example, in a consonant cluster, only the first and the last consonants can be 
semivowels1 ([ j  ] [tj] [w]): [ j o a j r i ]  joaillerie, [bw a] bois. In French, this partial 
consistency is rather limited: the history of the language brought about distributional 
gaps, and foreign borrowings introduced rare sequences which distort the symmetry of 
the system. These borrowings cannot be considered marginal and neglected for the sake 
of symmetry, since many of them are ancient, frequent and not obviously recognizable. 
For example, take the following rule: when a consonant cluster begins with [1 ] or [ r ]  
and contains at least two other full consonants2, then it contains only two other full 
consonants and the second one is [1 ] or [ r ] ,  like in [ f i l t r ]  filtre. We extracted from 
a dictionary the exceptions to this rule. All are borrowings or learned words, but some of 
them are frequent and easy to pronounce: absorption, marxiste, perspicace, solstice,
1. We include semivowels in the list of consonants; we consider glides as semivowels, even between a vowel 
and a consonant.
2. A full consonant is a consonant which is not a semivowel.
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superstitieux... There are 111 exceptions (each verb counts as one; the beginning of the 
list is given in appendix 1).
Syllabic structure is not only a theoretical problem but also a lexicological one (cf. 
Aubergé et al., 1988). We made experiments on DELAP-FH3 (Laporte, 1988), a list of 
phonetic transcriptions of French inflected words, excluding proper names. Homonyms 
are transcribed only once and the total number of transcriptions is 218,700. The 
dictionary contains borrowings, so the experiments take into account exceptional words 
as well as others. The transcription is narrow, especially if compared to that of 
publishers’ dictionaries. In case of phonetic variants, the dictionary gives one of the 
variants, e.g. [ k o le ]  and not [ k a l e ]  (coller) ,  [ f n c t r ]  and not [ f 0 n c . t r ]
(fenéire). In the latter case, the choice of the shorter variant produces many observable 
consonant clusters. In the sequel, we do not consider phonetic sequences lapping over 
two words, like [ l5 t]v y  ] (longue vue). We will thus refer to word-initial sequences as 
initial, etc. The figures in the paper will obviously be higher when one considers 
sequences lapping over word limits and new phonetic variants.
We extracted from the dictionary the set S in the 4 cases above. The set of syllables
(i) is described in section 6. The following table shows the size of S  in the case of 
antisyllables (ii), VC* sequences (iii) and C*V  sequences (iv). The line for isolated 
sequences stands for the case when an entire word happens to be an element of S : these 
words are interjections ( b n ! p f f !  p f f t !pst /) and elided words, which are not in DELAP- 
FH.
(ii) (iii) (iv)
Antisyllables Vowel-consonant(s) Consonant(s)-vowel
Initial 1,178 216 1.183
Medial 9,189 2,159 2,483
Final 589 593 138
Isolated 5 5 5
All types 10,961 2,438 2,794
3. Antisyllables
Antisyllable boundaries are located in the center of vowels, i.e. in the most 
stationary regions of speech. This means that provided the sequence of antisyllables is 
consistent with the formal constraint above, the acoustic content of an antisyllable is 
relatively independent of the content of adjacent ones. This property might make 
antisyllables an interesting unit for speech synthesis and recognition. Unfortunately, they 
are much more numerous than syllables, VC* sequences and C*V  sequences.
Medial antisyllables stretch from a vowel to the next vowel. Initial antisyllables 
stretch from a word boundary to the first vowel, and final antisyllables from the last 
vowel to the next word boundary. Consequently, the three sets are pairwise disjoint.
3. An acronym for the LADL’s phonetic dictionary of inflected forms with homonyms assembled together.
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4. Vowel-consonant(s) sequences
To obtain the list of VC* sequences, we divided each word before each vowel, e.g. 
[ p / a r t / i k / y l / a r / i s m ] ,  For each word, the first sequence obtained is labelled as 
initial VC* sequence but contains in fact the initial consonant cluster, here [p ] ,  since 
the first division occurs before the first vowel. We speak of a consonant cluster even in 
the case of an isolated consonant or of no consonant at all (empty cluster). The other 
sequences contain a vowel and a consonant cluster. This explains the small number of 
initial VC* sequences (216) in comparison with that of final VC* sequences (593).
We used the list of medial VC* sequences to study the distributional constraints 
between a medial consonant cluster and the preceding vowel and to implement a model 
of them. If the 529 attested medial consonant clusters combined freely with the 13 
French vowels, there would be 6,877 medial VC* sequences, but only 2,159 (31 %) 
appear in the dictionary. Some interdictions are systematic, e.g. a nasal vowel is never 
followed by a semivowel; other seem contingent or anecdotal, e.g. * [ i r^ w ]  is not 
attested, though [ i r ^ ]  (virginal) and [u r^w ] (bourgeois) are. Note that [ i r ^ w ]  might 
be attested in a proper name. We modelled the most systematic constraints in the form 
of a finite automaton which recognizes 6,357 VC* sequences out of the theoretical 6,877 
(92 %). This automaton is shown in appendix 2.
5. Consonant(s)-vowel sequences
The definition of C*V  sequences is symmetrical with that of VC* sequences, e.g. 
[ p a / r t i / k y / l a / r i / s m ] .  For each word, the last sequence obtained after division is 
labelled as final VC* sequence but contains in fact the final consonant cluster, here 
[sm ], since the last division occurs after the last vowel. The other sequences contain a 
consonant cluster and a vowel. This explains the small number of final C*V  sequences 
(138) in comparison with that of initial C*V  sequences (1,183).
We used the list of medial C*V  sequences to make a model of the distributional 
constraints between a medial consonant cluster and the following vowel. If the 529 
attested medial consonant clusters combined freely with the 13 French vowels, there 
would be 6,877 medial C*V  sequences, but only 2,483 (36 %) appear in the dictionary. 
Most interdictions seem little systematic, e.g. medial [k s u ]  is not attested except in 
proper names, though [k s y ]  (sexuel) and [ksw a] (aixois) are. However, two 
interdictions are systematic: the semivowel [Ц] is never followed by the vowel [y ] ,  and 
[ j  ] is never followed by [ i ] ,  except in [ n j i ]  (rejoignit)\ this can be implemented in a 
simple finite automaton which recognizes 6,722 C*V  sequences out of the theoretical 
6,877 (98 %). If we compare the percentages for C*V  and VC* sequences, we observe 
that VC* sequences are more constrained than C*V  sequences, and that the systematic 
constraints are stronger.
6. Syllables
The main problem in syllabication is to locate the syllable boundary when a medial 
consonant cluster contains several consonants, e.g. to choose between [ a / t l a s ]  and 
[ a t / l a s ]  (atlas). In case of an isolated consonant or of a hiatus, syllabication is not 
controversial, at least in French: [ r a / p i d ]  (rapide), [ n a / i f ]  (naif).
In order to discover criteria for locating syllable boundaries, let us return to 
intuitions. In syllabified speech, we alter the normal utterance by inserting pauses 
periodically. Notice that this alteration is always possible, for any {Pronounceable
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utterance, and that the resulting intermittent utterance is always pronounceable. This is 
why the notion of syllable is so general. Now the pause inserted in an utterance always 
divides a medial consonant cluster in two (possibly empty) consonant clusters. Let us 
translate the assertion above in terms of consonant clusters: any pronounceable VC*V 
sequence can be divided in a pronounceable final VC* sequence and a pronounceable 
initial C*V  sequence. This is consistent with intuition and means that syllabication is 
possible. Moreover, a pause may not always be inserted at any point of an utterance: e.g. 
if we divide [5 0 / a / j  r i  ] (joaillerie), one of the pieces is unpronounceable (* [ j  r i  ]).
This suggests a test to check whether a syllabication algorithm is consistent with 
intuition. If we could check whether a final VC* sequence and an initial C*V  sequence 
are pronounceable, we could thus test a necessary property of syllabication. 
Unfortunately, pronounceability is not a formal notion. But we can test an 
approximation of it, if we use a (large enough) dictionary.
Assume that for any pronounceable final VC* sequence, the final cluster appears as 
final cluster in at least one word, and assume the same for pronounceable initial C*V  
sequences. Then a good syllabication algorithm should divide any attested medial cluster 
into an attested final cluster and an attested initial cluster,
Both of the assumptions above are false: e.g. [ £ j . t s ]  is pronounceable in 
[ f £ l t s / p a t ]  {feldspath), but [ I t s ]  never occurs at the end of a word; more 
spectacular, [ g j e ]  is perfectly pronounceable in [ d i / v y l / g j e ]  (divulguiez), but no 
French word begins with [ g j  ]. But we implemented the test anyway and tested 3 
syllabication algorithms. The results are consistent with intuition.
6 .a. The first algorithm has little to recommend it: if  a medial consonant cluster ends 
with a semivowel, divide before the semivowel, else divide after the cluster, e.g. [ p a r i /  j e ]
(parliez) ,  [ f i l t r / e ]  (filtrer). Once a medial cluster is divided, the right piece is 
always attested as initial cluster, but in 269 out of the 529 attested medial clusters 
(51% ), the left piece is not attested as final cluster, e.g. [ l r ]  from [ k u l r / a ]  
(coulera).
6.b. The second algorithm is the one used in our phonemics-to-phonemics 
conversion algorithm (Laporte, 1990) to determine the aperture of mid vowels: i f  a 
medial consonant cluster begins with a semivowel followed by another consonant, divide 
after the semivowel; i f  it begins with another sonant [ 1  r  1  n rj j i ]  followed by a full 
consonant4, divide after the sonant; else divide before the cluster, e.g. [3 0 / a j / r i ]
(joaillerie), [ p a r / l e ]  (parier), [ a / s i / s t e ]  (assister). Here the left piece is always 
attested as final cluster, but in 156 out of the attested 529 attested medial clusters 
(29 %), the right piece is not attested as initial cluster, e.g. [ p s j  ] from [ o / p s j 5 ]  
(option).
6 .C . The third algorithm was specially designed to stand the test. For every medial 
cluster we extracted from the dictionary all the ways of writing it as the concatenation of 
an attested final cluster and an attested initial cluster. These data suggested an 
algorithm which produces an acceptable division in most cases: i f  a medial consonant 
cluster contains one o f the symbols [p  t  к  b  d g f  v ]  followed by one o f the symbols 
[ 1  r  ], say that these two symbols count as one; divide the cluster before the last symbol 
which is not a semivowel, e.g. [ k u / p l e ]  (coupler), [ p a r / l e ]  (parier), [ o p / t e ]  
(opter), [ d e /p lw a ]  (déploie), [ p a r / l j e ]  (parliez), [ o p / s j 5 ]  (option), [ e k s / k l y ]  
(exclu). This algorithm is similar to most syllabication algorithms based on tradition (e.g. 
Manas, 1987). Only 22 out of the 529 medial clusters (4 %) are not divided into an
4. A full consonant is a consonant which is not a semivowel.
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attested final cluster and an attested initial cluster. Among these 22 clusters, 4 contain 
the sequence [ g  j  ] which is not attested as initial cluster though it is pronounceable in 
association with most vowels. The other 18 appear in 32 words only. The list is given in 
appendix 3. For verbs only one of the conjugated forms is given in the list.
The test agrees with intuition to indicate that the three algorithms given above are 
in order of increasing adequacy.
The following table gives the number of syllables in the case of algorithms 6 .b and
6 .c:
6 .b 6 .С
Initial 1,589 2,690
Medial 1,783 2,140
Final 5,229 3,845
Isolated 3,886 3,886
All types 7,860 6,972
The line for isolated syllables contains the number of monosyllabic words, which of 
course is independent of the syllabication algorithm. These figures suggest another 
criterion to compare syllabication algorithms. The better algorithm, 6 .c, leads to a 
smaller set of syllables. This is not surprising, but notice that the set 5 is still much larger 
than in the case of VC* and C*V  sequences. In the algorithm 6 .b, 3,886 of the 7,860 
syllables (49 %) are attested as monosyllabic words. With the algorithm 6 .c, this 
proportion rises to 56 %.
Conclusion
As a byproduct of this study, we investigated distributional constraints between 
several elements of a syllable, e.g. between a medial consonant cluster and the 
preceding vowel, or between the left and the right parts of a consonant cluster. Up to 
now, such distributional constraints have been easily expressed in finite automata (cf. 
appendix 2). It is likely that most of the contraints at syllabic level will fit in a global 
automaton. If so, we will have a formal model of pronounceability.
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Appendix 1
When a consonant cluster begins with [ 1 ] or [ r ]  and contains at least two other 
full consonants, then it contains only two other full consonants and the second one is 
[1 ]  or [ r ] ,  like in [ f i l t r ]  filtre. This is the beginning of the list of the exceptions to 
this rule.
absorption,absorptions 
absorptivité,absorptivités 
adsorption,adsorptions 
antarctique,antarctiques 
arctique,arctiques 
austromarxisme,austromarxismes 
calcschiste,calcschistes 
circumantarctique,circumantarctiques 
coarctation,coarctations 
démarxiser
désorption,désorptions 
dolce
dolcissimo 
feldspath,feldspaths 
feldspathique,feldspathiques 
feldspathoide,feldspathoides 
feldwebel,feldwebels 
hallstattien,hallstattiens 
hallstattienne,hallstattiennes 
hertz
hertzien,hertziens 
hert z ienne,hert z i enne s 
holantarctique,holantarctiques 
holarctique,holarctiques 
hornblende,hornblendes 
hörst,horsts
hypermnésie,hypermnésies 
hypermnésique,hypermnésiques 
hypersplénisme,hypersplénismes
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Appendix 3
This is the list of words which contain a medial cluster that the algorithm 6 .c does 
not divide into an attested final cluster and an attested initial cluster. The words that 
contain the sequence [g j  ] are not shown in the list (cf. section 6 ). For verbs only one of 
the conjugated forms is given in the list.
Singspiel,Singspiels 
baignoire,baignoires 
égratignoir,égratignoirs 
éteignoir,éteignoirs 
peignoir,peignoirs 
rognoir,rognoirs 
saignoir,saignoirs 
beefsteak,beefsteaks 
reichsmark,reichsmarks 
reichsmark,reichsmarks 
reichstag 
reichstag
leibnizianisme,leibnizianismes 
einsteinium,einsteiniums 
brainstorming,brainstormings 
feldspath,feldspaths 
feldspathique,feldspathiques 
feldspathoide,feldspatholdes 
zemstvo,zemstvos 
sportsmen 
sportsman
postscolaire,postscolaires 
postscolairement 
sounder,sounders discounter,discounters 
makhzen
jésuite,jésuites
jésuitesse,jésuitesses
jésuiticjue, jésuitiques
jésuitiquement
jésuitisme,jésuitismes
jésuitise,jésuitisent,jésuitises
jésuitement
déshuile,déshuilent,déshuiles
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses ihe importance of bilingual reference corpora as valid 
sources of real-world renderings of texts written in one language (LI) in a second 
(L2), and illustrates their potential for exploitation in various kinds of cross­
language studies. A system that has been developed for the creation, management
and interrogation of such corpora is presented, and the integration of this system
in a Workstation providing facilities to query and extract information from both
mono- and bilingual text archives and lexical databases is described.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade there has been a considerable growth of interest in corpus 
construction as language reference corpora have become widely recognised as 
being important sources of information, not only for lexicographical purposes 
but also in many other types of linguistic studies including the acquisition of
knowledge for natural language processing systems1. This activity has been 
encouraged by the recent technological evolution in data storage devices and 
optical character readers which means that the rapid acquisition, maintenance 
and management of large volumes of data at relatively low costs is becoming
increasingly feasible. So far, efforts have been mainly concentrated on the 
construction and study of monolingual corpora, however, attention is now also 
being given to the creation of bilingual text archives. This interest is motivated 
by a growing awareness of the value of bilingual corpora as in-depth sources of 
documented evidence of how texts written on one language can be rendered in 
another, according to a number of contextual factors, such as style, register,
domain, etc., and therefore of their potential for exploitation in many types of
cross-language comparisons and investigations.
In the first place, such corpora can be considered as important tools in bilingual 
dictionary compilation, translating, and language learning activities. For
1 Sec, for example, the success of important corpus-based dictionary projects 
such as COBUILD or the Tresor de la Langue Fran<;aise and the recent decision to 
set up a Network of European Corpora (NERC) under the auspices of the 
European Community.
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example, the bilingual lexicographer can use them in much the same way as the 
monolingual lexicographer refers to a monolingual language corpus: as a test-bed 
for his intuitions: to provide reliable material for examples. While a monolingual 
dictionary must provide an adequate representation of the lexical system of a 
given language, in the bilingual the focus is on representing the complex 
network of relationships between the lexical system of two languages. The 
necessity to represent a given headword on the basis of the different ways it can 
be rendered in the target language and also to specify the factors which affect 
the choice of the TL equivalent will influence the formulation of the SL entry 
and, in particular, can modify its breakdown into senses when compared to the 
equivalent monolingual entry. A bilingual reference corpus may well supply
evidence to support the adjustment of a first SL analysis of an entry to meet the 
demands of the TL and can even provide a starting point for the formulation of
new hypotheses on the relationships between the two languages in question.
Similarly, a bilingual corpus not only represents an important fount of 
inspiration for the translator, permitting him to find translations for words or 
expressions which are not listed in any dictionary, but could also provide 
important data for studies on the translation process. In fact, bilingual corpora 
should be considered as important repositories of data which make it possible to 
study many of the processes involved in transferring information, ideas and 
concepts from one language to another. Methods could be developed to evaluate 
data extracted from them at different levels: for example to examine changes in 
style and register or to investigate differences in sentence structure and
discourse organization between a target language version to its source text. Such 
studies, useful in themselves in helping us to understand and improve the work of 
the translator, could also permit the acquisition of data that reflects important 
distinctions between the two languages in question and could lead to the 
formulation of generalizations on the relationships between them.
Data derived from analyses on bilingual corpora should also provide valuable 
input for MT systems. For example, Nagao (forthcoming) stresses the importance 
of including detailed collocational information in the transfer dictionaries of 
such systems: there are many specific expressions which must be translated in a
specific way in a given TL and knowledge of this sort improves the quality of an 
MT system greatly. To acquire it many collocational expressions with their 
translations must be accumulated and bilingual texts are important sources of 
such data.
However, the construction of a large-scale bilingual text corpus is not a task to be 
undertaken lightly as it implies a considerable investment of time and resources. 
The goal must be a high quality corpus, sufficiently representative of the object it 
aims at modelling (whether the ''entire" lexicon or particular sub-sets of it) and 
sufficiently large to provide valid data for a wide range of linguistic studies^. 
Before any decisions are taken, the criteria to be adopted when assembling corpus 
material must be carefully evaluated. Unfortunately, no hard and fast guidelines
2 Although corpus representativeness is a clear goal for the future, important 
results can still be obtained in the meantime from material which is not balanced, 
as long as the user is aware of the type of data he is analysing. For instance, the 
availability of texts such as the Hansards transcripts of the Canadian
parliamentary debates, has permitted much experimentation on the statistical
processing of bilingual texts which would have been impossible without the 
availability of such enormous volumes of data (see, for example, work by Church 
and Gale, 1991)
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are available which can be used to define the "correct" design criteria. Points to 
be considered include the definition of the sampling units, the text acquisition
methods to be adopted, the range of language varieties to be sampled and the 
proportions of each to be included (depending on the level of representativeness
to be guaranteed), the time period to be covered, the labelling of samples as
source or target texts (and for target texts, some indication of translation status so
that user can judge the value of the material he is handling), problems of
copyright, and so on. Consultations with language specialists and potential users
of the corpus arc essential during this stage in order to evaluate the correctness
of the approach adopted.
At Pisa, we have assembled a sample set of bilingual texts, selected to cover a
number of different language varieties, ranging from scientific texts to poetry, 
from university text books to magazine articles. This set of texts was collected in 
the first place in order to provide a test-bed for a system which we have 
developed for the acquisition and management of bilingual corpora but should 
also provide useful data to assist us in the definition of valid design criteria which 
can then be used in a subsequent extension of these archives.
2. A SYSTEM FOR BILINGUAL CORPUS MANAGEMENT
A preliminary version of the system which we have developed for the automatic 
construction and retrieval of parallel contexts from bilingual text archives is
described in (Marinai et al., 1991). The system has been designed to be run on sets 
of paired texts - where one is the translation equivalent of the other. The user 
queries either of the two sets of texts and, for any form or cooccurrences of forms 
which can be found in the set of texts for one language, retrieves parallel
contrastive contexts from the other. At the moment, the languages treated by the 
system are Italian and English. However, ihc procedures have been designed to be 
generalizablc; given the necessary lexical components they could be transported 
to run on other languages.
The system operates in two distinct steps. In the first stage, sets of bilingual texts
are "synchronized" using morphological procedures and a bilingual electronic 
dictionary (derived from the Collins Concise English-Italian dictionary) for the 
two languages being treated in order to establish direct links between translation 
equivalents. Full details on how this text "synchronization" procedure operates 
can be found in Marinai ct al.{op.cit.). These links arc then stored with the texts 
in the bilingual archives to be used by the query system in the on-line 
construction of parallel contexts. For each LI word or combination of words 
searched by the user, the parallel contexts for L2 arc constructed in real time and
displayed on the screen. The word(s) for which the contexts are being created are 
highlighted and other words that have been linked in the paired contexts can be 
optionally evidenced in a different colour. When there is no directly linked L2 
form for the LI word being searched, the two linked forms which are closest to 
the point calculated as the middle of the L2 context are evidenced in a different 
colour, as indicators of the likely position of the translation equivalent. The user 
can either search for single word forms or, using the morphological generator, 
for all the forms of a given lemma. The archives are considered to be symmetric;
either of the two languages can be selected as LI. Bilingual concordances of 
interest can be printed out or saved in a separate file for future reference.
The system was first tested on the sample set of texts mentioned above, chosen to
represent various types and styles of translation, in order to evaluate its
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performance. The feed-back from ihe first results has enabled us to made certain 
improvements to the preliminary version of the system both in the definition of 
the zone in the L2 text which must be searched to find any translation equivalent 
of the LI form being processed and in the procedure which creates the parallel 
contexts when the corpus is queried. "Wrong" links between falsely recognized 
translation equivalents which disturb context calculation are now identified and ,
eliminated; the query procedure recalculates the parallel contexts on the basis of 
those links recognised as valid. Wc arc now beginning to use the system to 
acquire larger text samples and even entire books in original and translated 
versions .
Figure 1 give an example of the results obtained for a query in which the Italian 
collocation "aria distratta" was searched in one of our bilingual sets of texts. In 
the figure, the words being searched and the words linked directly with them in 
the parallel contexts are shown in bold, whereas the indicators of the position of 
the translation equivalents appear in grey.
O .B.T, ( P ie c h i)  Synchro: Joyce - Th« Dubliners v
(DARIA t {DOISTRATIA
1 CI> in  mezzo a l i a  s t r a d a  c '  e r a  un uomo ehe suonava I '  a rp a  d in a n z i a 
un c e rc h io  d i p e rso n e . P iz z ic a v a  le  co rd e  con aria distratta, lan c ian d o  d i 
ta n to  in  ta n to  ra p id e  o c c h ia te  a i nuovi v en u ti e poi levando g l i  occh i a l 
c i e l o ,  sem pre con a r i a  1-D u b lin 6 .172
(E ) th e  c lu b  a h a r p i s t  s to o d  in  th e  roadway, p la y in g  to  a l i t t l e  
r in g  o f l i s t e n e r s .  He p lucked  a t  th e  w ires  h e e d le s s ly ,  q u ic k ly  from
tim e to  tim e a t  th e  fa c e  of each newcomer and from tim e to  tim e , w e a rily  
a l s o ,  a t  th e  E-D ublin6 .190
2 CI> da O 'N e ill  e ra  a r r i v a t a  M iss D elacou r. Si r ic a c c iö  in  s a c c o c c ia
i l  b e r r e t t o  e  e n t rö  d i nuovo in  u f f i c i o  assumendo u n ' aria distratta. "Vi ha 
c e rc a to  Mr A lleyne" d i s s e  in  tono b ru sco  i l  c a p u f f i c io .  "Ma do v ' e ra v a te ? "  L' 
I-D ub lin9 .108
CE> w h ile  he was o u t in  O 'N e i l l 's .  He crammed h i s  cap  back ag a in  
in to  h i s  pocke t and re _ e n te re d  th e  o f f i c e ,  assum ing an air of 
a b s e n tjn in d e d n e ss . "Mr A lleyne has been c a l l i n g  f o r  you", s a id  th e  c h ie f  
c le rk  s e v e re ly .  "Where were you Е-D ublin 9 .110
3 {!> la rg a  da q ue l Browne, p e rch é  in  fondo non sa reb b e  c a t t i v o . "
Tremava p e r I' a g i ta z io n e ,  ad e sso . P erché  aveva q u e l l '  aria c o s l distratta? 
Non sapeva nemmeno come co m in c ia re . F o rse  e ra  anche le i  to rm e n ta ta  da 
q u a lco sa?  Se so l ta n to  s i  fo s se  г i v o l ta  l -D u b lin i5.1535
(E ) because  h e ' s  n o t a bad fe llo w  a t  h e a r t . "  He was tre m b lin g  PQU 
w ith  annoyance. Why d id  she seem so  a b s tra c te d ?  He d id  n o t к щ и  how h e 'c o u ld  
b eg in . Was she annoyed, to o  about som ething? I f  she would E -6ub lin15 .1689  
Ente#" £0nt**t *0 .>  iЩ
Figure 1 Example of results of a search for all occurrences of "aria  
d is t ra t ta "  in the Bilingual Text Archives
In the nexi version of the system, to be released shortly, we intend to insert a 
function that will provide a preliminary statistical analysis of the results. For any 
SL word queried, the TL equivalents found in the parallel texts will be listed in 
descending order of occurrence for those words for which direct links have been 
made, followed by the number of parallel contexts in which no direct link has 
been found for the searched word in the TL text. Therefore, for the occurrences 
of t im e  in our corpus the results will appear as shown in Figure 2, and the user 
can then select the particular contexts he wishes to view without necessarily 
having to scan through them all.
t
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O .B .T. C P tech ii S ynchro: Joyce - The O ub tIn e r s  V
TIME FRQ = 113
H ________ m
1 j tempo 24
2) v o l ta 17
3 )  momento 5
4 )  o ra 4
5) v o l te 3
6 )  tempi 2
7) t r a t t o 1
< NO LINK > 57
eanitat* select
Figure 2 Frequencies for results of a search for parallel  contexts 
of "time" in the Bilingual Text Archives
A bilingual corpus retrieval system of this type can be used to find much 
information on translation equivalents which is not given in bilingual 
dictionaries. One of the most important applications, both for the general user 
and for the lexicographer, is the extraction of information on the translation of 
bound or semi-bound expression, idioms, and frequent collocations.
We have already shown in Figure 1 how the general user can query the bilingual
text system to find parallel contexts for cooccurrences of words in the set of texts
of either language. A printed dictionary cannot contain an extensive range of 
such information, owing to space factors, and the lexicographer also has the 
problem of deciding which information should be included, or given priority. He 
can use the bilingual corpus system to search relevant data by first extracting 
right and left sorted concordances from the set of texts for just one language,
considered as a monolingual corpus3 , in order to identify the most frequent 
collocates or set expressions for any given lemma. The relevant parallel contexts 
are then searched in order to access the appropriate translation equivalents. The 
bilingual lexicographer can then make an informed decision as to what should be 
included in his entry on the basis of the facts shown by the corpus. For example, a 
concordance run on our Italian set of texts in the bilingual corpus for a n i m o  
reveals s ta to / i  d 'a n im o  as one of the most frequent collocations and this 
expression becomes a strong candidate for inclusion in a dictionary entry.
The parallel contexts for the cooccurrence of stato/i and a n i m o  are shown in
Figure 3. The lexicographer creating an entry for a n i m o  can "cut" the examples 
that interest him from the bilingual texts, edit them, and then "paste" them into
his entry using the functions provided by the bilingual dictionary editor or
update system, which is one of the components of the Bilingual Workstation (see 
below, Figure 4).
. ' '  (
3 In this kind of application, monolingual concordancing must be performed only 
on SL texts as translated texts can never give an entirely true representation of a 
language; they will always to some extent be dependent on or influenced by their 
source.
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D .B .T . < И с с М >  S y n c h ro :  Jo y c e  - T he  o tto l i n e r s  V
( { I JSTATÖ 1 { I ISTAT I )  *  (  ШАИ1НО)
1 <I> Square s v o ltö  a s i n i s t r a  e s i  sentT  p iü a suo ag io  n e l la  v iuzza  
b u ia  e t r a n q u i l l a  i l  cu i s q u a l io r e  s '  add iceva  a l  suo s t a t o  d ' animo. A lla  
f in e  s i  fermo d av a n ti a l i a  v e t r ina  d ' una b o tte g u c c ia  so rm on ta ta  da un 
c a r t e l l o  a l e t t e r e  b ia n ch e : "Bar I-D ub lin6 .266
GE> to  th e  c o rn e r  o f R u tland  Square and f e l t  more a t  e a se  in  th e  
q u ie t  s t r e e t ,  th e  sombre look o f which s u i te d  h is  mood. He paused  a t  
l a s t  b e fo re  th e  window of a poor_lookir>g shop over which th e  words 
"Refreshm ent Bar" were p r in te d  E -D ub lin6 .296
2 d >  v o lu to  d e s c r iv e r e :  quel la  s en saz io n e  che aveva avu to  poco prim a
su l G ra ttan  B ridge , p e r  esem pio . Se fo s s e  r i u s c i t o  a r iv iv e r e  q u e l lo  s t a t o  d ' 
animo . . . .  11 bimbo s i  s v e g liö  e  com inciö a p ia n g e re . Si d i s t o l s e  d a l i a  
pag ina e  ce rc ö  d i a c q u ie ta r lo ,  ma I-D ub lin8 .504
(EJ wanted to  d e s c r ib e :  h i s  s e n s a t io n  of a few hours b e fo re  on 
G ra tta n  B ridge , f o r  exam ple, iff he cou ld  g e t back ag a in  in to  th a t  mood.
The c h i ld  awoke and began to  c ry .  He tu rn e d  from th e  page and t r i e d  to  hush 
E -D ub lin8 .548
3 CI> Al q u a r to  te n ta t iv o  g l i  avevano d a to  la  m edaglia  d i bronzo .
Nervoso e ro so  d a l i a  g e lo s ia  fu o r d i m an ie ra , d is s im u lav a  i l  p ro p r io  s t a t o  d ' 
animo con c o r d i a l i t á  e s a g e ra ta .  Aveva I '  a b i tu d in e  d i f a r  s a p e re  a t u t t i  ehe 
to r tu r a  e ra  per lu i  un c o n c e r to . Per 1-D ublin13.229
<E) C e o il. On h i s  fo u r th  t r i a l  he had been awarded a b ronze  m edal.
He was ex trem ely  fiervQM$ and ex trem ely  je a lo u s  w ith  an e b u l l i e n t  f r i e n d l in e s s .  
I t  was h is  humour t o  have p eo p le  what an o rd ea l a c o n c e rt was to  him. 
T he re fo re  when he Е-D ublin13.265
4 {1} non e ra  an co ra  v ec ch io , a t re n ta d u e  a n n i; i l  suo temperam ento 
po teva  d i r s i  a l l e  s o g l ie  d e l l a  p iena  m a tu r it ä .  C' e ran o  ta n t i  s t a t i  d ' animo, 
ta n te  im p ressio n i a cu i av rebbe v o lu to  d a r  forma in  v e r s i .  Se l i  s e n t iv a  
d e n tro . Si d e t t e  a so p p esa re  1 -Dubl ir>8.131
<E) so o ld  - th i r ty _ tw o . His temperam ent might be s a id  to  be ju s t  a t  
th e  p o in t of m a tu r i ty .  There were so n p y  d i f f e r e n t  moods and jA p r^ $ io r i$  th a t  
he w ished to  ex p re ss  in  v e r s e . He f e l t  them w ith in  him . He t r i e d  to  weigh h is  
Е-Dubl ir>8.132
Steite Шр
Figure 3 Cooccurrences of "stalo/i" and "animo" in the Bilingual
Text Archives
The bilingual text retrieval system described has been implemented for 
interactive consultation, mainly lo meet the needs of lexicographers, translators 
or language learners. However, we are now examining methods by which the 
results can be synthesized so that the most probable translation equivalents for a 
given SL word or expression can be identified in its TL context and then extracted 
automatically. 3
3. т и к  Bilingual  w o r k s t a t i o n
We are now working on the implementation of an integrated Bilingual
Workstation which will provide the user with functions that permit him not just
to query the bilingual text archives as described above but also to have on-line 
access to monolingual archives and corpora and to mono- and bilingual lexical 
databases for in-depth search operations. Our aim is to provide the user with fast, 
flexible, easy-to-use tools which permit him to interrogate and extract
information from both the text and the dictionary components, navigating easily 
between them. Links between the text databases and the LDBs will permit lookup
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on detailed morphological, syntactic and semantic information for any lexical 
item found in the texts; in addition semantic information, such as taxonomic data,
derived from dictionary definition parsing operations can also be invoked to
search the corpus data (sec Cal/.olari and Picchi, 1986, for examples of this kind of 
text querying).
All the components included in the Workstation form part of the Pi-system, an 
open-ended modular set of tools, which has been developed to meet the various 
requirements of literary and linguistic text processing and analysis. The
Workstation revolves around. a core component constituted by the DBT, a textual 
database management and query system, which is implemented in different 
configurations to perform specific mono- and bilingual text and dictionary 
processing activities (sec Picchi, 1991). Other components are: the MLDB, a
multilingual integrated lexical database system first described in Marinai el al. 
(1990) - the lexical components of the MLDB include the Italian Machine 
Dictionary (mainly based on the Zingarclli Italian Dictionary), the Garzanti 
'Nuovo Dizionario Italiano', and the Collins Concise Italian/English,
English/Italian Dictionary (it is hoped to add an English LDB shortly); the 
Bilingual Corpus Management System described in Section 3 above; and 
English/Italian Bilingual and Italian Monolingual Text Archives (for 
information on the Italian Reference Corpora now under construction at the ILC- 
CNR, Pisa, see Bindi el al. (1991)). The configuration of the Workstation is shown 
in the following figure.
Monolingual B ilingua l
taxta
D ictionary
Archhroa
Figure 4 The Bilingual Workstation
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This Workstation can be employed in many types of activities: by the
lexicographer, by the translator, by the language learner, or indeed by any user 
wanting to exploit to the full the possibility of being able to dynamically access, 
browse and extract the different kinds of linguistic information contained in our 
dictionary and text databases. The user can move freely and rapidly from one 
component to another, using the information extracted from one to query or 
supplement information contained in another. The entire system is menu-driven;
the user is guided in his use of each component by a standardized set of command
menus and context sensitive Helps can be invoked to explain the functionality of
each command.
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Tagged Corpora: A  Query System
M o n ic a  MONACHINI - E ugenio  PICCHI
Abstract
The work illustrated in this paper is being carried out within the EC project "Network 
of European Textual Reference Corpora” (NERC). A computational tool which has 
been designed to provide corpus users with an interactive aid to retrieve information 
contained in an annotated textual data-base is presented and the structure of the 
operating system and the data query procedures are described in detail. The tool is 
a component of a more vast system, the Pi-system, a set of tools developed for literary 
and linguistic text-processing purposes at the Institute for Computational Linguistics 
of the Italian National Research Council, Pisa.
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The work presented in this paper has been inspired by two important trends which 
have emerged in the last few years: the considerable attention being paid by the 
scientific community to large, shareable and interchangeable linguistic resources and 
the wide-spread increasing interest in large text corpora (Calzolari & Zampolli, 1990). 
Text corpora are requested by a growing number of academic and industrial users for 
many kinds of purposes, either scientific or commercial (Monachini, 1992). They are 
useful, to mention a few examples, in NLP activities, in psycho-linguistics, in 
lexicography and lexicology and in language engineering. Corpora can integrate the 
lack of certain types of information in printed, Machine Readable Dictionaries, and 
in Computational Lexica (Bindi et al., 1992).
The collection of enormous quantities of linguistic data and in particular of text 
corpora of million of words has software implications (Sinclair, 1991). The creation of 
tools for data analysis and classification, and the storage of the results of these 
operations are economically relevant tasks.
There is thus a need for systems which, on the one hand offer rapid, direct 
access to all the different elements contained in a text, and also to the results of 
analyses performed on the text and, on the other, tools which permit the information 
to be reused1 by applications for knowledge extraction from corpora (Bindi et al. 
1991).
The more powerful and interactively oriented the tool, the better.
At our Institute, procedures which operate on textual and lexical data have been 
studied extensively over the last years. The result has been the Pi-system, a set of tools 
developed to meet the needs of a wide range of literary and linguistic text processing 
activities. The kernel of this system is the textual database management system, DBT 
(Picchi, 1983, or 1991).
The system presented in this paper is a component of the above Pi-system and has 
been designed to permit the user to access and consult text corpora interactively, 
according to the interests of the user. Particular procedures have been implemented 
so that many different types of linguistic information stored explicitly and implicitly 
in the texts can be searched and retrieved.
In this way, vast quantities of valuable linguistic information, otherwise 
inaccessible, can be consulted.
The work presented here is being carried out within the project "Network of European 
Reference Corpora” (NERC) whose the main goal is to evaluate the feasibility of 
common criteria for composition, standards for coding, strategies, methodologies and 
tools as far as corpora are concerned (Zampolli, 1990).
1. Introduction
The notion of "reusability" has become central in research on large linguistic resources (see Calzolari & Zampolli, 1990). 
In the collection of million of words it is important to know how to retrieve information and what to do with it if we do.
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2. A Database for Tagged Corpora
2.1 Tags, Tagging and Tagged Corpora
Among the possible annotation practices, i.e. the practice of adding interpretative 
linguistic information to a corpus at various levels by some kind of coding (Leech, 
1992), grammatical tagging is the most known and familiar because it can be 
performed largely automatically (Garside et al., 1987; Marcus & Santorini, 1992). 
Tagging classifies morphosyntactically each word-form in a text, labelling it with a tag, 
i.e. a simple or complex code which encodes information on the part of speech (PoS) 
and the morphological features.
Tagged corpora are useful, in general, in NLP, where the knowledge derived from 
tagged corpora is used to improve rule-based parsers or to provide a basis for parser 
with a statistical approach.
They play a crucial role in studies on the lexicon, where word class and 
meaning are often dependent one on the other (Sinclair, 1991 and 1992).
However, tagged corpora must not only be considered as a step towards 
parsing, they are important in themselves, as repositories of linguistic phenomena, for 
example, real sequences of grammatical categories. As such, they are useful in 
supplying documented evidence which can be used to back up theoretical suppositions 
on the probability of particular word order.
2.2 Handling Tagged Corpora
The tool we are presenting in this paper has been conceived as a computational aid 
for corpus users enabling them to handle tagged corpora accessing interactively the 
entire text, the single words and all the various levels of linguistic annotation: the tag 
attached to each word form, the word+ tag pair, and, when the text is lemmatised, any 
lemma linked to a word form or the lem m a+ form set.
The query system is menu-driven and user-friendly. The user can easily 
formulate simple and complex queries without prior knowledge of the command 
language: during a query session, the screen presents a menu of all the commands 
which can be used; commands are entered by selecting them from the menu or using 
their key letters which are highlighted. In response to a query, the system displays the 
context(s) in which the object of the query is instantiated.
2.3 Structure o f  the Database
The tagged corpus data to be acquired by the system are structured in DBT format: 
this implies an analysis of the text to recognize the different elements composing it 
and its transformation into DBT structure. For a full description of procedures for the 
DBT acquisition and structuring of texts (Picchi, 1991).
The system operates on textual data at various levels:
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•  the text, seen as coherent string/span of written natural language
•  the tag, i.e. a simple or complex code which encodes information on the part 
of speech (PoS) and the morphological features, associated with each word 
form
•  the lemma, which connects all instances of word forms of the same lemma (the 
lemma can be seen either as equivalent of the dictionary headword without 
solving the polysemy, or at the word sense level where polysemy has been 
disambiguated)
The data is stored in archives structured as follows:
Base level: the archive contains a structured copy of the text in DBT format.
If the text is tagged, each word in the text is stored together with 
its tag.
Index level at this level, we have indices for all the word forms in the text
together with their tags. The text can be viewed and queried with 
or without the tags. The possibility of reverting to the raw corpus 
if necessary, is considered very important (Leech, 1992).
Lemma Index Level this level is activated when working on lemmatized texts. It 
contains all the lemmas for the word forms in the text and 
explicit links to the forms, and to the related occurrences. The 
lemmas are only stored in the system in the lemma index and not 
explicitly at the text archive level.
The system operates automatically activating the "word path" or the "word + tag path", 
according to the data or operational mode selected by the user.
2.4 Query system
The query system is based on a tool box of corpus access functions; software modules 
from the tool box can be integrated in procedures and applications without any need 
to enter into the core of the function. The engine of the tool box is the query system 
which allows the whole corpus to be interrogated on-line, with specialized search 
functions for each level of query: 1) Base Functions, 2) Tag Functions, 3) Lemma 
Functions.
2.4.1 Base Functions
These functions operate at the unannotated text level: 
Search: the following types of look-up can be made:
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•  simple search functions can be entered using strings of characters or wildcards. 
It is possible to search: i) words beginning, ending with or containing a given 
string; ii) words beginning, ending with, containing a given string or another 
given string.
•  complex search functions can be used to define co-occurrences of two or more 
given items in the same context: such functions are known as 'word families' 
in the system: families are defined using w for item and f for family with the 
operators AND = &, OR = / , N O T = -. The user can retrieve contexts with: i) 
cooccurrences of wordl & word2, wordl OR word2, wordl but NOT word2, ii) 
word3 with either wordl OR word2, iii) cooccurrences of family 1 together with 
word4 and words, and so on.
View: contexts which are obtained as results of a query can be displayed sorted in
(i) text order
(ii) left order
(iii) right order according to the keyword
The size of context can be modified by the user, as he wishes.
2.4.2 Tag Functions
These functions switch on the word + tag path: the system operates on the pair 
word + tag, considered as a simple element. The same search and view facilities as 
described above for the base functions are available.
In addition, searches can be made which distinguish between homographic 
forms on the basis of their tag. The set of tags on which the query is to operate can 
be defined interactively by the user (see Figure 2).
The context(s) retrieved as the result of a query can be displayed with or 
without the tags associated with each word form (see the Figure below).
Restrictions: in order to permit the querying of linguistic phenomena, which cannot 
be found by simple word+ tag searches, additional functions have been 
implemented which permit conditions to be imposed on a query: these 
''restriction" rules are applied to the context(s) to be retrieved: only 
those contexts which satisfy the conditions imposed by the operator are 
accepted.
This facility makes it possible to operate selections in terms of grammatical structures, 
here conceived as sequences of tags. Particular sequences can be defined in order to 
create "macros" which can be used within the Restriction rules: the following sequence, 
DT [JJ*] NN [JJ*], constitutes a possibile macro which could be used to search a 
Noun Phrase (NP).
2.4.3 Lemma Functions
As we are convinced that, especially when working with highly inflected languages it
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can often (even if not always: see, e.g. Bindi et al., 1991) be useful to operate on 
lemmas rather than on word forms, in order to limit the dispersion of information in 
inflected forms.
A set of functions working at the lemma level has thus been implemented: 
these functions can be used to make searches on the form-lemma set, starting either 
from the form or from the lemma. The same types of search and view functions as 
described above can be used although the restriction rules can only be applied at the 
word-tag level, not at the lemma level, as the lemmas are only stored in the lemma 
index and not in the text archive.
3. Concluding remarks
In the present paper we have described a system designed to meet the needs of corpus 
users: it provides functions for interactive browsing and navigating through raw and/or 
annotated data at all the different levels of linguistic analysis.
We feel that a system of this type has an immediate application in computational 
lexicography and lexicology; it should also be particularly useful in the storage, 
acquisition and restructuring of new kinds of analyses on textual data, such as syntactic 
and semantic analyses.
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- Search contactt FaaigU* Modifica Windows
Quadro Window
::::
1)*CNN >TASTE и CVBN ABSORBED
2) CVBN }ACCEPTED
I 3> CVBG >ACCORDING
-------------------  T 4) CVBN >ACCUSED
1 1) CNN >T 5) CVB >ACHIEVE
!b 12) t 2) (HP >T 6) <VBN ) ACHIEVED
•! 13) w 3) <VB >T 7) CVBD >ACQUIESCED
IP 14) 8) CVBD }ACQUIRED
& 15) 9) CVBN >ACOUlRED
16) Thes 10) CVB >ADD
;r 17) a s  th e  le a f 11) CVBN }ADDED
i£ 18) Thes 12) CVBG >ADDING
13) CVBZ >ADDS
9) CCOand 14) CVB ) ADJUST
10) CNN)ce 15) CVB >ADMIRE
11) (TOIN)to 16) CVBO >ADMIRED
12) (NN)ce 17) CVBN 3ADMIRED
13) a o iN > to 18) CVB JADMIT
14) ClN)with CNN 19) CVBN )ADOPTED
. r , i _  i йошяш&шшшшв „. _ <
1 k, « «, ,
i ! ' s  m e tr ic a l ly  q u i t e  p ia u s
i then  a f t e r  a l l  n o t a
2 Je can  rem ind o u rs e lv e s
1 then  a f t e r  a l l  n o t a
1 je  can rem ind o u rs e lv e s
2 i in  f la v o u r  C n o t > unwan
2 ings  to  come.
11 e th in g s  to  come in  th e
1 o th k i ts  more e la b o ra te
1 e th in g s  to  come in  th e
1 CPPS>lt CBEZ)'s CRB)metr
1 {CCJbut CRB)then (C S )a ft
1 CCSJas (PPSS)we {MD)can
1 CCObut CRB>then CCS)aft
1 CCS)as CPPSS>we CH0>can
1 C JJ> rich  CIN IN )in
2  Search of word-forms tagged as VERB
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Formalisation des données lexico-syntaxiques 
dans le dictioimaire
N A M  J e e -S un
résumé
Un dictionnaire électronique doit contenir des ensembles de données 
morphologiques et syntaxiques caractérisant tous les items répertoriés. Dans un lexique- 
grammaire, ces items sont classés en fonctions des constructions fondamentales dans 
lesquelles ils entrent.
Nous avons étudié im ensemble d’adjectifs coréens (prédicatifs) prenant un 
complément essentiel en -wa. Dans cet ensemble, nous avons dégagé, par des critéres 
formels comme 1’inversion des actants ou les altemances de postpositions, une classe 
d’adjectifs qu’on peut défínir comme "symétriques". Nous étudions ici les problémes 
rencontrés pour isoler une telle classe et tentons de préciser en quoi ces adjectifs 
symétriques se distinguent des autres.
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0. PROBLEMATIQUE
La construction d’un dictionnaire (électronique ou non) contenant un ensemble 
structuré d’informations lexico-syntaxiques est une étape obligée dans le développement 
du traitement des langues assisié par ordinateur. L’enregistrement des données d’une 
langue naturelle doit done étre erfectué d’une maniére systématique et accessible á 
l’informatique, ce qui demande certains principes cohérents dans la détermination des 
entrées lexicales dans le dictionnaire et dans la représentation syntaxique des phrases ой 
une entrée donnée peut apparaltre. L’état actuel des dictionnaires du coréen n’est pas 
adéquat pour une telle informatisation, tant du point de vue lexical que syntaxique : par 
exemple, la catégorie grammaticale "A djectif est répertoriée selon une intuition 
sémantique, et en conséquence les frontiéres de l’adjectif ne se superposent pas dans des 
dictionnaires. En particulier, se pose le probléme de la séparation de radjectif par 
rapport au verbe, puisque l’adjectif, comme le verbe, sert de prédicat, seul, sans prendre 
la copule iía [étre]. Par contre, le substantif dóit étre accompagné d’une copule pour 
fonctionner comme attribut. S ó it:
( 1)
Minu-nih (kongpuha-nta + chakha-ta)
Minu-nommatif(travailler-suffixe terminal + gentil-suffixe terminal)
(Minu (travaille + est gentil))
(2)
Minu-nm pyőnhosa-i-ta
Minu-nonunatif avocat-ita [étre]-suffixe terminal
(Minu est avocat)
П nous faut done des eritéres formels pour délimiter l’ensemble appelé Adjectif de fa$on 
reproductible. Nous avons utilisé comme eritére les suffixes terminaux (du mode 
declaratif) qui s’ajoutent systématiquement ä tous les éléments prédicatifs : les verbes 
prennent -nta comme suffixe terminal (St), les adjectifs interdisent cette forme de 
suffixe (par exemple, pour (1) on observe : Minu-nín chakha-(ta + *nta) [Minu est 
gentil]). La grande majorité des entrées classées Adjectif dans les dictionnaires actuels 
présente cette caracténstique, ce qui nous a permis d’établir un corpus destiné á l’étude 
syntaxique des constructions adjectivales simples.
La structure des phrases adjectivales est définie par les compléments propres ä 
chaque adjectif et plus précisement par les postpositions appropriées a ces 
compléments. Notre étude se limitera á une classe d’adjectifs qui prennent le 
complément en -wa. La construction sera done de forme :
(3) N 0-nm tf N,-wa W  Adj-St
(ой nmtf est une postposition du cas nominatif, wa est une des postpositions de 
complement, qui peut se traduire en avec, ä ou de en franqais. wa se réalise en deux variantes 
wa et lewe selon l’absence ou la présence de la consonne finale du substantif accompagné, W  
correspond á des adverbiaux ou compléments éventuels et S t est un suffixe terminal du mode 
dédaratif.)
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1. STRUCTURE N0-nmtf N,-wa Adj-St
1.1. N-wa dans la construction symétríque
Le complément en -wa caractérise certains types de verbes et d’adjectifc. Dans les 
phrases suivantes:
(4 a) A-Ö-fr в ii -а)
A  sőn-in В  sőn-kwa phyönghängha-ta 
A ligne-nmtf В ligne-wa paralléle-St 
(La ugne A est paralléle ä la ligne B)
(4b) í - í t  Ü1-BM
Minu-nin Ina-wa ihonha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa divorcer-Passé/St 
(Minu a divorcé d’avec Ina)
le complément en -wa, obligatoire, est en rapport de symétrie1 avec le sujet. Le rapport 
dit symétríque se justifie par le fait que (4a) et (4b) font respectivement une paire 
d’équivalence avec (5a) et (5 b ):
(5a) в -Ö-fr a * 4  Ч Ч 4 4
В sőn-in A  sőn-kwa phyönghängha-ta 
В ligne-nmtf A ligne-wa paralléle-St 
(La ugne В est paralléle á la ligne A)
(5b) eJ 0H?
Ina-nin Minu-wa ihonha-ős’ta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-wa divorcer-Passé/St 
(Ina a divorcé d’avec Minu)
L’un implique nécessairement l’autre : la relation entre les deine phrases peut étre 
considérée comme une relation transformationnelle1 2 :
(6 ) N 0-nm tf Afj-wa W  Adj-St
= N x-nm tf N 0- wa W  Adj-St
Notons que cette opération ne s’applique qu’á la construction á complément en -wa. Les 
phrases ayant d’autres compléments comme :
(7a) ev!»HH * R 4 4
Minu-nin Ina-eke cikikha-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-e attentionné-St 
(Minu est attentionné envers Ina)
(7b) * !4*  4 W
Minu-nin Ina-\i\ salangha-nta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-Acc aimer-St 
(Minu aime Ina)
ne sont pás synonymes, respectivement, de :
1 Les constructions á verbe symétríque ont été étudiées en fran^ais dans A. Boríllo (1971), J.-P. Boons, A. 
Guillet et Ch. Ledére (1976) et en coréen dans Hong Chai-Song (1987).
2 Suggestion de Maurice Gross.
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(8 a) “Л-’Н И  *13«W-
Ina-nin Minu-eke cüákha-ta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-e attentionné-St 
(Ina est attentionnée envers Minu)
(8 b) eJ 0Hr W
Ina-nin Minu-\\\ salangha-nta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-Acc aimer-St 
(Ina aime Minu)
Pourtant, la relation décrite en (6 ) n’est pas une condition süffisante pour définir la 
construction symétrique. La phrase suivante, par exemple :
(9) eJ°W  H W  
Minu-nin Ina-wa ilha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa travailler-Passé/St 
(Minu a travaillé avec Ina)
qui est synonyme de :
(10) °JoH?
Ina-nin Minu-wa ilha-ős’ta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-wa travailler-Passé/St 
(Ina a travaillé avec Minu)
n’implique pás un rapport symétrique entre N 0 et N y  Le complément en -wa n’y est pás 
obligatoire, alors qu’il Test souvent dans la construction symétrique. Ainsi on observe :
( l l a )  (°J°H ♦ E ♦ £*И )
Minu-nin (Ina-wa + E  + honcaső) ilha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf (Ina-wa + E  + seul) travailler-Passé/St 
(Minu a travaillé (avec Ina + E  + seul))
( l lb )  (°JoW - *E + *e*W) “lx*W
Minu-nin (Ina-wa + *E + * honcaső) pisisha-ta 
Minu-nmtf (Ina-wa + E  + seul) ressemblant-St 
(Minu est ressemblant (á Ina + *E + *seul))
Par ailleurs, si ce complément se trouve conjoint au sujet comme dans :
“vl-ffil
Minu-wa Ina-nin ilha-ős’ta 
[Minu-et Ina]-nmtf travailler-Passé/St 
(Minu et Ina ont travaillé)
la phrase est ambigue : sóit synonyme de (9) et (10) comme "ils ont travaillé ensemble", 
soft une forme réduite á partír des deux phrases "Minu a travaillé et Ina a travaillé" par 
l’opération de coordination. Dans ce dernier cas, il n’existe aucune interaction entre N 0 
et N v
En fait, la construction symétrique est paraphrasable par une phrase ä sujet 
coordonné com m e:
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Minu-wa Ina-nin pisisha-ta 
[Minu-et Ina]-nmtf ressemblant-St 
(Minu et Ina sont ressemblants)
mais eile n’est jamais une forme réduite des deux phrases :
*Minu-nin pisisha-ko Ina-nin pisisha-ta
Minu-nmtf ressemblant-Coord Ina-nmtf ressemblant-St
(*Minu est ressemblant et Ina est ressemblante)
Cependant, on n’observe pas de complément d’accompagnement3 du type (9) dans la 
construction adjectivale, alors que Ton le trouve fréquemment dans la phrase verbale. 
Cela nous suggére que la relation transformatiormelle des phrases (6 ) sóit une condition 
süffisante, du moins dans la définition des constructions symétriques adjectivales. 
Regardons maintenant le cas suivant.
12. N-wa dans la construction pseudo-symétrique
S ó it:
( 1 2 a) DJ Ji4r «УЧ4 413 si 4
Minu-nin Ina-wa iiölo nüngcőngha-ős ’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa incroyablement froid-Passé/St 
(Minu a été incroyablement froid avec Ina)
( 1 2 b) V & t  DJ - f4  -т^
Gino-nin Minu-wa muchők samucőki-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa trés professionnel-St 
(Gino est trés professional avec Minu)
Les sujets n’en sont pás reliés aux compléments en -wa par un rapport de symétrie. La
postposition -wa dóit se traduire plutöt comme la postposition -e datif. Ainsi, on ne
trouve pás d’équivalence entre (12a) (12b) et (13a) (13b) respectivem ent:
(13a) öJ öHr 3 3
Ina-nin Minu-wa iiölo nöngcőngha-ős’ta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-wa incroyablement froid-Passé/St 
(Ina a été incroyablement froide avec Minu)
(13b) DJ44r ^
Minu-nin Gino-wa muchők samucőki-ta 
Minu-nmtf Gino-wa trés professionnel-St 
(Minu est trés professional avec Gino)
Les phrases (12a) et (12b) sont plutót synonymes de :
(14a) °JŰH N  4 4 S . ЗЗЯМ-
Minu-nin Ina-eke iiölo nöngcőngha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-e incroyablement froid-Passé/St 
(Minu a été incroyablement froid envers Ina)
3 Pour ce type de complément, voir A. Borillo 1971: ce complément est paraphrasable par en compagnie de 
N ; et Hong C.-S.1987 pour le coréen : cette construction accepte hamk’e (en compagnie /  ensemble).
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(14b) Dd ^ M  ^
Gino-nin Minu-eke muchők samucőki-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-e trés professionnel-St 
(Gino est trés professionnel envers Minu)
ой le procés est clairement orienté.
Or, si on insére un élément lexical sőlo ('Tun Prép l’autre" ou "et 
réciproquement") dans ( 1 2 ), un rapport de réciprocité s’installe entre le sujet et le 
complément en -w a :
(15a) í-ffe- Ii0!5! £\*\S.MS.
Minu-ntn Ina-wa iiölo sólo nángcöngha-ős ’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa incroyablement sőlo froid-Passé/St 
(Minu a été incroyablement froid avec Ina, et réciproquement)
(15b) 4!-fs) Ms.
Gino-nin Minu-wa sólo muchők samucőki-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa sőlo trés professionnel-St 
(Gino est trés professionnel avec Minu, et réciproquement)
alors que l’insertion de sőlo dans la phrase á complément en -e datif (14) est interdite et 
que, par conséquent, on n’observe pás de symétrie entre des actants :
(16a) Я!°НИ1 MUS. MS.
*Minu-nin Ina-eke iiölo sőlo nüngcőngha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-e incroyablement sőlo froid-Passé/St 
(*Minu a été incroyablement froid envers Ina, et réciproquement)
(16b) MS.
*Gino-nin Minu-eke sőlo muchők samucőki-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-e sőlo trés professionnel-St 
(*Gino est trés professionnel envers Minu, et réciproquement)
Dans (15), un rapport réciproque s’introduit done par l’unité sőlo et non par 
l’adjectif mérne. Mais le complément en -wa n’y est plus remplagable par le complément 
en -e. En revanche, sőlo est susceptible de prendre la postposition -e, qui est 
normalement réservée aux substantiis et aux pronoms :
(17a) MMs a^ s .(e - «M)
Minu-nin Ina-wa iiölo sőlo(E + eke) nöngcőngha-ős’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa incroyablement sólo(E + e) froid-Passé/St 
(Minu a été incroyablement froid avec Ina, et réciproquement)
(17b) DJ ^ s l  ais.(e ♦ «W) ^  лЬт-*Нс1-
Gino-nin Minu-wa sőlofE + eke) muchők samucőki-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa sölo(E + e) trés professionnel-St 
(Gino est trés professionnel avec Minu, et réciproquement)
Le fait que sőlo prenne cette postposition suggére que son Statut grammatical est plutót 
célúi d’un pronom (réciproque) qui joue un röle d’a c ta n t: (17a) et (17b) peuvent done 
étre consiaérées comme des formes dérivées des phrases coordonnées :
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(18a) Dv!^& 0J°HH 1 4 4 s .  Ч№вЛ2 . ч!^ИИ1 s]5]s . ^ « 4
Minu-nin Ina-eke iiölo nöngcőngha-ős’-ko Ina-to Minu-eke iiölo 
nüngcöngha-ős ’ta
Minu-nmtf Ina-e incroyablement froid-Passé-Coord Ina-aussi Minu-e 
incroyablement froid-Passé/St
(Minu a été incroyablement froid envers Ina et Ina aussi a été 
incroyablement froide envers Minu)
(18b) USLÍr AHL2 jo |^
Gino-nin Minu-eke muchők samucöki-ko Minu-to Gino-eke muchők 
samucőki-ta
Gino-nmtf Minu-e trés professionnel-Coord Minu-aussi Gino-e trés 
professionnel-St
(Gino est trés professional envers Minu et Minu aussi est trés 
professionnel envers Gino)
Les adjectifs qui entrent dans cette construction, construction oü sőlo est indispensable 
pour introduire la róciprocité entre deux actants, sont ä distinguer des adjectifs dits 
symétriques dönt la construction n’est pás une réduction de la phrase coordonnée. Nous 
appelons ce type de construction construction pseudo-symétrique : eile ne subit pas la 
transformation proposée au départ, si sőlo n’est pás présent. Les conditions qui 
caractérisent cette construction devront étre étudiées plus en détail.
2. STRUCTURE N0-nmtf Nj-wa N2-i Adj-St
Revenons á la relation (6 ) qui définit la construction symétrique adjectivale :
N 0-nm tf M-wa W  Adj-St 
-  N x-nm tf Af0-wa W  Adj-St
Le Symbole W  n’y représente pás seulement des adverbiaux, mais aussi d’autres 
compléments éventuels. Ainsi on a :
(19) ÖJ 4 4  4 ^ 4
Minu-nin Ina-wa sőngkyők-i tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa caractére-i différent-St 
(Minu est différent de Ina de caractére)
Ces compléments sont toujours en -/ dans la construction adjectivale. Par contre, dans la 
construction verbale, ce sont des accusatifs (en -Ш) comme :
(20a) DJ * b  ÖJ 4 4  « m i 4
Minu-nin Ina-wa yökhal-il p a k ’u-os’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa róle-Acc changer-Passé/St 
(Minu a changé de röle avec Ina)
(2 0 b) ^  4 ?  4 H 4
Minu-nin móncö halil-il nacung halil-kwa p a k ’u-os’ta 
Minu-nmtf premier táche-Acc deuxiéme táche-wa changer-Passé/St 
(Minu a changé la premiére táche avec la deuxiéme) 4
4 Quand on permute ces deux compléments :
(') «HJ4 Í*1 “№5114
Minu-nin nacung halil-kwa mőncő halil-il pak’u-ős’ta
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Quand on a un troisiéme substantif, le rapport de symétrie s’établit d’une fáson plus 
compliquée : sóit entre le sujet et le complement en -wa comme dans (2 0 a), sóit entre 
les compléments (complément accusatif et complément en -wa) comme dans (2 0 b). 
Dans la construction adjectivale aussi, le troisiéme substantif accompagné d’un -í 
concerne le rapport de symétrie, sóit entre le sujet et le complément en -wa, sóit entre 
les compléments (en -i et en -wa).
2.1. N-i est un élément restructuré
Voici des exemples de la structure N0-nm tf N^-wa N 2-iA d j-S t:
(2 1 a) DJ^4r -У»!*)
Minu-nin Ina-wa sóngkyók-i tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa caractére-i différent-St 
(Minu est différent de Ina de caractére)
(2 1 b) %&>] £ . £ £ 4
Minu-nin ön son-i olin son-kwa tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf gauche main-i droit main-wa différent-St 
(Minu, la main gauche est différente de la main droite) *I
Minu-nmtf deuxiéme táche-wa premier táche-Acc changer-Passé/St 
(Minu a changé avec la deuxiéme la premiére táche)
une ambiguité structurale se eréé ä cause de l’identité de la postposition -wa du complément et la 
postposition de conjonction -wa. Autrement dit, (i) peut s’analyser d’une double maniére :
(ii) a. N0 [N]i-wa [NfrAcc V 
b. N0 [N-m(=et) N]vAcc V
II en est de т ё т е  pour :
(üi) ejojij c)se)
Minu-nin Ina-wa tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa différent-St 
(Minu est différent de Ina)
qui pennet l’ordre suivant des actants :
(*v) eJ 0W DJ - f^
Ina-wa Minu-nin tali-ta 
Ina-wa Minu-nmtf différent-St
La phrase (iv) peut s’interpréter sóit comme une structure oü le complément en -wa s’est déplacé en tété de 
phrase, sóit comme une structure ä sujet coordonné [Ina-wa Minu], Pourtant cette double analyse n’est 
possible qu’avec la construction symétrique, car si l’on remplace l’adjcctif de (iv) par un autre, non- 
symétrique, on n’observera pas la structure du type (iii). Soit:
(v) a. ojoja)
Ina-wa Minu-nin t'ungt’ungha-ta 
Ina-wa Minu-nmtf gros-St 
(Ina et Minu sont gros)
b. eJoW
•Minu-nin Ina-wa t’ungt'ungha-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa gros-St 
(•Minu est gros avec Ina)
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La phrase (21a) présente une symétrie entre le sujet et le complément en -wa, et (21b) 
entre le complément en -i et le complément en -wa. Elles sont synonymes 
respectivement d e :
= (2 2 a) °J°Hr aJ-¥4 434°1 4 ^ 4
Ina-nin Minu-wa sőngkyők-i tali-ta 
Ina-nmtf Minu-wa caractére-i différent-St 
(Ina est différente de Minu de caractére)
= (2 2 b) 4 = 4
Minu-nin olin son-i ön son-kwa tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf droit main-i gauche main-wa différent-St 
(Minu, la main droite est différente de la main gauche)
Or, on observe une particularité de la phrase á complément N2-i : la répétition d’un 
actant dans les deux autres est autorisée. Par exemple, pour (21a) on aura parallélement
(23) DJ-f4  °J44 4244 4 = 4
Minu-ii sóngkyók-m Ina-ii söngkyók-/ova tali-ta 
[Minu-Gén caractére]-nmtf [Ina-Gén caractére]-wa différent-St 
(Le caractére de Minu est différent de célúi de Ina)
Et dans (2 1 b), la redistribution d’un substantif n’est pás celle du complément en -i, mais 
celle du sujet (mérne si eile est fort redondante), puisque la symétrie existe entre les 
deux compléments:
(24) DJ-f4  £ £ £ 4  4 = 4
Minu-íi ön son-i Minu-ii olin son-kwa tali-ta
[Minu-Gén gauche main]-nmtf [Minu-Gén droit main]-wa différent-St 
(La main gauche de Minu est différente de la main droite de Minu)
Ce type d’opération peut s’observer aussi dans certaines constructions verbales. Par 
exemple, avec le mérne classifíeur sőngkyők [caractére], on a la construction verbale 
re s tru c tu re :
(25a) "J-fS- ÖJ 4 4  424* «13-Я4
Gino-nin Minu-lil Ina-wa sóngkyók-il pikyoha-ős’ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-Acc Ina-wa caractére-Acc comparer-Passé/St 
(Gino a comparé Minu avec Ina de caractére)
=(25b) З Д *  DJ3-4 424-8- °J44  4244 «1аЯ4
Gino-nin Minu-ii sőngkyők-íl Ina-ii sdngkyök-kwapikyoha-ős’ta 
Gino-nmtf [Minu-Gén caractére]-Acc [Ina-Gén caractére]-wa 
comparer-Passé/St
(Gino a comparé le caractére de Minu avec célúi de Ina)
Cette observation nous fait supposer que la présence d’un troisiéme substantif 
dans la construction adjectivale n’est pás fondamentale et qu’il peut étre une séquence 
détachée des deux autres actants par ropération de restmcturation.5
5 Pour la défmition de restructuration, voir A. Guillet et Ch. Ledére 1981.
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On peut avancer un autre argument en faveur de cette hypothése : c’est le 
caractére facultatif du complément en dans la phrase du type (21a). Autrement dit, on 
a aussi:
(26) г(ДО
Minu-nin Ina-wa tali-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa différent-St 
(Minu est différent de Ina)
En fait, le rapport entre ce troisiéme terme et les deux autres actants symétriques est un 
rapport métonymique.
Nous considérons done que la construction de base des adjectifs symétriques ne 
comporte pas de troisiéme substantif:
N 0-nm tf Nj-wa Adj-St
et que le N 2-i sera obtenu par restructuration.
12 . N-i est un substantif symétrique
La construction restructure:
N 0-nm tf N^wsi N 2-i Adj-St
est á distinguer d’un autre type de construction formellement identique :
(27) ДО
Minu-nin Gino-wa kwankye-ka kiph-ta 
Minu-nmtf Gino-wa rapport-i profond-St 
(Minu, son rapport est profond avec Gino)
Cette phrase différe des précédentes, car :
- Le N-i у  est obligatoire
Le rapport de symétrie n’est pas introduit par l’adjectif mérne, mais par le 
substantif du complément en -i. Ce substantif est done nécessaire. On n’observe jamais :
“DJ^4r í-SLSt í r t  
*Minu-nin Gino-wa kiph-ta 
Minu-nmtf Gino-wa profond-St 
(*Minu est profond avec Gino)
alors que 1’effacement du complément en -í est possible dans la construction 
restructure (e.g. (21a) = (26)).
- La rpétition de N-i est interdite
Par ailleurs, la répétition de ce substantif dans les deux autres actants n’est pas 
non plus acceptable. Ainsi pour (27) on n’a p as:
О д ь  Д1ДО) í r j
*Minu-ii kwankye-nin Gino-ii kwankye-wa kiph-ta 
[Minu-Gén rapport]-nmtf [Gino-Gén rapport]-wa profond-St 
(*Le rapport de Minu est profond avec celui de Gino)
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Pourtant, la phrase (27) présente bien un rapport de symétrie entre deux actants (Mimi 
et Gino). Elle est synonyme de :
VSAг
Gino-nin Minu-wa kwankye-ka láph-ta6 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa rapport-i profond-St 
(Gino, son rapport est profond avec Minu)
C est une construction oü la symétrie est créée par un substantif symétrique7 et non par 
un adjectif : ce substantif n’apparait qu’avec la postposition -i dans la construction 
adjectivale. Et notons que ce substantif, associé á un verbe support, constitue la partié 
prédicative de la phrase : la symétrie ne s’établit done qu’entre N 0 et N {-wa.
6 Cette phrase permet aussi une transformation du type :
(i) n |o ^
Gino-nin Minu-wa kiph-in kwankye-i-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa [profond-Sd rapport]-ita(etre)-St 
(Gino est en rapport profond avec Minu)
En fait, la séquence en ita, dans cette phrase, n’est pas de т ё т е  nature que celle ä copule ita qui introduit 
un attribut: ita dans (i) sera plutőt un terme support.
On observe d’autres phrases synonymes de (i), comprenant des termes supports comme is’ta 
(exister), kacikois’ta (avoir), qui demandent respectivement un compliment en -e et un complément 
accusatif (en -Hí). Les phrases suivantes sont synonymes de (i) :
(ü) №
Gino-nin Minu-wa kiph-in kwankye-e is’-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa [profond-Sd rapport]-e exister-St
(iü) S M
Gino-nin Minu-wa kiph-in kwankye-ül kaeikois’-ta 
Gino-nmtf Minu-wa [profond-Sd rapport]-Acc avoir-St
7 En effet, le substantif symétrique ne se trouve pas settlement dans les constructions adjectivales, mais aussi 
dans les constructions verbales et les constructions ä copule -ita (étre):
Le verbe qui accompagne le substantif symétrique est ä distinguer de célúi qu’on a observé dans 
(20). Comparons:(О Dj-fb до* «tw «тм
Minu-nin Ina-wa yókhal-il pak’u-ós’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa rőle-Acc changer-Passé/St 
(Minu a change de röle avec Ina)
avec:
(Ü) DJ * b
Minu-nin Ina-wa kyeyak-fl möc-és’ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa contrat-Acc établir-Passé/St 
(Minu a établit un contrat avec Ina)
Les structures formelles étant identiques, on observe que si la symétrie dans (i) est créée par le verbe т ё т е  
pak’uta (changer), dans (ii) e’est par le substantif kyeyak (contrat), et le verbe у est un terme support(Kmp). 
Pourtant, les compléments en -wa et en -i sont obligatoires dans les deux cas. Les différences syntaxiques 
entre ccs deux constructions nécessiteront une étude plus approfondie.
Une autre construction ä substantif symétrique est celle ä copule, par exemple :
(üi) ^ í ° 1 4
Minu-nin Ina-wa tongchangsäng-i-ta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-wa collégue-ita-St 
(Minu est collégue avec Ina)
1
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3. CONCLUSION
Nous avons observé deux types de constructions symétriques d’adjectifs : 
- la construction ä adjectif symétrique, définie par la relation :
(28) N 0-nm tf N,-wa W Adj-St
= N x-nm tf iVÓ-wa W Adj-St
-  la construction adjectivale ä substantif symétrique, définie par la relation :
(29) N 0-nm tf M-wa Л^ -i Adj-St
= N x-nm tf iVg-wa N 2-i Adj-St
ой N 2 est un substantif symétrique obligatoire.
La relation (28) peut étre définie comme une transformation qui s’applique á la 
construction á complément en -wa, qu’il s’agisse d’une construction verbale ou 
adjectivale : avec la phrase verbale cette transformation n’est pas une condition 
süffisante pour défimr la construction symétrique, car le type de complément 
d’accompagnement en -wa subit cette opération sans introduire de rapport de symétrie 
avec le sujet.
Quant á la phrase adjectivale, la construction á complément en -wa acceptant 
cette transformation semble une condition süffisante pour déterminer la classe 
d’adjectifs symétriques, sauf dans le cas intermédiaire des adjectifs décrits en 1 .2 . (i.e. 
des adjectifs dönt le complément en -wa altem e avec un complément datif en -e) oü on 
n’a une phrase symétrique qu’en présence d’un pronom réciproque comme sőlo (T un 
Prép l’autre" ou "et réciproquem ent"): quand on insére sőlo, cette construction en -wa 
(dans ce cas-lá, non-substituable par en -e datif) permet la transformation (28). Les 
caractéristiques particuliéres de ce cas intermédiaire, que nous appelons construction 
pseudo-symétrique, devront étre étudiées plus en détail.
La mérne relation peut étre projetée sur la construction adjectivale á substantif 
symétrique du type (29). Notons que s’il s’agit de la construction verbale, distinguer N 2- 
Acc  symétrique de N 2-Acc qui joue un róle d’actant sera un probléme préalable. Cette 
opération transformationnelle, si eile est permise, у sera plus complexe et dépendra de 
conditions spécifiques. Ce sont des problémes qu’on devra aborder dans les études sur la 
symétrie dans le lexique.
Pour l’instant, nous n’avons examiné que des adjectifs qui entrent dans la 
construction (28) : d’une part, les adjectifs qui permettent (29) sont, sans avoir le trait 
"symétriqueB, sémantiquement hétérogénes et constituent difficilement une classe. 
D ’autre part, ils ont des contraintes sélectionnelles avec le substantif symétrique et non 
avec le sujet (e.g. pour un substantif Icwankye (rapport), on aura des adjectifs comme 
kiphta (profond), manhta (riche), cőkta (peu), pokcaphata (complexe) ou thikpyőlhata 
(particulier), etc.). C est une observation intéressante par rapport aux verbes qui 
accompagnent le substantif symétrique : ce sont plutót des verbes supports comme 
möcta (établir), klnhta  (rom pre),yucihata (maintenir), etc.
Une dem iére remarque : le choix lexical des actants joue un róle important dans 
l’établissement du rapport de symétrie entre deux actants. Par exemple, dans la 
distribution suivante des actants, mérne avec un adjectif symétrique :
¥
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Minu-nin kolilla-wa pisisha-ta 
Minu-nmtf gorille-wa ressemblant-St 
(Minu est ressemblant á un gorille)
on n’observera pás de symétrie entre N0 et N v alors qu’on Га avec :
^.2-*) н|£«)с}
Minu-nin Gino-wa pisisha-ta 
Minu-nmtf Gino-wa ressemblant-St 
(Minu est ressemblant á Gino)
Pour qu’une phrase á adjectif symétrique sóit une construction symétrique, les deux 
actants doivent étre des arguments équilibrés. Mais, ce rapport est difficile á définir 
formellement. En fait, ce type de contrainte logique s’observe dans d’autres 
constructions. Par exemple, le verbe phyőnöhata [préférer] demande deux compléments 
sémantiquement équilibrés comme dans :
Minu-nin Gino-pota Ina-lil phyönöha-nta 
Minu-nmtf Gino-á Ina-Acc préférer-St 
(Minu préfére Ina á Gino)
mérne si ce verbe ne permet pas une construction symétrique :
= /=  ’M W
Minu-nin Ina-pota Gino-lil phyőnöha-nta 
Minu-nmtf Ina-á Gino-Acc préférer-St 
(Minu préfére Gino á Ina)
Une étude plus complete des propriétés syntaxico-sémantiques propres á la 
classe des adjectifs symétriques ainsi définie permettra de mettre en évidence sa 
spécificité. L’appartenance ä des classes syntaxiques implique en effet, pour un mot, une 
série de propnétés qui caractérisent le fonctionnement du lexique dans la langue. Ces 
propriétés doivent done figurer dans un dictionnaire syntaxicjue, électronique ou non, 
d’une maniére systématique et exhaustive. Si l’étude qui précéde est purement 
syntaxique, il ne faut pás perdre de vue, en effet, que les phénoménes sont lexicaux.
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Preparing a Text Corpus —  
Computational Tools and Methods for Standardizing, 
Tagging and Structuring Text Data
O l e  NORLING-CHRISTENSEN
Most papers on corpora deal with criteria for the selection of text samples, or with methods for corpus 
analysis. This paper will go into the intervening process of transforming the selected text samples, 
which typically come from many different sources and follow many different standards, into uniform 
corpus entries, suitable for lexicographical analysis. It is described, how the text samples are being 
enriched with linguistic as well as extra-linguistic information, and it is underlined that clear-cut 
decisions on which features of the texts should be represented (e.g. by tagging), and which not, are 
necessary prerequisites for the processing. The paper pays special attention to the ongoing work on 
a 40 m. words corpus of modern Danish to be used by The Danish Dictionary. But the methods and 
tools described have a broader scope; some of them are, for instance, also used for converting printed 
dictionary texts into SGML-structured data.
The Danish Dictionary
On September 1st, 1991 works started on a new six volume dictionary of modern Danish. The project 
is carried out by The Danish Society of Language and Literature under the joint direction of Ebba 
Hjorth, Tver Kjcer and the author. It is sponsored by the Danish Government and The Carlsberg 
Foundation (owner of most Danish and quite a few foreign breweries). The task of the editorai staff 
is to produce the best dictionary possible, under a fixed budget of 30 m. DKK (5 m. US$) and a fixed 
time schedule of eigth years: 18 months of preparatory work; 5 years of manuscript compilation; and 
18 months of final work like proofreading and closing down.
The main sources for the dictionary are: 1) a corpus of 40 m. words; 2) a few important dictionaries;
3) excerpts (roughly: 1 m.) and word lists collected since 1955 by the national advisory Board of the 
Danish Language; and, of course, 4) the linguistic competence of the editors. The corpus does, in a 
balanced way, cover all kinds of text, including transcribed spoken language, from the period 1983- 
92. Among the dictionaries, special attention is paid to the official Danish spelling dictionary (RO, 
1986), and two comprehensive bilingual dictionaries: Danish-English (V&B3, 1990) and Danish-French 
(B&H4, 1991). They all are available in different kinds of machine-readable form.
Even though the new dictionary is basically intended to be descriptive, spelling and inflexion must 
follow the official norm; this is what the spelling dictionary is used for. The first editions of the two 
bilingual dictionaries were both based on the 28 volume Dictionary of the Danish Language (ODS, 
1918-56) that covers the language from 1700 to c. 1915/55. They basically use the same meaning 
discriminations as the ODS; but during three (V&B3) or four (B&H4) revisions they have, of course, 
modernized the vocabulary and the stock of collocations and idioms. They are, thus, the most
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outstanding representatives of a living Danish lexicographical tradition to be continued by The Danish 
Dictionary.
Computers are being intensively used in all phases of the project. During the present preparatory 
period (September 1991 - March 1993) corpus texts are being scanned or keyed in or converted from 
all kinds of wordprocessing or typesetting formats; and information on author(s), text type etc. is 
attached, more or less automatically, to each selected piece of text. The possibility of automatic 
(syntactic and) morphological tagging of the corpus is explored, but not yet decided on. Only a 
rudimentary word class tagging has been made, as proper names and abbreviations are tagged as such 
during the process of dividing the written texts into sentences. In parallel with this, word lists are built 
and gradually enriched into semi-manufactured "skeleton entries" that comprise, in a structured 
manner, as much information as it has been possible to extract from the dictionaries mentioned. Before 
and during the editorial period (April 1993 - March 1998) the relevant corpus evidence for each word 
will be searched, analyzed, structured and attached to the skeletons. The editors’ job, then, is to 
change the skeletons into finished entries. For the editorial work, the SGML-based system GestorLEX 
is used. It has been developed by the Danish software house TEXTware A/S in close collaboration 
with the author, and it meets most of the requirements put forward in (DANLEX 1987: 239-251). 
Further, a powerful dedicated corpus program, to be used in connection with GestorLEX, is currently 
in process of construction.
Machine-Readable / Machine-Usable
Today, many texts can be obtained as data files from typesetting systems or from the authors’ 
wordprocessing equipment. Others must be transformed into data files by scanning a printed version 
or by transcribing (by word processor) a tape recorded version. In any of these cases, however, the 
data must be transformed into one uniform and consistent format suitable for those computational 
searchings and analyses that will be the future use of the corpus. Defining such a format is no trivial 
task. It implies a series of decisions on which features of the text you want to depict in the machine- 
readable version. The irrelevant features should be left out, while the relevant ones must be rendered, 
e.g. by tagging, in a uniform and unambiguous way. Besides, a character set standard (Code Page) 
must of course be laid down.
Should there, for instance, be specific codes for the smell of the newspaper or the quality of its paper? 
- probably not. The colour of the paper? - it might have some specific meaning. The size of the 
letters? - differences in size are likely to signify differences in text type; but the meaning of such 
differences will differ from one text to another. An obvious conclusion from this kind of questions 
is that the coding has to be generic and not just mirroring how the printer chose to represent the 
different kinds of text: Business pages, not Pink paper, Headline, not Big bold type. The Text 
Encoding Initiative (TEI 1990; TEI 1991) has defined an abundance of generic tags to account for 
most kinds of features of most kinds of text. In praxis, however, corpus builders will have to select 
only a very restricted number of features of the original books, newspapers, etc. for representation 
in the corpus.
Representing spoken language
The objects clause for The Danish Dictionary states that the dictionary shall cover the written language 
and consider the spoken language. The reason for this unbalance is obvious: the total of Danish (and 
every other) spoken language is much more difficult to define and to represent in a corpus. We do not 
have enough ressources (neither time nor money) to collect and transcribe very much spoken language 
ourselves. Instead, we have tried to find all kinds of transcriptions already existing, and a rather big 
material has come up. In many cases we also have got access to the original tape recordings or sound 
tracks, which enables us to check the quality of the transcriptions and correct them if necessary. The
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transcriptions have been made by different persons and for different purposes: linguistic, psychological 
or sociological research, or just as a documentation of what was said in radio and television, or in the 
Danish Parliament and the City Council of Copenhagen. This implies that a lot of different 
conventions are used for notating especially features like pauses, cleft sentences, laughter, 
unintelligible passages, the transcriber’s explanatory comments. To deal with all this, it is, again, 
important to make clear-cut decisions on which features should and should not be represented in the 
machine-readable version of the speech.
A standard format for corpus samples
The international standard SGML (ISO 8879, 1986) for generic description of textual structures and 
for marking up the texts accordingly, is used by The Danish Dictionary for describing and tagging 
not only the dictionary but also the corpus. Readers who are not familiar with SGML and with terms 
like DTD, element, attribute, entity reference, may consult the brilliant introduction in (TEI 
1990: 9-32).
For the corpus an SGML document type CorpusEntry has been defined. It provides a suitable form 
for registration of the necessary (extráiinguistic) information about the text as well as a means for 
unambiguous tagging of those (linguistic) features of the text proper that we have decided to represent 
in the corpus. Each sample (element CorpusEntry) consists of: A Header, that contains information 
on the kind and provenience of the text, and the Text proper. In the language of SGML:
< IDOCTYPE CorpusEntry [
< IELEMENT CorpusEntry ( Header, Text ) >  ] >
The full DTD (Document Type Definition) of a corpus entry is given in the Appendix.
The Header
For designing the Header and deciding which information types should form part of it, we found much 
inspiration in (Atkins 1991). The Header of each corpus entry is divided into two main parts, viz. 
information on the source (Sourcelnfo), and information on the text sample proper (TextDescription). 
Sourcelnfo consists of an unambiguous identification (TextGroup + TextNumber), notes on 
restrictions of use imposed by the supplier of the text (private or confidential texts), information on 
those who produced the text (LanguageUser = authors, speakers), and on title, publisher, date of 
origination, and location (e.g. page number). There is one element LanguageUser for each person 
involved in the production of a given text sample. Especially in spoken language there is usually more 
than one. The element describes the person’s name, role (e.g. interviewer or interviewee), sex, 
education, occupation, year and place of birth, and language variant (i.e. standard or regional Danish). 
The element TextDescription gives an account of the language type (general or special), whether it is 
written or spoken, and public (reception) or private (production), the age relation between sender and 
receiver of the text (adult-adult, adult-juvenile, adult-child, juvenile-adult, etc.), medium (book, 
newspaper, television etc.), genre, subject field, size of the sample.
The full structure and contents of the header can be explained in the following way (cf. the DTD of 
the Appendix). An interrogation mark (?) after an element name means that the element is facultative, 
i.e. it shall only be there if it is relevant, and if the information in question is known. The plus (+) 
after LanguageUser means that ther may be one or more of these element in a single header.
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Header
Sourceinfo
TextGroup Unambiguous identifier o f a group o f (related) corpus entries
TextNumber Serial number inside the text group
Restriction?
RestrictA Proper names in text must be altered: ’Y[es]"/’N[o]"
Restrict!) Text must only be used for the dictionary: "Y[es]"/‘N[o]‘
Expiration of Restriction B, e.g. "1998"
LanguageUser+ (one element for each author I  speaker)
Role? Esp. when more language users are involved; e.g. "teacher", "pupil" 
Identification? A unique three character string, referred to by SpeakerTums in the Text 
LastName? I f known
FirstName? I f known
*Sex "m"/"f/"u[nknown]"
Education? i f  known
Occupation? i f  known
*YearOfBirth a number between 1880 and 1990
Precise? "?’, i f  not known exactly
PlaceOfBirth? i f  known 
*LanguageVariant ‘standard ’/"regional"
TextTitle? i f  any
VoITitle? Name o f Anthology, Newspaper, Magazine, etc., i f  any 
Publisher? Book publisher or Radio or TV station, i f  any 
Date
Day? i f  known 
Month? i f  known
Year number between 1983 and 1992 
Precise? "?’, if  not known exactly
Location? e.g. Section, page, column of Newspaper; (Vol.,) page of book 
TextDescription
•LanguageType "general ’/ ’special purpose"
•WrittenSpoken "written"/’spoken’ or one of two intermediate types
*Aspect "reception ’/ ’production ’
•AgeRelation "child-child "/’child-juvenile "/"child-adult "/.. /"adult-adult "/’unknown ’ 
•Medium taken from a list of 12 different media, e.g. book, journal, radio, film 
•Genre? taken from a list of 124 partly medium-dependent genres, like novel, letter, comic
•Subject? taken from a list of 64 different subject areas, like biology, literature, physics 
Size Number o f words (tokens) in this text sample
The elements marked by an asterisk (•) above are standardized descriptors that play a special role in 
corpus search and analysis. For each of the descriptors a restricted list of legal values is defined. 
Different text types, and corresponding subcorpora, can be defined in terms of one or more of these 
descriptors, e.g. "Women bom before 1940 speaking to children" or "Newspaper texts on politics". 
Besides, the decriptors are used for studies of the distribution of all kinds of linguistic features over 
the different text types.
The Text
The structure of the Text element depends on whether it consists of written language or of 
(transcribed) spoken language. Written language is split up into paragraphs (the element p) that are 
subdivided into sentences (the element s). Sentences are mostly non-tagged strings of characters (the
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SGML category ^PCDATA); these may, however, be interspersed with elements of special types of 
text, viz. the elements Highlighted, Note, PropName and Abbrev. The tag Highlighted covers all kinds 
of accentuation in the original text: underlining, boldface, italics, spacing, bigger or deviant founts; 
Note are foot- or endnotes.
Spoken language is normally not cut into paragraphs; instead, they may be divided up into speaker 
turns. Most of the spoken texts are conversations or interviews with more persons involved. 
Consequently, the header contains two or more instances of the element LanguageUser. Each of them 
contains in the subelement Identification a different three letter string. Each element SpeakerTum 
contains an attribute id that refers to the Identification. The SpeakerTum element consists of 
#PCDATA interspersed with entity references like {hesitation} representing non-verbal sounds like 
’eh’, ’mmm’; {pause}; {uf} that represents a passage that was incomprehensible to the transcriber; 
{laughter}; and with the elements Comment (the transcriber’s "stage directions" that are not part of 
the speech), and Doubtful, a word or passage that the transcriber was not sure about.
Computational tools
As much as possible of the Header-information, as well as the identification and tagging of the entity 
references and subelements of the Text proper, is made (semi)automatically. This means, that for each 
group of texts of a given provenience or type, a tailor made conversion program is written. Not only 
does the program convert a given wordprocessor format into our standard format; in some cases it also 
makes use of the authors’ idiosyncratic ways of marking those features we are interested in. In other 
cases these features are marked up manually, using word processor macros.
The most important software used for the preparation of the machine-readable sources for the 
dictionary are: the context free chart parser DIPA written in C by Peter Molbask Hansen, assistant 
professor in computational linguistics at the University of Copenhagen; the general text conversion 
system DICONV written in Turbo Pascal (object oriented versions 5.5 / 6.0) by the author; and the 
Paradox Engine of Borland International Inc. Besides, a standard word-processor (WordPerfect) and 
database management system (Paradox) are used.
These tools, in different combinations, are utilized not only for the preparation of corpus entries, but 
also for making all kinds of wordlists, and for their gradual extension into skeleton entries.
DIPA (Dictionary Parser) was originally made for the author’s structure analysis and SGML tagging 
of dictionary data (Norling-Christensen 1992). At the Danish Dictionary it is especially used for 
processing those dictionaries that are part of our sources, and to analyze and tag Header information. 
As input DIPA takes two or three files: The text that is to be analyzed, e.g. the typesetting data for 
a printed dictionary; A grammar (list of rewriting rules) that defines the syntax to be applied; And, 
optionally, a lexicon, i.e. a list of strings with an attached class-marker (eg the dictionary’s 
abbreviation list, the abbreviations being classified as part-of-speech markers, register labels, subject 
classifications, etc.). Four files are output: A file of accepted entries; a file of rejected entries (that 
did not match the grammar); an SGML-tagged file (only the accepted entries); and a message file with 
information on how many entries were processed, accepted and rejected, the time of start and end of 
the parsing, and some technical information that can be used for optimizing the program. DIPA can 
be run in batch mode or interactively. In the interactive mode, when an entry is rejected, one can 
choose to edit the grammar, the lexicon, or the input entry itself; or to continue with the next entry. 
This is very useful when a new grammar is being developed, as well as for correcting syntactical 
errors in the input text.
DICONV (Dictionary Converter) was originally made for converting typesetter files into word
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processor files and vice versa, and for making all kinds of automatic correction and change. Later on 
it has been used as a pre- and postprocessor to DIPA, and facilities for treating the tree structures of 
SGML-tagged data have been added. At the Danish Dictionary it is particularly being used for 
processing text samples for the corpus. DICONV itself is not a program, but a library of Turbo Pascal 
Units. A DICONV program consists of a series (up to 20) modules ("transducers") that are run after 
each other, the output of one module being the input for the next one. In the heart of each module is 
a rather short piece of Pascal code (a virtual procedure), that draws on library procedures for looking 
backwards and ahead, looking up in one or more tables, submitting error messages (the error 
conditions being defined by the programmer), treating SGML tags, attributes, and text separately, etc. 
Besides the converted output file, a report file is produced. It records the names of the input files, the 
time used and the number of characters processed; further, all errors encountered are reported with 
a few lines of context around the erroneous spot. This program, too, can be run interactively: 
Independently of the others, each module can run in one out of three modes that are initially set by 
the programmer: EditAll, EditOnError or NoEdit; these settings can be changed at any time during 
a run. When a module turns interactive after having processed every section of input text (EditAll) 
or after having encountered errors (EditOnError), the screen turns into two text editors showing the 
input and the output of the module in question, and the error message if any. The input or the output 
can then be corrected; if the user chooses to correct the input, the corrected input will be re-processed. 
Extensive reuse of modules makes the programming fast and reliable.
Paradox Engine is a applications programming interface for Pascal and C. It gives the programmer 
access to all kinds of basic database functions like creating tables with one or more indexes, searching, 
reading, writing etc. The programs can be used in networks and other shared environments, as the 
necessary locking and unlocking of records etc. is supported. The file formats are the same as those 
used by Borland’s database management system Paradox, which means that the same data kan be used 
and manipulated both by Paradox and by ones own programs. For the computer assisted creation of 
the headers of the corpus entries we use a custom-built Paradox application displaying simultaneously 
one record from each of three temporary tables: A LanguageUser table; a table with the rest of the 
header information; and the text of the corpus entry. This screen form is used for keying in those parts 
of the header information that have not been entered automatically. The three tables are made by our 
programmer with the help of Turbo Pascal and the Paradox Engine. For each group of text, as much 
header information as possible is entered into the table before it is handed over to the editor who shall 
complete the header. Most often, the automatically entered data is the information that is common to 
a batch of text. They may e.g. come from the same source, cover the same subject field, be of the 
same medium, genre or language type. In some cases, however, much more information can be 
automatically entered. This is especially the case of such texts that already have been classified and 
described by others. Such texts are available from other, minor, corpus projects and from a newspaper 
information system, the data of which we have received on magnetic tape. When the header has been 
completed, the temporary tables are emptied and their contents is stored in SGML-format. The header 
information, but not the texts, is also transfered to a permanent database that gives us a good grasp 
of the corpus and its different text types.
Perspectives
The corpus described has as its object a dictionary of contemporary Danish general language. As a 
consequence, LSP - the language produced for specialists by specialists - is not included. The corpus 
covers the period 1983-92, and texts newer than that will not be included, at least not by this 
dictionary staff. Deliberately we have restricted ourselves to include in the headers, and in the tagging 
of the texts, only such information which we regard useful for the dictionary job. Researchers in other 
fields might have wished for more types of information and other kinds of tagging. In spite of these 
limitations we expect, however, that our corpus will be in great demand by other researchers of
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Danish, as it is by far the biggest Danish text corpus, and the only one to include nearly all text types. 
Further, those kinds of information that are included, are rendered in a consequent and well 
documented way. Except for rival projects (if any), the text corpus of the Danish Dictionary will, 
therefore, be made accessible to other researchers, and it is our hope that a way will be found to reuse 
the methods, tools and principles developed, for further corpus building.
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Appendix
Document Type Definition, The DDO Text Corpus Entry
< IDOCTYPE CorpusEntry [
< [ELEMENT CorpusEntry ( Header, Text) >
-- The Header —
< IELEMENT Header ( Sourcelnfo, TextDescription ) >
< IELEMENT Sourcelnfo ( TextGroup, TextNumber, Restriction?, LanguageUser+, TextTitle?,
VolTitle?, Publisher?, Date, Location? ) >
< IELEMENT ( TextGroup, TextNumber ) ( «PCDATA ) >
< IELEMENT Restriction ( RestrictA, RestrictB, Expiration) >
< IELEMENT ( RestrictA, RestrictB, Expiration) ( «PCDATA ) >
< [ELEMENT LanguageUser ( Role?, Identification?, LastName?, FirstName?, Sex?, Education?,
Occupation?, YearOfBirth?, PlaceOfBirth?, LanguageVariant) >
< [ELEMENT ( Role, Identification, LastName, FirstName, Sex, Education, Occupation,
PlaceOfBirth, LanguageVariant) ( «PCDATA )>
< IELEMENT YearOfBirth ( «PCDATA, Precise? ) >
< [ELEMENT ( TextTitle, VolTitle, Publisher, Location ) ( «PCDATA )>
< IELEMENT Date ( Day?, Month?, Year, Precise? ) >
< IELEMENT ( Day, Month, Year, Precise ) ( «PCDATA )>
< [ELEMENT TextDescription ( LanguageType, Written_Spoken, Aspect, AgeRelation, Medium,
Genre?, Subject?, Size ) >
< IELEMENT ( LanguageType, Written_Spoken, Aspect, AgeRelation, Medium, Genre,
Subject, Size ) ( «PCDATA ) >
— The Text —
< [ELEMENT Text ( p+ | (SpeakerTurn | Comment)+ ) >
— written paragraphs | speech transcriptions --
<  [ELEMENT p (s+ ) >  — paragraph =  sentences --
<  IELEM ENT s ( «PCDATA ) +  (Highlighted, Note, PropName, Abbrev) >
< IELEMENT SpeakerTurn ( «PCDATA ) +( Doubtful, PropName) >
< IELEMENT Comment ( «PCDATA )>
< IELEMENT Highlighted ( «PCDATA ) -(Highlighted) >
< IELEMENT Note ( «PCDATA ) -(Note) >
< IELEMENT PropName ( «PCDATA ) -(PropName) >
< IELEMENT Abbrev ( «PCDATA ) -(Abbrev) >
< IELEMENT Doubtful ( «PCDATA ) -(Doubtful) >
< IATTLIST SpeakerTurn id NUTOKEN «IMPLIED > ] >
\
Compiling Dictionaries with Grammar Defined Databases
JÚLIA PAJZS — László TIHANYI — Ildikó VILLÓ
The notion o f grammar defined databases becomes more and more well known, 
because it is the most convenient method fo r  compiling and storing electronic dictionaries. 
This paper descibes two applications: the new French/Hungarian - Hungarian/French 
Dictionary and the Historical Dictionary o f Hungarian, both o f them using the same program 
fo r  checking and typesetting the dictionary entries during compilation o f the dictionaries.
Recently the use of grammar defined databases for storing dictionary entries became 
widespread. In a grammar defined database the structure of the database is defined by a 
grammar where one can only store entries which satisfy this grammar. Because the dictionary 
entries are varies to a great extent both in length and structure, this way of handling the 
electronic dictionaries is much more convenient for text storing than the traditional relational 
databases. It is possible to define all of the possible variants of the entries by a grammar. 
This is flexible way of storing dictionary entries which keeps the necessary information for 
the retrieval and conversion of the data. As Gönnet and Tompa (GONNET-TOMPA 1987) 
have shown, the grammar defined databases are as easy to handle as the relational ones, and 
they give a much more natural way for storing text.
The two projects which we will present here are not only similar in the way they will 
store the dictionaries to be compiled, but they also use the same corpus as source material. 
The project for compiling the Historical Dictionary of Hungarian has started six years ago 
in the Research Institute for Lingusitics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (PAJZS 1990, 
PAJZS 1991). The idea was to compile a dictionary of Hungarian based on historical 
principles by use of a computerized corpus. At the outset we planned to collect about 13 
million running words for covering the vocabulary of Hungarian from the earliest Hungarian 
prints up to the most current printed material, but after recording the 19th century corpus, 
which contains about 7 million words we had to shift the concept of our project. We realized 
that we needed a much larger corpus for the last five centuries, and we also had to cope with 
the fact that the computerized corpus alone can not be a basis of a "real" historical 
dictionary. Therefore we have decided to compile the dictionary of the last two centuries first 
(1772-1990), by using a much larger corpus (containing at least 20 million running words 
for this period). We also have about 5 million old fashioned dictionary slips for these two 
centuries, which were collected between 1884-1960 for the same purpose. Our lexicographer 
who compiles the draft entries finds combining this two kind of source material particulary 
useful. So far more than half of the planned corpus is recorded.
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After keyboarding, the running texts are analyzed morphologicaly by a program (see in 
PRÓSZÉKY - TIHANYI 1992) which segments the running words to stems and 
inflections.The analyzed text will be retrieved by a text searching program (possibly by PAT: 
GÖNNET 1987), and the lexical entries are compiled using the lemmatized concordances.
The project for compiling a new French/Hungarian - Hungarian/French Dictionary 
has started last year at the Universite Paris III, Centre Interuniversitarire d ’Etudes 
Hongroises in collaboration with the Centre Interuniversitaire d’Etudes Francaises, Budapest 
and the József Attila University, Szeged. Since the last French/Hungarian - Hungarian/French 
dictionaries were made about 40 years ago, this will be a brand new one based on newly 
published Hungarian bilingual dictionaries, recent French monolingual dictionaries and also 
on a computerized corpus. This contains those prose excerpts which were collected for the 
Historical Dictionary of Hungarian and were published after 1960. This project also use a 
large corpus of recently published texts from newspapers. Their corpus contains about 1.5 
million running words.
Both dictionaries will also use a transcribed spoken text corpus which was originally 
collected for the Survey of Spoken Hungarian.
In both cases the dictionary entries are written using a normal text editor, rather than 
using any word-processor specific facilities, the different parts of the entry will be tagged by 
a modified version of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). After keyboarding 
the entries a LEX program checks if the article satisfies the grammar, and if it does, the 
program writes typesetting commands instead of the SGML symbols. Therefore the 
dictionary will be kept in two disjunct formats: the database in SGML format and the text 
to be printed in typeset format. The typeset format is easier to proofread and to correct, the 
SGML format is more usable for the computerized version. In the SGML format the special 
Hungarian and French accented characters are coded by a combination of letters and 
numbers.
The grammar of the French/Hungarian - Hungarian/French Dictionary is the 
folllowing:
DIC 
ART 
ENT 
MAE 
BGR 
BLS 
EQV EXP TRD 
LFG 
mots 
szam 
rszam 
COL NOM DAT
= [ART]+= ENT [BGR]* [BLS]+ ГLFG] [IFS] COL 
= VDT [PHO] [MOR] CGR [RCT] [MAE]
= ([DDS] j [NDL] I [LIG])
= rszam CGR [BLS]+ [LFG] [IFS]
= [szam] [RCT] [MAE] [IDS] [EQV]+ [EXP]* 
= [IDS] mots [CGR] [MAE]= mots [MAE] TRD = mots [MAE]
= [EXP]+
= [a..z A..Z 0..9 .,;!?'"]
= [0-9]
= [IVXL]= NOM DAT = NOK NOP = DAP DAF
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Where the beginning and end of fields are marked with the symbols:
DIC = <DIC>.. ..</DIC> dictionnaire
ART = <ART>. . ..</ART> article
ENT = <ENT>.. ..</ENT> entrée
BGR = <BGR>.. ..</BGR> bloc grammaticaleBLS = <BLS>.. ..</BLS> bloc sémantiquePHO = <PHO>.. phonetiqueMOR = <MOR>.. . .</MOR> morphologie
LFG = <LFG>.. locution figéeIFS = <IFS>.. ..</IFS> informations supplémentairesVDT = <VDT>.. ..</VDT> vedette
CGR = <CGR>.. ..</CGR> catégorie grammaticale
DDS = <DDS>.. ..</DDS> domaine de spécialité
NDL = <NDL>.. ..</NDL> niveau de langue
LIG = <LIG>.. limitation géographique
RCT = <RCT>.. ..</RCT> constr. gramm, spécifiques
IDS = <IDS>.. indications de sensEQV = <EQV>.. équivalentsEXP = <EXP>.. exempleTRD = <TRD>.. traduction
NOK = <NOK>. . ..</NOK> nőm de collaboreteurNOP = <NOP>.. nőm d'Operateur
DAP = <DAP>.. ..</DAP> dat premiere
DAF = <DAF>.. ..</DAF> dat finale
The dictionary entries are written using the WordPerfect editor. The accented 
characters are written in WordPerfect format and are converted by a program to a normal 
ASCII file where the accented characters are represented by a combination of letters and 
numbers. An example of the tagged articles in the modified SGML format:
<ART>
<ENT><VDT>1 fal</VDT><CGR>V tr/intr</CGR>
</ENT>
<BLS>
<EQV>delvorer; manger goulu5ment:</EQV>
<EXP>mielrt falsz, egyeli rendesen!
<TRD>arre5te de t'empiffrer, mange correctement;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>a gelpkocsi falja a kilomeltereket
<TRD>la voiture delvore les kilome4tres;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>szerelmesregelnyeket fal
<TRD>delvorer des romans d'amour</TRD>
</EXP>
</BLS>
<NOK>szeptemberi csapat</NOK>
<NOP>chantal</NOP>
<DAP>18 janvier 1992</DAP>
<DAF>14 jullius 1992</DAF></ART>
<ART>
<ENT>
<VDT>2 fal</VDT>
<CGR>n</CGR>
</ENT>
<BLS>
<EQV>mur<CGR>m;</CGR>
</EQV>
<EQV>
I
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<IDS>(veldo3fal)</IDS>
muraille
<CGR>f;</CGR>
</EQV>
<EQV>
<IDS>(ko2zfal)</IDS>
cloison
<CGR>f;</CGR>
</EQV>
<EQV>paroi
<CGR>f;</CGR>
</EQV>
<EQV>
<IDS>(edelny;elr)</IDS> 
paroi
<CGR>f:</CGR>
</EQV>
<EXP>falat emel/hulz
<TRD>dresser/ellever un mur;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>a falnak talmaszkodik
<TRD>s'appuyer contre le mur</TRD>
</EXP> </BLS>
<LFG>
<EXP>nelgy - ko2zo2tt
<TRD> entre quatre murs;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>ostromlolk fala
<TRD>le mur/la vague des assaillants;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> a falat talmasztja
<TRD> se tourner les pouces;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>falba u2tko2zik
<TRD> se heurter a4 un mur;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> a falba veri a fejelt
<TRD> se taper la te5te contre les murs;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> ezt falboll teszi 
<NDL>arg</NDL>
<TRD> c'est de la frime;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP>fálhoz alllilt
<TRD>mettre au pied du mur;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> a falnak beszeli
<TRD> parier aux murs</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> fejjel megy a falnak
<TRD> foncer dans le tas
<NDL> fam;</NDL>
</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> a falnak is fu21e van
<TRD> les rours ont des oreilles;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> ez falra halnyt borsol
<TRD> autant parier a4 un mur; c'est un coup d'elpele 
1 'eau;</TRD>
</EXP>
<EXP> etto31 falra malszik az ember
<TRD> c'est a4 se taper la te5te contre le(s) mur(s) </TRD> 
</EXP>
</LFG>
<NOK>szeptemberi csapat</NOK>
<NOP>chantal</NOP>
<DAP>18 janvier 1992</DAP>
<DAF>17 julius </DAF>
</ART>
dans
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This article is parsed by a program generated with YACC/LEX. If the entry does not 
satisfy the above grammar, the program gives a syntax error message, otherwise it creates 
an output file where the tages are replaced by WordPerfect typeface codes, and the accented 
characters are replaced by the WordPerfect extended characters. After the conversion the 
article is in printable WordPerfect format:
1 fal V tr /in tr  dévorer; manger goulűment: miért falsz, egyél rendesen! arréte de 
t’empiffrer, mange correctement; a gépkocsi falja a kilométereket la voiture dévore les 
kilométres; szerelmesregényeket fal dévorer des romans d’amour
(szeptemberi csapat,chantal: 18janvier 1992; 14 július 1992)
2 fal n mur m ; (védőfal) muraille f ;  (közfal) cloison f ;  paroi f ;  (edény;ér) paroi f :  falat 
emel/húz dresser/élever un mur; a falnak támaszkodik s’appuyer contre le mur négy — 
között entre quatre murs; ostromlók fala le mur/la vague des assaillants; a falat támasztja 
se toumer les pouces; falba ütközik se heurter ä un mur; a falba veri a fejét se taper la 
tété contre les murs; ezt falból teszi arg c’est de la frime; falhoz állít mettre au pied du 
mur; a falnak beszél parier aux murs fejjel megy a falnak foncer dans le tas fá m ;  a 
falnak is füle van les murs ont des oreilles; ez falra hányt borsó autant parier ä un mur; 
c’est un coup d’épée dans l’eau; ettől falra mászik az ember c’est ä se taper la tété contre 
le(s) mur(s) (szeptemberi csapat,chantal: 18janvier 1992; 17jutius)
Presently, the grammar of the Historical Dictionary of Hungarian is somewhat 
simpler, but so far have only written draft entries for this dictionary.
SZÓTÁR
szo
FEJ 
JEL 
FO
[ PLD]+ [VO] 
AL 
ERT 
PLD
= [SZO]+
= [F E J] [JE L ]+
= CIM [MIN] [VLT]
= [RSZAM] [GR] SZOF [FO]+ [AL]* [ETIM]
= [SZAM] [SZOF] [GR] [MIN] [IN F] [VON] [FR] [ERT]
= BETŰ FO
= [SPEC] [EXP] [SPEC]
= MON FOR
Here the start and the end of the fields are marked the same way as in the other 
dictionary, and the meanings of the abbreviations are the following:
SZÓTÁR
szo
FEJ
JEL
RSZAM
GR
SZOF
FO
AL
ETIM
SZAM
INF
VON
FR
ERT
SPEC
dictionary 
entry (article) 
head of the entry 
semantic unit 
roman number 
grammatical restrictions 
part of speech 
meaning
specialized meaning
etymology
number of sense
lexical- grammatical informations 
obligatory government 
phraseological unit 
definition 
restriction of sense
i
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A very short draft entry of the historical dictionary with these symbols looks like the 
following:
<SZO><FEJ><CIM> konzultall </CIM></FEJ><JEL><GR>tn</GR>
<SZOF>ige</SZOF>
1 .<MIN>Orvos Isk</MIN><ERT>Konzultalciolt tart.</ERT></JEL><JEL>
2 .<ERT>Vmilyen kelrdelst szakelrto3vel megbeszéli. </ERT> 
</JEL></SZO>
These entries will be converted to more readable files the same way as the bilingual 
entries. The database will be kept again in the SGML format, the converted version will be 
used for reading and correcting the already completed dictionary entries.
In both projects only the first draft entries are written now, so we do not have much 
experience in the use of this system. Therefore it should only be regarded as an experimental 
version. It seems a relatively easy way for writing SGML databases, but it might not be 
comfortable enough for the keyboarders of the dictionary entries. Right now we are planning 
to develop it further so as to make it more comfortable and safe to use. On the other hand 
we are trying to get experience with other software on the market which are developed for 
writing SGML databases (GestorLex, WriterStation for example). One thing is certain, these 
dictionaries will be written directly in SGML format, and they will be probably sold on 
floppy disk in database format as well.
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A Fast Morphological Analyzer for Lemmatizing 
Corpora o f Agglutinative Languages
Gábor PRÓSZÉKY —  László TIHANYI
Abstract
HUMOR, a general-purpose morphological processor is designed to 
perform both analysis and synthesis. Its first complete implementation 
(that handles hundreds of millions of Hungarian word forms') and its 
first application — lemmatizing a large corpus used for building 
D ictionary o f  Hungarian B a s e d  on H istorical P rinciples at the Lexico­
graphic Department of the Research Institute for Linguistics — are 
introduced in this article. Several by-products of the system, like a 
fault-tolerant version of the analyzer, morphological support comp­
onents to hyphenation and synonym-handling, are also shown.
1. Introduction
In contrast to major Indo-European languages, such as English, a single lexical 
entry of agglutinative languages can occur in several hundreds or thousands of 
different shapes depending on the form of the suffix combination that actually 
follows it. Examples of Hungarian, the first language our system has been 
implemented for, illustrate this:
program jainkban: program +ja+i+nk+ban  [in our p ro g ra m s]
program otokról: program +otok+ ról [a b o u t yo u r  program ] 1
1 This number is very difficult to define because of the formal generation of non-existing 
(meaningless) but theoretically acceptable forms.
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Chunking suffixes does not help us to identify the stem because phonologically 
motivated rules frequently change the form of the stem, too (the common part of 
the two word-forms here is k e  only):
k eh e ly  [drinking cu p]
k e lyh e t ke lyh + et [drinking cu p  + A C C ]
In spite of the first implementation of the system that concentrates on Hungarian 
(or, more exactly, written Hungarian), other agglutinating or morphologically 
simpler languages also can be treated by it. The linguistic method we use is 
based on surface strings. Unification2 is the only applied operation, so neither 
transformations nor "human-unreadable" lexical forms (as in two-level systems, 
Koskenniemi 1983) are used.
The system called HUMOR3 is fully implemented for Hungarian. Its stem 
dictionary contains 80.000 stems and covers all (cca. 70.000) lexemes of the 
E xplanatory C o n c ise  D ictionary o f  th e  Hungarian L anguage. Suffix dictionaries 
contain all the inflectional suffixes and the productive derivational morphemes of 
present-day Hungarian. HUMOR implementation makes analysis and generation 
possible, morphologically supported hyphenation, existing spell-checkers and 
synonym dictionaries also rely on it. The main reasons why we did not use an 
existing product — practically one of the implementations of two-level 
morphology (Koskenniemi 1983) — are the followings:
• quick and easy modification possibilities: we wanted an easy-to-modify 
system, since compilation time of two-level systems are enormously 
long,
• EXTENSiviTY: we wanted to handle special phenomena (context-sensitive 
morphemes) internally since it cannot be done internalfy in two-level 
systems, only by off-line modules,
• new lexicons: we needed easy adaptation possibilities of new lexicons,
• speed: we wanted a very fast and configurable system the speed of 
which did not change when large dictionaries were adapted to it,
• integration into numerous applications: we wanted to integrate the 
kernel module of the system into several applications (lemmatization, 
hyphenation, thesaurus etc.) therefore we wanted to maintain easy  
modification possibilities of the source program,
• commercial applications: we also wanted to produce usable com­
mercial linguistic software tools integrated into word-processors.
»
2 It is the normal feature unification and not the string unification of Cakfer (1989).
3 It stands for: high-speed unification morphology
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2. Unification morphology
Unification-based morphology relies on the fact that the behavior of stems or 
stem allomorphs in word-forms can be morphologically and morpho- 
phonologically described by the values of the relevant features of the affixes the 
stem in question precedes. A morphological analyzer based on this principle can 
cope with problems of agglutinative and other (highly) inflectional languages very 
effectively. The first language that HUMOR has been applied to is Hungarian.
Segmentation of a word-form in HUMOR is based on lexical patterns, that is, 
typical sequences of separate suffix morphemes, e.g. the following two 
morphemes are generally accepted as suffix sequences analyzed as a whole:
+je+i+tek: PER + PL-POSS + 2nd + PL -jeitek
-é-i: POSS + PL-POSS -e/
Following the above examples, other sequences can also be constructed, e.g.
-é-i-tek. POSS + PL-POSS + 2nd + PL -é itek
These patterns are generated in an earlier phase of development by hand, or by 
an off-line morphological generator which need not to be as fast as the run-time 
module of HUMOR (for details, see later: 3.2, 3.3). Running this generator can 
be considered the learning phase of the algorithm. The generated stem variants 
and suffix combinations are stored in an internal lexicon structure that 
guarantees very fast searching. The full algorithm simulates a hypothesis 
according to which most segments of word-forms in agglutinative languages are 
handled as "Gestalts“, instead of parsing them on-line (see 3.3).
Features used for chécking appropriate properties of stems and suffixes are 
orthogonal properties of morpho-graphemic behavior (see: 3.4). Stem allo­
morphs are classified according to paradigm types they belong to. Suffixes are 
classified according to their participation in the paradigms (see: 3.1). Checking 
appropriateness is based on unification of the adequate features of stems and 
suffixes (see: 3.4).
3. Organization of lexicons
Every morphological system consists of two parts: lexicons of stems and suffixes 
with adequate morphological and morpho-phonological information. The 
algorithmic part that knows all the rules of Hungarian morphology and morpho­
phonology and is able to apply them very fast. Lexicon structure plays a central 
role in HUMOR: the algorithmic part consists of implementation unification 
operation only (see 3.4.).
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3.1 Paradigm groups and paradigms
Two main paradigm groups are distinguished, as usual: nominal and verbal. 
Concrete nominal and verbal paradigms are defined by the sets of affixes the 
stems belonging to the paradigm can be followed by directly.
Both paradigm groups can be represented as nets, where the nodes are labeled 
with the concrete paradigms. (Partial) ordering of the set of paradigms is defined 
by the degree and sort of defectivity. It means, for example, in linguistic terms, 
that adjectives and numerals have all the attributes that nouns generally have, 
but might be followed by suffixes which never occur after a noun. Therefore the 
degree of defectivity of a common noun is greater than of either adjectives or 
numerals, thus a slice of the partially ordered structure can be shown as follows:
{Numerals,Adjectives} > Nouns > {PersProns, Postpositions, Adverbs}
Stems that cannot be followed by any suffixes (Articles, Conjunctions, 
VerbalPrefixes, etc.) belong to the most defective paradigms, therefore they 
are located at the lowest level in the partial hierarchy.
3.2 Base forms vs. allomorphs
According to Karlsson (1986) there are several ways in which the lexical forms of 
words may be construed: full listing, minimal listing, methods with unique lexical 
forms and methods with phonologically distinct stem variants. Variants of full 
listing do not need rules at all, but are implausible for agglutinative languages. 
Minimal listings need a quite large rule system in. case of highly inflectional 
languages, although their lexicons are relatively small. In methods based on 
unique lexical forms allowing diacritics and morpho-phonemes (Koskenniemi 
1983, Abondolo 1988) paradigms are represented by a single base form as in 
case of minimal listing methods, but the number of rules is small. Finally, the 
representation utilized here regards phonologically distinct bound variants of a 
base-form as separate stems.4 Two variants of the method are known: the one 
using technical stems and another using real allomorphs. The former was used 
in the TEXFIN system of Karttunen (1981), the latter was applied by Karlsson 
(1986) and this is the method we have chosen in the system to be introduced 
here.
Our lexicons contain stem allomorphs (generated by the learning phase) instead 
of single stems. Relations among allomorphs of the same base-form are mainly 
important for syntax/semantics and the end-user. On-line morphological parsing 
need not be directly interested in the derivation of allomorphs from their base- 
forms, like vowel-deletion, vowel lengthening etc.:
О
tó  tá v  p
IÓ lOV I
4 Concrete two-level (and some other) descriptions apply similar methods in order to cope 
with morphotactic problems which cannot be treated phonologically in an elegant way.
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While learning and storing lexical data, however, the above relations have to be 
known. In case of a natural language processing system, learning can be 
replaced by inputting linguistic knowledge into the system. Storing lexical 
information must be as redundancy-free as possible. Thus, in the above 
example, relations tó /ta v  and ló /lov  have been learned earlier by the system, 
although this knowledge might not be used run-time. The same is true in 
general: avoiding redundancy is important, however, not by increasing the 
complexity of words: when the learning phase is over, no previously used 
algorithmic learning steps need to be repeated, but practically easy-to-use 
“Gestalts" are applied instead.
3.3 Affixes vs. affix arrays
”A psycholinguistic argument for treating (some) ending sequences as wholes 
comes from the observation that children acquiring inflectional languages seldom 
make errors involving the order of morphemes in a word.” (Bybee 1985, p. 114) 
’’The endings and entries are often listed as wholes, especially in close-knit 
combinations.5 Such combinations are often subject to bi-directional depend­
encies that are hard to capture otherwise” (Karlsson 1986, p. 106).
Researchers of Hungarian morphology do the same when trying to analyze 
relations between definite and indefinite verbal suffixes, because this relation is 
relevant from a diachronic point of view only6:
látunk: lát+unk < lát+u+m +k [w e  s e e ]
látjuk: lát+juk < lát+?+k [w e  s e e  it]
In spite of the surface transparency, some orthographically motivated 
phenomena of the Hungarian nominal paradigm have to be treated in the same 
manner. E.g. no three copies of the same consonant can occur in a row:
sakkal: sakk+ a l < sakk+ ka l [with c h e s s ]
Both verbal and nominal stem allomorphs can be characterized by the set of 
suffix allomorphs that can follow them. Suffixes — according to the principles 
sketched above — are either single suffixes or suffix-complexes. When 
describing the behavior of stems, all the suffix-combinations beginning with the 
same morpheme are considered equal, because the only relevant information 
comes from the suffix that immediately follows the stem:
kalapja: kalap+ja [his hat]
kalapjai: kalap+ja+i [h is h a ts]
kalapjairól: kalap+ja+i+ról [a b o u t h is h a ts]
We consider linking vowels occurring between stem and the first suffix belonging 
to the latter, since less stem allomorphs might be used this way:
5 A good example for this are number and person combinations of Hungarian definite 
conjugation (see the following example).
6 For another example, see the introductory Section 2.
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Stern ending vowel 
the critical vowel 
Ф h á z=
® h áza= m  
Ф h ázu= n k
Suffix beginning with 
the critical vowel 
( i h á z  =  [h o u se ]
Ф h á z  = am  [m y  h o u se ]
Ф h á z  =unk [our h o u se ]
One of the most important advantages of this method is that no traditional 
categories of suffix classification need to be used; nothing but the relevant 
factors have to be defined. The only thing we must know is which elements can 
occur in which positions following the stem.
3.4 Morphotactics and morpho-phonology
Attributes on the basis of which concatenation of a stem allomorph and a suffix 
allomorph can be considered regular or irregular are classified in terms of the 
following two factors:
• continuation classes7 defined by the paradigm descriptions, and
• classes of surface allomorphs (as a cross-classification of the above 
paradigms).
Every affix array is represented by its starting affix, because there is an 
equivalence relation on the set of affix arrays. An abstract name is given to each 
equivalence class and each paradigm, that is, each existing set of equivalence 
classes has an abstract name, e.g. {PERS, POSS, PL, CAS} is the full noun 
paradigm. Its subsets are {PL}, {PERS, POSS, CAS} etc.
For example, the stem h á z  [h o u se ]  has the paradigm that can be described by 
the set {PERS, POSS, PL, CAS}, a to k  is a suffix belonging to CAS, thus word 
form h á z+ a to k  is morphotactically licensed.
Features (morpho-phonological properties) are used to characterize both stem 
and suffix allomorphs. A list of fea tu re= va lu e  pairs in brackets shows the 
morphological structure of morphemes;
h áz: [Vow=Back, Rnd=Round, Acc=V, PI=V,Pers3=0,PersPI2= V,...]
atok: [Vow=Back, Rnd=Round, PersPI2=V]
Since features of the above suffix allomorph form a subset of features of the 
stem allomorph having the same values — that is, their unification is succesful 
— the word-form h á z+ a to k  is also morpho-phonologically licensed.
Generative production of the allomorph set and providing lexemes with codes 
based on the above classifications were our first tasks when implementing 
HUMOR. It could be done half-automatically with the help of programs written 
directly for these purposes.
The feature-based method's main advantage is that possible paradigm and 
morpho-phonological types need not be defined previously, but classification 
criteria have to be clarified only. Since the quantity of these criteria is around a
7 Similar to the two-level descriptions’ continuation classes (Koskenniemi 1983).
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few dozens (in case of a language with rather complicated morphology8), the 
number of theoretically possible paradigm classes is several millions or more. In 
case of Hungarian we have chosen about ten orthogonal properties which define 
a thousand possible classes, but, in fact, a large subset of these hypothetical 
classes does not occur in Hungarian.
It is not worth trying to define a hierarchical ordering of features in HUMOR 
systems because they are orthogonal, or in other words, independent features. 
There is also no ordering among the elements of the set of the existing feature 
configurations, but the distance of any two elements of this set can be defined on 
the basis of the number of features having different values. Clustering also can 
be done, but neither this nor the distance calculations influence the description 
— it might be used, at most, for making traditional definitions of morpheme 
classes more exact than they are usually generally defined.
3.5 Derivational vs. non-terminal suffixes
The application of derivational suffixes in morphological recognition and 
synthesis programs always raises the question whether there is a strict border 
between “real" derivational suffixes which belong to the kernel paradigm (e.g. 
participles) and inflectional suffixes, or not. We do not want to swell the pros and 
cons9, but suggest another distinction between derivational(-like) and 
inflectional(-like) suffixes. The idea is the following: non-terminal suffixes are 
elements of morpheme sequences that can (but need not) be followed by other 
— so-called terminal — suffixes which cannot be followed by anything:
já ts zh a t  
já ts zu n k  
já tszh a tu n k  
* já tszu n k h a t
já ts z+ h a t
já tsz+ u n k
já tsz+ h a t+ u n k
*játsz+unk+hat
[(h e /sh e ) can  p lay]  
[w e  p lay]
[w e  can  p lay]
That is: h at is non-terminal because it can be followed by other suffixes, unk is 
terminal since it is always the last element of the suffix sequence.10
3.6 Compounding
Compounds can be lexicalized (and therefore contained by our lexicon) or can 
be built productively by the algorithmic part of the system. Productive 
compounding rules in the Hungarian version of HUMOR include:
• some unmarked noun-noun sequences,
• certain unmarked adjective-noun sequences,
• regular numeral-numeral sequences,
• verbal prefix-verb pairs,
• superlative adjectives.
8 Hungarian is a good choice from this respect as the first implementation.
9 MMNyr (1961) characterizes all the derivational suffixes we use as productive.
10 We remark here that all the non-terminal suffixes of our system are characterized as 
productive by MMNyR.
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4. Applications of HUMOR
In order to get a realistic picture of HUMOR all the application areas where the 
kernel algorithm has been used are introduced in this chapter. These are: 
lemmatization, recognition of unknown variants of known words, supporting 
hyphenation algorithms, synthesis, and the development of an inflectional 
thesaurus system.
4.1 Lemmatization
Lexicographers would like to see concordance lists ordered according to 
lexemes. In case of agglutinative languages a morphological analyzer is the only 
solution to offer lexemes instead of different word-forms. The lemmatizer’s role is 
played by HUMOR in the ’’Hungarian Historical Dictionary” project of the 
Research Institute for Linguistics, where approximately 5 million running words of 
20th century texts are and will be analyzed. Lemmas are parts of speech and 
special information about inflections. Here is an example:
INPUT: átirány'ithatóságaitokéira
OUTPUT: át[IK]iránylt[IGE]hat[HAT]óíMIF]ság[COL]aitok[PSt2i]-éi[POS]ra[SUB]
Some word-forms have more than one segmentations. This fact is marked in the 
output file. An example for multiple outputs is given below:
input:
output:
m e n te k
m en t[M N ]ek[P L ]  
m en t[IG E ]ek [e1 ]  
m egy[IG E ]^ m en tek[M t3]  
m eg y[IG E ]~ m en tek [t2 ]  
m egy[IG E fcm en  ■ t[M IB]ek[PL]
[th e  s a v e d  o n e s ]
[I s a v e ]
[th e y  w ent]
[you  -P L  w ent]
[o n e s  th a t h a d  g o n e ]
Earlier (16th-19th century) materials can also be processed by the same 
method, but different lexical entries, other features, that is, different 
morphological grammars would be written for those purposes. Another problem 
when trying to apply spelling correction programs (see: 3.2) to machine-readable 
versions of early printed texts is the inconsequent spelling used in them which 
makes application of a system relying on consistent orthography very difficult. An 
example for the lemmatization of a rather long text with corrections of ’errors’ is 
given in the Appendix.
4.2 Recognition of unknown variants of known words
A list of all possible forms of a Hungarian dictionary would contain hundreds of 
millions of word forms (see footnote 1), thus the well-known word-list based 
methods for spell-checking cannot be applied.11 Fortunately, a fast
11 For comparison only: the size of the average English dictionaries used in spell-checkers would 
contain less than 100 Hungarian words' all possible forms with the same data compression 
method.
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morphological analyzer helps to solve this problem of spell-checking in 
agglutinative languages. Two possible applications of spell-checking mode of 
HUMOR have been worked out:
□ identifier of unknown variants of known words, that is, morphological 
analyzer is augmented by a guessing component
□ "real" spell-check mode, when it is satisfactory if the system finds the 
first possible segmentation of a word form, thus giving a binary 
answer whether the word is acceptable or not. If no other output 
information is needed, “real" spell-checking is, of course, faster than 
analysis.
Suggestions for corrections are mainly based on linguistic and orthographic 
phenomena but corrections of typographical errors must also be supported:
□ phonographic errors
• bad spelling of assimilations (e.g. *haggy о  hagyj)
• bad spelling of short/long consonants (e.g. e lő  о  ellő)
• traditional orthography vs. pronunciation (j о  ly, с  о  cz , у  о  i 
etc.)
□ orthographic errors
• one word/two words errors (perhaps the most frequent error in 
Hungarian, e.g. ' jo b b k é z  о  jo b b  kéz)
• abbreviations with/without ending dots (m , m p, Ft, but: stb .)
• wrong affixation of numbers, signs and abbreviations
• capitalization errors (proper names if not followed by derivational 
suffix i)
• violations of the so-called 6-3 rule (e.g. a d a tb á z isg e n e rá to r  о  
a d a tb á zis-g en erá to r)
• wrong hyphenation (see: Section 4.3)
□ language-dependent typographic errors
• short/long vowel error (/ o i , o o d , i / o i i  etc.)
• mis-typing caused by differences between English and Hungar­
ian keyboard layouts (у о  z , positions of special Hungarian 
vowels etc.)
□ language-independent typographic errors
• deletion (e.g. kele tt о  kelet)
• insertion (e.g. k e le tt о  kellett)
• substitution (e.g. k e le q  о  kelet)
• inversion (e.g. k e le tt о  keltet)
It is important to note here that the set of the above phenomena can be modified 
with the help of a control program, therefore more traditional orthography which 
is typical in case of tagging literary texts of 19th or early 20th century can also be 
treated. It is also possible to change the whole configuration in order to be able 
to analyze texts of other input type, e.g. scanned texts.
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4.3 Supporting hyphenation algorithms
Certain morpheme boundaries can override the main and simple hyphenation 
rules. Hence, morphological analysis is needed in order to make perfect 
hyphenation in Hungarian. Compounds and words beginning with verbal or 
superlative prefixes need a generative process to identify their boundaries. It is 
much better than an algorithm using an always unsatisfactory finite list of so- 
called “exceptions". Some examples are given below:
W ord---------  Hyphenation--------- Type and meaning--------------------------
Compound
fiiétek fi-16-tek not compound (Wé+Suffix):'your fillet'
csalétek csal étek compound (csati-étek): 'allurement'
Two possible segmentations: simple and compound
gépelem gé-pe-lem simple (gépek Suffix): 'I type It'
gép-elem compound (gépi-elem): 'machine part'
Long digraph vs. morpheme boundary in compound
karosszéria ka-rosz-szé-ria not compound: ’car-body’
karosszék ka-ros-szék compound (karos+szék): 'armchair'
Superlative prefix
legelőre le-ge-lő-re 
leg-elő-re
no prefix: 'to grazing lands’ 
prefix (leg+előre): 'to the first place'
Verbal prefix
átall átall
átáll át-áll
no prefix: 'hate (to do sg)'
prefix (át+áll): 'go over (to the other side)'
Simple word vs. prefixed word
megint me-gint 
meg-int
simple: 'again'
prefixed (meg+int): 'he/she warns sy'
4.4 Morphological synthesis
Morphological synthesis is the composition of a surface string from a base form 
and some additional information encoded into separate affixes. Since formalized 
morphological information is difficult to memorize, the affixation process is given 
a stem and a sample word form bearing the same tokens of affixes the base 
form in question must be provided with. For example,
Sample affixed form: 
Morphological analysis: 
Input stem’s base-form: 
Morphological synthesis: 
Output:
g ye re k e im n ek  [to  m y  children]
g y e re k  + eim + n ek  
n a g ya p a  [grandfather]
n a g ya p á  +im +nak
n a g ya p á im n a k  [to  m y  gran dfa th ers]
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4.5 Inflectional thesaurus for word-processors
Thesaurus — as synonym dictionaries are called in word processor environ­
ments — is a well-known linguistic software tool. In inflectional languages, the 
simple replacement of a running word-form with a base-form is not sufficient. In 
order to cope with the problems of the substitution of one Hungarian word-form 
with another, an inflectional thesaurus had to be developed. The kernel 
thesaurus options are the usual; however, its input is not the original word-form 
of the text but its lexical base form, and its output is not simply the chosen 
synonym. Rather, this synonym is provided with the same morphological 
information as the original input word was. The synthesis module as introduced 
above generates the appropriate inflected form (applying rules for vowel 
harmonies, assimilations etc.). E.g.
W o r d -fo rm  t o  be r e p l a c e d : 
Mo r ph o lo g ic a l  an a ly sis; 
Ba s e -fo rm  o f  its S t e m : 
Ba s e -fo rm  o f  synonym  c h o s e n : 
Mo r ph o lo g ic a l  s y n t h e s is : 
R epla cin g  w o r d -f o r m :
kupáim ra [to  m y  drinking cu p]
ku pá  +im+ra
kupa [drinking cu p]
k eh e ly  ,  [drinking cu p]
kelyh  + eim + re
kelyh eim re [to m y  drinking cu p]
5. Implementation and evaluation
HUMOR is fully implemented for Hungarian. Its stem dictionary contains 80.000 
stems which covers all (approx. 70.000) lexemes of the C o n c ise  E xplanatory  
D ictionary o f  the Hungarian L angu age. Suffix dictionaries contain all the 
inflectional suffixes and the productive derivational morphemes of present-day 
Hungarian. With the help of these dictionaries HUMOR is able to analyze and/or 
generate around 1.000.000.000 well-formed Hungarian word-forms. HUMOR 
implementation makes not only analysis and generation possible but numerous 
applications, like morphologically supported hyphenation, spell-checkers, spell­
ing correctors and synonym dictionaries also rely on it.
The whole system is written in programming language C. It uses around 100 
kilobytes of RAM. The dictionary of 80.000 entries requires around 600 kilobytes 
hard disk space for the spell-checking version and an additional 200 kilobytes for 
the analyzer version. These latter data containing lemmas and other human- 
readable output information have not been compressed yet. Its speed is 35 
ms/word form on a 20 MHz PS/2.12
Several stand-alone versions of the program and applications based on it run 
under MS-DOS and MS-Windows on PCs and a Macintosh version is under 
testing.
12 Tests have been made after running the disk re-organization program SpeeDisk.
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6. Development plans
Development plans can be summarized by the following keywords: improvement, 
new languages, new application areas and better user interface.
□ Improvement of the system means correction of the present errors, mis- 
typings and other disorders of the stem and suffix lexicons.
□ Besides the Hungarian version of HUMOR, an English morphological 
grammar that is complete with respect to inflection has also been 
implemented, but its stem dictionary, at least for the time being, serves 
demonstration purposes only. Morphological description of Polish for 
HUMOR is under development, a large subgrammar works already. 
Development of Latin and Turkish versions have also begun.
□ The most important new application area where the HUMOR method will be 
used is syntax. This means that the idea beyond morphological parsing 
might be applied (with little modifications) on the syntactic level, too. 
Elaboration of the details has already begun. An eventual by-product of this 
development may be a grammar-checker.
□ A better user interface is also needed because, for the time being, all the 
functions of the system cannot be studied at the same time.
7. Conclusion
HUMOR systems analyze and/or build arbitrarily complex surface forms of 
agglutinative (and, of course, other, morphologically simpler) languages. HUMOR 
systems need little memory space and run fast even on PC's, thus it can be 
used for lemmatizing large files, spell-checking and correcting texts of 
agglutinative and other highly inflectional languages. The reason of its 
reasonable speed and simple architecture is that as many relevant morphological 
and morpho-phonological phenomena are analyzed off-line (in an earlier phase) 
as possible, and for on-line parsing only one very fast operation is used: non­
destructive feature unification.
\
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ORIGINAL INPUT TEXT
Áprily Lajos: Októberi séta
TEXT LEMMATIZED BY HUMOR
Ez itt a hervadás tündér-világa. 
Akartál látni szép halált velem?
A Bükkös-erdő bús elégiája 
szép mint a halál és a szerelem.
Fától fához remegve száll a sóhaj, 
közöttük láthatatlan kéz kaszál. 
Az ágakról a fölrebbent rigóraj 
tengődni még a holt irtásba száll.
Ez[NM] itt[HA] a[DET] hervadás[FN] tündér[FN]- 
világ[FN] á[PSe3).
Akar[IGE] tál[Me2] lát(IGE]ni[INF] szép[MN] 
halál[FN] t[ACC] vele[HA] m[PSelj?
A[DET] BükkjFN] ös[SKEP]-erdő[FN] bús[MN] 
elégia[FN]selégiája[PSe3] 
szép[MN] mintjKOT] aJDET] halálfFN] és[KOT] 
a[DET] szerelem[FN],
fa[FN]£Fától[ABL] fa[FN]=fá hoz[ALL] 
remeg[IGE] ve[HIN] szálljlGE] a[DET] sóhaj[FN], 
között[HA] ük[PSt3] láthatatlan[MN] kéz[FN] 
kaszál[IGE].
Az[DET] ág[FN] ak[PL] ról[DEL] a[DET] 
föl[IK]rebben[lGE]t[MIB] rigó[FN]raj[FN] 
tengődik[IGE]steng6d ni[INF] még[HA] a[DET] 
holtlMN] irtásiFN] ba[ILL] szátiflGE].
Lombját a galy, nézd, mily kiméivé ejti, Lomb[FN]já(PSe3]t[ACC] a[DET] galyAgally[FN],
néz[IGE]d[TPe2], milyfNM] 
kimélveAkímél[IGE] ve[HIN] ejt[lGE] i[Te3],
holnap szél indul, döntő támadás, holnap[HA] szél[FN] indul[TGE], döntő[MN]
támadás[FNj,
holnaputánra minden elfelejti, holnapután[HA] ra[SUB] minden[NM]
el[IK]felejt[IGE]i[Te3],
milyen volt in a végső lázadás. milyen[NM] van[IGE]£vol t[Me3] itt[HA]
a[DET] végső[MN] lázadás[FN],
Mint gyertya-csonkok roppant ravatalnál, Mint[KOT] gyertya(FN]-csonk[FN]ok[PL]
noppant[MN] ravatal[FN]nál[ADE],
tönkök merednek dúltan szerteszét tönk[FN] ök[PL] mered[IGE] nek[t3]
dűlt[MN] an[ESS] szerteszét[HA]
s a nyár, ez a kilobbant forradalmár, s[KOT] a[DET] nyár[FN], ez[NM] a[DET]
ki[lK]lobban[IGE]t[MIB] fonadalmárfFN],
vérpadra hajtja szőke szép fejét. vérpad[FN] ra[SUB] hajt[IGE] ja[Te3]
szőkelMN] szép[MN] 
fej[FN]é[PSe3]t[ACC].
Notes:
Each morpheme is followed by its lemma in brackets. A dot between two annotated morphemes 
mean that they occurred in the sam e word-form. The sign л binds two morphemes: the first is the 
original form as  it occurred in the text, the second is its corrected version. It refers to fault-tolerant 
behavior of HUMOR, mentioned earlier. = characters also link two morphemes to each other: the 
first morpheme is the base-form of the second one which originally occurred in the text. Lemmas 
are written after the base-forms. The list of annotations with their meanings are listed below: ABL 
(ablative), ACC (accusative), ADE (adess'tve), ALL (altative), DEL (delative), DET (determiner), 
ESS (essive), FN (noun), HA (adverb), HIN (gerund), IGE (vett), IK (verbal prefix), ILL (Hlative), 
INF (infinitive), KOT (conjunctive), Me2 (past, sg, 2nd pers), Me3 (past, sg, 3rd pers), MIB (past 
participle), NM (pronoun), PL (plural), PSe1 (pers. sfx, sg 1st pers), PSt3 (pers. sfx, sg, 3rd pers), 
SKEP (deriv. suffix -s), SUB (subessive), t3 (plural, 3rd pers), Te3 (defin., sg, 3rd pers.), TPe2 
(defin., imp., sg, 2nd pers).
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Looking for syntactic patterns in texts
E m m a n u e l e  ROCHE
1 Summary
We here show that a syntactic dictionary of verbs (i.e. a dictionary of the argument 
structure of the verbs) can be used to build a pattern matching system for French texts, 
that is, a complex syntactic pattern such as a verb with one of its specific complement 
can be an argument for the matching function (we focus on the preposition that links the 
verb and its complement). The formalism used is that of Finite State Automata (FSA). 
We present here a FSA syntactic dictionary together with experiments on corpora . 
Experiments are performed on French texts with large scale dictionaries: a 7,000 verbs 
syntactic dictionary, a morphological dictionary of 600,000 simple inflected forms and 
a morphological dictionary of 150,000 inflected compound nouns.
2. Introduction
Suppose we want to recognize in texts complex patterns such as a verb followed by a 
possibly prepositional complement, for instance one of the sequences buys this or gives 
to Peter. Simple morphological analysis of the text leads to irrelevant matchings like in 
the following examples:
Consider the following sentence
(1) He read the charge against them,
The morphological ambiguity of charge (noun or verb) leads to a local analysis where 
against them is the complement of the verb charge. The problem found in (1) can 
sometime be solved by local disambiguation rules. On the other hand consider the 
sentence:
(2) He eats on the floor ,
on the floor  is an adverbial complement, not specific of the verb eat. But this 
complement can be said not relevant to our question (we search for specific 
complement) only if one has an exhaustive description of the argument structure of this 
verb, namely a description that distinguishes specific from non specific complements. 
For instance one should know that to eat cannot enter the basic structure No V on N] 
whereas to decide in He decided on a new floor has this basic structure. Hence the 
sequence eats on the floor does not answer our question. We thus need to know for 
matched verbs whether they have specific complements and, if yes, what are the 
prepositions that introduce them.
We have at our disposal a complete description of the argument structure of the verbs 
(syntactic tables built at LADL), we have translated it into Finite State Automata 
formalism (F.S.A.). This formalism appeared to be very convenient from a linguistic 
point of view and it leads to efficient computer implementation.
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We will briefly describe how the syntactic properties of a verb can be expressed within 
FSA graphs which will constitute a syntactic dictionary.
3. Overview of the linguistic background
This syntactic description of the argument structure of verbs, that is of the elementary 
sentences in which they can take place, has been done for French at the LADL (Paris 7) 
over the past twenty years. This effort led to a 12,000 verb syntactic description called 
a lexicon-grammar. It is subcategorized into syntactic tables that describe verbs that 
share defining properties. The following figure is a sample of one of these tables.
Figure 1 Table 4. QuP V Nhum (see Maurice Gross 1975).
Each row of this binary matrix represents an entry and each column represents a 
syntactic property which stands for a simple sentence structure into which the verb may 
enter (“+” mark) or not (“-” mark).
4. Description of the syntactic dictionary
Consider, for example, the French verb abasourdir (to astonish). The entry in our 
dictionary is the canonical form , that is the word abasourdir in the infinitive form, and 
the syntactic information is given in the FSA figure 2. This FSA describes the set of 
accepted sentence structures for this verb. For instance, the path Q u P  V Nhum is 
allowed by this graph, this means that the structure Sentence subject (Qu P) followed 
by a verb (V) followed by a human object (Nhum) is allowed for this verb (for instance 
in Que Pierre fasse cela abasourdit Paul (That Peter did this astonishes Paul)). The verb 
is syntactically unambiguous but in the case of a verb like voler (meaning either to fly  
or to steal) the entry would point to two FS As, that is one for each reading.
i
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Nhum
Figure 2: Entry of abasourdir in the syntactic dictionary of verbs2 
5. Building a full syntactic dictionary
Building a complete dictionary out of2 3 the set of syntactic tables (like the one figure 1) 
is not straightforward. In fact, it is not possible to generate directly the FSA out of an 
entry description because of the lack of formal specification of the tables specification. 
It is also not possible to design each FSA by hand, it would take too long. The solution 
which was adopted is the following:
1. One designs by hand a reference FSA for each syntactic class (i.e. table). This FSA 
stands for an abstract verb that would have all the properties of the class. Then, each 
property (i.e. column of the table) points to a set of transition in this FSA.
2. The FSA of a particular verb is then the reference FSA minus the transition pointed 
to by the properties negatively marked.
The FSA of abasourdir was thus generated out of the reference FSA figure 3. For 
instance, since abasourdir can not be derived into an adjective of shape -ble, this is 
specified in the 8 th column, all the transitions marked by (8 ) in figure 3 are to be 
deleted.
Moreover, storing all the FSA of all verbs would need a huge amount of storage. This, 
in turn, would slow the access to the information. On the other hand, this solution 
requires the storing of a small set of FSA (below 50) and the storage of the properties 
of the verbs as they were in the table (which can be done in a bit field).
2The abbreviations respectively have the following meanings: Nhum: human substantive, Nnr: semantically 
unrestricted subtantive, QuP: That sentence, V1W: infinitive phrase the subject of which is the complement 
N l, Vpp: past participle, V-ant: present participle. The reading number of the actual verb is given with him: 
abasourdir-0 stands for “the first reading (reading number 0) of abasourdir”.
\
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Figure 3
6. Description of the experiment.
Suppose that, like in examples already discussed, we want to find in a French text 
every occurrence of the sequence: Verb followed by one o f its complement. We could 
proceed in the following way:
1. According to the morphological dictionary we select all the sequences Verb
T
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(E+Preposition) Anicle Noun4. This grammatical analysis also provides syntactically 
irrelevant structures like that of example (2 ) (eats on the floor).
2. We get the FSA of the detected verb by looking up the syntactic dictionary and the 
mentioned structures are checked against this FSA. The correct sequences are those 
which are matched in this process.
Figure 4
However, if the principle is roughly this one, we take advantage of the power of the 
formal operations on FSA to improve the efficiency of the matching operation in the 
following way:
A3 is the pattem that, in our example, represents all the verb preposition combinations. 
It is a FSA that, for instance, contains the abasourdir E Noun sequence. Let us first 
remark that since the pattem A3 is independent of the text, their is no reason to compute 
it dynamically. In fact the computation of A3 (which is the circle number 1 of figure 4)
stands for the empty string. O f course we have oversimplified the structure o f  the noun phrase.
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is done in the following way:
1. For each verb of the dictionary, its FSA A,- is computed (as described in section 5)(i 
takes its values between 1 and the number of verb in the syntactic dictionary).
2. For each of these FSAs one computes its intersection A’,- with the pattern Ai (Verb 
preposition noun sequence). More precisely, the result A’,- is defined by
Alph* A’i Alph*= Alph* Aj Alph* inter Ai
where Alph is the alphabet on which the FSAs are built
This leads, in the case of the verb dire-1 (to say), to the following FSA:
N1
db
Q  V0-<dire-1>Q Pour N1 О
Figure 5
3 The union A”of these A’,- is then computed. It leads to FSA of the following shape 
(only two verbs are here represented):
N1
q  V0-<dire-1 >q
VO <apprendre-3>,
da
pour,
a
N1
Figure 6  4
N1
О
4. Each of the transition is transformed into a morphological paradigm. The notation of 
these paradigm is the following: a word is represented by itself (á, de in Figure 7). A 
set of constraint can be specified between square bracket: for instance [v] stands for any 
verb, [.pre] for any preposition, [vP] for a verb at the present tense and [<dire>v] for a 
verb of infinitive form dire. It thus leads to the following FSA:
[det]
Figure 7
5. The kind of FSA of figure 7 is not easy to manipulate directly in formal operations.
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To confront this FSA more easily to a morphologically tagged text, each transition is 
developed into a sequence of atomic symbols, each standing for a single peace of 
information. For instance [<dire>v] is translated into the FSA of figure 8 . Each of these 
automata follows a grammar which can be specified by an automaton, actually the one 
of figure 9.
G
Figure 8 s: translation of [<dire>v]: subpart of pattem A3
Figure 9: syntax of the representation of morphological information for french.
At this point we have the FSA A3, a text and a morphological dictionary. For each 
sentence of the text, the following computations are performed dynamically.
1. For each word, we look up the morphological dictionary (actually two dictionaries: 
one of simple words (600,000 entries) and one of compound words (150,000 entries)).
2. We build a FSA that represents the morphological ambiguities and homographies.
-*The abbreviations respectively have the following meanings: m:masculine, f:feminine, P: present, S: 
present of subjunctive, Y:imperative, F:future, C conditional, S passe simple s: singular, 1: first 
person, K:past participle, W.’infinitive, G:present participle..
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This FSA agrees to the formal representation described by the FSA of figure 9. Thus it 
has the same format as the pattern A3. We give an example in Figure 10. Consider the 
sequence of two words le passe, which is ambiguous: pass it or the key pass, it is
3. Some local grammar rules can be applied to reduce the amount of ambiguities (See 
Emmanuel Roche 1992 for more details).
4. For each of these FSA, we then compute the intersection between A3 and the FSA 
built at the previous step (this is indicated by (3)in figure 4).
The result of step 6  is a set of (small) FS As that provides the sequences looked for.
7. Sample of the results
We performed this experiment on a 3 Mb text, that is we searched for the previously 
described sequences in this text. A simple morphological analysis provides an upper 
bound for the number of matchings, that is for the candidate sequences to the structure 
V-Complement, whether correct or not 62 percent of them are syntactically correct We 
then applied the whole procedure, that is when we took into account each verb 
argument structure, we obtained a more precise result: 8 6 % of the sequences were 
matched and 83% of the matched sequences were correctly recognized (the irrelevant 
ones being sequences like those of examples (1 ) and (2 )).
The time spent on a IBM PS2 386 25Mhz under OS2 system was lh25 for the 
morphological analysis and 2h05 for the analysis that took into account the argument 
structure. These figures include the dictionary lookup time.
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Acquiring and Representing semantic information 
from place taxonomies
A d r ia n a  ROVENTINI
This paper describes a preliminary investigation into the acquisition of semantic 
information from two Italian machine readable dictionaries with the aim of 
representing it in a Lexical Knowledge Base being implemented within the framework 
of the ESPRIT project ACQUILEX. The analysis focuses on the general and 
distinctive features of sets of words denoting places. Semantic and morphological 
characteristics of these sets are analyzed and a possible reorganization into meaning 
types and lexical rules, according to the lines of research of the project, is considered.
Introduction
Place is a very general concept, and, in any dictionary, various meanings will be 
associated with it and many words belonging to different lexical fields will be put in 
relation with one or more of them. In the dictionaries we are considering: the Italian 
Machine Dictionary and the Garzanti Italian Dictionary (henceforth DMI and 
G RZ), the first sense of 'luogo', which is the best Italian equivalent for the English 
place, is:
1) parte di spazio idealmente о materialmente delimitata 
part of space ideally or materially delimitated 
from which it is easy to deduce that, because any experience or object we can think 
or speak about exists in some ideal or materially delimited space, the concept of place 
will spread out over the dictionary in many different directions and will belong, as 
an attribute, to many different taxonomies. The other meanings given in our 
dictionaries are the following:
2 ) parte della superficie terrestre part of the earth 's surface
3) edificio о parte di csso building or part of it
4) parte di un oggetto, punto part of an object, point
5) passo di uno scritto written passage
6 ) momento opportuno right moment
To which the DMI adds:
7) luogo geometrico locus
8 ) condizione sociale status
This set of meanings evidences the two essential dichotomies regarding the concept 
of place: the first opposing ideal or abstract places to material or concrete ones, the 
second opposing place as the typical object of the physical and geographical 
investigation and place as the theatre of human activity as well as the repository of
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all human artifacts. In order to limit this investigation within such a broad and 
complex lexical domain, in this paper we will consider a set of places in which we find 
an intersection between the lexical types of both place and food, while the whole set 
of word senses defined as place is outlined only in its more general features. This 
selection is due to the fact that food is the lexical subset experimented for 
representation in the LKB within the ACQUILEX project.
In the dictionaries we analyzed 'luogo' as genus term, selects 668 word senses from 
the DM1 and 278 word senses from the G RZ (where the difference in number can 
be attributed to the difference in size) and, in order to retrieve the most general 
associated features, this first level of hyponyms was considered sufficient. Using the 
set of definitions as a corpus, semantic information, usually placed in the differentia 
part or 'differentia specifica', was extracted from them. This kind of analysis was 
essential in order to capture the different semantic features concerning the principal 
meaning types of place which could be represented in a more explicit and structured 
way either into templates following the example given by Calzolari (1991) for the 
concept of substance, or, when possible, by means of lexical rules as Briscoe and 
Copcstake propose in (1991a, 1991b). They present a definition of lexical rule 
formalized within the framework of unification based approaches to the lexicon which 
employ typed features structures and default inheritance. They also argue that, in the 
lexicon, sense extension and morphological processes of derivation and conversion are 
similar enough to be treated as lexical rules and that the distinction between these 
phenomena is not as sharp as usually meant. On this purpose, the following 
phenomena were considered, when analyzing the metalanguage of the definitions:
a) the set of nouns connected with the genus;
b) the types of functions which link the genus to  the differentia;
c) the properties that, in the differentia, arc associated with the genus;
d) the connections between morphological and sem antic features.
Within the corpus of the definitions, almost any of these phenomena arc related to 
typical formulae or syntactic structures.
Types of place and sense extension
A typical procedure adopted by lexicographic m etalanguage is to join the genus with 
ano ther noun which is cither an instantiation or an extension o f it. This phenom enon 
is due to the necessity o f com pressing the inform ation in printed dictionaries, from  
which it descends th a t, within a sam e definition, the instantiation  of a m eaning type 
is usually evidenced by a disjunction or by simple juxtaposition, while the sense 
extension is ra th e r revealed by conjunction, as is exemplified below:
(a) bassofondo: luogo о quartiere della malavita
slum: place or neighbourhood o f crim inal underw orld
(b) galera: luogo e situazione in cui si soffre 
gaol: place or situation in which one suffers
In example (a) is given a first and more general indication, luogo' followed by an 
instantiation or specification of it 'quartiere' (neighbourhood). In the second example 
(b), what is given is not a type of place but a metonymic extension of it: the condition 
of being in a certain place, in this case the condition of being in prison. 
Unfortunately, owing to the lack of consistency of the metalanguage, this use of 
conjunction or disjunction is unreliable; it was anyhow useful as cue of a typical 
phenomenon very frequent in this subset and worthy of a punctual analysis which
Г 1
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pointed out the most common meaning types as well as the cases of sense extension 
by metonymy. The following are the cases of this kind of sense extension found in 
the whole subset of definitions:
luogo e azione (place and act of) as in: attracco, imbarco (docking, embarcation)
luogo e modo (place and way) as in: collocazione (collocation)
luogo e collezione (place and set of things) as in: utensileria (tool room)
luogo e persone (place and set of people) as in: curia, cantoria (curia, choir)
luogo e arte di (place and art of) as in: carpenteria, pasticceria (carpentry,
confectionery)
luogo, carica e durata (place, office and tenure) as in: assessorato (councillorship) 
luogo coltivato e le piante (place and set of trees) as in: oliveto (olive grove) 
luogo e quantita ' (place and quantity) as in: fungaia (mushroom bed) 
luogo, mobile e insieme (place, furniture and set of) as in: guardaroba (wardrobe, 
cloakroom)
luogo e tempo (place and time) as in: esilio (exile)
luogo e situazione (place and situation) as in: galera (prison)
luogo e animali (place and set of animals) as in: stalla, porcilc (cowshed, pigsty)
It is possible to add some more combinations but, as far as semantic information is 
concerned, these are sufficient to evidence a lexical phenomenon which is relevant 
from the point of view of its encoding within a lexical component for Natural 
Language Processing systems because of the change of the subcategorization features 
involved when shifting from concrete to abstract (e.g. place/'art), from inanimate to 
animate (e.g. place/plants, place/animals), or from inanimate to human (e.g. 
place/peoplc).
With regard to sense extension, it is interesting to note that certain types of places, for 
example those in which animals live or are kept and raised, in addition to the 
metonymic, show the metaphoric sense extension. In fact the metaphoric extension 
anim al/hum an, evidenced by Briscoe & Copcstake (1991b) is also productive within 
this lexical type. Words like 'pollaio' (poultry pen), 'stalin' (cowshed), 'porcile' 
(pigsty), 'nido'(nest), 'formicaio' (anthill), 'alveare' (beehive), 'tan a ' (den) and so on, 
can be used to denote places inhabited or crowded by human beings and, with the 
same of association, we can say 'This room is a pigsty' just as we say 'Luigi is a pig'. 
In the subset considered this phenomenon is regular enough to be dealt with by a 
lexical rule, of the kind animal metaphor described in the above cited paper.
Functions, properties and constituents
When we went to analyze the differentia in our set of definitions these types of 
semantic information were considered relevant:
a) the aim or goal to which a place is devoted;
b) the properties which outline it in its appearence or formal side;
c) the constituents: items, structures, plants, animals which characterize it.
All this semantic information, in the general template for place (see the figure 1), is 
gathered under three main attribute tags: function, property, constituency, which, in 
a more general and comprehensive way, respectively correspond to the telic, formal 
and constitutive roles described by Pustcjovsky.
The pure locative function is obviously inherited from the genus and is a basic value 
within the entire set of definitions. This is joined, in most o f them, with telic functions
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evidencing the particular aim or goal to which a place is devoted. The metalanguage 
expresses the telos in different ways ranging from a simple adverb or preposition to 
more complex prepositional phrases, as appears in the examples below:
la) luogo dove si allevano place where....are raised
lb) luogo in cui si allevano place in which...are raised
lc) luogo ove si allevano place where....are raised
ld) luogo di allevamento place of rearing
le) luogo per l'allevamento place for rearing
2a) luogo adibito alia raccolta place assigned for gathering
2b) luogo di raccolta place of gathering
2c) luogo ove si raccolgono place where... are gathered
In these cases one telic tag will be able to substitute different but equivalent formulae. 
The same is worth for the purposes which have a same semantic value (the rearing 
or the gathering) but are defined using either a verb phrase as in la ,lb , lc, 2c, or a 
noun phrase formed by the corrisponding deverbal noun as in Id, le, 2a and 2b.
A second type of function frequently combined with place is that of motion. Several 
places have the character of being reference marks with this regard. There are places 
from which, or towards which, or across which the motion is directed, and all these 
are characterized by the joint locative-motion function. Most of these typical linking 
formulae are listed in the templates under function attribute.
As regards the properties associated with place most of them come from definitions 
which are very simple in their structure and usually consist of the genus plus one or 
more modifiers: adjectives or past participles with an adjectival value. The following 
are a few examples of this kind of definitions where the genus is described in its 
purely formal appearence:
luogo caldo warm place
luogo squallido e sporco dreary and dirty place
luogo abitato inhabited place
luogo montuoso mountainous place
By means of a careful analysis of the whole set it was possible to acquire a number 
of this kind of semantic features and to gather them using a few tags under the 
generic attribute property. Obviously not all the modifiers fall into one of these 
features, but certainly most of them do.
An example of a typical formula revealing the constitutive argument of a noun, 
constituency in the Template, is shown in the definition below: 
sterpaia: luogo pieno di sterpi 
scrub : place full of thorns
Lexical regularities and morphological features
The hyponyms of place show some interesting regularities cither in their word 
formation or in their lexical features. The suffixes which form homogeneous sets of 
words denoting places are the following:
-ETO -ETA
-AIO -AIA
-OIO -ILE
-ERIA -ORIA
-TURA -ARIO
and also 
-FICIO -COLTURA
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as second element of many compounds.
These sets mostly refer to particular types of places which exhibit these defining 
patterns:
the cultivated place and the plants 
cultivated place for 
place where.... are/is raised 
place where....are/is kept 
place where....are/is made or sold 
place thick with.. 
place where.... grow 
place rich in
place with a plantation of., 
place full of
Because these formulae define words denoting places where:
edible plants are cultivated (such as terreno,campo, bosco, coltivazione, piantagione); 
animals are grown (such as vivaio, allevamento);
animals or vegetables are transformed into food, (such as fabbrica, laboratorio); 
food is eaten and/or sold (such as negozio, bottega, locale);
the search was deepen in this direction in order to select homogeneous subsets of 
words which could be put in relation with lexical types of food in the LKB. Among 
these hyponyms we choose to set the template of 'terreno' (sec figure 2) in order to 
show a set of features representing a subtaxonomy of place.
il luogo coltivato e le piante 
luogo coltivato a/ad 
luogo dove si allevano 
luogo dove si conserva/no 
luogo dove si fa о si vende 
luogo folto di 
luogo in cui crescono 
luogo ricco di 
luogo piantato a 
luogo pieno di
Lands, fields, woods and cultivated areas
These types of places are characterized by the following suffixes: -ETO/A, -AIO/A. 
A few examples are: 'castagneto, acereta, oliveto, erbaio, favaio, zuccaia, poponaia'. 
The suffix -ETO/A is the most interesting because it carries an univocal meaning and 
could be dealt with by a lexical rule which specifies that every noun of tree, plus the 
suffix -ETO, (in a few cases -ETA), forms another noun denoting cither the place or, 
by extension, the set of plants growing there.
The other suffix works in the same way in this subset, but also forms words denoting 
place + animals such as: 'colombaia, pollaio', and place + quantity or set of 
materials such as 'legnaia, ghiacciaia, granaio'. Furthermore it enters into the 
formation of nomina agentis such as 'macellaio, verduraio, lattaio'.
Two other sets of words homogeneous in meaning and word formation are constituted 
by hyponyms of 'piantagione, coltivazione and allevamento'. Both use the noun 
COLTURA as the second element of compounds denoting cultivations or rearings 
from a technical point o f  view and all these hyponyms are regularly defined as 
follows:
a )  apicoltura: allevamento déllé api (the keeping of bees)
b) viticoltura: coltivazione della vitc (the growing of grapes)
The first word sense of 'allevamento e coltivazione' in Italian is 'a rt of..' but they also 
denote the place in which the cultivation or the rearing arc performed and the set of 
plants or animals grown. It derives that, in some contexts, the meaning of words like 
'apicultura' can shifts to denote the place where the 'a r t ' is carried on.
Factories and shops
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The places in which various artifacts are made or sold are derived from nouns by 
means of the suffix -ERIA or, especially in the case of factories, we can find 
compounds in which the second element -FICIO  is the carrier of the univocal 
meaning: 'factory of..'. This second type of word formation is interesting because it 
is very productive and, as -ETO, could be manageable by means of rules. On the 
other hand -ERIA , even if productive in this lexical field, as it produces many other 
different formations with regard to meaning, would be difficult to manage by lexical 
rules. In this subset it forms nouns denoting shops, and in some cases, by extension, 
the set of goods sold which there are sold and, in some cases also the art of making 
such artifacts. An example of tha t is the noun 'pasticceria' (confectionery).
Final remarks
It is interesting to highlight that most of the suffixes which form nouns denoting 
places (and extensions of them) do not give rise to changes in grammatical categories. 
They derive denominál nouns in which only the meaning is involved in the change. 
For this reason, they could be seen as a kind of marked sense extension and, in some 
cases, be handled by lexical rules (see the cases of -ETO and -FICIO); nevertheless, 
given that most of them do not carry univocal meanings but, on the contrary, derive 
various types of word senses and are productive in many different lexical domains, in 
our opinion it is not convenient to manage them by lexical rules. By means of lexical 
rules,instead, should be treated a phenomenon as sense extension by metonyny which, 
as shown in this paper, is very frequent throughout the various levels of the place 
taxonomy. Frequent, in the subsets analyzed, is the case in which an inanimate noun 
denoting a place, is used in an animate, collective sense denoting a group found 
within it. In these cases it is worth finding a lexical rule for the general sense 
extension inanimate noun - animate collective noun and domain-specific sub-rules 
could then be set up to capture the various types within this category.
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Fig. 1 TEMPLATE for PLACE (and related defining patterns)
Function
Addetto a Intended for
Adibito a Used as
Assegnato a Assigned to
Attrezzato a Equipped with
Destinato a Intended for
Designato per Appointed for
Coltivato a Cultivated with
Piantato a Planted with
Che serve a Necessary for
Che +  VP Which + VP
D i+  NP Of + NP
Dove si +  VP Where +  VP
In cui si +  VP In which + VP
Ove si + VP Where +  VP
Per +  NP For + NP
Da cui + VP From which + VP
Donde si +  VP '  Where + VP
Attraverso il quale si + VP Through which +
Per cui si +  VP
Per dove si + VP
Dove si +  VP Where +  VP
Property
Larghezza Width
Altezza Height
Profondita' Depth
Forma Shape
Struttura Structure
Popolamento Population
Posizione Position
Esposizione Exposure
Clima Climate
Temperatura Temperature
Umidita' Humidity
Coltivazione Cultivation
Costruzione Building
Apparenza Appearance
Constituency
Ricco di Rich in
Pieno di Full of
Folto di Thick full of
Coperto di Covered with
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Fig. 2 TEMPLATE for TERRENO (And related defining patterns)
Function
Adibito a Used as
Destinato a Intended for
Pronto per Ready for
Adatto a Suitable for
Coltivato a Cultivated with
Lavorato a " *
Piantato a Planted with
Tenuto a
Property
Esposizione Exposure
Struttura Structure
Altezza Height
Forma Shape
Ampiezza Width
Posizione Position
Coltivazione Cultivation
Umidita' Humidity
Constituency
Coperto di Covered with
Folto di Dense with
Pieno di Full of
Ricco di Rich in
Ricoperto di Covered with
On using the french lexicon-grammar 
in a French-English bilingual dictionary
M o r is  SALKOFF
The problem of finding the English equivalent of'a Trench verb clearly involves the 
context around the verb, but it docs not seem possible to order the equivalents by that 
context. I have used the Trench lexicon-grammar, with its natural systematic ordering of' 
the verb uses in French, as the basis for ordering the translational equivalents in English. 
Hence I have listed these equivalents in the order of' the French verb uses; the 
systcmaticity is in the ordered list and the irregularity is confined to the choice of equiv­
alent.
I then pose some interesting questions about this procedure and formulate an ex­
periment to test the answers proposed. It turns out that three semantic noun sub-classes: 
Na, Nh and Nconc, suffice for finding the equivalents o f most o f the verb uses of the verbs 
starting with the letter Л. The question then remains whether the additional semantic 
sub-classes that I have introduced, which number about 25, will be enough the specify the 
equivalents for the remaining verbs oft.be lexicon-grammar.
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On using the lexicon-grammar in a bilingual dictionary
One of the most vexing problems encountered when attempting to write a program of 
automatic translation is that of resolving the polysemy of most words. A simple inspection 
of the chaotic presentation of the translations recorded in any bilingual dictionary will con­
vince one that it would seem impossible to impose an order on the arbitrary translations of 
any given entry. Some translations arc imposed by a particular syntactic context, c.g., 
abuser.
(1) a Max abuse- >  Max overdoes it
b Max abuse de N — > Max takes advantage of N
Here, each context contains a particular object ol'abuser, when abuser is followed by 0, the 
translation is overdo; when it is followed by de N. it is take advantage of.
However, many other translations arc due to a semantic context containing particular 
subclasses of words, e.g., absorber.
(2) a Na (Lc travail) absorbe Nh (Max) -" •  Work engrosses Max
b Nc (Lc buvard) absorbe Nc (lc liquide) — > The blotter absorbs the liquid 
c Nh (Max) absorbe Nc (lc boisson) Max imbibes the drink
The problem is made even more difficult if it is expressed in terms of semantics, i.e., by 
saying that most words have many meanings which arc hard to distinguish by formal means. 
Nevertheless, examples (I) and (2) point up the essential problem: how is one to choose the 
meaning of a polysemous word, based on the information furnished by a polysemous con­
text?
Lehrbergcr & Bourbeau (1988, pp. 114-116) for example, point to the many senses of 
the English preposition on as a difficulty that it may not be possible to overcome without 
further advances in semantic analysis. Their example is instructive, and will repay looking 
at. Let us examine the French equivalent of this problem: the prepositional phrase stir N.
In general, the translation of any prepositional phrase is closely linked to the context 
in which it is found: the translation varies according as it is in a sentence adjunct, for exam­
ple, or in the object o f a verb. Consider the translation of the prepositional phrase stir ce 
point:
(3) a Paul cmbctc Max stir cc point — Paul bothers Max about this point
b Sur cc point. Paul est inflexible - <tn this point. Paul is inflexible
In (3)a, sur ее  point is in the object of e iin iiie . so that sur translates as about. In (3)b. sur re  
point is a sentence adjunct, and a better translation of sur is on.
Let us now examine the translation of the phrase su r  N  in the object .position as the 
noun N and the verb vary.
(4) a (La maison) donne sur (lc jardin) — ( flic house) looks out on (the garden)
b (Lc pion) avancc sur (fcchiquicr) ( The pawn) advances on (the chessboard 
c (L'armcc) avancc sur (Tcnncmi) — ■ ('flic army) advances against (the enemy) 
d (Paul) Tcmportc sur (Max) — ’ (Paul) prevails over (Max) 
c (Paul) interrogc Max sur (cc point) — (Paul) interrogates Max about (this point) 
Г (Paul) pose lc verre sur (la table) — ■ (Paul) sets the glass on (the table)
'There arc two ways of looking at this array of varying translations for sur. In the first 
instance, one can declare sur to be highly polysemous, since it can be translated as on, 
over, against, etc. Furthermore, each such translation is arbitrary, so that no formal rules 
could be constructed that would decide upon the proper translation. The conclusion then 
follows that automatic translation of polysemous words is an intractable problem that can­
not be handled in any systematic fashion.
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In the second instance, however, we note that in each оГ the above sentences, the de­
cision as to the required translation of .тог can be taken on the basis o f the syntactic and se­
mantic context of тог. In sentence а, тог is in the prepositional object sur N2 o f dormer, and 
its translation is on. In sentences b and c, the same object sur N2 appears after avancer, but 
here the translation of тог depends on the subclass of N2: in b, N2 is a concrete noun,; and 
in c it is Nh, a 'human' noun. The same prepositional object in sentence d after empörter 
requires that sur be translated as over. In sentence c, the object of interroger is NI sur N2, 
and the translation of тог is about. However, the same formal object in sentence Г for poser 
leads to a translation on for sur.
We sec that the problem here of the apparent multiple meanings of тог can be replaced 
by an equivalent one that is easier to handle, viz., finding formal definitions of each of the 
contexts in which sur can appear. This in turn suggests that it may be possible to utilize the 
dependence of translation on context for handling the question of polysemy in a formal, 
systematic way. At first sight, this dependence on context seems to be linked both to the 
multiple meanings of individual words and to the multiple meanings of the surrounding 
context induced by the polysemy of the words appearing in that context. The resolution of 
the problem of polysemy thus seems a priori extraordinarily complex, involving the simul­
taneous juggling of polysemous words and polysemous contexts.
However, a detailed compilation of verb uses in French that has recently been com­
pleted at the L.A.D.L. may be of help in this question. This compilation shows us that rel­
atively few syntactic and semantic sub-classes of nouns, verbs, etc. arc required to describe 
verb uses in French, at least in a quite general way. With the help of this compilation, it is 
now possible to search systematically for the translation of each verb use in the context 'verb 
+ object' in order to choose the best one. In so doing, we shall also see how many semantic 
sub-classes of nouns are required to carry out this project.
The study of verb uses proposed above amounts lo a direct and systematic examination 
of the problem of polysemy. For each verb use is defined by a sentence containing the verb, 
its subject and its complements, so that the detailed listing of verb uses in effect makes 
available all the sentence contexts in which a given verb might be found. Suppose that one 
were to try to translate all these verb uses into Fnglish, for example. How many different 
translations would be required for each verb, and what would allow us to determine the 
choice of translation? The number of different translations that would be required is a 
measure of the polysemy, and the resolution of the polysemy lies precisely in choosing an 
appropriate translation for each verb use.
An examination of the polysemy in this fashion constitutes an experiment in Frcnch- 
Fnglish translation. The variables arc the semantic sub-classes o f nouns required to describe 
the verb uses of I Tench, and the translation equivalents o f each verb use. Fach verb use is 
an entire sentence, e.g.,
(5) Max abaisse I.uc á demander lOOfr — Max humbles l.uc into asking for lOOfr
The syntactic analyzer produces an analysis of such a sentence using the information that 
both the subject and object of ahaisser (humble) must lie 'human' nouns, for this verb use. 
The object can be a 'concrete' noun in another use of ahaisser. but then the translation is 
different:
(6) Max abaisse Ic ridcau —> Max lowers the curtain
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In this way, both the syntactic analyzer and the translation program make use of the 
sub-classes of nouns introduced to describe the verb uses. The experiment can now be set 
up in the following way.
(i) I first translate a portion of the lexicon of verb uses of French, say all the verbs 
beginning with a, taking care to use the minimum number of different Fnglish equivalents 
needed to translate correctly all the verb uses of a given verb. In certain cases, we shall see 
that this means using an approximate translation in order not to increase the number of 
different translations.
(ii) Many provisional semantic sub-classes of nouns arc required in order to carry out 
the translations of the previous step. Some such classes arc already in the string grammar 
of French, and are used by the restrictions of the grammar to eliminate incoherent analyses. 
Three of the the most important of these classes arc the following:
(7) Nh human nouns:Max, man. person; jury, council.
Na abstract nouns: despair, construction
Nc concrete nouns: table, lamp, chair
These arc quite approximate semantic classes, and a classification of nouns using only 
these three sub-classes amounts to a rough and ready partition of nouns. Nevertheless, for 
many verbs, such a tripartition is sufficient to separate the translations of verb uses. Thus, I 
find the following translations to be adequate for the verb ahallre:
(8) a Nh (Max) abat Ne (maison) — > Max demolishes the house 
b Nh (Max) abat Nh (Luc) —> Max kills Luc
c Nh (Max) abat Na (travail) — > Max zips through work
It turns out that a classification of nouns based on these three classes: Nh (human), Nc 
(concrete),and Na (abstract) suffices to separate the translation equivalents for most of" the 
verb uses. Note that this result is not a priori predictable, c.e. front theoretical considerations 
alone.
(iii) For some verbs, particular semantic sub-classes of nouns arc required in order to 
separate the translation equivalents. Certain additional noun sub classes have already been 
introduced into the verbal classification carried out at the I ЛГМ . For example, the following 
two sub-classes discriminate certain verb uses:
(9) a Nt text nouns: book, report, manuscript....: 
b Np psychological nouns: mind, spirit, wits. ..
They appear in the following types of verb complements:
(10) a Max accrochc au rapport que I’ll — -Max appends to the report that S
b Cet effort anere dans son esprit que I’ll - This effort fixes it in his mind that S
These arc the contexts for which Np and Nt were originally defined; they arc useful however 
in other verb uses, where they separate the translation equivalents:
(I l)a Max annoncc Ic gagnant — • Max announces the winner
b Ce resultat annoncc line intelligence (Np) — - This result gives sign of 
intelligence (not: ^announces an intelligence) 
c Max accolade Marie — > Max embraces Marie
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d Max accolade le mot (Nt) —> Max brackets the word (not: ‘ embraces the word)
Here, the difference between Nhum and Np or Ni allows us to choose the appropriate 
translation of announcer and accolader.
Other semantic classes I have found useful include the following:
(12) a Nm metal: armer Nc(poutre) dc Nm(fcr) ~ >  brace the beam with iron 
b Nn sound: Nn(bruit) abasourdit Nh ~ '  Noise deafens Max
c Ns measure: Nh(Max) accuse 85 kg. — • Max professes to be 85kg. 
d Nv vehicle: Nh accrochc Nv(voiturc) -  ~ Max runs into the car 
e Nw weather: Nw(tcmpéte) s'annoncc -- • A storm is brewing
1 have carried out these three steps for the 400 french verbs beginning with a whose 
uses have been studied in the LADL, and have found that about 25 semantic sub-classes 
similar to those in (12) are required to separate all those translations which cannot be dis­
tinguished by the use of only the three classes Nh. Nc and Na. The semantic subclasses arc 
presented in Annex 1, and excerpts of the translations of verb uses arc given in Annex 2.
The semantic translation classes arc defined, approximately, in the following way. 
Consider a verb use that contains one of these semantic classes in subject or object position, 
e.g., Na (abstract noun). Thus the verb abaxourdir is translated as dumbfound when the sub­
ject is an abstract noun Na. This translation is different -from the translation of another use 
of abaxourdir where the semantic sub-class sound'. Nn, appears in the subject, as in (12)b. 
In that case, abaxourdir translates as deafen. I bis difference in translation defines the sub­
class 'sound', Nn. A word is classified in that semantic sub-class (Nn) if the translation of the 
verbs appearing with it is the one associated with that sub-class.
Note that these semantic sub-classcs arc not defined absolutely, by reference to their 
meaning in isolation. Rather, they arc defined by a difference in meaning between two 
translations. With one such semantic sub-class occupying the verb or object position of a 
given verb, a verb use is defined. (liven two such verb uses, we frequently obtain two differ­
ent translations. Then the semantic sub-class is defined bv the translation required for the 
verb use containing that sub-class.
The problem of how to handle polysemy is now replaced by another, perhaps more 
tractable question: to what extent is it possible to obtain a coherent classification of nouns 
using the semantic sub-classes defined above in terms of translation equivalents? Posing the 
question in this way amounts to asking whether ilw differences in meaning, under trans­
lation, of a given verb can be captured by a classification of the nouns appearing with it. On 
the other hand, trying to characterize the polysemy of a verb directly amounts to attempting 
to define its absolute meanings, which is considerably more difficult.
Results
It turns out that the syntactical differences among the verb complements of a given 
verb use, taken together with the rough classification of nouns according to the three classes 
Nh, Na and Nc is often sufficient to separate all the translations of the uses of a verb. Thus, 
the verb x'acharner can be separated in this way:
(13) a (Nh, Na) s'acharnc contrc. sur Nh — Max. fate hounds l.uc 
b Nh s'acharnc á, sur Na — > Max slaves at his work
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c Nh s’achame á faire cela --> Max is bent on doing that
Note that the difference between ( 13)a and b, when the preposition is sur, is the difference 
between Nh and Na; this is enough to differentiate the translations. The translation for ( 13)c 
is obtained by noting the difference in the complement: the complement is Prep /V in ( 13)a 
and b, but д V О in (13)c.
For some verbs, the translation does not change with the change in complement:
(14) a Nh acclame (Nh, Na) —> Max acclaims (Luc, the suggestion) 
b Nh acclame Nh No —> Max acclaims Luc emperor
c Nh acclame Nh de faire cela — > Max acclaims Luc for doing that
Here, No is a noun of 'function': president, king, emperor, ambassador, etc. However, its 
exact nature is of no concern here, since the translation is invariable.
Similarly for acculer:
(15) a Na accule Nh á Na --> This event drives Max to despair
b Na accule Nh á faire cela — > This event drives Max to do that 
c (Na, Nh) accule (Nh,Nc) contrc Nc — ■ (I tie. the force) drives (Max,the box)
against the wall
Various semantic noun sub-classes appear in the verb uses of other verbs, but it is fre­
quently possible to avoid having to depend on them for a decision as to the required trans­
lation. Sometimes, it is the special nature o f the verb complement that allows us to make the 
right decision:
(16) a Nh avale N — > Max swallows N
b Nh avale que Ph — > Max accepts that S 
c Nh avalise N — > Max endorses N 
d Nh avalise que Ph —> Max backs it that S
For both of these verbs, the difference in translation depends on the nature of the verb 
complement. In each case, the noun phrase complement accepts only a limited sub-class of 
nouns. The verb avaler is usually followed by a noun indicating food or drink, and the verb 
avaliser by a noun like check, or certain abstract nouns. However, the difference between the 
verb complements is enough for choosing the correct translation, so that a more precise 
specification of the noun phrase is unnecessary.
The verb alteindre, on the other hand, has a different translation for various noun 
sub-classes when its object is a noun phrase.
(17) a Nh attcint N1 (villc) --> Max reaches the town
b Nh attcint Nc (boitc) — > Max reaches for the box 
c (Nh,Na) attcint Nh — > (Luc,disaster) overtakes enemy 
d Nh attcint Nua (cinquantainc) — > Max is getting on to 50 
c Nh a attcint Nu (65) — > Max reached 65
ГNaa (cancer) attcint Nj (pottmons) — • <"anccr alfects the lungs 
g Naa (orcillons) a attcint Nh — ■ Max caught the mumps
The following noun sub-classes arc needed, in addition to Nh. Na. and Nc:
T T
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(18) Naa : disease (cancer, mumps)
N1 : place (town, room, street)
Nu : time (year, week)
Nua : approximate time (20s, 30s)
Nj : body part (lungs, arm, leg)
The most diilicult class to define is N1, nouns of placc'; in ( 17)b, the box can either be a 
concrete object, or a place where something is to be put. The translation of a lte in d r e  depends 
on this interpretation.
Special cases
(i) The passive participle
The French passive participle, whether in the noun phrase or in a passive sentence, is 
generally translated by the addition of the passive morpheme ( -c d . - c n , etc.) to the infinitive. 
This is the case for the majority of the verbs translated in Annex 2; no translation is shown 
for the passive participle for these verbs.
Ilowe'ver, there are two cases where the passive participle is not translated by the ad­
dition of the passive morpheme to the infinitive. The first case occurs when there i,s no pas­
sive of the Fnglish translation, and the second when the French passive participle is 
adjectival in nature. The first.type can be illustrated with a g e n o u illc r  and a d d itin n n e r:
(19) a l.a peur agcnouillc Max devant Ic roi — • Fear makes Max kneel down before
the king
b Max a été agenouillé devant Ic roi par la peur — > Max was brought to his knees
before the king by fear
c Max additionne Nc de Nd — > Max makes a mixture of (mixes ) Nc with Nd 
d Nc a été additionné de Nd — > Nc was mixed with Nd
Since the Fnglish equivalent of a g e n a n ille r  has no passive, the participle a g e n o u illé  must be 
specially handled. In the same way, if we use the translation m a k e  a  m ix tu r e  o f  for 
a d d il io n n c i, then the passive participle must be translated as m ix e d .  A similar treatment is 
required for the following verbs:
. (20)a a xx icg er  — > th ro n g  a b o u t, a x x ieg e  I m ix )  h e x e f,
b a tte in d r e  — > g e l ,  ca tch : a l lé im  - th e )  s tr ic k e n  w ith . etc.
The second case is the passive participle alici c ir c  th e ) ,  which is almost adjectival. 
Whether treated as an adjective or as a verbal form, it requires special treatment, c.g, 
a gripper:
(21) a Max s'agrippc au batcon — • Max clutches at the balcony
b Max est agrippe au balcon — • Max is clutching the balcony
(ii) The reflexive xe
The particle xe  docs occasionally translate into the Fnglish reflexive -se lf .
(22) a Max s'arrogc Ic droit dc.. — > Max arrogates to himself the right to., 
b Max s'est absenté aujoiird'hui — • Max absented himself today.
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However, it frequently requires special treatment, so that its appearance with any verb must 
be examined carefully. In the case of ahandnnner. for example, the syntactic context (the verb 
complements) determines the translation:
(23) a Max abandonne--> Max gives up
b Max s'abandonne —> Max lets himself go 
c Max s'abandonne au desespoir —> Max gives way to despair 
d Max s'abandonne á V O  —> Max goes so far as to V О
For other verbs, the semantic subclass o f the arguments (subject, object) may deter­
mine what translation is required, e.g., ahattrr.
(24) a (I-a température + le vent) s'abat — "> (The temperature + the wind) subsides 
b I.c mur s'abat — > The wall falls down
(iii) Idioms
Studies by M. Gross (19xx) indicate that there arc approximately as many idiomatic 
expressions as there are verb uses. Hence, the necessary inclusion of idioms in the dictionary 
will double its size. I have indicated the type of idiomatic expressions that have been col­
lected by Gross for just the three verbs ahaixxer, ahandnnner and ahallre. The entries for such 
idioms consist of particular words, not sub-classcs:
(25) a Max abandonne lä luttc — > Max gives up the struggle 
b Max abaisse ses cartes — > Max lays down his hand
c Max abat atouts —> Max pulls trumps
The final results for the translations of the verb uses of verbs beginning with a arc the 
following. For about 205 verbs, either the syntax of the object, or the use of the three sub- 
classcs Nh, Nc, and Na suffices to separate the translations. Another 118 verbs have only 
one possible translation, and so present no special problem. ’Finis, there remain about 80 
verbs, out of the 400 beginning with a. that require the use of the semantic sub-classcs in 
Annex 1 for translation, i.c.. about 20% of the verbs.
Conclusions
Rather than speak of the polysemy, or multiple meaning, of words, it is more helpful 
to note that the translation of most words varies with the syntactic and semantic context 
surrounding them. The syntactic contexts can be ordered for French verbs by using the list 
of entries of the lexicon-grammar of French. Fach entry corresponds to a separate verb use, 
so that this listing constitutes an ordering of the syntactic contexts of the verb. 'Iliis order­
ing, in turn, represents the regularity of the Frcnch-Fnglish lexicon: the irregularity is con­
fined to the translation of each item.
After this ordering of the verbs, there remain the semantic differences among the con­
texts. I have treated these by defining semantic sub-classes of nouns in an approximate 
fashion, in order to handle those syntactic contexts that differ only by some difference in the 
nouns appearing with the verb, flic question now remains whether these sub-classcs will 
suffice to handle the remaining verbs of the lexicon. Translating the remaining verbs of the 
lexicon-grammar will complete the partial experiment discussed here.
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Annex I: Sub-classes
Na abstract 
Nb boat
Naa sickness Nab bad(disastcr) Nal law Nam math term
Nc concrete 
Nd color 
Ne tool 
N f machine 
Ng cards
Nca liquid 
Nda form
Neb food Ned musical instr
Nh human 
Ni animate 
Ni body part
Nha military 
Nja feature
Nhb country Nhc party;group Nhd name
Nk Sing.Collective
NI Place Nla city;rcgion
Nka group 
Nib road
Nm metal 
Nn sound 
No function 
Np psych.
Nq particular nouns (for a given verb)
Nr
Ns measure
Nt text Nta word Ntb sentence Ntc l.ing.clcmcnt Ntd music
Nu time Nua Q-ainc Nub date
Nv vehicle 
Nw weather
Nx chem.prod. Nxa acid Nxb drug
Ny money Nya dcbt;tax 
Nz clothes
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Nh
Nh
N
N
N
Nc
Nh
Nh
Nh
Na
Nh
Nh
Nh
Nh
Nh
Nh
Nh
Nh
Na
Nn
N
N
N
N
N
Nh
N
N
Nh
Na
Nc
Nh,Ni
Na
Nw
Nh
Nh
N
N
Na
Nh
Nb
Nc
Nh
Annex 2: Excerpts from the dictionary
abaisser Nc de Q Ns lower Nc by 5 (cm)
abaisser Na (tcmp.;rcvcr) de Q Ns lower Na by 5 (degrees)
abaisser Nh humble Nh
abaisser Nh á cc que I’ll humble Nh into Ving О
abaisser Nh á V () humble Nh into Ving О
s'abaisser 0 subside
s'abaisser devant Nh Nil humble -self before Nh
s'abaisser jusqu'á V О Nil stoop to Ving О
abandonner Nh desert
abandonner Nh desert
abandonner N1 (lieu) leave (place)
abandonner N1 á Nh leave (place) to (Max)
abandonner Na á Nh leave (problem) to (Max)
abandonner Na á Nh leave (right) to (Max)
abandonner 0 give up
s'abandonngr 0 let -self go
s'abandonner ä Na give way to (despair)
s'abandonner á V О go so far as to V ()
abasourdir Nh dumbfound
abasourdir ' Nh deafen
abatardir Nh mongrcli/c Nh
abattre Nh kill
abattrc Ni slaughter (cow)
abattre Nc demolish (house)
abattrc Ng lay down (spade king)
abattre Na /ip thru (work)
abattre Nc de, sur Nc «•«it off (pear) from (tree)
abattrc Nv de Nn cut off (Hr) from (taxes)
s'abattrc 0 ' become depressed
s'abattrc 0 (wind, heat....) subside
s'abattrc 0 (bomb, polel c rash down
s'abattrc sur Ni (Max.diigi pounce on (cat)
s'abattrc sur Nh (insuhsi sweep down on
s'abattrc sur Nh.Nc <storm) sw eep  down oil
abdiquer O+Nq abdicate (0 t crown, throne..)
abdiquer Na devant Nh renounce (right) before Nh
abimer Nc ruin (house)
abimer Na ruin (work)
abimer Nh overwhelm (Max)
abimer Nh de Na overwhelm Nh with (insults)
s'abimcr 0 (boat) sink
s'abimcr 0 (coat, house) get ruined
s'abimcr dans Na be sunk in (grid)
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Nh abonncr Nh á Nt take out a subscription to 
Nt Гог Nh
Nh abonner Nh á V Nt subscribe Nh to receive Nt
Nh s'abonner á Nt subscribe to Nt
Nh s'abonner A Nq install Nq (gas, electr.)
N aborder á, cn Ne reach (river; China)
Nh aborder Nb board (ship)
Nb aborder Nb collide with (ship)
Nh aborder Nh accost (Mary)
Nh aborder Na tackle (subject)
Nh aborder Nq (virágé) take (a turn)
Nil aborder Nb au quai berth (ship)
N abréger Na shorten Na
N abréger Nt abbreviate Nt
pour abréger to be brier
N abréger Nt de Nt shorten Nt by Nt
N abréger Na de Nu shorten (life) by (year)
N abréger Nt cn Nt shorten Nt to Nt
Nh abroger Nal repeal (law)
Nh,Ne actionncr Ne, N i activate (tool, machine)
Nh s'actionncr 0 bestir -self
actionné par driven by
Nh administrer Na, Nh administer (business)
Nh administrer Nxb A Nh administer (drug) to Nh
Nh affréter Nv A NI) hire out Nv from Nh
Nh amidonner Nz (de Nx) starch (shirt) with

PAT expressions: an algebra for text search 
Airi SALMINEN — Frank W.M. TOMPA
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1. In troduction
Text search operations are used to locate and retrieve needed inform ation from some 
text collection. In traditional information retrieval, text search is a means for identifying 
relevant documents [Salton83, Lee85]. By specifying selection criteria for the text of a docu­
m ent, the reader can choose a subset of a given set of documents. If the text collection is 
defined not as a set of documents, but more generally as a structure containing some parts, 
then text search involves the specification of those parts of interest to the reader. The struc­
ture of the documents may be determined by the search system, by the author, by the text 
installer, or by the reader.
In the P a t ™ system [Gonnet87a, Fawcett89a, Fawcett89b] text search operations are 
expressions that efficiently combine traditional search capabilities with some new, powerful 
facilities. P a t  contains means for lexical search, proximity search, contextual search and 
Boolean search [Hollaar79, Larson84, Lee85, Burkowski91]. It also contains m ore rare 
operation types, including position and frequency search. Furtherm ore, a novel feature in 
P a t  is the capability by which a reader can define structures for a text and use these struc­
tures in subsequent operations. One of the goals of this paper is to introduce the powerful 
search capabilities of P a t  expressions.
Text search is usually considered so simple that only a rough description of the opera­
tions is given. For example, when word search is discussed, we are seldom told what is meant 
by a “word” . The reader has to find out through experimentation how many words are con­
tained in the strings “Jean-M arie” and “O ’H ara” . However, a careless description of search 
operations may lead to search errors or unnecessarily long retrieval sessions. A second goal 
of the paper, therefore, is to introduce a mechanism for precise specification of text search 
semantics.
t Pat is a registered trademark of Open Text Corporation.
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Text search using P a t  is typically simple and straightforward [Raymond90]. However, 
because of the powerful definition capabilities included in P a t , explaining and understanding 
the semantics of some operations may be difficult. As a side-effect of our systematic specifi­
cation of P a t , we have identified some features of P a t  expressions that cause problems and 
thus would benefit from further development. From this we see that precise specification also 
serves as a means for evaluation and offers a means for comparing text search systems.
As is common in inform ation retrieval systems, a P a t  search is applied to indexed text 
[see, for example, Gonnet83, Croft84, Larson84, Faloutsos85, Salton89, Burkowski91]. 
Indexing is usually described from the point of view of implementation, for example, by giv­
ing an algorithm for the indexing [Salton81, Salton89, Gonnet91]. However, since the way 
text is indexed affects search behaviour, our systematic approach to precise description must 
include mechanisms that accommodate indexing definition capabilities.
2. The Pat system
P a t  is a text searching system developed at the University of W aterloo’s Centre for the 
New Oxford English Dictionary and Text Research [Berg91, Tompa92], and commercially 
available from Open Text Corporation in Waterloo. P a t  is used, for example, for searching 
the 570 megabyte Oxford English Dictionary, among other texts and text collections. As dis­
tributed, the Pa t  system has two different end-user interfaces: one based on a command 
language using P a t  expressions (Figure 1), the other based on direct manipulation interacticfo 
in which the system creates P a t  expressions from the point-and-click actions of the end user 
(Figure 2). P a t  also provides an applications programmers’ interface by means of which cus­
tomized front ends can be written, communicating with the search engine via P a t  expres­
sions.
The text search is based on three innovative techniques: P a t  indexing, region defini­
tions, and P a t  expressions. P a t  accesses the original text with the aid of an associated index 
[Gonnet91] that maps index terms to their occurrences in the text, which we shall call indexed 
elements. The choice of which text segments to index in P a t  is not fixed by the system. 
Instead, P a t ’s indexing offers the text installer the capability to define the indexed elements 
of the text. The indexed elements may consist of, for example, all individual characters of 
the text, or multicharacter words separated by delimiters. Each indexed element is considered 
to be the start of a “semi-infinite string” that continues to the end of the text. In processing a 
query, the system finds those characters that begin semi-infinite strings matching the string 
given by the user. The text installer defines how the matching is determ ined. It is as simple 
to find single indexed elements or their prefixes as it is to find longer phrases, consisting of 
several indexed elements. If all characters are defined as indexed elements, the search in an 
indexed text corresponds to truly full-text search (where “the” matches the second character 
in “other”).
In response to a query, P a t  returns a result set, which is either the set of match pointy or 
the set of regions satisfying a given criterion, expressed by a P a t  expression. A match point 
is a character (starting a semi-infinite string), whereas a region is a substring of the text 
beginning and ending with specified characters. Regions are defined either by the text 
installer or by the reader. If the text is tagged (e .g ., using SGM L’s reference syntax [Gold- 
farb90]), the regions with a given name can be defined to begin and end with given tags. 
Alternatively, any characters found by text search can be used to denote the starts and ends 
of regions.
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И  The O x fo rd  E n g l is h  D i c t i o n a r y  -  S econd  E d i t i o n C hinook a
P a t T e x t  S e a rc h in g  S ys te m , R e le a s e  3 .4  
C o p y r ig h t  1907 , 190 9 , 1990 by 
U n iv e r s i t y  o f  U la te r lo o  and Open T e x t  S y s te m s , I n c .
>> " h o t  d ry  w in d "
1 :  one m atch
>> p r
390601900 , . . t o  V a l le y  a re  h o t ,  d ry  w in d s .  < /T > < /Q X Q X D > 1 9 4 1 < /D >  . .
>> d o c s  Q in c lu d in g  X 
2 :  one m atch
>> p r .d o c s .Q
390601750 , . . <Q X D >1931</D > <A>A. A . M i l le r < / A >  <ld>Cl im á tó l  .< /lü >  v i l i
. 150 <T>The S an ta  Annas o f  s o u th e rn  C a l i f o r n ia  and th e  N o r th e rs  o f  t
he S acram en to  V a l le y  a re  h o t ,  d ry  w in d s .  < / T X / Q > . .
>> " h o t "  + "w arm "
3 :  15440 m atches
>> " d r y "  + " a r i d "
4 :  19930 m atches
>> "w in d "  + "b re e z e "
5 :  26674 m a tches
>> 3 n e a r  4 n e a r  5 
6 :  10 m atches
Chinook (tfinuik). U S  [Native nam e of an Indian 
people on the Columbia river, N. America, with whom 
early intercourse was established by the Hudson Bay 
colony at Vancouver.]
a  A jargon which originated in the intercourse of the 
Hudson Bay Company’s servants with the Indians of 
Oregon and Columbia, and is used by the latter as a 
m eant of intercourse between different Indian groups 
and with white people. Chinook wind'. а Ж & Я сЬу, 
and often turbulent wind that blows for hours or days 
at a time down the eastern slopes of the Rocky 
Mountains and over the adj acent plains (see also quot 
19<S7); also elUpt.
1848 H. Ha u  Exknog. m U S  Ёхркж Rep. 636 Tthnrnk 
jargon or Ttade Language. I I .. JOAQtmr MlLLOt ite m . & 
R am  (1884) 134 AH Indian [N. Am.] dialect», except the 
‘Chinook’, a conglomerate published by the Hudson Bey 
Company for their own purpose#. 1841A  J. Тшвопо Diary 1 
Apr in P acific N orthw est Q (1940) XXXI. 347 Pleasant 
warm weather, high winds from S.W., they call it the Chinook 
wind. 1171 IdiAo D otty Avalanche (Silver City) 16 Mer. 2/2 
In winter however it is i  omewhat blustery, the wüd, yet 
balmy chinook, sweeping with intense force from the open 
south and west country. 1814 Sorion/m l 6 Mar., Our cold 
weather. J» tempered by the "Chinook’ wind from the Pacific 
coast 1887 West Shore, Snow.is frequently removed in short 
order by the chinook, es the wenn ocean wind is celled. 1887 
G overnor'tR ept m Puget Sound Gaz. July 1888 The Chmook 
is the natural enemy of the odious east wind. 1M910 Land. 
N . 2  Mar. 266 (ads) The Chinook 1Я2 F o u n  А  Сон a id  
tr. Braun-Blanquet ’s P lant Social v. 97 The chinook wind in 
Alberta, Canada, may reise the temperature in t  very short 
tuna from -10* to more than 20* C. I f *  D McCowa*
Arum. C anal R ockus x. 87 The potency o* the Chmook 
winds. 19Э4 D. McCowah  Arán. C anal R ockies, x. 87
>> X w i t h in  d o c s  DEF 
7 :  0 m a tches
>> p r
3 0282101 , , .< /B L > ,  <DEF>a h o t ,  a r id  w in d  co m in g  fro m  th e  m o u n ta in . .
147086682 , . .8 >  <S6XDEF>A warm d ry  s o u th  w in d  w h ic h  b lo w s  down t h . .  
147087379 , , .o e h n < /V F > . A warm d ry  k a ta b a t ic  w in d  d e v e lo p in g  on  t . .  
190085744 , , .F > a  d r y ,  v e ry  h o t  w in d  t h a t  b lo w s  o v e r  la n d  f o r  l a r g e . .  
232303541 , . .S 4 X S 6 X D E F > A  h o t ,  d r y ,  m ore o r  le s s  s o u th e r ly  w in d  o . .  
398600286 , . .S 4 X S 6 X D E F > A  h o t ,  d r y ,  f f to u m l . h n - ty p e  w in d  o f  d e s e r t . .  
426 70 4 45 7 , , . > a < / * >  <DEF>A h o t ,  d r y ,  s u f f o c a t in g  s a n d -w in d  w h ic h  s . .
>>
Under e Chmook the snow does not melt n  evaporates. 1747 
R W. Fл а в  judge Bncyd. Atm os S e i 1151/2 Chmook winds 
may occur m summer but are less noticeable then. The term 
chinook has mistakenly been used for any warm and moist 
oceanic wind on the windward side of the [Rocky] mountains.
b. In full Chinook salmon -  QUINNAT.
1IS1 San Pranctsco Picayune 15 Oct 2/5 A supply of 
Chenook salmon. 1181 Amer. N antralat XV. 177 
Qumnat- Chmnook sehnen, Columbia River salmon,
3 aeramento Salmon. 1814 Goode N a t H ist Aquatic Arán. 
479 On the Columbia River the name ‘Chmnook Salmon' is m 
universal use. 1889 Oregonian (Portland) 4 Nov. 5/1 
He.landed after a most exciting fight, a chmook or 
chisel-mouth of large sixe. 1911F. J. Ha su h  Amer. G ovt 
xiL 151 The bureau of fishezies.lies tried to establish the 
chmook salmon in Atlantic coast waters. 19Э4 J. T. ton an s
Figure 1: Command-line interface with corresponding display window
Result sets from one Pat expression can be used as operands for subsequent expres­
sions. By default, a search command shows the count of match points or regions in the result 
set. If the result set is a match point set, characters from the left and right context of the 
match points in the set can be printed by a printing command. If the result set is a region 
set, the reader can print either regions from the set or characters from the left and right con­
text of the beginning characters of the regions. In a workstation environment the text of a 
region may be displayed in a formatted form in a L e c t o r ™  window as in Figure 1 [Ray­
mond!)!].
t  L e c t o r  is a registered trademark of Open Text Corporation.
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Figure 2: Point-and-click interface to Pat
3 . T e x t in  P at
In earlier work, gramm ars were used to describe indexing as a view of the original text, 
and this view was then further used to specify text retrieval operations [Tague91]. In this 
paper we will use the same approach, based on the text model introduced in [Salminen92], 
which extends the earlier gramm ar-based model of [Gonnet87b].
3 .1 .  T e x t a s  a  c h a r a c te r  s t r in g
Any Pa t  text can be viewed as a sequence of characters. The following gram m ar, con­
sisting of two productions, can be used as the schema for any such text:
(S) s t r in g  : : =  character-1- .
c h a ra c te r  : : =  ’a ’ | ’b ’ | . . .  .
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The gram m ar defines two text types: s t r in g  and c h a ra c te r .  The first production indi­
cates that a string consists of one or more characters. (The symbol + in the production 
denotes iteration one or more tim es.) Thus, a value of type s t r in g  is any nonempty sequence 
of values of type c h a ra c te r .  The second production enum erates all available values of type 
c h a ra c te r .  (The symbol | separates alternatives.)
Consider the following sample text:
<h>Consumer sp end ing  ln  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h>
When we use this text as a text context for the schema (S), it is viewed as having been parsed 
by the gram m ar, and we can refer to parts of the text. Each part is a text entity correspond­
ing to one of the defined types. The sample text contains one part of type s t r in g ,  i.e. the 
whole text, and 56 parts of type c h a ra c te r .  The value of the s t r in g  part is the complete sam­
ple text above. The value of the first c h a ra c te r  part is “<” , the value of the second c h a ra c te r  
part is “h ” , the value of the 49th c h a ra c te r  part is “J ” , and so on. Pat capitalizes on the fact 
that each c h a ra c te r  part is identified with a unique position in the whole text.
3 .2 . T ex t a s  a n  in d ex ed  s t r in g
Alternatively, Pa t  text can be viewed as a string consisting of indexed elements and del­
imiters separating indexed elements. Each indexed element begins a new phrase, continuing 
to the right from the indexed element until the end of the text. Therefore, if the string con­
tains n indexed elements, it also contains n such phrases. For the above sample text, if (for 
simplicity) each contiguous sequence of non-blank characters is an indexed element and 
blanks are delimiters, there are ten phrases corresponding to the ten indexed elements:
<h>Consumer spend ing  ln  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h> 
sp end ing  In  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h>
In  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h>
U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  in  June</h> 
up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h>
1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h> 
p e r  c e n t  In  June</h> 
c e n t  In  June</h>
In  June</h>
June</h>
We can define this formally using the following rules:
(a) s t r in g  : : =  [d e lim ite r]  p h ra s e  .
(b ) p h ra s e  :: =  in d ex e d _ e le m e n t [d e lim ite r]  [p h ra se ]  .
The first production indicates that a string may be a phrase or it consists of a delimiter fol­
lowed by a phrase. (The square brackets denote optionality.) The second production shows 
that a phrase always begins with an indexed element, which may be followed by a delimiter 
and then by another phrase. Thus, two indexed elements may be separated by a delimiter,
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or one indexed element may follow another directly.
Indexed elements and delimiters are described specifically for each text file by the text 
installer. For most text retrieval applications, text installers choose indexed elements to 
correspond as closely as possible to the users’ perception of “words” . Figure 3 shows a possi­
ble gram m ar describing the indexing of a text containing standard m arkup tags (e .g ., this 
gram m ar describes the indexing used for the Oxford English Dictionary at the University of 
W aterloo and elsewhere).
(1) s trin g  ::=  [delim iter] ph rase  .
(2) phrase  indexed_elem ent [delim iter]
[phrase [w here indexed_element [is preem ptive_elem ent o r preceded by delim iter) }] .
(3) indexed_elem ent ::=  preem ptive_elem ent | lim ited_element .
(4) preem ptive_elem ent ::=  stand_alone_char | sig n aL ch ar eiem ent_char* .
(5) lim ited_elem ent ::=  elem ent_char+  .
(6) delim iter ::=  delim _char+  .
(7) stand_alone_char ::=  hyphen .
(8) sig n aL ch ar ::=  less | am persand  .
(9) e lem enL char : :=  a | . ..  | z | A | ... | Z | d l  | . . .  |d 9  |h a sh  | slash .
(10) delim _char : :=  b lank  | period | comm a | g reater | colon | apostrophe | . . .  .
(11) hyphen ::=  .
less ::= ’< ’ . ampersand
a ::= ’a’ . ... z ::= V  .
A ::= ’A’ . • •• Z ::= ’Z’ .
dO ::= ’0’ . • •• d9 ::= ’9’ .
hash ::= ’# ’ . slash ::= V’ .
blank ’ * . period ::= V  . comma ::=
greater ::= ’> ’ . colon ::= . apostrophe
Figure 3: A gram m ar describing an indexed text.
The gram m ar defines one way to divide a string into indexed elements and delimiters. 
So that an indexed element can be easily recognized syntactically, it must either begin with a 
specific character (preemptive_element) or it must be preceded by a delimiter. This con­
straint is specified in production (2) by replacing the use of the simple non-terminal in (b) 
above by the “property” phrase {where indexed_element {is preemptive_element or preceded 
by delimiter} } (see [Salminen92] for a detailed explanation of properties). Preemptive ele­
m ents are either single characters (for this specific gram m ar, hyphens constitute the only such 
elements), or they start with a signaLchar (for this gram m ar, either a less-than-sign or an 
am persand) and then continue with zero or more element characters (here any combination 
of letters, digits, hash-sign, or slash). Delimiters contain characters distinct from any of 
these characters. Productions (7) - (10) contain the text-specific assignment of characters to 
the four classes that define which substrings of the text are indexed elements. They use the 
nonterminals defined in productions starting from (11) so that character transformations can 
be separately specified for evaluating whether a given phrase matches a query (see Section 
4.1). The effect of this particular choice of indexing is that most punctuation characters are 
treated as blanks (periods, commas, etc. are not part of any indexed elements).
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Consider again the sample text above. As P a t  text this is a sequence of characters, 
containing parts of types s tr in g  and c h a ra c te r .  However, using Figure 3 as an indexing 
description for the text means that the text is reparsed by the gram m ar. The text context 
then includes simultaneously parts having types from the schema (S) and parts having types 
from the indexing description. The text context contains 14 indexed elements which are 
shown below (the extent of each marked by | -------- ).
<h>Consumer spend ing  ln  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h>
I-  I---------- I------------  I- I I I- I I I--  I---- I- I------ 1 ~
Notice that delimiters are not contained in in d ex e d _ e le m e n t parts. Furtherm ore, the two last 
indexed elements are not separated by a delimiter: the character ’< ’ begins a new indexed 
element immediately.
The gram m ar described in Figure 3 has been used most often for P a t  applications. 
From the gram m ar it is clear that “Jean-M arie” contains three indexed elements and 
“O ’H ara” contains two. An alternative index that makes every character an indexed element 
has been used to support detailed proofreading of the Oxford English Dictionary in prepara­
tion for the second edition. Between these two extremes exist many other possibilities: for 
example, specification and program text can be indexed on all upper case letters as well as 
conventional word starts so as to allow a software engineer to find all mention of functions 
and variables having to do with a “window” even if they are named “AdjustW indowImage” 
and so forth. Such indexing can be simply described through reassignment of upper case 
letters to s ig n a l_ c h a r  instead of e le m e n t_ c h a r .
This is not intended to describe the way P a t  indexing is implemented [Gonnet91]. 
Instead, we describe the indexing from a reader’s viewpoint, specifically, the effect of index­
ing on search operations. From Figure 3, the addressable units of a text are clearly identified. 
As opposed to the simplistic listing of phrases given above, it is precisely stated that the sam­
ple text with such an index has 14 retrievable phrases:
<b>Consumer sp end ing  ln  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h>
Consumer sp end ing  In  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h> 
sp end ing  In  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h> 
in  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h>
U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h>
S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t In  June</h> 
up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h>
1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  June</h>
5 p e r  c e n t  In  June</h> 
p e r  c e n t  In  June</h> 
c e n t In  June</h> 
in  June</h>
June</h>
</h >
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Because the indexing described in Figure 3 includes period as a delimiter character, the 
strings “U .S .” and “1 .5 ” each contain two indexed elements. The current Pat indexing 
capability is very simple, and we cannot define context-dependent differences in the use of a 
character. Thus even though the strings “U .S .” and “1 .5 ” might seem more appropriately 
considered as one indexed element each, we cannot define them so without causing end-of- 
sentence periods to also be included in indexed elements.
Slashes may also cause some problems with this indexing. Because the indexing descrip­
tion is m ade for text with standard markup begin and end tags (for example, “<h>” and 
“< /h > ”), it is defined such that each begin and end tag contains one indexed element: for 
example, “<h” and “< /h ” . (The character ’> ’ ending a tag is defined to be a delimiter.) 
Slash must be defined as an indexed element character if the identifier within the end tag 
(e .g ., the “h” within “< /h > ”) is not to be made a separate indexed element. However, as a 
result the substring “USA/Canada” within a text context will also be treated as one indexed 
element. Subsequently, if the reader searches for occurrences of “C anada” , the substring 
within “USA/Canada b o r d e r ” fails to match.
From these examples, we see that defining the indexing of text properly is somewhat 
problematic with Pa t . By extending Pat’s indexing definition capabilities, more flexibility for 
application-dependent indexing could be achieved. However, whatever the indexing defini­
tion techniques, the richness of natural language and the variety of information needs from 
natural language text will always cause problems in defining indexing satisfactorily.
3.3. Regions
A region is a substring of Pat text, beginning and ending at specified characters. Each 
region belongs to one or more region sets. A region cannot overlap other regions belonging 
to the same region set, but it can overlap regions in other sets arbitrarily. This concept is 
thus a unification and generalization of the concepts of “document” and “field” used in con­
ventional inform ation retrieveal systems.
From within Pa t , a region set can be created by a region definition, which gives the 
condition determining the first and last characters of each component region. Region sets 
can also be derived from prior region sets. The form of the region definitions is described in 
Section 4.4.
A region definition corresponds to a new gram m ar by which the text context can be 
reparsed, and through which new parts can be identified in the text. For example, for the 
following text we could define a region set, named “year” , to include the two regions as indi­
cated:
F a sc ic le s  of the  OED appeared between 1884 and 1928.
The capability to handle regions is the feature that most distinguishes Pat from conven­
tional document retrieval systems. Regions are defined either by the text installer (pre­
defined regions) or by the reader (user-defined regions), the latter serving as temporary 
definitions of scope or as personal “views” of the text for limiting queries or responses. It is 
primarily through judicious definition of region sets that texts can be structured to meet the
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needs of diverse applications.
4 . P at o p e ra t io n s
Pa t  is a set-at-a-tim e algebra for manipulating results of text queries. Each Pa t  expres­
sion is either a match point expression, specifying a set of characters in the text context, or a 
region expression, specifying a set of regions in the text context. The sets specified by match 
point expressions or region expressions are called match point sets and region sets, respec­
tively; collectively they are called result sets.
Result sets produced by search commands are numbered sequentially, and they can be 
referenced in subsequent expressions by number. A user can optionally assign a name to a 
result set via a search com m and, in which case the result set can be subsequently referenced 
by name. If  e is a Pa t  expression, then a command of the form
n =  e
gives the nam e *n to the result set specified by e. If e is a match point expression, then *n 
refers to the corresponding match point set; if e is a region expression, *n names the 
corresponding region set. Finally, the symbol % refers to the immediately preceding result 
set.
The syntax of Pa t  expressions is described in the Appendix. Pa t  operations can be 
classified by type:
search class result set type
(1) lexical search match points
(2) position search match points
(3) frequency search match points
(4) region definition regions
(5) restriction match points / regions
(6) augmentation match points / regions
As indicated in the table, the resulting expressions in a class can be match point expressions 
or region expressions only, or both.
Expressions in classes (1), (2), and (3) are always match point expressions, i.e . they 
are used to search for characters. In lexical search the user searches for phrases by giving 
one or two patterns. The result set consists of the first characters in the found phrases. Posi­
tion search means searching for a character in a given position in the whole text, or searching 
for characters at fixed offsets to the left or right of the match points of a given match point 
set. Frequency search means identifying match points for frequently appearing substrings or 
long repetitions from the text. Expressions from classes (1), (2), and (3) are discussed 
further in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and, 4.3, respectively.
Expressions in class (4) are always region expressions: a region definition specifies a 
region set as a function of two match point sets. Region definitions are discussed further in 
Section 4.4.
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Expressions in classes (5) and (6) are either match point expressions or region expres­
sions. These produce new result sets as a function of existing sets and are discussed in more 
detail in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
4.1. Lexical search
A P a t  expression for lexical search is either a character string or of the form ^ . . j j  
where í j  and s2 are character strings. Lexical search always yields a match point set.
By giving a string s the reader searches for all characters in the text that begin phrases 
matching s. The matching of a phrase with a string pattern is determined after normalizing 
both the phrase and the pattern. The normalization inherent in P a t  maps delimiter charac­
ters to blanks. However, concurrently with the indexing, the text installer may describe addi­
tional normalization, through which characters can be deleted or replaced by alternative char­
acters.
In gram m ar based text modelling, normalization can be described as a text translation, 
defined by a set of translation productions that redefine those text types of the indexing 
description whose parts are changed by normalization. The translation productions, together 
with the indexing description, define a translation of a character string to a normalized string.
Figure 3 showed one possible indexing for a text. For such a text, normalization could 
be defined by a table showing replacement productions as follows:
indexing production normalization replacement
string : :=  [delimiter] phrase . string ::=  phrase .
delim iter : :=  delim _char+ . delim iter : :=  ’ ’ .
A : :=  ’A’ . A ::=  ’a ’ .
Z : :=  ’Z’ . Z : :=  V  .
The replacement for the string-production indicates that if the string begins with a delimiter, 
the delimiter is removed in normalization. The delimiter-production causes the replacement 
of all delimiters by blanks, and the rest of the productions define that each upper case letter is 
replaced by the corresponding lower case letter. The effect of these replacements is that pat­
tern matching is case-insensitive, delimiters cannot be distinguished, and the presence or 
absence of a delimiter before the start of a match cannot be determined.
As described in Section 3.2, P a t  allows a text installer to define the partitioning of char­
acters into the classes stand_alone_char, signal_char, element_char and delim _char to cus­
tomize indexing. The text installer customizes normalization by assigning replacement char­
acters as well, under the constraint that replacements must be chosen from the same class as 
the character being replaced (e .g ., lower case letters can be substituted for upper case letters 
only if both are in the same class, in this case element_char). There is also a limited facility 
for defining stopwords, that is, specific characters strings that are to be treated as delimiters 
rather than as indexed elements. Extensions to the language are being developed to general­
ize these capabilities by allowing a text installer to define the indexing and normalization 
transductions using a powerful language for describing Mealy machines [Gonnet92]. In the 
examples of the rest of the paper we assume that the indexing is defined by the gram m ar in
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Figure 3 and the normalization by the translation productions given above.
A phrase in the text matches a given string if the normalized string is a prefix of the 
normalized phrase. Consider our earlier sample text:
<h>Consumer spend ing  ln  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t in  June</h>
The string “in” matches two phrases:
in  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  in  June</h> 
in  June</h>
The string “s ” also matches two phrases:
sp end ing  in  U .S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  in  June</h>
S. up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t in  June</h>
because through normalization the sample text is translated to the form
<h consum er spend ing  in  u s  up 1 5 p e r  c e n t in  ]une< /h
Thus for each of these lexical searches, the expression denotes a result set consisting of two 
match points: the first characters of each matching phrase. Note that the strings “U .S . ” , “u 
s u” , and “ . . . ,  'U : all match the phrase “U .S . up 1 .5  p e r  c e n t  In  Ju n e < /h > ” :
siring normalized form
U. S.  up 1 . 5  p e r  c e n t  . . .  u s up 1 5 p e r  c e n t  . . .
U. S.  u s
u s u u s u
. . ,  ' U : ’ u /
By giving two strings s j. . í 2 the reader searches for all characters that begin phrases such 
that the normalized phrase matches either normalized í j  or normalized s2 as above or it fol­
lows normalized and precedes normalized s2 in lexicographic order. In many applications 
this kind of search capability is very useful and may often replace a long sequence of searches 
for one string at a time [Logan88]. As an example consider the text
s h o r ta g e s  h i t  in  1973 and 1979. In  th e  1980s . . .  In  1978 . . .
I
For the expression "hi".."jo", the result set contains four match points corresponding to the 
initial characters of the phrases
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h i t  in  1073 and 1979. In the  1980s . . .  In  1978 . . .  
In  1973 and 1979. In the  1980s . . .  in  1978 . . .
In  th e  1980s . . .  in  1978 . . .
In  1978 . . .
which can be represented diagrammatically by the notation
sh o rtag es h i t  in  1973 and 1979. In th e  1980s . . .  In  1978 . . .
For the expression "1975".."1980" the result set contains three match points:
s h o r ta g e s  h i t  in  1973 and 1979. In  th e  1980s . . .  in  1978 . . .
4 .2 . P o s itio n  se a rc h
Position search is used to find a character in a given position in the whole text, or char­
acters at a given distance to the left or right of match points in a match point set. The 
expression for the first kind of search is
[я]
where n is a positive integer. As an example, with respect to the following text the Pat 
expression “[15]” denotes the 15'A character, namely the “u” in “Y u g o s la v s” , and thus the 
indicated match point:
Some 700,000 Y ugoslavs l i v e  In  Germany, m ost o f them C ro a ts .
I
Unlike for lexical searches, the match point denoted by a position search need not be the ini­
tial character of an indexed element.
M atch points can be shifted by expressions of the form
shift.n e
where л is a positive or negative integer and e is an expression. The expression e is con­
sidered to specify a match point set: if it is a region expression, the match points correspond 
to the first characters of the regions. For example, with the expression
shift.3 "1800".."2000"
we can find the two indicated match points in the following text:
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F a s c ic le s  o f th e  OED appeared  betw een 1884 and 1928.
Again the match points in the result set need not correspond to starts of phrases.
4 .3 . F re q u e n c y  se a rc h
PAT includes two groups of frequency expressions, used to find frequently occurring or 
repeated substrings in a text. The “signif” expressions are used to find the most frequent 
substrings, consisting of whole indexed elements, and beginning a phrase that matches a 
given string. The “lrep” expressions are used to find the longest repeated substrings, each 
consisting of whole indexed elements, beginning with a phrase that matches a given string. 
The frequency search expressions are always match point expressions.
Consider the frequency expression
signif e
where e is a m atch point expression. This operation first normalizes the character strings 
starting at match points corresponding to e and identifies for each one its prefix up to the 
first delimiter. From the corresponding match points, “signif” returns the subset associated 
with the most frequently occurring prefix. In the complete works of Shakespeare [OUP88], 
792 words begin with the string “thro” . The command
signif "thro"
returns a match point set with 329 members, corresponding to the initial characters of each 
occurrence of the word “through” in the text, that being the most frequent word beginning 
with “thro” .
Using the form
signif.n e
a user ca^i specify that extended prefixes, including n delimiters rather than stopping at the 
first one, should be compared. For Shakespeare, the following results can be obtained:
expression number of matches matching phrase
signif.2 "thro" 107 through the
signif. 3 "thro" 8 through the  world
signif.4 "thro" 2 th r o a t  our h e ig h t can
Using the form
signif.—n s
the user can retrieve result sets corresponding to the n most frequent normalized prefixes 
beginning with string s. For Shakespeare, the following example illustrates this form:
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signif.-10 "thro"
329 matches, text= through 
116 matches, text= throw 
107 matches, text= through the 
77 matches, text= throne 
58 matches, text= throat 
46 matches, text= throws 
35 matches, text=  thrown 
31 matches, text= throats 
21 matches, text= throwing 
20 matches, text= throng
Note that since the two word prefix “through the” occurs more frequently than do remaining 
single words, the results set corresponding to this extension of “through” is returned before, 
for example, the match points corresponding to “throne” . Because a sequence of match point 
sets are returned, this form of the command cannot be used within other Pa t  expressions.
The operation
lrep e
chooses from the match points identified by e those having the longest normalized extensions 
such that there are at least two occurrences of the same extension. The result set consists of 
the subset of match points corresponding to the first characters of these phrases. Using the 
form
lrep.л e
all repeated phrases having at least n characters in the common prefix can be identified. 
Looking again at Shakespeare,
lrep "thro"
returns a result set containing two match points corresponding to a repeated phrase having 
162 characters (including line numbers from the play):
.. th ro w  In c e n se . Have I cau g h t th e e ?
22 He t h a t  p a r t s  us s h a l l  b r in g  a  b rand  from heaven
23 And f i r e  u s  hence l i k e  fo x e s . Wipe th in e  ey es.
24 The goodyear s h a l l  devour ['em , f l e s h  and f e l l , ]
. . th ro w  in c e n s e . Have I cau g h t th e e ?
22 He t h a t  p a r t s  us s h a l l  b r in g  a b rand  from heaven
23 And f i r e  u s  hence l i k e  fo x e s . Wipe th in e  ey es .
24 The goodyear s h a l l  devour [them, f l e s h  and f e l l , ]
which represents a variant edition included in the text. Similarly,
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Lrep.lOO "thro"
returns a result set with four match points, two of which are as above and the other two 
representing another variant edition:
. th ro u g h  I t s e l f  to  t h a t  f u l l  Is su e
4 For which I ra z e d  my l ik e n e s s .  Now, b an ish ed  K ent,
5 I f  thou  c a n s t  se rv e  where thou  d o s t  s ta n d  condemned,
6 [So may I t  come th y  m as te r, whom thou  l o v ' s t , ]
. . th ro u g h  I t s e l f  to  t h a t  f u l l  Is su e
4 For which I razed  my l ik e n e s s .  Now, b an ish ed  K ent,
5 I f  thou  c a n s t  se rv e  where thou  d o s t  s ta n d  condemned,
6 [Thy m a s te r , whom thou  l o v ' s t . . . ]
Frequency expressions have been included in Pa t  for the needs of linguists and editors. 
In an experiment with users the frequency search operations were found among the most dif­
ficult to use [Raymond90], Therefore, improvements resulting in more useful frequency 
search operations are currently being investigated.
4 .4 . R eg io n  d e f in it io n s
A region definition specifies a region set consisting of new regions. It has the form
docs е^..е2
where ej and e2 are match point expressions. Expression ej gives the condition for the first 
character of a new region and e2 a condition for the last character. If ej or e2 is a region 
expression, it denotes the set of the first characters of the argument regions.
Suppose we define
year = docs ("1800 ”.."2000 ”) .. ( shift.3 ”1800 " ..”2000 ")
Then both years in our earlier sample text would be regions in the set named by the expres­
sion ‘ year:
F a s c ic le s  o f th e  OED appeared  betw een 1884 and 1928.
Alternatively, if a region set named “year” had been defined by the text installer, it could be 
referenced by the expression “docs year” .
From a tagged text we can define regions by matching the tags. For example, if the 
text consists of articles with headlines, publication dates, authors, and paragraphs, such that 
each of these parts is denoted by tags, we can define the structure in terms of Pa t  expres­
sions. Specifically, assuming that headlines are denoted by the tags “<h>” and “< /h > ” , the 
definition
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headline = docs "< h > " ..(sh ift.3 "< /h > " )
defines a region set called 'headline in which each element spans the substring from the first 
character of the opening tag to the last character of the closing tag.
Each region definition creates a region set independently of other region definitions. 
There are no constraints on how regions in one set overlap earlier defined regions. However, 
the regions defined in one definition are not self-overlapping. Thus, if a text includes the fol­
lowing fragment:
< h> E ditor d e n ie s  <h>Masslve F a llu re < /h >  m is le a d ln g < /h > . . .
the definition of headline given above would include the region corresponding to the substring 
“<h>M asslve F a l lu r e < /h > ” but not the surrounding headline.
4 .5 .  R e s tr ic tio n
Users often require means to select subsets from a given set. Pa t  provides several 
binary operators of the form
«1 op e2
which designate result sets that are subsets of the set corresponding to e1; consisting of ele­
ments that satisfy the condition expressed by “op e2”. Thus if ex is a region expression, the 
result is a region set; if el is a match point expression, the result is a match point set.
The first operator “including” allows users to find those regions that contain at least one 
m em ber of a given match point set. For example, consider again the complete works of 
Shakespeare and assume that the name 'speech has been defined to designate the set of 
regions corresponding to all speeches from all the plays. Hence, the expression
'speech including "wherefore art"
returns the subset of speeches containing match points corresponding to the lexical search, 
nam ely, the two speeches:
. . <s  JULIET> <T asd> { (n o t knowing Romeo h e a rs  her)}< T  v erse>  0 Romeo, +
75 Romeo, w h erefo re  a r t  thou  Romeo?
76 Deny th y  f a t h e r  and r e f u s e  th y  name,
77 Or I f  th o u  w i l t  n o t ,  be h u t sworn my lo v e ,
78 And I ’l l  no lo n g e r  be a  C ap u le t.
and
. . <S FLAVIUSXT v erse>  But w herefo re  a r t  n o t In  th y  shop today? 
28 Why d o s t  th o u  le a d  th e s e  men ab o u t th e  s t r e e t s ?
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In general, the region expression
ej including.л e2
yields a result set consisting of those regions in the set specified by ej which contain at least n 
match points specified in e2 (with 1” as the default). Thus
‘ speech including.7 "Romeo" 
returns one speech (Juliet’s final monologue).
Similarly,
el not including.n e2
returns the complementary subset. Thus, to find all Shakespeare’s speeches that include the 
word “dream” but no word beginning with “sleep”, a user can write the expression
(‘ speech including "dream ") not including "sleep"
If the constraining expression is a region expression, then the match point set used to 
test membership in the result set consists of the first characters of the regions. Continuing 
with the previous examples, if ‘ scene designates all scenes from Shakespeare’s plays,
‘ scene including. 100 ‘ speech
returns all scenes having 100 or more speeches. However, it is important to recognize that 
Pa t  only checks that the start of the speech is in the scene, which for nested regions is suffi­
cient for the whole speech to be in the scene. Thus it follows that if “line” designates all lines 
from the plays,
‘ line including ‘ speech
returns the set of lines that contain starts of speeches, as opposed to those containing com­
plete speeches.
The “including” operator produces a result set that is a subset of a region set. Pa t  pro­
vides other operators that produce a subset of an arbitrary set by restricting membership 
according to the following constraints:
op explanation
* coincident with some member of e2
— not coincident with any member of e2
fby.n preceding some member of e2 by at most n characters
near.n separated by at most n characters from some member of e2
within contained in some region designated by e2
A user wishing to know which sonnets contain suffixed instances of the word “love” could 
write the expression
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•sonnet including ("lov" — "love ")
assuming prior construction of the set ‘ sonnet. The expression "lov” includes (among many 
others) match points in the following lines from several sonnets:
13 And so o f you, b eau teo u s  and lo v e ly  y o u th ,
3 Both g ra c e  and f a u l t s  a re  loved  o f more and l e s s ;
14 Those t h a t  can see  th o u  lo v ' s t ,  and I  am b l in d .
3 Have p u t on b la c k , and lo v in g  m ourners be,
3 But ' t i s  my h e a r t  t h a t  lo v e s  what th e y  d e s p is e ,
13 So t r u e  a fo o l I s  love  t h a t  in  your w i l l ,
9 R is e , r e s ty  muse, my lo v e ’s sw eet fa c e  su rvey
the last two of which are also included in the set denoted by the expression "love " and there­
fore excluded from the difference set.
For all of these operators, the set constraints are based on match points. Thus if a 
region expression is involved, the constraint on each member is evaluated in terms of the 
match point corresponding to its first character. For example,
•sonnet fby.100 "love "
returns regions in the set ‘ sonnet for which the word “love” occurs within the first 100 char­
acters; the proximity is measured from the start of the region, not the end. This semantics 
occasionally causes misunderstandings and errors on the part of some users and should there­
fore be reconsidered.
In an expression of the form
ex within e2
e2 must be a region expression. For example,
("lov" — "love ") within * sonnet
returns the match points corresponding to suffixed uses of “love” occurring in sonnets (con­
trast with the use of “including” above), and
sonnetline = ‘ line within ‘ sonnet
returns the regions corresponding to lines within sonnets. As for the previous operators, 
when ej is a region expression, the constraint is based on the match points corresponding to 
the starts of the regions, but the result set is a (region) subset of et .
4 .6 . A u g m e n ta tio n
Because Pa t  provides restriction operations corresponding to set intersections “»” and 
set difference it also includes the binary operator “+ ” to indicate set union. As
expected, when the two operands are match point expressions, the result set is a match point 
set including all members of both argument sets. For example, to find all sonnet lines that 
include the words “boy” or “youth” , one can write
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BoyOrYouth = * sonnetline including ("boy " + "youth ")
which will return 18 lines. To find in which sonnets such lines appear (assuming prior defini­
tion of the region expression ‘ title), a user could write
‘ title within (‘ sonnet including ‘BoyOrYouth)
yielding 16 regions containing the titles. To examine these titles together with the sonnet 
lines, one could then take the union of the two region sets:
‘BoyOrYouth + %
(where % refers to the previous result), yielding the following text:
[ [S o n n e t]] 2
3 Thy y o u th 's  proud  l i v e r y ,  so gazed  on now,
[ [S o n n e t]] 7
6 R esem bling s t ro n g  you th  In  h is  m iddle age,
[[S o n n e t]]  11
4 Thou m ayst c a l l  th in e  when thou  from you th  c o n v e r te s t .
[ [S o n n e t]] 15
10 S e ts  you most r i c h  In  you th  b e fo re  my s i g h t ,
12 To change your day o f youth  to  s u l l i e d  n ig h t ;
[ [S o n n e t]] 22
2 So lo n g  as y ou th  and thou  a re  of one d a te ;
[ [S o n n e t]] 37
2 To see  h i s  a c t iv e  c h i ld  do deeds of y o u th ,
[ [Sonnet] ] 41
10 And ch id e  th y  b eau ty  and th y  s t r a y in g  you th  
[ [S o n n e t]] 54
13 And so o f you, b eau teo u s  and lo v e ly  y o u th ,
[ [Sonnet] ] 60
9 Time d o th  t r a n s f i x  th e  f l o u r i s h  s e t  on y o u th ,
[[S o n n e t]]  73
10 T hat on th e  a sh es  of h i s  y ou th  do th  l i e  
[ [S o n n e t]] 96
1 <T verse>Some say  th y  f a u l t  i s  y o u th , some w antonness;
2 Some say  th y  g ra c e  i s  you th  and g e n t le  s p o r t .
[ [S o n n e t]] 98
3 H ath p u t a s p i r i t  o f you th  In  e v e ry th in g ,
[ [Sonnet] ] 108
5 N oth ing , sw eet boy; b u t y e t  l i k e  p ra y e rs  d iv in e  
[[S o n n e t]]  110
7 These b le n c h e s  gave my h e a r t  a n o th e r  y o u th ,
[[S o n n e t]]  138
3 T h at she m ight th in k  me some u n tu to re d  youth  
[[S o n n e t]]  153
10 The boy f o r  t r i a l  needs would to u ch  my b r e a s t .
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It should be noted that the semantics of Pat expressions are different from those of 
Boolean operators in traditional document retrieval systems. A naive user wishing to find 
sonnets that include the word “love” as well as either “boy” or “youth” might write
•sonnet including (("boy ” + "youth ") » "love")
and be surprised when Pat reports “no match” . The semantics of Pat expressions indicate 
that the correct way to pose this query is
(•sonnet including ("boy " + "youth ")) including "love"
If one of the operands of the union operator is a match point expression and the other is 
a region expression, a simple union of the sets cannot be performed; Pat instead defines the 
result to be a match point set, using the match points corresponding to the starts of the argu­
ment regions in place of the regions themselves. Similarly, if both arguments are region 
expressions, but the regions in the corresponding sets overlap, Pat cannot form a simple 
union, since overlapping regions in one set are disallowed. Thus in this situation, Pat again 
defines the result to be a match point set, using the match points corresponding to the starts 
of the regions in place of the regions themselves. As a result,
(‘ speech including "to be or not to be") + (*line including "dying") 
is a region expression denoting 58 regions of text, but
(•speech including "to be or not to be") + (‘ line including "death")
is a match point expression denoting 1030 match points in the text, since two lines containing 
the word “death” occur within the speech. Although these semantics are self-consistent, this 
feature in Pat  is easily misunderstood and therefore changing it should be considered, 
perhaps by suitably defining the union of overlapping regions (as done, for example, in [Bur- 
kowski91]).
5. Conclusions
We have described the query capabilities included in the Pat text search system. We 
have divided Pat expressions into six classes and introduced the syntax and semantics of the 
expressions in the classes. We have shown that Pat indexing can be specified by productions 
as a view of Pat text seen as a character sequence. The matching of a phrase with a given 
string was also described by productions and text translation.
During the specification of Pat’s search capabilities we have identified some problem 
areas which are interesting, not only from the point of view of Pat evaluation, but also in the 
evaluation of search capabilities in text search systems more generally. The indexing defini­
tion capabilities in Pat offer a means for application dependent indexing. However, the 
current indexing definition techniques are limited and designed for homogeneous text, 
whereas some document collections, such as multilingual collections, might include texts with 
heterogeneous indexing needs. Open Text Corporation supports a facility known as “Parallel 
Pat” that provides a single Pat interface to a collections of independently managed Pat 
texts, each using its own indexing definition.
The flexible definition of regions is an important and original feature in Pa t . Together 
with the indexing definition capability, this feature supports application dependent handling 
of text. Regions may be defined both during the text installation phase and by the reader.
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Using Pa t  expressions the reader may search for either match points or regions, using a uni­
form syntax and semantics. In most cases the user may consider the restriction operations as 
if they were truly region operations, but occasionally the semantic implications are surprising. 
This is even more apparent in the augmentation operation. To support users familiar with 
more conventional document-based Boolean searching, a variety of front ends should be 
designed and implemented using Pa t  as a back-end search engine invoked through the pro­
gram interface using Pa t  expressions. To date, experience with a restricted front end that 
provides simple look-ups in the Oxford English Dictionary and with a graphics-based front end 
to search an automobile engine manual, among others, shows that the separation of end-user 
convenience from search capabilities can be successful.
Pa t  with its region definition capabilities is designed for handling structured text. The 
structure of text is often expressed by tags, which can be used to define most regions. After 
the region definitions, the user might want to handle the text in the form where all tags are 
hidden. In the workstation environment, L ector  allows a user to read regions without read­
ing tags. For example, the reader of the Oxford English Dictionary, Shakespeare, or the Bible 
can read text displayed in a form similar to that in the printed volumes. However, the search 
is always applied to the tagged text, requiring users to be aware of the tags. Through the 
introduction of regular expressions in the definition of Pa t  indexing and search, more con­
venient search can be supported, wherein, for example, standard markup tags can be defined 
to be delimiters. The development of text search systems where the user performs all opera­
tions on text in various forms is an area of ongoing research.
Finally, the unique Pat indexing technique has made it possible to implement frequency 
search operations. However, the semantics of the current frequency operations is difficult to 
define, and they are limited in utility. Thus further studies for the development of these 
operations are needed.
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A P P E N D IX . T h e  sy n ta x  o f  P at ex p ress io n s
PAT_expression :: =
[match_point_name ’= ’] match_point_expr |
[region_name’= ’] region_expr I 
match_point_expr_sequence .
match_point_expr :: = 
lexical_search I 
position_search | 
frequency_search | 
match_point_restriction | 
match_point_augmentation | 
match_point_set_name | 
match_point_set_number |
I
’(’ match_point_expr ’)’ I 
region_expr .
lexical_search :: = 
string 1
string string .
position_search :: =
’[’ positive_integer ’]’ I
’shift’ integer match_point_expr .
frequency_search :: =
’signif’ [ [’.’ positive_integer ] match_point_expr ] I 
’lrep’ [ positive_integer ] match_point_expr ] .
match_point_expr_sequence ::=
’signif’ ’.’ negative_integer string .
match_point_restriction :: =
match_point_expr ’*’ match_point_expr I 
match_point_expr ’-’ match_point_expr 1
match_point_expr [ ’not’ ] ’fby’ [ positive_integer ] match_point_expr | 
match_point_expt [ ’not’ ] ’near’ [ positive_integer ] match_point_expr I 
match_point_expr ’within’ region_expr .
match_point_augmentation :: =
match_point_expr ’+ ’ match_point_expr .
region_expr :: =
region_definition |
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’docs’ installed_region_definition | 
region_restriction I 
region_augmentation | 
region_set_name | 
region_set_number I 
’%’ I
’(’ region_expr ’)’ .
region_definition ::=
’docs’ match_point_expr match_point_expr .
region_restriction :: =
region_expr [ ’not’ ] ’including’ [ ’.’ positive_integer ] match_point_expr | 
region_expr ’*’ match_point_expr | 
region_expr ’-’ match_point_expr |
region_expr [ ’not’ ] ’fby’ [ ’. ’ positive_integer ] match_point_expr I 
region_expr [ ’not’ ] ’near’ [ ’.’ positive_integer ] match_point_expr | 
region_expr [ ’not’ ] ’within’ region_expr .
region_augmentation ::=
region_expr ’+ ’ region_expr .
N.B. An expression of the form
region_expr ’+ ’ region_expr
is a match point expression if some region specified by the first region expression overlaps 
some region specified by the other region expression.
Interaction between Dictionary and Text in Serbo-Croatian
D usk o  VITAS —  C v e t a n a  KRSTEV
A bstract
The traditionally compiled dictionaries are one of the sources for the construction 
of the morphological part of electronic dictionary (abbr. e-dictionary) [Courtois, 
90], [Gross, 89b]. The problems that arise when the information in the traditional 
dictionary does not describe the inflectional paradigm in the manner that is re­
quired for the construction of the e-dictionary are discussed in the article. These 
problems are particularly manifested in the construction of e-dictionary for the 
language with the rich inflection, such as Serbo-Croatian. The advantages as well 
as the drawbacks of some formal methods that can supply the missing information 
are outlined. One of them which is based on the interaction between text and 
e-dictionary is discussed in more details. Applying this method to the construc­
tion of the e-dictionary reduces the description of the inflectional paradigm only 
to the forms that have occurred in text. This method enables a new approach to 
the selection of the examples accompanying the dictionary entries. In addition, 
text associated with the corresponding excerpt from the e-dictionary is a suitable 
base for further applications.
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1. Introduction
The main characteristics of Serbo-Croatian (abbr. S-C), one of the south Slavic 
languages, are its rich inflection and its phonologically based orthography. As 
a consequence, the phonologically caused alternations as well as the numerous 
dialect variants are reproduced in the written text. Traditionally composed dic­
tionaries of S-C [SANU], [MS/MH] describe those phenomena. Usually, all the 
forms necessary to reconstruct the complete inflectional paradigm are given as a 
part of an entry definition. The structure of some of these definitions is exposed 
in [Sabo, Vitas], For instance, in order to construct all the form of the inflectional 
paradigm for the nouns ending with -a in nominative sg. (abbr. ns.) whose base 
ends with k, g or h, it is also necessary to list the forms for genitive sg. (abbr. 
gs), dative sg. (abbr. ds), vocative sg. (abbr. vs) and genitive pi. (abbr. gp). 
For instance, the list devojke gs, devojci ds, devojko vs, devojaka gp is associated 
to the entry devojka ns (<7»r/).The traditional dictionaries also describe the dialect 
variants as a separate entries (example: devojka =  devojka =  djevojka =  divojka, 
ns.), althought they are often only graphemic variations.
The morphographemic generator, described in [Vitas, 80], produce all the 
forms of the inflectional paradigm of an nominal entry by a calculus on form 
of ns and using a formal morphographemic definition. This morphographemic 
definition represents the formalized description of the parameters that determine 
the proprieties of particular forms, such as the type of a declination, the existence 
of singular or plural forms, the difference in gender between those forms etc. 
This definition also includes the description of the alternations that occur in the 
production of particular forms. Thus, for the entry devojka mentioned above, 
the formal definition includes the designation that it is a feminine gender noun, 
marked as [+anim], with the unmarked case endings of type e, as well as the 
marks that in ds. palatalization occurs (devojci) and that in gp. the fleeting a 
is inserted (devojaka). The denoted alternations are peculiar to particular entry: 
for instance, for the noun slavopojka (the song of praise), which according to 
traditional classification belongs to the same class as a noun devojka, the forms 
for ds. and gp. are slavopojki. Starting from this formal morphographemic 
definition the classification of inflectional types in S-C that enables the unique 
class code assignment to every inflectional class is developed [Vitas, 92], based 
on [Courtois, 89]. For instance devojka is in the class N70.04 while slavopojka 
is in the clase N72.01. Every nominal inflectional paradigm can be described 
either by its morphographemic definition or by a regular expression based on 
a method proposed in [Gross, 89a]. In that way, the inflectional classes are in 
general defined by the regular expressions. For instance, the following regular 
expression corresponds to the class N70.04:
ka/ns 4- fce/(gs4-np4-ap4-vp) +  e»/(ds4-ls) +  kti/as 4- ко/v s  4- 
kom /is 4- aka/gp 4- fcamo/(dp4-lp4-ip)
where in the expression of type x /y , x represents the suffix and у the output
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value from the finite transductor. That is, the addition of the above expression 
to the strings it devoj-, devoj-, djevoj-, lepoj-, troj- yields all the forms of the 
inflectional paradigm of the corresponding nouns from the class N70.04. This 
formal description of the nominal inflectional paradigm represents one component 
in the construction of the morphological e-dictionary of simple words in S-C, in 
accordance with methodology developed in LADL [Gross, 89b], [Courtois, 90], 
[Silberztein, 89], [Courtois, Silberztein, 90]. A sample page from, e-dictionary is 
given below in the Appendix.
2. T h e  In co n sis ten cy  o f  th e  T ra d itio n a l M orpho log ica l D esc rip tio n
The possibility to extract automatically the morphographemic information from 
the morphographemic definition of an entry in the traditional dictionaries of S-C 
was discussed in [Vitas, Pavlovié, Krstev], The purpose of this procedure is 
to provide the entry with the necessary input information for the algorithm for 
nominal generation mentioned above. In particular cases this procedure seems 
possible. For instance, the description of morphographemic information given 
with the entry otac (fa ther) in [MS/MH]: gs(oca), vs(oce), np(ос»; ocevi\ ocevi) 
defines the formal parameters in such a way that the reconstruction of the other 
forms of the inflectional paradigm is possible. However, in the contemporary S-C 
the plural form oci is used only in compound words gradski oci ( City Fathers), 
oci nacije (Fathers of the Nation) etc. but never to indicate the plural of the 
male parent when the form ocevi is used. The form ocevi is obsolete and is not 
in use any more. Moreover, in the class of nouns ending with -tac, all the other 
examples (for instance, svetac (saint), zubatac (dentex), etc.) have the plural 
forms without the infix -ev-. Therefore, the noun otac represents in the formal 
respect the morphological exception despite its regular morphological behavior. 
Thus, the noun otac in the basic meaning has the class code N09.04 while the 
other nouns ending with -tac belong to the class N17.16. Similarly, the noun trud 
is a single entry in [MS/MH] although it actually represents two lemmas: trud 
(effort) belonging to the class N13.51 is a noun without the plural forms. On the 
other hand, np(trud) = trudovi (birth throes), has no singular forms and belongs 
to the class N15.51. The other important information is also missing from the 
traditional description. For instance, the value of the parameter anim is not given 
explicitly although the forms of inflectional paradigm depend on it. For instance,
as(clan) = clana(member), if [+anim] (class N07.01) 
clan(article), if [-anim] (class N08.01)
gs(drvo drva(wood),drveta(tree),
if [-anim] (class N51.01) 
if [+anim] (class N52.01)
Hence, the reusability of morphological information from the traditional dic­
tionary is not possible and can even lead to the erroneous coding of the inflectional
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class, as the example of the noun otac shows. Moreover, for some entries the tra ­
ditional dictionaries do not give any information on morphological behavior for 
different reasons (intuitive referring to some other entry, as is the case with noun 
babadevojka (spinster) where it is expected that the user will intuitively connect 
babadevojka with devojka or lack of confirmation of some forms in corpus or im­
precise norm in that particular cases, as is the case with the entry as babadusna 
for which the gp is not given in [SANU] while more than one form— babadusni, 
babadusana, babadusna, etc.—are possible). This shows that the construction of 
morphographemic definition can not be based only on the existing description 
and that this process for the purpose of constructing of the e-dictionary requires 
the careful redaction, as is pointed in [Courtois, 89].
Because of the inadequacy of the traditional description for some entries the 
complete inflectional paradigm can not be defined. This means that for the same 
entries some parameters in the previously described morphographemic definition 
can be left undefined. From the formal point of view, this shortage can be com­
pensated in one of the following ways:
, (1) generate the forms with the default values of parameters;
(2) generate only the part of inflectional paradigm for which the forms have been 
established in the traditional dictionaries;
(3) for the undefined parameters, generate all the possible forms, assigning to 
them successively all the values from the set of the possible values.
For the entry babadevojka these procedures give the following results:
form result 1 result 2 result 3
ns: babadevojka babadevojka babadevojka
gs: babadevojke babadevojke babadevojke
ds: babadevojki ? babadevojki
babadevojci
vs: babadevojko ? babadevojko
babadevojka
babadevojke
gp: babadevojka ? babadevojka
babadevojaka
babadevojki
In the result (1) the forms for ds and gp are errqneous, in the result (2) the 
paradigm is only partially defined while in the result (3) it contains erroneous 
forms in addition to the correct ones. Thus, all three solutions are only auxiliary. 
The inference by analogy can also lead to incorrect solutions, as was already 
shown on the example of the entry otac.
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3. O ne S o lu tio n
As a possible solution of indicated problems, we suggest a computational lexi­
cographic environment in which the interaction between lexicographer, e-dictio­
nary and e-text is achieved. Namely, assume that the partial morphological e- 
dictionary of simple words of S-C is available and that the certain e-text that is 
the part of S-C corpus is being processed. Tagging of e-text can be achieved by 
means of e-dictionaxy, as can be seen in the following example. For the character 
string:
+laz nije зато psiholoski, moralni ili lien i/ momenat, no je prvenstveno duhovna 
tvorevina i es-/ tetsko oslobodenje imaginaeije, tako da podleze is -/ tim zakonima 
kojima i druga duhovna stvaranja.
the current version of e-dictionary of simple words gives:
(+)laz , la 2  .N82.01: Nfsn-; Nfsa-;
(nije зато)
psiholoski,
( \
p s ih o lo ä k i . A03.01: Apamsn; Apam sa+; Apamsv; 
Apampn; Apampv;
W
moralni .m oral an. A08.02: Ap/?msv; Apampn; Ap/?mpv; 
Apamsn; Apam sa+; Apamsv; 
Apampn; Apampv;
(ili)
licni ,liCan.A08.02: Ap/lmsv; Ap/?mpn; Apampv; 
Apamsn; Apam sa+; Apamsv; 
Apampn; Apampv;
momenat .momenat .N04.01: Nmsn-; Nmsa-;
(, no je prvenstveno)
duhovna .duhovan. A08.02: Ap/3msg; Ap/3msa-;
Ap/?fsn; Ap/lfsv; Ap/lnsg; 
Ap/3npn; Ap/3npa; Ap/lnpv; 
Apafsn; Apafsv; Apanpn; 
Apanpa;Apanpv;
tvorevina
(»)
estetsko
, tv o re v in a . N70.01: Nfsn-; Nfpg-;
. e s t e t s k i . A03.01: Apansn; Apansa; Apansv;
oslobodenje , oslobodenj e . N60.01: Nnsn-; Nnsa-; Nnsv-;
imaginaeije , im aginaci j a . N70.01: Nfsg-; Nfpn-; Nfpa-; Nfpv-;
(, tako da podleze)
istim ,is ti .A 0 3 .0 1 : Apamsi; Apampd; Apampl; 
Apampi; Apafpd; Apafpl; 
Apafpi; Apansi; Apanpd; 
Apanpl; Apanpi;
i zakonima , zakón. N04.01: Nmpd-; Nmpl-; Nmpi-;
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(kojima i)
druga .d ru g i .A21.01: 
duhovna .duhovan. A08.02:
atvaranja. , s t  varan j e . N60.01:
Apafsn; Apafsv; Apanpn; 
Apanpa; Apanpv;
Ap/?msg; Ap/3msa-; Apafsn; 
Apafsv; Ap/3nsg; Apanpn; 
Apanpa; Ap/3npv; Apafsn; 
Apafsv; Apanpn; Apanpa; 
Apanpv;
Nnsg-; Nnpn-; Nnpg-; Nnpa-; 
Nnpv-;
If the text tagged in this way is the input for the lexicographic analysis in the 
phase of corpus preparation, then the lexicographer can choose between assigned 
values of category parameters and, perhaps, correct the inflectional class, so that 
the achieved result at the end would be:
(+)laz ,la2.N 82.01: Nfsn-;
paiholoski .psiholoSki.A 03.01: Apamsn;
moralni .m oralan.A 08.02: Apamsn;
licni ,liCEin.A08.02: Apamsn;
momenat .momenat .N04.01: Nmsn-;
duhovna .duhovan.A08.02: Ap/?fsn; Apafsn;
tvorevina . tv o re v in a . N70.01: Nfsn-;
eatetako .e s te ts k i .A 0 3 .01: Apansn;
oalobodenje .o s lo b o d e n je .N60.01: Nnsn-;
imaginacije , im a g in a c ija .N70.01: Nfsg-;
iatim , i s t i . A03.01: Apampd;
zakonima , zakón .N04.01: Nmpd-;
druga .d ru g i.A 2 1 .01: Apanpn;
duhovna .duhovan.A08.02: Ap/3npn; Apanpn;
atvaranja .s tv a ra n je .  N60.01: Nnpn-;
or, sifter substitution in the input string,
+ la z (la i.  N82.01: Nfsn-) nije зато paiholoaki (p s ih o lo äk i . A03.01: Apamsn), 
moralni (m oralan. A08.02: Apamsn) Hi licni ( l i t a n .  A08.02: A pam sn)/ 
momenat (momenat. N04.01: Nmsn-), no je prvenatveno duhovna (duhovan.
A08.02: Apafsn; Apafsn) tvorevina ( tv o rev in a . N70.01: nfsn-) i ea-/ tetako 
( e s t e t s k i .  A03.01: Apansn) oalobodenje (o sloboden je . N60.01: Nnsn-) ima- 
ginacije (im ag inac ij a .  N70.01: Nfsg-), tako da podleze ia-/ tim  ( i s t i . A03.01: 
A pam pd) zakonima (zakón. N04.01: Nmpd-) kojima i druga (d ru g i. A21.01: 
Apanpn) duhovna (duhovan. A08.02: Ap/3npn; Apanpn) atvaranja ( s tv a ra n je .  
N60.01: Nnpn-).
4. C onclusion
If the text equipped in this way is the part of the corpus, then when processing 
sin entry all actually realized forms of inflectionsil paradigm can be extracted
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which enables the checking of realization of particular forms. It also enables the 
restriction of some possibilities that morphological system allows but which do 
never occur. As one result of such interaction between e-text and e-dictionary, 
the association of text and its dictionary is obtained, that is suitable for further 
processing.
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A p p en d ix : T h e  E x c e rp t from  th e  E -d ic tio n a ry  o f  S-C —
N o u n s B eg in ing  w ith  В
The structure of an entry is:
form, lemma, code of elementary class: codes of forms
Codes of forms are represented by the expression of type Nabcd\ where a is a 
mark for gemder, 6 is a mark for number, c is a mark for case and d is a mark for 
animateness.
BABA , BA B O . N42.01: N m s g + ; N m s a + ;
,B A B O .N78.01: N m p g * ;
,BA B A . N75.01: Nmsn+; N m p g * ;
.BABA.M70.01: Nfen+; N f p g 4 ;
.♦BABE.N70.7S: Nfpg-;
.BABE.N66.02: Nf e g + ;
.♦BABA.N70.51: N f e n - ; Nfpg-i
,BABA.N70.01: N f e n - ; Nfpg-;
,BAB A . N72.01: Nfen+; N f B V + ; N f p g 4
BABAD .BABAD.N04.01: Nmen-; N m e a - ;
BABA L U S X K U . B A B A L U S X K A . N 7 0 .01: Nfsa-;
BABALUSXCI . B A B A L U S X K A .N70.01: Nf e d - ; N f e l - ;
BABANA ,BAB O . N78.01: Nmpd+; N m p l 4 ; Nmpi+
,BAB A . N75.01: N m p d + ; N m p l + ; Nmpi+
.BABA.N70.01: Nfpd>; N f p U ; Nfpi4
.♦BABE.N70.75: Nfpd-; N f p l - ; Nf pi-
, + B A B A .N70.61: N f p d - ; Nfpl-j Nf pi-
.BABA.N70.01: Nfpd-; Nfpl-; Nfpi-
.BABA.N72.01: Nfpd+; Nfpl+; Nf pi+
BABAN .BABAN.N04.01: Nmsn-; N m e a-;
.BABAN.N01.01: Nmen+;
BABANA .BABAN.N04.01: N m e g - ; N m p g - ;
.BABAN.N01.01: N m e g + ; Nmea+; Nmpg+
BABANE .BABAN.N04.01: Nmev-; N m p a - ;
.BABAN.N01.01: N m e v + ; N m p a + ;
BABANI .BABAN.N04.01: N m p n - ; N m p v - ;
.BABAN.N01.01: N m p n + ; N m p v + ;
BABANINA .BABAN.N04.01: N m p d - ; N m p l - ; Nmpi-
.BABAN.N01.01: N m p d + ; N m p l + ; Nmpi+
B A B A N O H .BABAN.N04.01: Nmei-;
.BABAN.N01.01: N m e i + ; V
BABANU .BABAN.N04.01: N m e d - ; N m e i - ;
.BABAN.N01.01: N m s d + ; N m s l + ;
BABARA ,BA B A R A . N70.01: N f e n - ; »fpg-;
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BABARAMA .BABARA.N70.01: Nfpd-; N f p l - ; Nfpi-
BABAC ,B A B A C .N17.12: N m s n * ;
,B A B A C .N18.12: N m e n - ; N m s a - ;
BABACA .BABAC.N17.12: N m p g * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: Nmpg-;
BABAC1 .BABAKA.N70.01: Nfsd-; Nfel-;
BABINXA .BABINXE.N70.61: Nípg-;
BABINXAX , BABINXAK . N01.04 : Nmen-; Nmsa-;
BABINXAKA .BABINXAK.N06.02: N m p g - ;
.BABINXAK.N01.04: N m s g - ; N m p g - ;
.BA BINXACI.N06.02: N m p g - ;
BABINXAKE .BABINXAK.N06.02: N m p a - ;
.BABINXAK.N01.04: N m p a - ;
.BABINXACI.N06.02: N m p a - ;
BABINXAKON .BABINXAK.N01.04: Nm»i-;
BABINXAKU .BABINXAK.NO1.04: N m e d - ; N m e i - ;
BABINXAHA ,B A B I N X E .N70.51: Nfpd-; Nfpl-i Nfpi-
ВАРКА .BÁBÁK.N04.06: N m e g - ;
,BÁBÁK.N01.06: N m e g * ; N m e a + ;
ВАРКЕ ,BÁBÁK.N04.06: N m p a - ;
.BÁBÁK.N01.06: N m p a * ;
BAPKOH .BÁBÁK.N04.06: Nmsi-;
,BÁBÁK.N01.06: Nmei*;
BAPKU ,BÁBÁK.N04.06: Nmsd - Nmsi-
,BÁBÁK.N01.06: N m s d + ; N m e l + ;
BAPCA .BABAC.N17.12: N m s g + ; N m s a * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: N m e g - ;
BAPCE .BABAC.N17.12: N m p a * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: N m p a - ;
BAPCEH .BABAC.N17.12: N m e i * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: Nmei-;
BAPCI .BABAC.N17.12: N m p n + ; N m p v * ;
,BÁBÁK.N04.06: N m p n - ; N m p v - ;
,BÁBÁK.N01.06: N m p n + ; N m p v * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: N m p n - ; Nmpv-;
BAPCINA .BABAC.N17.12: N m p d * ; N m p l * ; Nmpi*
, BÁBÁK.N04.06: N m p d - ; N m p l - ; Nmpi-
.BÁBÁK.N01.06: N m p d * ; N m p l + ; Nmpi*
.BABAC.N18.12: Nmpd-; N m p l - ; Nmpi-
BAPCU .BABAC.N17.12: Nmed*; N m s i * ;
.BABAC.N18.12: N m e d - ; Nmsi-;

Restricted Editing in a Corrected Dictionary Text File
J J. V a n  d e r  VOORT v a n  d e r  K l e u  —  J.G. KRUYT
Our institute is preparing a computerized version of the Woordenboek der Nederlandsche 
Taal, a historical dictionary equal to the Oxford English Dictionary. A machine-readable version 
of the dictionary is not suited as input for the automatic text encoding. Lexicographical economy 
requires an intermediate step of text modification. A computer-aided procedure has been 
developed by which this modification can be performed with minimal risk of corrupting the 
correct dictionary text file. The modifications are efficiently checked automatically to a major 
extent
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1 The problem
The Institute for Dutch Lexicology (INL) is preparing a computerized version of the 
Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal (WNT; 1882 -*), a historical dictionary covering the 
Dutch language from 1500 up to the 20th century. The Electronic WNT will be a text file 
encoded for information categories in SGML-format (Bryan 1988), comparable to the electronic 
New Oxford English Dictionary (Kazman 1986).
A correct dictionary text file, conceived as a machine-readable version of the printed text, 
is not suited as input for the automatic encoding of information categories. It makes no 
difference wether the file is produced by word processing or by use of Optical Character 
Recognition (cf. Kruyt & Van der Voort van der Kleij 1992). Lexicographical economy and 
structural ambiguity raise the need for an intermediate step of text modification. This affects 
mainly two information categories: sense level and quotation reference. In the printed version, 
one type of structural ambiguity concerns the number of indentations at the various sense levels, 
generally being one or two. That is why the computer cannot discriminate between some 
hierarchically different sense levels that are identical in form (see De Bruin et al. 1991). This 
ambiguity is solved by altering the number of indentations. Often it is necessary to study the 
hierarchical structure of the entry before a decision can be made. This is one of the reasons 
why this revision needs manual intervention.
Lexicographical economy concerns quotation references. In the dictionary, a quotation text is 
usually followed by the author, the title of the work, page number and the date. The date is 
commonly enclosed by two square brackets followed by a full stop. In a number of cases the 
date is left out. For instance when the date is included in the title of the work, or when a 
quotation text is preceded by a quotation from the same source with the same date. In the 
latter case, only the first gets the full reference. Another, complex case is shown in the 
following two quotations in which the second reference only consists of "Aid." (’there’), implying 
that both author "HUBNER", title "Koer.-tolk", page "925 a" and date "[1732]" are identical to 
the former reference:
in ’t keurvorstendom Saxen zyn twederly uytschotten ... die by uytschotsdagen beroepen
worden, HUBNER, Koer.-tolk 925 a [1732]. In den ruymen uytschot bestaat de ridderschap
uyt 60. personen ... en uyt 18. Steden als Annaberg, Weissenfels enz., Aid.
Dates, being a textual feature that will be used as a marker for "end of quotation", are essential 
for the automatic separation of quotations and subsequently for the automatic encoding of the 
various components of the quotation reference. Therefore references without dates need to be 
supplemented. Automatic insertion of the date is impossible in most cases. Omitted dates and 
their surrounding square brackets have to be keyed in into the dictionary file at the right 
locations.
A computer-aided procedure has been developed by which this revision can be performed 
with minimal risk of corrupting the dictionary text, being an extensively corrected file. Moreover, 
the inserted modifications are efficiently checked, both during and after the revision process. 
Final correction is computer-aided as well. The present paper describes the three components 
of this procedure: revision by means of restricted editing, computational checking of the revised 
file and final correction.
2 Restricted computer-aided editing
As the revision applies to an extensively corrected dictionary tact, it is relevant to protect 
text fragments that must remain unchanged. Using the extendable VAX-editor EVE in
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combination with the programming language VAXTPU (Text Processing Utility), we developed 
a computer-aided system for restricted editing. EVE has been developed into a dedicated editor 
by extending it special procedures, which are programs that can be run during the editing 
session. Some are activated by starting the editor, others by pressing keys. Furthermore, 
correctness of modifications is checked to some extent already in this stage.
Prior to the proper text modification process, the layout of the dictionary files that are to 
be revised (each containing about 60 columns), is changed by a program. The lexicographer’s 
text is separated from the quotation block and at the start of each editorial line a copyright sign 
plus a space are inserted. The quotation block starts at a new line. The beginning of this block 
is, as in the book, marked by two vertical lines. The output of this program, a file with the 
extension ".term'', is input for the dedicated editor, which only accepts files with that extension 
to ensure that the input has the right form.
Text modification is performed at a terminal connected with the central computer (VAX 
8350 running under the operating system VMS), as the editing program is running on the VAX. 
Advantages of using our central computer include an automatical back up procedure every 
night, an easy way of distributing the files to the correctors and the possibility of automatic 
administration of the whole modification process (the latter two are not yet implemented for 
this process, but cf. Kruyt & Van der Voort van der Kleij 1992).
When the editor is started, the text file is read from disk and appears on the screen. In the text 
file, type fonts are represented by graphical codes indicating start and end (for italic for 
example: QCUKoer.-tolkZCU). The graphical codes for bold, small capital and italic font are 
replaced by video attributes (reverse video and bold simultaneously, bold, and reverse video, 
respectively) to clarify the text structure (presently we do not have at our disposal a text display 
utility like LECTOR used by the OED; cf. Raymond 1990). The graphical codes are reinserted 
when the editing session is completed. Replacement and reinsertion are not controlled by the 
corrector but are executed automatically by starting and exiting the editor. Four buffers are 
visible on the screen in separate windows: the text buffer (18 lines + status line), work buffer 
( 2  lines + status line), message buffer (one line) and the command buffer (one line).
The text window contains the dictionary text. In this buffer, scrolling and searching is possible, 
but altering the text is inhibited (cf. Kruyt & Van der Voort van der Kleij 1992), because this 
buffer is made unmodifiable.
Revisions can be inserted via the work window only. When the corrector has positioned the 
cursor at the correct location in the text window, he presses the date key. The cursor is then 
placed into the work window. If the cursor would not have been put onto an admitted location, 
this would not have happened, as the program under that key first checks the symbol at the 
cursor position and its context in the text window before transferring the cursor to the work 
window. That symbol must be a full stop followed by a space generally, and the current line 
must not start with a copyright sign (the marker for lexicographer’s text). The left and right 
context of the full stop has to meet program conditions on text patterns. For defining the 
conditions, we used a VAX-BASIC program as a tool to analyze a lot of machine-readable 
fascicles produced for the printing company since 1982. These conditions prevent in most cases 
that dates are inserted at a wrong location. By similar procedures, the corrected dictionary text 
is protected to a major extent. In the first quotation in section 1, for example, the full stop 
preceded by a date ("[1732]") would not be accepted as a place allowing insertion. This prevents 
changing existing dates. In the following quotations (the ellipses are ours) the full stops after 
"570" and "Aid" are correct locations. The full stops after "Ned” and "Jaerb", however, are wrong 
locations but they would nevertheless be accepted having the same form as "Aid” (see however 
section 3 for a solution of this problem).
... zoo zullen zy verbeuren dien Wyn, en daer toe duizend Guldens, mitsgaders hunne neringe,
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QCVNed. Jaerb.ZCU 1750, 570. In reguard van de Zeep, uitgeschreven ... zullen dezelve 
gezwore Zeepwerkers de Billieten ... moeten overbrengen aen den Collecteur, QCLU/dZCU.
When the current full stop is accepted, the corrector may key in the date. If he wants to 
correct himself, he presses the reset key, the window is emptied and he returns to the text 
window. Pressing the confirmation key results in a an automatic checking (by the program under 
the key) of some formal aspects of the typed date, for example the square brackets. If the 
formal conditions are not met, the corrector receives a message indicating the error. Otherwise 
the text buffer is made modifiable, the date is transferred into that buffer and the text buffer 
is made unmodifiable again. In the meantime, the new date is surrounded by number signs ("#") 
in order to mark dates inserted by the corrector. The work buffer is emptied. The corrector 
may revise dates he has inserted like he inserts new dates. The number signs help to recognize 
them. The following example shows the quotations presented above after correct insertion of 
dates. The two dollar signs, added by the corrector, are an extra marker indicating that the 
inserted date is based on the year in the title.
... zoo zullen zy verbeuren dien Wyn, en daer toe duizend Guldens, mitsgaders hunne neringe, 
QCUNed. Jaerb.ZCV 1750, 570 #$$[1750]#. In reguard van de Zeep, uitgeschreven ... zullen 
dezelve gezwore Zeepwerkers de Billieten ... moeten overbrengen aen den Collecteur, 
QCLUtóZCU. #$$[1750]#.
The work window is used for comments of the correctors as well. This facilitates an efficient 
processing afterwards (see section 4). By pressing the comment key, the cursor is located into 
the work window, and the current line of the text window, preceded by its line number, is 
copied to the message buffer and to the work window. The corrector may change that line of 
text and make his comment on the second line of that window. Comments at least concern 
required alterations of the number of indentations, which are not adapted in the text buffer in 
this phase (cf. section 3). Comments may furthermore be related to problematic date insertions 
or detected text irregularities. After pressing the confirmation key, the contents of this window 
are copied to the message buffer, the work buffer is emptied and the cursor returns to the 
text window. Use of the reset key has the same result as mentioned before.
Messages to the corrector are shown in the message window. Because this window has one 
line, only the last message is visible. These messages include proper system messages, for 
example "Attempt to modify unmodifiable buffer" or "Shutdown of the computer system". Other 
types of messages concern the acceptability of locations proposed for date insertion (for example 
"This is not an admitted place for date insertion") and formal correctness of inserted revisions 
(for example "The square brackets are not correct").
Commands to the system are given in the command prompt window after pressing the 
command key. For example, the command "Wildcard find" enables special search facilities.
The editing session results in three output files. The first is the original dictionary text file 
provided with inserted dates. Its extension is changed into ”.term_hc" so as to indicate that the 
revision is completed. The second output file, characterised by the extension ".termjnod", 
contains all lines of the message buffer and all comments made by the corrector, including his 
suggestions for indentation alterations. The third output file, with the extension ".term_tim", 
contains data provided by the computer system about starting time, ending time and duration 
of the edting session.
In spite of the provisional check on formal aspects during the editing session, a check on 
lacking or incorrect dates is required. For this purpose, an exhaustive checking program has 
been written in order to minimize a final human check.
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3 Computational check on text revisions
The checking program is written in VAX-BASIC. Input for the program is the revised 
dictionary text file. Each paragraph, a string commonly existing of lexicographer’s text followed 
by quotations, is successively written into memory. In the quotation block, the program first 
checks locations where a date might still be lacking, by use of conditions on text patterns and 
formal features relating to the beginning and end of a quotation. Next, correctness of the 
inserted dates is checked on the basis of combined conditions on text patterns and contexts. 
Date checking concerns formal aspects as well as contents of the date. As for the lexicogra­
pher’s text, some formal aspects are automatically checked, additionally to the correctors 
comments concerning indentations. Like in the restricted editing process, the checking programs 
are based on textual patterning, which is in this case more complicated.
The output of the program is a text file reporting the name of each checked file, a list of 
correctly inserted dates, incorrectly inserted dates, probable locations where dates should have 
been inserted, and definition lines in which a structural alteration may be required. We will 
illustrate this with some examples based on our practice (the lines with more than 80 positions 
are split up).
The following example shows a correct insertion. The line number ("111") is followed by the 
string "MAT", which indicates that a date is inserted, by a small portion of the context to the 
left, by the inserted date and by a small portion of the context to the right. The asterisk is 
indicating the place of insertion.
I l l :  MAT U 1918, 1396 QCUaZCU #$$[1918]#. De uniform van de welpen be
The list of correct insertions also includes insertions at locations not protected. A corrector 
might have made an insertion at a wrong location, for example at the above mentioned "Ned" 
or "Jaerb". We have not found this kind of error until now. However, if present, these errors 
can be detected very easily, by reading a selective part of the output file.
Fourteen types of potential errors are distinguished, each marked by a bracket plus a type 
number. This enables the search for special error types. The following example shows the error 
type "14", a portion of 80 characters of the context to the left, the line number "716", the 
indication "MAT", a small portion of the immediate context preceding the insertion, the inserted 
date, and a message about the kind of error ("DAT. FOUT"). In this case, the corrector typed 
the wrong number "1899", which should have been "1889" corresponding with the date in the 
title.
{14 voor de veiligheid van den alleenloopenden voetganger (QCUop een kermis), Haagsc
716: MAT h Jaarb.ZCU 1889, 29 #$$[1899]#. DAT. FOUT?, < >  cijfer 118891
Next example shows the function of the context of 80 characters. The message "DAT. 
ONGELUK AAN VORIGE" in the output file reports that the inserted date is incorrect 
because the program has determined that the inserted date ”[1938]" is not equal to the 
preceding date "[Kempen, 1938]". We can verify this by reading the context of 80 characters to 
the left in the output file.
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{10 QKKCORNZKK., QCUBijv.ZCU [Kempen, 1938]. Hét uitgewalmde stroo dient om 
dákén t
309: MAT e dekken, QCUAldZCU. #[1938]#. DAT. ONGELUK AAN VORIGE [Kempen, 
1938]
The most frequent error type is error type number one, a missed insertion, illustrated by the 
following example. The indication "DAT?” and the message "NOG TE DATEREN?" means: 
is here a date lacking? The date "$$[1855]" should have been inserted after "204 b".
{1 Goudvemis, dat noch d oor’t licht, noch door de lucht verselhet, QCUVolksvlijtZ
114: DAT? CU 1855, 204 QCUbZCU. Vroeger kwam het verschieten in de was -» NOG 
ТЕ DATEREN?
The last example shows a definition line in which a structural alteration may be required. 
"RNR. 1044" indicates the line number. The five spaces in front of "II)" represent one indent. 
The string "7) Alleen, enkel, slechts.", being a subsense of sense level "II) Bijw.", is to be 
removed to a new line beginning with one indent.
RNR. 1044 © II) Bijw._7) Alleen, enkel, slechts.
The output of this extensive checking program strongly supports the final correction.
4 Final correction
The final, human checking deals with the output of the checking program and a file 
containing all corrector’s comments. In this phase, we use another extended version of EVE 
in which three main buffers are employed: a text buffer including the dictionary text, the 
corrector’s comments buffer and a buffer containing the output of the checking program. Two 
buffers appear simultaneously at the screen. The first always is the text buffer, and the second 
is either the comment buffer or the buffer with the checking report. The comments and the 
output of the checking program can be handled quite efficiently by a link between the line 
numbers in the three buffers. We position the cursor at a numbered comment line or at a 
numbered report line, and by pressing the link key, the cursor is placed in the text buffer on 
the corresponding line. This line is highlighted and the comment or report line as well. That 
way, scrolling and searching is reduced to a minimum. Then we view the comment or report 
and may modify the dictionary text. The structural indentations are adapted in this phase.
The output is a dictionary text file in which textual adaptations preparing the automatic 
encoding of information categories have been performed. The new file has the extension 
”.term_hc_kor".
5 Discussion
A first version of the special editors and of the checking program was developed in 
1990-1991. At present, a large number of files have been processed according to the developed 
procedure. It has proven its value compared to an earlier approach. Before 1990, the text 
modifications were manually inserted on enlarged copies of the printed dictionary and visually 
checked. Thereafter, the text was keyed in. The present method has resulted in an improved 
quality of the product, by use of automatic checking procedures, both during and after the
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revision process. Moreover, durations of the revision process are reduced to about one third 
(two hours instead of six hours per 60 columns). As this process concerns ca. 100.000 columns 
of dictionary text in total, this reduction of time implies a considerable reduction of man-years 
required for the project as a whole.
Rather than an automatic check, it would therefore be attractive if the adaptations could be 
automatically inserted. As for the structural indentations, we already referred to the necessity 
of a human analysis of the hierarchical structure of the entry (section 1). Automatic insertion 
of dates requires exact and complete definitions of textual patterns determining the insertion 
locations. As shown by the example with the strings "Ned." and "Jaerb", this is not always 
possible. Additionally, the research into textual definitions is very laborious, as human knowledge 
on textual patterns is not sufficient. The definitions of the textual patterns used in the 
procedures described above, have been established by an iterative process of analyzing textual 
patterns in a lot of machine-readable fascicles. For these reasons, automatic textual adaptation 
is still a utopia.
On the other hand, textual patterning is very helpful for reducing manual work. Earlier, 
similar dedicated editors have been developed at our institute, for the preparation of a new 
version of the official Dutch spelling guide. Part of the revision concerned updating of 
information fields within the entries. Restricted editing based on textual patterning turned out 
to be an effective tool in reducing correcting work. This new version, Herziene woordenlijst van 
de Nederlandse taal, was published in 1990 (by SDU, The Hague).
Until now, two projects at our institute have profited from restricted editing based on textual 
patterning. This method may therefore have a more general interest and be implemented in 
professional editors (cf. Knowles 1990). This kind of professional editors can be applied not 
only to dictionary text files, but also to other text files with information categories that are 
computer definable.
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